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4 Introduction

This manual is written to assist in the creation, implementation and testing of custom logic for Innovative 
Integration products. The scope of this manual is limited to discussion of the logic development tools, example 
logic designs and logic libraries provided in the FrameWork Logic toolset.

Additional documentation on each product is provided for hardware features and software in other manuals. 
These are used in conjunction with this manual for product development and use.

Thank you for using our products.  Your comments and input are appreciated so that we can improve our 
support and help you to be successful on your project. Email us at t  ec  h      sp  r      t  @inno  v  ati  v  e      -  d      s  p      .c  o      m   with your input 
or give us a call.

4.1 Prerequisite Experience and Required Tools

The designer is expected to have experience in VHDL and FPGA design to use the FrameWork Logic tools and 
code. All components in the FrameWork Logic are VHDL source code whenever provided and supported by 
VHDL models and test code.  As a standard, the code is written in VHDL 1993 version which is widely used 
and supported.

The design tools used are listed here.  We make an effort to keep the logic supported under the newest 
versions, but in many cases the logic must be reworked and retested to support the newest tool version.  For 
each product, we have listed the required tool set that was used to create the logic.

Here is the tools set list we use for supporting the FrameWork Logic use and development.

Function Tool Vendor Tool Name
Synthesis, Place and Route Xilinx ISE 8.1 or above
Simulation Mentor Graphics ModelSim 6.1
Bit and PROM Image Creation Xilinx Impact 8.1
Signal Processing Design MathWorks MATLAB 7
Logic Design Under MATLAB Xilinx System Generator 7.1
Logic Debug and Testing Xilinx ChipScope 8.1
Logic JTAG Cable Xilinx USB, Parallel Cable IV or others

Table 2: Supported Logic Development Tools

The documentation for the development tools is provided by the tool vendor.  All of them have on- line 
documentation and help that can acquaint you with their use.  This manual makes no attempt to replace them, 
but rather supplement them with specifics on using them with FrameWork Logic application development.

While it is not expected that you are expert in these tools, these tools are used for FrameWork  Logic 
development and are discussed in this manual.  If you are using other tools, they should have similar 
capabilities.
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4.2 Organization of this Manual

This manual covers the main topics in using the FrameWork Logic for Innovative Integration products for HDL 
development methods.  The first few sections describe the HDL tools and development methods including 
synthesis, placement and routing,  and simulation. Finally, the  generating the logic image and debugging are 
discussed.

Each product supported by the logic is discussed, showing the details of the example logic are shown.  The 
hardware interface components and application logic internals are shown.

Finally, the FrameWork Logic library components are shown.

The MATLAB tools and Board Support Packages (BSP) are covered in the MATLAB Board Support User Guide 
and discuss the specifics of that toolset and development process.  This manual is  describes some of  the 
underlying infrastructure logic that supports the MATLAB BSP.

4.3 Logic Component Naming Conventions
For all hardware interface components, the standard naming convention is

ii_<product_name>_<function_name>

where <product_name> is the Innovative product this component is used on, and <function_name> is a 
descriptor of the component. For example,

ii_quixote_dio

is the Quixote digital IO hardware interface component.

4.4 Where to Get Help

In addition to this manual, the example design for each product is provided with an HTML document that allows 
designers to quickly navigate the design to understand the hierarchy, entities used, ports and source code.

For help on Innovative Integration hardware or software, there are separate help manuals and an on-line help 
system for the software tools.  These manuals are provided on the CDs delivered with the product or on the 
web at h  t  t  p  :/  /w  w  w  .  i  nno  v  a  t  i  v  e-  d      s  p  .c  o      m  /s  u      p  p      or  t  /  p      ro  du      c  t  d  o      cs.  h  t      m   . At this site,  you can download the product 
information, software and logic updates.

Help for other tools such as Xilinx or ModelSim is provided on-line with the tool. Xilinx also has an excellent 
Answers Database on the web (h  t  t  p  :/  /w  w  w  .  x  il  i  n      x  .  c  o      m  /s  up      p  o      r  t  /      m  y  s  u      pp  o      r  t  .  h      t  m      ) and  many examples of 
techniques used in FPGA design. This is the primary site for support on Xilinx- specific problems that can 
include tools problems and workarounds.

Technical support from Innovative Integration is available at 

Web Site www.innovative-dsp.com   ( product manuals, software updates, firmware and discussion forums)

Email us at  t  echs  p      r  t  @innovat  iv  e      -dsp.c  om  

Phone :    ++1 805-578-4260 Monday through Friday, 8 AM to 5 PM Pacific Standard Time
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5 Logic Development Process

The FrameWork Logic system supports two logic development methods: VHDL, MATLab Simulink,  or a 
combination. Each system offers benefits and have strengths that in some cases complement each other. 

VHDL development is very flexible, allowing the developer the full freedom of a high level language that is 
expressive and extensible.  The FrameWork Logic system provides VHDL components for hardware interfaces 
that allow the designer to quickly integrate custom VHDL  code into the application logic. Other library 
components are offered that provide some common functions used in signal processing and control. Libraries 
from Xilinx and third parties are also  used to provide broad support for signal processing, analytical  and 
communications applications.

Development
Tool

Pro Con

VHDL Expressive, extensible language. Gives 
complete flexibility to the designer.

Design and debug of DSP algorithms 
is more difficult and time consuming.

MATLAB 
Simulink

Allows design of complex DSP 
algorithms at a high level.  Great 
visualization and analysis tools for 
design and debug.

Less capable of handling low-level 
details. Less visibility and control of 
logic design process.

VHDL + 
MATLAB

Best of both tools gives optimum 
flexibility where needed and high level 
design for complex DSP algorithms.

Multiple tools must be used resulting 
in a more complex development 
process.

Table 3: Logic Environment Pros and Cons

MATLAB Simulink offers a high-level block diagram approach to logic design that allows the designer to work at 
a higher, more abstract level.  Signal processing algorithms can be quickly developed and simulated in MATLAB 
then directly ported to the logic hardware.  Inside of the FrameWork Logic tools, the designer can concentrate on 
the algorithms because the system has a hardware interface layer that integrates the hardware with MATLAB 
cleanly and efficiently. Application development is dramatically sped up for complex signal processing algorithms 
because of the powerful capabilities within MATLAB for algorithm design, visualization and analysis.

Many applications find that a mix of VHDL and MATLAB offer the best of both worlds: high level signal 
processing development and the full flexibility of a high level language.  It is common that unique data handling, 
triggering and interface functions may be better expressed in VHDL, but nothing beats the power of MATLAB for 
things like filter design, down-conversion and  mathematical analysis of data.  The designer can mix VHDL 
components, or MATLAB-generated components with one another in either environment and reap the benefits of 
each system.

5.1 Developing Using VHDL

Application logic development with the FrameWork Logic in VHDL follows the typical development cycle: code 
creation, simulation, physical implementation and test.  This flow is summarized in the following diagram 
showing the Xilinx ISE tools and ModelSim as the primary development tools.
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The application development begins with the FrameWork Logic code for the product you are  using.  In many 
cases, the example application code provides a good starting point for your application logic.  In most cases the 
application logic shows a basic data flow between the IO devices, such as A/D and D/A converters, to the logic 
and DSP or system.  You can then build on top of the example logic by  inserting your algorithms into the data 
flow along with unique triggering and other application-specific logic.

The FrameWork Logic provides a library of components for the hardware interfaces as well as others functions, 
an example application showing IO interfacing and data flow, design constraints, a simulation testbench, and a 
Xilinx ISE project or each example. This gives you the basic foundation to begin work. After you install the 
FrameWork Logic on your system, you should be able to recreate the logic and verify its operation.  Once that is 
complete, you are ready to begin development.

At this point, you should have a look at the example logic and determine the best place to insert your logic and 
how you can best use the example in your development. If you can preserve many  of the basic memory 
mappings, controls and system interfaces, you will then be able to use the  example application software 
delivered with the product.  That saves time for both you and the software developers.

In most cases, you will see that the logic is organized as a hardware interface layer composed of components 
that directly interface to the hardware and an application layer that is composed of the analysis, data handling 
and triggering functions. The application layer is on a single clock domain so that it is easy to integrate functions 
into the design.
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Code for your application layer design can be created in a number of ways: written in VHDL or Verilog, created 
in MATLAB, or included as a black box netlist from a third party such as Xilinx or others. If you design you logic 
to run on a single clock it is then easier to integrate into the application layer of the FrameWork Logic. This is 
usually possible because the other clocks in the design, such as the A/D sample clocks, or hardware-specific 
clocks are handled in the hardware interface layer.  The use of a single clock in the application layer allows the 
designer to use the timing and physical constraints associated with the hardware interface components.

5.1.1  Using the FrameWork Library in VHDL

The components in the FrameWork Logic library are divided into generic components that may be used in any 
design, and hardware-specific components.

The hardware-specific components are used in the designs for A/Ds, DACs, memories and the like that have 
unique interface protocols and timings.  Constraints in the specific design for IO standards and specific timing 
requirements are usually required for use.  The constraints for the hardware-specific components are found in 
the application example that includes that component.

All hardware-specific components have unique names such as ii_quixote_adc.  The naming convention 
prevents inadvertent naming collisions with your design if you do not use a ii_ prefix on your components.  The 
hardware name is included in the name showing which design uses this component.

In the installation, you will find that hardware-specific components in the directory for that specifc design. The 
generic components are in the ii_library directory.  To use the compoents, you can copy them into the design 
you are creating, or reference the library directory.

Also, you may need to include packages supporting the components in your design.  For example, 
ii_quixote_dsp_emif_a component requires ii_pkg to be included. This is done by including these statements in 
the component and by compiling the package in your design.

library  work;
use  work.ii_pkg.ALL;
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Illustration 2: Logic Architecture Showing Hardware and Application Layers
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One problem that frequently occurs is that the simulation requires the package be compiled for use.  The script 
that Xilinx ISE produces seems to exclude these packages for compilation, so be sure to compile the required 
packages separately.

5.1.2  VHDL Simulation

Simulation is an important part of the logic development process.  All designs that are targeted at using the 
large logic devices supported by the FrameWork Logic require simulation for successful implementation. If you 
do not simulate your design, it is unlikely that you will successfully complete it during your lifetime.

For simulation, we are currently supporting ModelSim 6.1 PE.  The Xilinx MXE version cannot be used since it 
cannot be used simulate designs as large as the FrameWork Logic designs.

The FrameWork Logic includes a test bench and models required for most simulations. In many cases the 
models are simple representations of the device that give a data pattern that is easy to follow through the 
simulations.  More complex waveforms can always be substituted later for proving out the signal processing or 
data analysis portions of the design.  In each design, the list of files shows the applicable test bench name and 
available models.

The testbench contains a set of simulation steps that exercise various functions on the FrameWork logic for 
basic interface testing. Behavioral procedures have been written to simulate the DSP timing for sync and 
asynchronous memory accesses that are useful in simulating data movement. Also, the steps to setup the logic 
for data streaming support are shown so that interrupt servicing (DMA or CPU accesses), trigger and event log 
use are illustrated.

As delivered, the FrameWork Logic example provides a basic example in the use of the hardware interface 
components, data flow through the design, and some simple triggering control.  It is anticipated that you can 
use this example test bench as a starting point for your application logic simulation.  Your logic can be added to 
the simulation in many cases without modifying the test bench since the application logic does not change the 
external pins on the design.

Before simulation can begin, the pertinent libraries must be compiled for the chip you are targeting.  If you are 
starting from Xilinx ISE, this is done by selecting the device in the Sources window, then double-clicking the 
“Compile HDL Simulation Libraries” process in the Processes window.  This will compile the unisim, simprim 
and xilixcorelib files necessary for simulation.  You may have to configure this process so that it points at your 
current ModelSim installation; this is done by right-clicking and setting the parameters.  If you are working with 
ModelSim standalone,  be sure to compile the libraries unisim, simprim and xilinxcorelib and add them to the 
libraries in ModelSim (vlib) before attempting to simulate.
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Simulation can be started in either the Xilinx ISE environment, or by using the ModelSim tool in a standalone 
mode.  In Xilinx ISE, select the test bench file in the Sources in Project window.  This then will show the 
simulations that can be run in the Processes window using ModelSim. Usually, the functional simulation is best 
to use when you are creating code because the simulation will execute quickly.  Once you have the right 
functionality, you can then use the timing simulation to verify performance at speed.
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When you enter the ModelSim tool from Xilinx ISE, it will execute a default macro that compiles the files and 
begins the simulation.  If you enter in standalone mode, you will need to compile the files within the ModelSim.
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Illustration 4: Setting Simulation Library Compilation Properties



In many cases a macro file is provided that compiles the files within ModelSim according to the macro file 
order.  If you use this file, just add your files to the list in order of ascending hierarchy. These macro files have 
a .do extension; usually project_name.do for the project loading, and wave.do for the wave window format.  You 
can reference this macro inside Xilinx ISE by changing the properties of the simulator window as shown here.
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The advantage of using the custom DO file is that the additional packages, models and wave window setup can 
be easily automated when the simulator is invoked.
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Illustration 6: Configuring Xilinx ISE to use a custom DO file



When the design is loading, you will see each components loaded in the transaction window as shown here. If 
anything fails to load, check that its ports match those in the instance where it was used.
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Illustration 7: Loading the simulation in ModelSim



Once the design is loaded, the design hierarchy is shown in the Workspace window with the test bench at the top 
of the hierarchy.  Here is an example.
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Illustration 8: Example ModelSim Workspace After Loading



Once you are inside the ModelSim environment, you should be able to use the tools to run simulations of the 
design. The wave window is many times the main focus since it gives a logic analyzer view of the design.

You can quickly view debug the design within ModelSim because you can probe the logic down to the lowest 
level. This visibility is often lost after synthesis and fitting because logic is minimized by the tools and may be 
trimmed out if unused, even if by accident.  When you select an design unit within ModelSim Work Space 
window, the processes, signals and variable for that design unit are shown.  You can add them to the window 
by selecting them and right-clicking to add to the wave window.

Some common simulation problems are

• libraries are wrong version – be sure to compile them from within Xilinx ISE before use

• wrong simulator resolution – be sure to use 1 ps resolution for all designs

• design won't load – be sure all models and packages were compiled

• naming conflicts – all instances must have a unique name

• source code won't compile – check that you compile with the correct version for 1993 to
2000 version of HDL
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Illustration 9: ModelSim Wave Window Example



5.2 Logic Development using MATLAB Simulink

These tools are described in the MATLAB Board Support Package Manual. Refer to that manual for details on 
logic development using MATLAB Simulink and Xilinx System Generator. The following description is just to 
orient you to what that tools are and how they may be useful in developing applications.

MATLAB Simulink provides a powerful method of developing logic using a high level design tool that integrates 
hardware into the MATLAB Simulink environment. Complex signal processing designs can be developed 
rapidly using the Simulink block diagrams interacting with the actual hardware in real time.  Gateways between 
MATLAB Simulink and the hardware allow data to flow between the actual hardware and MATLAB, bringing the 
power of MATLAB to the logic development process.

Simulink blocks diagrams are directly translated into logic using the Xilinx System Generator tool. For each 
supported product,  a hardware interface layer of Simulink components is provided that allows the hardware to 
be used in the the Simulink design. Simulink components from the various libraries provided by Mathworks, 
Xilinx and Innovative interface with this hardware interface layer for building the application logic on the product. 
The Xilinx place and route tools are used for the logic build as in any HDL project.

Here is a typical Simulink block diagram design.  Notice the Xilinx icon in the upper right; this is the Xilinx 
System Generator control block.  This block provides the link to the Xilinx place and route tools used to 
implement the logic.  The other blocks are mixture of hardware interface components, such as the Quixote A/D 
converters, SRAM and DACs.  The remaining blocks are  Simulink functions for control, display and data 
formating.
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5.3 Making the Physical Logic

After the logic has been created, either with HDL or MATLAB, it must be implemented in the logic through a 
process of placing and routing the logic into the physical device.  For either development process, the physical 
design is done using the Xilinx tools.  These tools take the netlist created by the synthesis process or Xilinx 
System Generator and map it into the physical device while meeting timing and physical constraints.

Each design has a unique set of constraints for timing and physical placement that describes the requirements 
of the logic.  This file is the UCF (User Constraint File) used by the design.  This UCF file is provided for each 
FrameWork Logic design, though it may need to be modified in some cases for your application logic.

The Xilinx ISE tools are used for the physical logic creation.  For HDL designs, these tools are accessed 
through the ISE environment in the processes window as shown here. The main steps are translate (link), map 
and place & route.

There a many options for each of the implementation steps which are set in the individual project files for each 
FrameWork Logic example.

Since most of the chips on the products are very large, we have chosen to preserve the hierarchy of the design 
during the implementation so that area constraints and incremental design approach may be used.  Area 
constraints allow the designer to control the placement of logic on the FPGA chip for best timing control.  With 
area constraints, the logic will be constrained to where you put it and in many cases helps the tool do a better 
job overall.
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Illustration 11: Xilinx Implementation Tools



We also recommend that you use the incremental design approach in the logic implementation process when 
working with the large FPGA designs.  This allows you to make minor changes to a chip during debug and test 
without requiring the tool to reroute the whole design.  In this way, functions that are not affected by the change 
are not touched so their behavior and timing does not change.

5.3.1 Place and Route Reports
The place and route implementation by the Xilinx tools results in several files you may want to review in case of 
problems.  In ISE 8.1, a summary page is provided that gives a hyperlink to each report.
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Illustration 12: Xilinx System Generator Implementation Control



File 
extension

Contents What to Look For

.BLD The output from the NGDBuild 
process that link all the logic 
together

There should be no errors.  This program issues 
numerous warnings but there should be no
errors. Most link errors occur because of missing 
netlist files – Coregen put the files somewhere
else, or a missing netlist from a black box.

.MAP The output from the MAP process 
that does the logic mapping to the 
physical device. Removes
unused logic and.

There should be no errors, but warnings are 
usually OK.  Common problems range from 
incompatible logic mappings, impossible area 
constraints, and clock connections.

.PAR The output of the Place and 
Route implementation process. 
Shows timing results and fit 
results.

Timing constraints should be met. Review the 
summary at the end of this report to see if timing 
is OK since it will complete no matter how bad it 
is. Also look for any incomplete routing.

.BGN The output of the Bitgen tool. Normally, this is not a problem.  Occasionally 
though the design will route but not complete 
Bitgen will report this error.

Table 4: Xilinx Report Files Generated During Implementation

In many designs, you will have to resolve timing problems that are shown in the place and route process.  Xilinx 
has several tools to help find the problems; Timing Analyzer is usually the place to start.  This tool helps you to 
understand the reason the logic did not meet timing – too many connections, bad routing, etc.  The tool 
suggests how to fix it.  This is usually helpful but may mean you are back to functional simulation again to add 
pipelining or change the logic and must re-implement the design.

Once you achieve one good result, you may want to switch to incremental mode in the tool.  This allows you to 
use the last good result for most of the design that is unchanged when minor fixes are made.  For big changes 
however, you will need to reroute the whole chip.

Expect that the implementation process will be in the range of ½ to 2 hours in length depending on your 
computer, how easy it is to meet constraints and how big the chip is.  A tightly packed, fast big chip will take a 
while.  A VP40 that is 85% full, running at 130 MHz takes about 1.5 hours to route on a Pentium 4 with 1 GB of 
RAM. We have found that 64-bit Linux OS on 2.4 GHz Opteron processor is about 2x faster, although multiple 
processor are not currently supported.

The final output of the implementation process is a .BIT file that represents the logic image. This file is used to 
create a ROM image or for direct JTAG downloading.

5.4 Loading Logic

There are usually two methods of loading logic into the target FPGA : JTAG and from a PROM image.  JTAG is 
normally used during the development process because it is quick and easy to to use. The ROM image is 
normally used after logic development is complete and the application is deployed.

5.4.1 JTAG

Logic images may be loaded using the JTAG interface to the FPGA using a Xilinx JTAG cable such as Parallel 
Cable IV or others.  This provides a convenient method of quickly loading the logic during the development 
process but is not usually used in deployed applications.
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The Xilinx IMPACT application is used to load the logic into the application FPGA. The IMPACT tool may be 
invoked from the Xilinx ISE tool or as a standalone application.When you enter the tool, you will be prompted 
for either a stored project or to create a new one. The first time you use this, you should create a new project. 
Later, you can save the project and it remembers the scan chain and files for the project.

After you select create a new project, the IMPACT wizard will direct you through the process of identifying the 
JTAG scan chain, assigning files and programming the devices.  The first step is to select Operation Mode. 
For JTAG, pick configure devices.
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Illustration 13: Getting Started with IMPACT



The next screen will prompt for what type of configuration to perform.  Choose the Boundary Scan Mode as 
shown.
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Illustration 14: Choosing the Operation Mode for IMPACT



Next, IMPACT will prompt for the JTAG chain identification.  Choose the automatic identify mode.
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Illustration 15: Choosing the Boundary Scan Mode for IMPACT



If all goes well, IMPACT will find all the devices in the JTAG chain and display them as shown in this example. 
If not, check the cable connection to the board.  The cable should be detected by IMPACT; if not, check that 
the port it is connected to on the PC is working and in the proper mode.  If the chip is not detected, be sure you 
have the right scan path, that the board is powered up normally, and that IMPACT was able to connect to the 
scan path.  Power everything off and try again if it fails and you don't see any obvious problems.  You can also 
check your setup and software on a good card if you have one.  If you don't, curse some then call tech support.

The next step is to assign a bit file to each device to be programmed.  Right click each device and use the 
dialog to assign the BIT file for programming each device.  Double-check that you are using the correct BIT 
file – you could damage the chip if it gets the wrong logic.
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Illustration 16: Automatic JTAG Chain Detection using IMPACT



The last step is to program the device.  This is done by right clicking the device and selecting PROGRAM.  This 
will only program the device you are selecting at that time. If it succeeds, then you will be notified by IMPACT 
as shown in the example screen.

NOTE: We have found problems using the VERIFY function.  It seems as though IMPACT has some problems 
doing this and will usually fail.  It is our experience however that if the programming succeeds, then you will be 
OK.  Xilinx employs a rigorous checksum routine that is very good and seems to guarantee that programming 
succeeded when it reports as such.  
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Illustration 17: Selecting the Configuration Image Using IMPACT



5.4.2 Loading the Logic Using PROM Images

Making the Device Image

For all Innovative products, an EXORMacs format (.EXO) text file must be generated from the output .BIT file 
produced by the place and route process. This is done by opening the Xilinx IMPACT tool that is a PROM File 
Formatter utility from within the ISE and converting the BIT file into an EXO file.

When you enter the tool, you will be prompted for either a stored project or to create a new one. The first time 
you use this, you should create a new project.  Later, you can save the project and it remembers the PROM 
settings and files for the project.
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Illustration 18: Programming Devices using JTAG under IMPACT



For the mode, select the Prepare Configuration Files.
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Illustration 19: Using IMPACT to Make a PROM Image



The next screen will prompt you to either configure devices or make a configuration file.  To make a PROM 
image, select Prepare Configuration Files.

For a generic PROM file, used for most Innovative products, on the next screen you should select PROM file 
for the image type.
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Illustration 20: Selecting the PROM Operating Mode in IMPACT



Illustration 21: Selecting the Configuration Method in IMPACT

The PROM properties must be set to “bytewide” and EXORmacs to generate the required EXO file. Once the 
properties are set, the .EXO file is generated in the source directory. Please refer to the picture below:
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Illustration 22: Selecting the PROM size in IMPACT



In PROM Configuration screen, select the following options:
• Select Parallel PROM.
• Select EXO as File Format.
• Memory Fill Value - 0xFF
then provide a File Name.

You will then be prompted before the file is made – you last chance to not overwrite you last PROM if you did not 
change the name or file path.
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Illustration 23: Selecting the BIT file in IMPACT



The final screen will report successful operation.
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Illustration 24: Ready to Make the ROM Image in Impact



You are now ready to load the PROM image using one of the tools provided by Innovative or by  your 
application. Each family of cards has a specific logic programming utility and software support.  Here is a list of 
the tools for the card families.

Velocia Download

The Velocia family of products, including Quixote and Quadia, use a simple Windows application to download 
logic images to the card.  The same application can be used to load DSP files, see the software documentation 
for information.

Note: The application logic must be loaded after each power-up since there is no on-card logic ROM.

The logic is loaded over the SelectMAP interface to the FPGA via the PCI bus.  The logic may be loaded and 
reloaded at any time during operation.

The Velocia Download applet requires a logic image in EXO format.  To create this file, see the previous 
section of this manual.

To load the logic image, press the button that looks like an electrical plug.  You will be prompted for a file name 
to load.  Status indicators will first show the logic file being parsed, then the loading.  Loading takes about 20 
seconds for a 6M device.
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Illustration 25: Successful PROM Image Generation Using Impact



The Velocia Download applet shows the logic filename that was loaded in he lower right corner.

Multiple cards in a single system are supported via the target number box.  You can identify which card is which 
target by blinking its LED with the VelociaFinder applet.  The type of card is selected in the drop-down box.

Software tools for loading the logic from application software are provided for loading the logic also.  These are 
detailed in the software manual.

5.5 Debugging

It is inevitable that the logic will require some debugging and it is best to have a strategy for debug before you 
actually use the hardware. Debugging on actual hardware is difficult because you have poor visibility into the 
FPGA internals.

For HDL designs, the best and easiest debug method is simulation for functional and timing problems.  This 
gives the best visibility and interactivity to debug problems before the real hardware is tested.  A good set of 
test cases that stress the design should be run prior to working on the real hardware. You will save time in the 
overall design process by doing a thorough job in simulation. Sermon over.

There are several techniques that have worked for us on projects: Xilinx ChipScope, built-in test modes, and 
judicious use of test points. Between these techniques and the capabilities of each method, it is usually 
possible to find and fix bugs that are either functional design errors or timing problems.

MATLAB Simulink developers can use the “hardware in the loop” features of system to debug the design at a 
high level.  Simulink can be used to generate test data or for viewing and analyzing real hardware data.  This is 
invaluable in debugging complex signal processing designs.
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Illustration 26: Velocia Logic and DSP Software Download Applet
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Here we will discuss a few of these techniques.

5.5.1 Built-in Test Modes

Another good way to debug your design is to have built-in test modes in the logic. If you plan ahead for test, 
then you can more quickly validate your design later and spot problems. When you finish the design, if the test 
generators and checkers can be left in the design, they are there later as production debug or test.

In many designs, test pattern or data generators are invaluable since they provide known data into the FPGA 
so that the output is known. If the data source is analog in the real design, substituting perfect data is nice 
because it helps spot problems that may be hidden in the noise. The test pattern may be an easily recognized 
stream, like incrementing numbers, that are easy to check in the logic or on the test  equipment. Also, its easier 
to test the extreme cases of the design that may be difficult to reproduce with real signals.

Another built-in test method is to use data checkers in the logic sprinkled through the data chain help to spot 
the source of problems. If you have a missing timing constraint or a clock domain issue, these can be hard to 
catch since they may be rare. A data checker gives you a way to look for bad data and then trigger ChipScope 
or the logic analyzer. In many cases, rare errors are impossible to catch without this sort of data checker. This 
technique has saved time because the trigger at the bad data point allows you to inspect all the suspect signals 
and find the culprit.

5.5.2 Xilinx ChipScope

Xilinx offers an excellent tool for debugging FPGA designs call ChipScope. This tool works over the FPGA 
JTAG port using any of the standard Xilinx JTAG cables. Software on the PC connects to a ChipScope logic 
core that you embed in your logic. This is an optional tool from Xilinx and is not included in the standard ISE 
software. For its cost of under $1500, we have found it well worth the money.
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Illustration 27: Typical Debug Block Diagram



The ChipScope core allows you to monitor internal FPGA signals using triggers and a sample clock.  It is as 
though you can embed a logic analyzer in the logic itself, hence the ILA core name (integrated logic analyzer). 
Other ChipScope cores support Virtual IO (VIO) core, which allows you to monitor and control some internal 
signals, and cores for working with the PowerPC cores in some logic devices.

The ILA core is very configurable and it allows you to set the number of signals you can monitor, the trigger 
methods and the signals used for triggers is set up when you generate the ChipScope core. The core size is 
determined by the number of signals monitored and the number of samples stored.  If the core gets too big, it 
will affect your design and tends to muddle the debug process. Sometimes it is better to have a small core that 
has a small footprint and does not interfere with the other logic for this reason.

The clock is used as the sample clock for the logic so it should be synchronous to the inputs signals or 
sufficiently fast to sample them accurately.  If you sample signals on other clock domains, be aware that the 
clock used by the ILA core is used for the sampling of the signals so the signals will not precisely represent the 
real signal running on another clock domain.

You will interact with the ChipScope software over a JTAG cable to the target device. This link is limited to 
about 1-20 Mb/s depending on the target device JTAG chain, so it is not really real-time,  but rather just a 
means to get the data from the FPGA to the ChipScope software.  The signals are captured in the FPGA block 
RAMs so the record length is somewhat short being limited in most cases to 256 to 1K points.  In some 
experiments though we have made larger captures of up to 16K points in large devices, useful for capturing a 
signal.

Because of these limitations in JTAG speed and capture size, it is important to devise triggering methods that 
allow you to catch the error condition.  It is common to devise a piece of error detection logic that serves as a 
trigger to ChipScope to best use the capture RAM.  It is possible to pre-trigger or post-trigger in the software 
which makes trigger design easier.  You can also selectively store data so that the memory is preserved just for 
useful data by using an option on the trigger panel in ChipScope.

Here is one of the common cables used for debug, just for reference.
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Illustration 28: Debugging with ChipScope



CAUTION:

The user MUST make sure that Xilinx JTAG cable connector is plugged in the proper polarity to the 
Innovative target connector.  If by mistake, the user connects the Xilinx cable incorrectly, this may 
damage the target card and Xilinx POD.  See the hardware manual for each product to locate the 
connector and its pinout.

Declaration Of ChipScope Core in VHDL

The ChipScope core is simple to use. Just connect up the signal for observation to the data ports, the trigger 
signals to trigger and the clock. The number of ports and triggers is defined when you create the debug core in 
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Illustration 29: Xilinx Parallel IV Cable for Debug and Development
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Illustration 30: Xilinx Parallel Cable IV Target Cable



the ChipScope tool.  The clock is used as the sample clock for the logic analyzer, so you must use a clock that 
is higher frequency than the signals you wish to observe.

Here’s a core we used in debug shown below.

  --
  --  ICON core component declaration
  --
  -------------------------------------------------------------------
  component icon
    port
    (
      control0    :   out std_logic_vector(35 downto 0)
    );
  end component;

  -------------------------------------------------------------------
  --
  --  ICON core signal declarations
  --
  -------------------------------------------------------------------
  signal control0       : std_logic_vector(35 downto 0);
-------------------------------------------------------------------
  -------------------------------------------------------------------
  --
  --  ILA core component declaration
  --
  -------------------------------------------------------------------
  component ila
    port
    (
      control     : in    std_logic_vector(35 downto 0);
      clk         : in    std_logic;
      data        : in    std_logic_vector(77 downto 0);
      trig0       : in    std_logic_vector(2 downto 0)
    );
  end component;

llustration 32: ChipScope Core Declarations

Here is its instantiation during a debug session.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------
  --
  --  ICON core instance
  --
  -------------------------------------------------------------------
  i_icon : icon
    port map
    (
      control0    => control0
    );
 -------------------------------------------------------------------
  --
  --  ILA core instance
  --
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  -------------------------------------------------------------------
  i_ila : ila
    port map
    (
      control   => control,
      clk       => clk,
      data      => data,
      trig0     => trig0
    );

control <= control0;
trig0(0) <= sw_trigger(2)or sw_trigger(3);
trig0(1) <= ace_n(1);
trig0(2) <= ace_n(0) ;
clk <= dsp_Aeclk;
 data(7 downto 0) <= dsp_a_ififo_wr_count(0);
 data(14) <= dac_run;
 data(13) <= dsp_a_ififo_wr(0);
 data(12) <= adc_fifo_wen_n_s;
 data(11) <= adc_int_raw;
 data(43) <= dac0_ae_n;

Illustration 33: ChipScope Core Instantiation

In this case, the designer was using the DSP EMIF A clock as the ChipScope core clock and had several 
triggers including DSP memory decodes and software triggers. Some of the signals being observed are shown 
as well such as FIFO read enables and so forth.  Looks like the debug was for some type of DSP access 
problem.

Once the core is in the design, you can then trigger on different conditions just as you would use a logic 
analyzer. If connect up all the signals in the problem area, only one compilation is needed to get the core into 
the design for debug. Once you get it all working, you have a logic analyzer inside the FPGA. Here’s sample 
view.
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6.1 Quixote FrameWork Logic

Overview

The Quixote has two FPGAs on it : a Xilinx Spartan2 (200K gates) and a Xilinx Virtex2 (2M or 6M gates). The 
Virtex2 is used for the analog interfacing and as the computational logic on the board. Major elements inside 
the Spartan2 logic are the PCI interface, interrupt control, timebase selection and message mailboxes. The 
Spartan2 source code is not normally provided.

Quixote II and III are open logic products that include additional memory for FPGA computational space, and 
either a 2M (II) or 6M (III) gate Xilinx Virtex2 FPGA. The logic in Quixote I is provided in source form to assist in 
custom application developments.

Quixote supports in-circuit reconfiguration of the Xilinx Virtex2 over its Select Map interface. FPGA logic images 
may be downloaded to the Virtex2 logic as part of the software application at any time of its SelectMap 
interface. The Pismo toolset provides software support for logic configuration (see the VelociaDownload.exe 
applet and the ArmadaMatador.hlp/chm help file under TIIVelocia).

Target Devices

Quixote has as its user programmable logic a Xilinx Virtex2 FPGA. The Virtex2 FPGAs have many resources in 
addition to the logic gates such as embedded RAM blocks, digital clock managers (DCMs), and flexible IO 
standards that are used in the sample logic. The Quixote is offered with either a 2M gate device or 6M gate 
device.

Quixote Variant Logic Density Device Used

Quixote II (80069-2) 2M Xilinx XC2V2000-4FF896C

Quixote III (80069-3) 6M Xilinx XC2V6000-4FF1152C

Table 5: Quixote Logic Devices

Note : Quixote I (80069-1) does not support user programming of the logic.

Development Tools
The currently supported tool set is shown here.
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Function Tool Vendor Tool Name
Synthesis, Place and Route Xilinx ISE 8.1 or above
Simulation Mentor Graphics ModelSim 6.1
Bit and PROM Image Creation Xilinx Impact 8.1
Logic Debug and Testing Xilinx ChipScope 8.1
Logic JTAG Cable Xilinx Parallel Cable IV or USB

Table 6: Logic Development Tools for Quixote

VHDL FrameWork Logic

As a starting point, here is a big overview of what is attached to the Quixote Virtex 2 FPGA. All of the high 
speed data interfaces have 32K sample FIFOs for buffering the data to the Virtex2 logic. The DSP has both 
buses attached to the logic, and also two of the McBSP ports so that ample data movement is supported.

The logic design is organized as a hardware interface layer, which provide the direct interface to the external 
peripherals, and the application logic components that do specific functions for signal processing and control. 
Hardware interface components in the design include the A/D interface  components, ii_quixote_adc, for 
example and the A/D interface, ad_interface, providing specific triggering and data capture features in Quixote.
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Illustration 35: Quixote Logic and Peripherals



Illustration 36: Quixote Logic Block Diagram

As can be seen in the block diagram, the EMIF A is used as the primary interface to the analog IO. The EMIF A 
memory space is decoded so that control and configuration registers are mapped as well as burst FIFOs for the 
high speed data paths. EMIF B is used primarily as the PCI interface bus, and travels through the Virtex2 en 
route to the Spartan2 logic. Two McBSP interfaces are also provided.

Application Logic Help Files

An hyper linked help file system is available for Quixote logic developers. The quixote_logic_help.zip file set 
available either on Innovative's web site or support CD provides a navigable version of the logic files. This help 
system shows hierarchy, logic entities, important processes and variables for the application design.

Memory Map

Memory mapped peripherals reside on both EMIFs in the Logic FrameWork that define the bus interface type 
and timing parameters. A memory map for the FrameWork Logic is included below. Most designers integrate 
application-specific features into the standard memory mapping to  preserve as much software as possible. 
Also, the memory decoding and data interface to the DSP are architected in the logic to support the burst or 
asynchronous memory interfaces.
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CE Address (Hex)    Description Logic R/W CE Type
Space Device
BCE3 0x6C000000 Virtex2 Test Register Virtex2 R/W Async

ACE0 0x80000000 A/D control Virtex2 W Async
0x80020000 A/D burst Length Virtex2 W Async
0x80040000 Not used - - -
0x80060000 Event Log Enables Virtex2 W Async
0x80080000 D/A control Virtex2 W Async
0x800A0000 Not  used - - -
0x800C0000 Not  used - - -
0x800E0000 DAC Burst Length Virtex2 W Async
0x80100000 A/D Start Trigger Selection Virtex2 W Async
0x80120000 A/D Start Trigger Configuration Virtex2 W Async

0x80140000 A/D Stop Trigger Selection Virtex2 W Async
0x80160000 A/D Stop Trigger Configuration Virtex2 W Async
0x80180000 A/D Trigger Threshold Virtex2 W Async
0x801A0000 A/D Threshold Channel

Enable
Virtex2 W Async

0x801C0000 A/D Frame Timer
Configuration

Virtex2 W Async

0x801E0000 A/D Frame Count
Configuration

Virtex2 W Async
0x80200000 D/A Start Trigger Selection Virtex2 W Async

0x80220000 D/A Start Trigger
Configuration

Virtex2 W Async
0x80240000 D/A Stop Trigger Selection Virtex2 W Async
0x80260000 D/A Stop Trigger Configuration Virtex2 W Async
0x80280000 Not  used - - -
0x802A0000 Not  used - - -
0x802C0000 D/A frame timer Configuration Virtex2 W Async
0x802E0000 D/A Frame Counter

Configuration
Virtex2 W Async

0x80300000 UD configuration Virtex2 W Async
0x80320000 Analog Configuration Register Virtex2 W Async
0x80340000 Analog Compare DAC Virtex2 W Async
0x80360000 Not  used - - -
0x80380000 SBSRAM 0 Address Virtex2 W Async
0x803A0000 SBSRAM 1 Address Virtex2 W Async
0x803C0000 Not  used - - -
0x803E0000 A/D Gain Memory Virtex2 W Async
0x80400000 A/D Offset Memory Virtex2 W Async
0x80420000 D/A Gain Memory Virtex2 W Async
0x80440000 D/A Offset Memory Virtex2 W Async
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CE Address (Hex)    Description Logic R/W CE Type
Space Device

0x80460000 Not  used - - -
0x80480000 Not  used - - -
0x804A0000 Not  used - - -
0x804C0000 PCI FIFO burst read length Virtex2 W Async
0x804E0000 PCI FIFO burst write length Virtex2 W Async
0x80500000 UD Data Virtex2 R/W Async
0x80520000 SBSRAM 0 Data Virtex2 R/W Async

0x80540000 SBSRAM 1 Data Virtex2 R/W Async
0x80560000 PMC J4 test port Virtex2 R Async
0x80580000 Misc Status Virtex2 R Async
0x805A0000 A/D FIFO status Virtex2 R Async
0x805C0000 DAC FIFO status Virtex2 R Async
0x805E0000 Event Log Virtex2 R/W Async

ACE1 0x90000000 A/D FIFO data Virtex2 R Burst
0x90000000 D/A FIFO data Virtex2 W Burst

ACE2 0xA000000 Not  used - - -

Table 7: Quixote Memory Map

Note that the peripherals in the logic are mapped to different CE spaces according to the type of memory 
interface that will be used.  The faster data paths for the A/D and DAC FIFOs are in a separate memory space, 
ACE1, than the slower configuration, control and status registers mapped to ACE0. When you add devices to 
the design, it is a good idea to follow this mapping technique so that the logic timing is easier to meet for 
decoding high performance devices.

In the top level of the logic design, the memory mappings equate directly to the decoded memory devices from 
the ii_quixote_dsp_emif_a component.  The code shows simple mapping of the registers to these memory 
locations Here is an example

dac_cal_gain <= dsp_a_reg(66);

that maps the DAC gain calibration register to decode 66 (decimal).

DSP EMIF B Register Descriptions

Readback Test Register
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BCE3 0x6C000000 Virtex2 Test Register 32-bit R/W

Read or write this test register to verify the EMIF B connection to the Virtex 2 FPGA.

DSP EMIF A Register Descriptions

A/D Control Register

ACE0 0x80000000 A/D control 64-bit R/W

This register contains the control bits for the a/d fifo and a/d type and the programmable level for the fifo toofull 
flag.

Bit Function
11..0 Not used
12 FIFO reset. ‘1’ = reset (default)
13 Fifo overflow flag reset.  Set to ‘1’ to reset the overflow flag. 

Default = ‘0’
14 Single shot enable.  This bit allows DSP to command a single shot event.  

Default = ‘0’ = continuous trigger
15 ADC pipe mode, ‘0’= bypass DDC, default
16 Pretrigger enable. When this bit is ‘1’ the A/Ds may sample the data before a start 

trigger.  
Default = ‘0’ = no pretrigger.

17 Clear out-of-range. ‘1’ = clear, ‘0’ = default
18 Decimate the data according to bits 31..20
19 -

31..20 Decimation count default = 0x10 

The single shot bit allows a single acquisition to be captured.  Once  single start trigger is seen, data will be 
captured until a stop trigger is encountered.  Subsequent start triggers will be ignored until the dsp disables 
single shot and re-enables it. 

The pre-trigger mode allows data to be captured prior to start trigger.  When a start trigger is encountered, 
then an event can be logged. A stop trigger stops the data acquisition as expected.

A/D Burst Length

ACE0 0x80020000 A/D burst Length 64-bit W

This register programs the number of points per A/D FIFO interrupt.

Bit Function
0 Not used

7..1 Number of points
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Others -

Event Log Enables

ACE0 0x80060000 Event Log Enables 64-bit W

All events are off by default, to enable an event for logging, set the bit to ‘1’.

Bit Function
0 A/D start trigger
1 A/D stop trigger
2 A/D out-of-range (any enabled a/d = 0x1FFF or 0x2000)
3 A/D frame counter rollover
4 A/D timebase event during trigger or pretrigger
5 A/D pretrigger completed
6 A/D overrun
7 A/D user event

15..8 -
16 D/A start trigger
17 D/A stop trigger
18 Not used
19 D/A frame counter rollover
20 D/A timebase event during trigger or pretrigger
21 D/A pretrigger completed
22 D/A underflow
23 Timebase rollover

31..24 -

DAC Control Register

ACE0 0x80080000 D/A control 64-bit W

This register provides controls for the DAC interface.

Bit Function
7..0 Fifo_starving level.  Set this to # channel pairs to have the fifo flag not enough 

points. Default = 15
11..8 -

12 FIFO reset. ‘1’ = reset (default)
13 Fifo underflow flag reset.  Set to ‘1’ to reset the underflow flag. Default = ‘0’
14 Single shot enable.  This bit allows DSP to command a single shot event.  Default 

= ‘0’ = continuous trigger
17..15 -

18 Decimated timebase.  Use the A/D decimated timebase.
31..19 -

A/D Burst Length

ACE0 0x800E0000 DAC burst Length 64-bit W
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This register programs the number of points per DAC FIFO interrupt.

Bit Function
0 Not used

7..1 Number of points
Others -
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A/D Triggering Controls Registers

A/D trigger source selection 

ACE0 0x80100000 A/D Start Trigger Selection Virtex2 W
ACE0 0x80140000 A/D Stop Trigger Selection Virtex2 W

These registers control what signal is used as the A/D start trigger  (CE0, 0x80100000) and stop trigger (CE0, 
0x80140000). None are selected by default at reset

Bit Function
0 ext_adc_start_trig.  ‘0’ = off = default
1 ext_adc_stop_trig   ‘0’ = off = default
2 sync(2)   ‘0’ = off = default
3 sync(3)   ‘0’ = off = default
4 sw_trigger(0)  always enabled
5 sw_trigger(1)   always enabled
6 Analog comparator input
7 -
8 Threshold exceeded ‘0’ = off = default
9 Frame timer  ‘0’ = off = default

10 Frame counter  ‘0’ = off = default
13..11 Not used

14 Always  ‘0’ = off = default
15 Never  ‘0’ = off = default

A/D trigger polarity and type 

ACE0 0x80120000 A/D Start Trigger Configuration Virtex2 W
ACE0 0x80160000 A/D Stop Trigger Configuration Virtex2 W

These registers allow the user to select the polarity of each trigger source and whether edge or level is used for 
signaling for start trigger (CE0, 0x80120000) or stop trigger (CE0, 0x80160000).  Active high is used in the logic 
as true, so low-going signals should be inverted for use.

Bit Function
0 Invert  ADC start trigger as selected by the A/D trigger source selection ( 0 = non-

inverting, default)
1 Pick  ADC start trigger  type,  either edge or level,  as selected by the A/D trigger 

source selection (‘0’ = level, default)
31..2 Not used

A/D Threshold Control

ACE0 0x80180000 A/D Trigger Threshold Virtex2 W

This register controls the level at which the A/D threshold trigger fires.  When the channel being monitored (as 
controlled by the a/d threshold channel register) is above the threshold for 8 consecutive samples, the threshold 
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trigger will fire true.  Once the threshold is true, it will stay true until 8 consecutive samples are below the 
threshold. The trigger will go true (‘1’) on the next sample clock so that data sets are kept atomic. For below the 
threshold, invert this trigger source. In this mode, the A/Ds are always sampling so that the threshold can be 
found though points are not added to the fifo until the start trigger is true.  

Bit Function
15..0 Threshold level in 2’s complement 

31 ..16 Not used

A/D Threshold Channel

ACE0 0x801A0000 A/D Threshold Channel Virtex2 W

This register controls which channel the threshold mechanism is monitoring encoded as a binary number, 0-1. 
The threshold hysterisis is the number of times the value must be above the threshold to cause a trigger.

Bit Function
15..0 A/D channel to be monitored 

18..16 Threshold hysteresis count.
31 ..16 Not used

A/D Frame Timer

ACE0 0x801C0000 A/D Frame Timer Virtex2 W

This register controls the A/D frame timer configuration. This timer is normally used to generate a trigger source 
after a start trigger is sensed.  Time is measured in counts, each count is 0.1 us.   This timer will retrigger to 
count on the next start trigger.  If a start trigger occurs during the count, it is ignored. 

Bit Function
23..0 Frame timer count.  Load with N-1 counts. (default = 0)

30 ..16 Not used
31 Frame timer reset (default = ‘1’ = reset)

A/D Frame Counter

ACE0 0x801E0000 A/D Frame Count
Configuration

Virtex2 W

This register controls the A/D frame counter configuration. This counter will count to N points from 0 for each 
falling edge of the timebase clock that is seen.  This counter will retrigger to count on the next start trigger. If a 
start trigger occurs during the count, it is ignored.

Bit Function
31..0 Frame count.  Load with N count. (default = 0)

DAC Triggering Controls Registers

DAC trigger source selection 
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ACE0 0x80200000 DAC Start Trigger Selection Virtex2 W
ACE0 0x80220000 DAC Stop Trigger Selection Virtex2 W

These registers control what signal is used as the A/D start trigger  (CE0, 0x80100000) and stop trigger (CE0, 
0x80140000). None are selected by default at reset

Bit Function
0 ext_adc_start_trig.  ‘0’ = off = default
1 ext_adc_stop_trig   ‘0’ = off = default
2 sync(2)   ‘0’ = off = default
3 sync(3)   ‘0’ = off = default
4 sw_trigger(0)  always enabled
5 sw_trigger(1)   always enabled
6 Analog comparator input

13..7 -
14 Always  ‘0’ = off = default
15 Never  ‘0’ = off = default

DAC trigger polarity and type 

ACE0 0x80240000 D/A Stop Trigger Selection Virtex2 W
ACE0 0x80260000 D/A Stop Trigger Configuration Virtex2 W

These registers allow the user to select the polarity of each trigger source and whether edge or level is used for 
signaling for start trigger (CE0, 0x80120000) or stop trigger (CE0, 0x80160000).  Active high is used in the logic 
as true, so low-going signals should be inverted for use.

Bit Function
0 Invert  DAC start trigger as selected by the A/D trigger source selection ( 0 = non-

inverting, default)
1 Pick  DAC start trigger  type,  either edge or level,  as selected by the A/D trigger 

source selection (‘0’ = level, default)
31..2 Not used

DAC Frame Timer

ACE0 0x802C0000 DAC Frame Timer Virtex2 W

This register controls the DAC frame timer configuration. This timer is normally used to generate a trigger source 
after a start trigger is sensed.  Time is measured in counts, each count is 0.1 us.   This timer will retrigger to 
count on the next start trigger.  If a start trigger occurs during the count, it is ignored. 

Bit Function
23..0 Frame timer count.  Load with N-1 counts. (default = 0)

30 ..16 Not used
31 Frame timer reset (default = ‘1’ = reset)
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DAC Frame Counter

ACE0 0x802E0000 DAC Frame Count
Configuration

Virtex2 W

This register controls the DAC frame counter configuration. This counter will count to N points from 0 for each 
falling edge of the timebase clock that is seen.  This counter will retrigger to count on the next start trigger. If a 
start trigger occurs during the count, it is ignored.

Bit Function
31..0 Frame count.  Load with N count. (default = 0)

UD DIO Config Register

ACE0 0x80300000 UD configuration register
Configuration

Virtex2 W

This register controls the UD digital IO port byte directions.  All bytes are input by default.

Bit Function
0 Byte 0 direction : 0= input (default)
1 Byte 1 direction : 0= input (default)
2 Byte 2 direction : 0= input (default)
3 Byte 3 direction : 0= input (default)
4 Byte 4 direction : 0= input (default)

others -

UD DIO Data Register

ACE0 0x80500000 UD Data register
Configuration

Virtex2 R/W

This register is the UD digital IO port.

Bit Function
39..0 UD data port

others -

Analog Configuration Register

ACE0 0x80320000 Analog Configuration Register Virtex2 W

This register has controls for the DAC such as trigger source

Bit Function
0 A/D run
1 Dac Run
2 Timestamp run
3 Event FIFO reset
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7..4 -
11..8 Software triggers.

Others -

Analog Comparator 

ACE0 0x80340000 Analog Compare DAC Virtex2 W

This register provides simple control to the analog comparator set point DAC.  This is a serial interface that 
needs to be bit-banged by the software.

Bit Function
0 Trim dac data bit
1 Trim dac load
2 Trim dac clock

31..3 Not used.

SBSRAM Interface Registers (FOR TEST/DEMO)

This interface is intended to provide a simple register-based interface to the SBSRAM.  The two banks of 
SBSRAM have an address register each, and data write/read.  Write the address first, then read or write the data 
to that address.

ACE0 0x80380000 SBSRAM 0 Address Virtex2 W
ACE0 0x803A0000 SBSRAM 1 Address Virtex2 W

Bit Function
19..0 SBSRAM address

31..20 Not used

ACE0 0x80520000 SBSRAM 0 Data Virtex2 R/W

ACE0 0x80540000 SBSRAM 1 Data Virtex2 R/W

Bit Function
31..0 SBSRAM data

A/D Calibration Registers

The A/D uses digital calibration.  A gain and offset coefficient must be written into each register, usually read 
from the calibration serial EEPROM, as part of the initialization process.

ACE0 0x803E0000 A/D Gain Memory Virtex2 W

The gain coefficients are mapped as a pair on the bus as shown in the register.  Signed, 0x4000 = gain of 1.

Bit Function
15..0 Gain coefficient for channel 0 (defaults to 0x8000)
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31..16 Gain coefficient for channel 1 (defaults to 0x8000)
63..32 Not used

ACE0 0x80400000 A/D Offset Memory Virtex2 W

The offset coefficients are mapped as a pair on the bus as shown in the register.  0x0 = offset of 0 counts.

Bit Function
14..0 Offset coefficient for channel 0 (defaults to 0x0)
15 Not used

30..16 Offset coefficient for channel 1 (defaults to 0x0)
63..32 Not used

DAC Calibration Registers

The DAC uses digital calibration.  A gain and offset coefficient must be written into each register, usually read 
from the calibration serial EEPROM, as part of the initialization process.

ACE0 0x80420000 D/A Gain Memory Virtex2 W

The gain coefficients are mapped as a pair on the bus as shown in the register.  Signed, 0x4000 = gain of 1.

Bit Function
15..0 Gain coefficient for channel 0 (defaults to 0x8000)

31..16 Gain coefficient for channel 1 (defaults to 0x8000)
63..32 Not used

ACE0 0x80440000 D/A Offset Memory Virtex2 W

The offset coefficients are mapped as a pair on the bus as shown in the register.  0x0 = offset of 0 counts.

Bit Function
14..0 Offset coefficient for channel 0 (defaults to 0x0)
15 Not used

30..16 Offset coefficient for channel 1 (defaults to 0x0)
63..32 Not used

PCI Streaming Interface FIFO Burst Length Registers

ACE0 0x804C0000 PCI FIFO burst read length Virtex2 W
ACE0 0x804E0000 PCI FIFO burst write length Virtex2 W

These registers program the number of points per PCI FIFO interrupt.

Bit Function
6..0 Not used
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Others -

PMC J4 Test Port Register

ACE0 0x80560000 PMC J4 test port Virtex2 R/W

There are 64 lines from the Virtex to the PMC J4 connector. PMC_io[31..0] are driven by the value written into 
this register, while PMC_io[63..32] determine what is read from this register. A test module loops PMC_io[31..0] 
to PMC_io[63..32].

Bit Function
31..0 Writing to this register controls the outputs on pmc_io[31..0], Reading from this 

register returns the inputs pmc_io[63..32]

Miscellaneous Status

ACE0 0x80580000 Misc Status Virtex2 R

Revision and product codes, etc.

Bit Function
13..0 "00" & X"321"

14 Event log interrupt (for debug)
15 Event log busy

23..16 Rev Code
27.24 “0000”
31..28 Product code = 4

A/D FIFO Status

ACE0 0x805A0000 A/D FIFO status Virtex2 R

This register reports the A/D FIFO level and status information.

Bit Function
15..0 Fifo level.  This the sum of the two FIFOs, the internal + external.  The pipe is 

ignore for simplicity. Use this with care, since the clock domains are different, it 
could read +/-2 count.

25..16 -
26 Fifo empty signal = ‘1’ when empty.  Default = ‘1’.
27 Fifo full signal = ‘1’ when full.  Default = ‘0’;
28 Fifo level flag. Signals ‘1’ when the burst length is exceeded. Default = ‘0’.
29 Too full.  This bit = ‘1’ when the fifo is too full to accept another event (less than 16 

dwords available)  Default = ‘0’
30 Overflow.  The logic detected that toofull was true when another conversion event 

was triggered.  This bit is latched until overflow_reset is issued.  Default = ‘0’
31 AD trigger active (1 = trigger is active)

DAC FIFO Status
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ACE0 0x805C0000 DAC FIFO status Virtex2 R

This register reports the DAC FIFO level and status information.

Bit Function
15..0 Fifo level.  This the sum of the two FIFOs, the internal + external.  The pipe is 

ignore for simplicity. Use this with care, since the clock domains are different, it 
could read +/-2 count.

25..16 Not used.
26 Fifo empty signal = ‘1’ when empty.  Default = ‘1’.
27 Fifo full signal = ‘1’ when full.  Default = ‘0’;
28 Fifo level flag (FPGA fifo has burst length amount of room in i). Signals ‘1’ when 

the threshold is exceeded. Default = ‘0’.
29 FIFO starving.  This bit = ‘1’ when the fifo does not have enough data – i.e. dac 

almost empty is true.  Default = ‘0’
30 FIFO Underflow.  The logic detected that dac fifo af was true when another 

conversion event was triggered.  This bit is latched until overflow_reset is issued. 
Default = ‘0’

31 DAC trigger active (1 = trigger is active)

Event Log Data

ACE0 0x805E0000 Event Log Virtex2 R/W

Event log FIFO decode and software event.

Bit Function
31..0 Read event log FIFO from this register. Writes to this register trigger a software 

event.

A/D and DAC FIFOs

ACE1 0x90000000 A/D FIFO data Virtex2 R Burst
ACE1 0x90000000 D/A FIFO data Virtex2 W Burst

Read A/D data or write DAC FIFO data at this decode.  Note that this is a burst type access as configured by the 
standard EMIF settings.

Bit Function
31..0 Read = A/D data word

Write = DAC data word

Clocks

Judicious choice of clock domain boundaries, and careful handling of any transition across the clock boundaries 
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is crucial to a reliable design. Past experience has shown that more problems occur on this topic than any 
other.

In the Quixote design, the EMIF A clock is a 100 MHz fixed rate, with no phase relationship to either the DAC 
or A/D sample clocks. In this case, a FIFO is used as the clock domain transition for the main data path 
because of the ease of use and reliability. Control registers are also in the EMIF clock domain, since most are 
static controls. In the case of non-static controls, signals should handshake across the clock domain boundary. 
Xilinx has an excellent application note on this topic that is worth review for general instruction in this topic.

Clock Sources

There are several clocks available to the designer in the logic that are intended for different functions as shown 
in the following table.

The DSP EMIF clocks should be used for synchronizing to the DSP EMIF A or B buses. Since these clocks are 
fixed frequency at ~100 MHz, a Digital Clock Manager (DCM) inside the Virtex2 should be used to reduce the 
clock skew in the chip, as is shown in the FrameWork Logic. These clocks are not controlled for jitter or 
absolute frequency and should not be used for precision timing operations or analog sample clocks.

The 20 MHz reference clock is a precision 20 MHz with about 5ppm of drift that may also be accurately 
calibrated if necessary to use as a stable, accurate timebase. This clock is from a temperature compensated 
crystal oscillator (TCXO) (Vectron P/N VTA2-1B0-20.0MHz) and is very stable over time.

The PLL clock is normally used as the sample clock for the A/D and D/A. This is a software programmable 
frequency source with very low jitter (<6 ps jitter) and resolutions of 200kHz. This allows for multiple band 
sampling of IF in may RF applications. Since this clock must be low jitter to preserve the analog signal quality, it 
is important in the logic design to preserve this quality of clock. Do NOT use a DCM to manipulate this clock 
internally before sending to the analog converters, since a DCM has large jitter of over 100 ps and your signal 
quality will be lost. If you must divide the clock down, use a simple flip-flop divider for cleanest results. The PLL 
clock is received as a differential PECL signal from the PLL directly into the Virtex2 logic and given to the 
Spartan2 as LVTTL for use in the timing selection matrix.

The Quixote also supports clocks to be supplied from external sources such as PXI or as inputs to the card. 
This supports multi-card synchronization and the use of custom external timebases. These clocks are steered 
by the Spartan2 into the Virtex2 through a clock selection matrix. The software library in Pismo supports clock 
steering and selection to two pins on the Virtex2 : ADCLK and DACLK. These two clock sources may then be 
used in the Virtex2 for sampling and timing.
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Clock Function Frequency Pin

6M Device

FF1152 Package

Pin

2M Device

FF896 Package
aeclkout1 DSP EMIF A clock ~100 MHz AE18 AD16
beclkout1 DSP EMIF B clock ~100 MHz AG17 AE15
refclk
(dds_src_clk)

Reference clock source 20.00 MHz, 5
ppm

AK17 AH15

ADC_CLK clock from Spartan2 clock 
matrix

varies, 
nominally 0-
100 MHz

E16 C14

DAC_CLK clock from Spartan2 clock 
matrix

varies, 
nominally 0-
100 MHz

H16 F14

PLL clock
(differentially 
received)

Software programmable 
sample
clock with <6 ps jitter

programmable 
from
50-105 MHz

E19 (+) 
E18 (-)

C17 (+) 
C16 (-)

Table 8: Quixote Input Clocks

The clocks buffering, phase lock components and distribution is controlled in the ii_quixote_clocks component 
in the logic.  The system clock, commonly used for user application logic, is d_clk and is 100 MHz as designed 
in the example logic may be easily modified in custom logic designs.

Clock Domains

The following diagram shows the clock domains for the FrameWork Logic. Each clock domain transition has 
been chosen to occur at FIFO boundaries since the FIFOs support asynchronous clocks. This greatly simplifies 
the clock domain transitions in a clean way. As can be seen from the clock domain diagram, the the EMIF B 
clock is used solely for the EMIF B pass-through. While it may be the same frequency as EMIF A, there is no 
guarantee that the two clocks are in- phase.
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Illustration 37: Quixote Clock Domains

A/D Interface

The Quxiote A/D interface uses a hardware interface component for the physical interface to the A/D and 
external FIFO, ii_quixote_adc.vhd, and a support component in the application logic for triggering, error 
correction and data flow control, ad_interface.vhd.
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The data flows from the A/D into the external FIFO under control of the triggering logic. The hardware interface 
component receives the data from the external FIFO then error corrects the data.  The data can optionally flow 
through a digital down-conversion (DDC) component or directly into a data stacker. The DDC must be 
configured in the logic with filter coefficients to operate; the as shipped version is not operable but shows hook-
up to the component. The stacker packs four data samples, two from each A/D into a 64-bit word.  Finally, the 
data is moved into a destination FIFO that is in the DSP EMIF A component.

If you need to modify the A/D signal chain to add signal processing, the best place is usually after the A/D 
hardware component.  This allows you to use the FIFO in the A/D hardware component  as a clock domain 
transition element and also gives you the A/D data directly from a FIFO.  Once the data has been flowed 
through the signal processing logic, it can then be inserted back into the data flow to the DSP.

The A/D hardware interface component simply takes a trigger input and captures data when true. The 
uber_trigger component supports many of the common types of triggering and produces a trigger signal 
indicating when data is to be captured.  Most applications use one of the many  trigger modes or need 
something similar.  Triggering modes include capture a number of points, capture for a length of time, capture 
above/below a threshold.  The trigger may be started by a DSP access, external input or other conditions.  If 
you have a simple triggering method, you may just put your own in that is less complex.

DAC Interface

The Quixote DAC interface uses a hardware interface component for the physical interface to the DAC and 
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external FIFO, ii_quixote_dac.vhd,  and a support component in the application logic for triggering, error 
correction and data flow control, dac_interface.vhd.

The data flows to  the DAC from the external FIFO under control of the triggering logic. The hardware interface 
component takes data from the DSP FIFO unstacks it from 64-bit words, error corrects it, and puts the data into 
the external FIFO.  The unstacker unpacks four data samples, two for each DAC from the 64-bit word.

If you need to modify the DAC signal chain to add signal processing, the best place is usually before the A/D 
hardware component.  This allows you to use the FIFO in the DAC hardware component as a clock domain 
transition element and also allows you to directly put DAC data into the output FIFO.  The DSP or some signal 
processing logic can be the source of the data.

The DAC hardware interface component simply takes a trigger input and plays data when true.  The 
uber_trigger_dac component supports many of the common types of triggering and produces a trigger signal 
indicating when data is to be played.  Most applications use one of the many trigger modes or need something 
similar.  Triggering modes include play a number of points, play for a length of time, and play when triggered by 
the DSP or external source. If you have a simple triggering method, you may just put your own in that is less 
complex.

DSP Interface
DSP Bus EMIF A

The DSP interface uses the ii_quixote_dsp_emif_a hardware interface component as the primary interface 
between the DSP EMIF A, the 64-bit bus, and the application logic.  This includes the high data paths to the 
DACs and from the A/Ds, and the slower control and status registers.

The Quixote EMIF A memory decodings are arranged so that ACE0 is asynchronous and ACE1 is synchronous 
burst memory. Generally speaking, the async peripherals are not used as high speed devices since this is 
inherently a slow access protocol - the sync burst memory interface is at least 4x faster. The following diagrams 
show the DSP access timing for burst reads and writes.
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For slow speed devices such as configuration and control registers, asynchronous access are  used in the 
FrameWork Logic. Asynchronous accesses provide the most flexibility in timing control and are the easiest to 
use in most designs, albeit the slowest. The EMIF control registers in the DSP allow the programmer to define 
SETUP, STROBE and HOLD lengths for the cycle that give a programmability to the access timing. For more 
control, the ARDY signal allows the logic  designer to insert additional wait states to the STROBE timing as 
needed.

For the high speed data paths for A/D and DAC data in the FrameWork logic, burst accesses from the DSP 
provide the highest data rates. The EMIF configuration registers are set for SBSRAM memory interface timings, 
and in the logic the FIFOs respond to these signals to deliver data in continuous bursts.

In the burst mode, one data point (64-bits wide) is provided for each clock. As can be seen from the read and 
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write burst timing diagrams, data is at least two cycles latent from the control signals for reads, and may be 
zero for writes. On the ‘6416, a programmable latency allows the data to be up to 3 cycles latent for either 
reads or writes. The FrameWork Logic uses a latency of 3 for reads and 0 for writes.

Data bursts can be of any length and the FrameWork logic accommodates any burst length needed. Normally, 
this is set by the DMA channel.

Since there are very few timing adjustments in the DSP EMIF control for sync registers, logic designers should 
be aware that burst interfaces require that the logic levels be minimized to meet timings. The Quixote logic has 
a simple data decoding and mux structure that allows the burst memories high speed, while penalizing slower 
async devices with a extra cycles for decoding and data delivery. Even then, only a small portion of the ACE0 
memory space are read-back registers because of the speed required. These read registers are grouped in the 
memory map so that a minimum of logic must be decoded and thereby maximizing the speed. Adding new 
read-back registers therefore should be done in a small memory region, requiring minimum logic.

The DSP memory is easily subdivided into memory types, such as async and burst by using different CE 
spaces. The DSP gives four CE signals for each EMIF that have timings as defined  by the software (EMIF 
control registers) The memory map for the FrameWork Logic uses is shown in section 5.1.4.2.

Inside of the DSP EMIF A component (ii_quxiote_dsp_emif_a.vhd), you can see how the decoding, FIFOs and 
data readback are done.  For speed, all signals are registered as they enter the logic.  This allows the best 
timing for getting the signal on-chip since the DSP has rather poor setup timing.  The decoding is all done using 
these registered bus control signals using clocked processes for best timing control.  Here is an example of the 
DSP write decode  process:

write_gen: process (reset, dsp_aeclk, dsp_a_ea_q_s, dsp_a_ce_n_q, dsp_a_awe_n_q)
begin
if (reset = '1') then dsp_a_wr(i) <= '0';
elsif (rising_edge(dsp_Aeclk)) then
if ((dsp_a_ea_q_s = CONV_STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(i,7)) and dsp_a_ce_n_q(0)='0' and dsp_a_awe_n_q ='0') then
dsp_a_wr(i) <= '1';

  else
 dsp_a_wr(i) <= '0';

                              end if;
                 end if;
end process write_gen;
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The registered addresses are dsp_a_ea_q_s  and the registered control signals are dsp_a_ce_n_q and 
dsp_a_awe_n_q.  This example process generates the 128 DSP write signals that are output from the DSP 
hardware interface component.  If you modify the code, try to follow these examples to avoid the timing problems 
associated with using the DSP signals directly into the chip.

Adding FIFOs to the Design

The DSP FIFOs are also in the ii_quixote_dsp_emif_a component including their decoding.  We have 
commented out some of the code but left it in the source for you to use if you need to add another FIFO.  Just 
change the generic num_fifos to the number you want (there will be an equal number of input and output 
FIFOs) and the data readback process.  In the readback process you will need to modify the case statement to 
be

-- the data mux
-- here's how to decode multiple fifos
a_decode <= dsp_a_ce_n_q(1) & dsp_a_ea_q_s(22 downto 20);

--* the data is either the fifo or the async status registers rdback: 
process (dsp_aeclk, dsp_a_ce_n_q(0))
begin

if (rising_edge(dsp_Aeclk)) then case a_decode 
is
when “0000” => dsp_a_rdout <= X"00000000" & status_d;
when "0001" => dsp_a_rdout <= dsp_a_ofifo_dout(1); when "0010" 

=> dsp_a_rdout <= dsp_a_ofifo_dout(2);  when "0011" => 
dsp_a_rdout <= dsp_a_ofifo_dout(3);  when "0100" => dsp_a_rdout 
<= dsp_a_ofifo_dout(4);  when "0101" => dsp_a_rdout <= 
dsp_a_ofifo_dout(5);  when "0110" => dsp_a_rdout <= 
dsp_a_ofifo_dout(6);  when "0111" => dsp_a_rdout <= 
dsp_a_ofifo_dout(7);  when others  => dsp_a_rdout <= 
dsp_a_ofifo_dout(0); end case;

end if;
end process rdback;

Notice that the case has been changed to a_decodes from the original source.  You may also have to change 
the UCF file for the component area definition to fit all the new FIFOs in the area  defined for the 
ii_quixote_dsp_emif_a component.

DSP Bus EMIF B

The EMIF B interface in the FrameWork Logic is primarily used as a pass-through to the PCI FIFOs. Data 
flowing to the PCI streaming engine in the Spartan2 logic passes through the Virtex2 with simple registers in 
the data path to improve timing. A test register has been implemented to allow the DSP to verify its connection 
to the Virtex2 during test.

As can be seen from the memory map, two CE spaces on the the EMIF B interface are open for use in the 
FrameWork Logic if the streaming engine interface is used. Interface methods similar to those used on EMIF A 
should be used since the bus is 100 MHz.
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Alert Log

The Alert Log component provides a means to monitor important events in the hardware for monitoring and 
control of the hardware. Alerts give a message to the DSP that details the event that occurred, when it occurred 
and in some cases a system status relevant to that alert.  The alerts are commonly used to monitor the time 
line of data acquisition processes by recording when the start and stop triggers occurred, error conditions on 
the FIFOs, and input over-range conditions.

The hardware manual details the specific alerts monitored in the Quixote FrameWork Logic design. They 
include start and stop triggers, out-of-range and user input for example. By  generating an alert from these 
inputs, the application software can record the time each of these important events occurred.

Quixote implements a 20 MHz timebase that is used as the system time.  The time stamp component just 
keeps a 32-bit counter driven by this 20 MHz clock to record when each alert occurred.  It is reset by a DSP 
controlled bit in the logic. Other clocks or external inputs may be used for time stamping by providing the time 
stamp with that clock.  This allows the alert to be used for external sample clocks to count samples which is 
useful in some applications.

In your custom application logic, the alert log can be used to monitor the occurrence of other important events 
by connecting the alert log input to the signal to be monitored. The rising edge of the input signal is used to 
generate an event, so it may be necessary to make logic to generate a rising edge from your input.  These 
inputs are sampled by the alert log system clock and must be true a minimum of 2 system clocks wide to be 
recognized.

Note: The alert log was previously called the event log.  To be compatible with software terminology, it has 
been changed to alert log since event is a special word to DSP software. References to the Event Log are 
identical to Alert Log.

Adding Functionality to the Quixote FrameWork Logic

The FrameWork logic is a starting point for the more advanced logic that will be your Quixote application logic. 
It is suggested that you begin by simply recompiling this logic and verifying that you can recreate the 
FrameWork logic as delivered. This will verify that you have all the libraries and FPGA compilation tools 
required to move ahead on your design.

Once you have successfully recompiled the logic, it is now possible to begin adding and replacing the 
FrameWork logic with your application code. This is done by modifying the top VHDL to include your sub-
functions, then modifying the test bench code to adequately stimulate your design.

If you remove functions from the FrameWork Logic, it is necessary to terminate the signals to the external 
devices for proper behavior. This means that output signals should be terminated, usually in a tri-state, and 
controls to a device should be configured so that it is not driving any signals if possible.

It is strongly recommended that you fully simulate your design before putting this logic into the Quixote FPGA. 
This will not only save time in debugging, but could also prevent simple errors from causing serious damage to 
the Quixote itself. A tool like ModelSim is generally required for this high density, complex logic design that give 
full visibility into the logic behavior prior to actual synthesis.

Many functions has been written for Quixote and other Innovative products that may be useful in your 
application.  The library in this manual shows Innovative components both for Quixote and other products that 
may be adapted to your application.
In addition to this library, many pre-written logic functions are available to assist in logic  development from 
Xilinx and other vendors. These logic functions may be viewed at the Xilinx  web site 
(h  t  t  p  :/  /w  w  w  .  x  il  i  n      x  .  c  o      m  /i  p      c  e  n      t  e      r   ). These logic functions include basic math, filters, FFTs, SBSRAM controllers, 
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NCOs and a multitude of other functions that are useful in logic designing with the Xilinx Virtex2 FPGAs.

DSP Interface Logic

The simplest way to add registers or FIFOs to the logic is to connect to the unused memory decodes and 
FIFOs provided by the DSP component.  There are many unused FIFOs and registers/status locations that can 
be used for new functions without changing the DSP component at all.

If your application requires a unique interface to the DSP that is not accommodated by the ii_quixote_dsp_intf 
component, the following discussion explains some basics about the DSP bus timing and control signals and 
how they are used in the in design.  Examining the DSP interface is the best place to start since it may be 
easier to modify that than to start from scratch.

In the Quixote logic, the EMIF A memory decodings are arranged so that BCE0 and BCE1 are asynchronous 
burst memory and BCE2 and BCE3 are synchronous memory. Generally speaking, the asynchronous 
peripherals are not used as high speed devices since this is inherently a slow access protocol - the sync burst 
memory interface is at least 4x faster. The following diagrams show the DSP access timing for burst reads and 
writes.

For slow speed devices such as configuration and control registers, asynchronous accesses are used in the 
FrameWork Logic. Asynchronous accesses provide the most flexibility in timing control and are the easiest to 
use in most designs, albeit the slowest. The EMIF control registers in the DSP allow the programmer to define 
SETUP, STROBE and HOLD lengths for the cycle that give a programmability to the access timing. For more 
control, the ARDY signal allows the logic  designer to insert additional wait states to the STROBE timing as 
needed.

For the high speed data paths for the FIFO interfaces in the FrameWork logic, burst accesses from the DSP 
provide the highest data rates. The EMIF configuration registers are set for  SBSRAM memory interface 
synchronous protocol and timings, and in the logic the FIFOs respond to these signals to deliver data in 
continuous bursts. In the burst mode, one data point (16-bits wide) is provided for each clock. As can be seen 
from the read and write burst timing diagrams,  data is at least two cycles latent from the control signals for 
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reads, and may be zero for writes. On the ‘6416, a programmable latency allows the data to be up to 3 cycles 
latent for either reads or writes. The FrameWork Logic uses a latency of 3 for reads and 0 for writes.

Data bursts can be of any length and the FrameWork logic accommodates any burst length needed. Normally, 
the DSP programmer uses a DMA channel for these data transfers, and this must match the logic timing for 
latency.  Also, the point counting for interrupts (burst count) must match the DMA programmed transfer length.

The DSP synchronous writes are somewhat simpler; the data is delivered without latency.
Since there are very few timing adjustments in the DSP EMIF control for sync registers, logic designers should 
be aware that burst interfaces require that the logic levels be minimized to meet timings. The Quadia logic has 
a simple data decoding and multiplexer structure that allows the burst memories high speed, while penalizing 
slower asynchronous devices with extra cycles for decoding and data delivery. Even then, only a small portion 
of the BCE0 and BCE3 memory spaces are read-back registers because of the speed required. These read 
registers are grouped in the memory map so that a minimum of logic must be decoded and thereby maximizing 
the speed. Adding new read- back registers therefore should be done in a small memory region,  requiring 
minimum logic.

PMC J4 Connections to the FPGAs
The PMC J4 connectors have direct connections to the Quixote FPGAs that allow custom 
interfaces and controls between the Quixote and PMC modules.  
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MATLAB Simulink Logic Examples

See the MATLAB Board Support Manual.

Synthesis and Fitting

Getting Started

A project file for Quixote is provided for Xilinx ISE tool that provides all the project hierarchy, included files and 
options required.

ISE Project File

quixote_intf_c.ise

Table 9: Quixote Xilinx ISE Project Filename

Since Quixote has two logic parts that are supported, two archives are provided.  In each archive the project file 
has the same name, but when the project is opened you will see that the logic part is changed and also the 
constraints file.

If you are using Xilinx ISE, you should load this project as a starting point and recompile the logic to verify that 
the project is ready to use.  You should be able to successfully generate the BIT file for the logic and run the 
examples on the card.
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If you are using another synthesis tool, you will need to reconstruct the logic hierarchy as shown in the HTML 
documentation in your toolset.  The packages and libraries that support Xilinx parts must be used since there 
are Xilinx-specific logic elements used in the design.  These libraries are provided by Xilinx for your simulation 
tool.

Constraints

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic : timing, pin placement and 
IO standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting 
process.

The constraint files are different for the Quixote II (2M gates Virtex2) and Quixote III (6M gates Virtex2) devices 
since they are in different packages. The 2M part is in a FF896 package; the 6M part is in a FF1152 package.

Quixote Variant Logic Density Device Used Constraint File

Quixote II (80069-2) 2M Xilinx XC2V2000-4FF896C quix_intf_ff896.ucf

Quixote III (80069-3) 6M Xilinx XC2V6000-4FF1152C quix_intf_ff1152.ucf

Table 10: Quixote Constraint Files

Timing Constraints

The timing constraints defined cover the clocks used in the design and the external device signal timing. Clock 
period period constraints are used to cover most of the logic since they define the clock rate for all flip-flops 
connected to that clock. These period constraints then cover most of the logic paths used in a synchronous 
design.

Here are the clock period constraints used by the FrameWork Logic:

TIMESPEC "TS_aeclkout1" = PERIOD "aeclkout1" 9.6 ns HIGH 50 %; # was 9.6 ns DPM 8/7/03

TIMESPEC "TS_adc_clk" = PERIOD "adc_clk" 10 ns HIGH 50 %; # created this so multicycle spec will work

NET "beclkout1" PERIOD = 9.6 ns HIGH 50 %; NET 

"adc0_clk" PERIOD = 10 ns ;

NET "adc0_clk_n" PERIOD = 10 ns ; NET 

"adc0_wclk" PERIOD = 10 ns ; NET "adc0_rclk" 

PERIOD = 10 ns ; NET "adc1_clk" PERIOD = 10 

ns ; NET "adc1_clk_n" PERIOD = 10 ns ; NET 

"adc1_wclk" PERIOD = 10 ns ; NET "adc1_rclk" 

PERIOD = 10 ns ; NET "dac0_wclk" PERIOD = 10 

ns ; NET "dac0_rclk" PERIOD = 10 ns ; NET 

"dac1_wclk" PERIOD = 10 ns ; NET "dac1_rclk" 

PERIOD = 10 ns ;

NET "adc_clk" PERIOD = 10 ns HIGH 50 %; NET 
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"dac_clk" PERIOD = 10 ns HIGH 50 %;NET "beclkout1" 

TNM_NET = "beclkout1"; NET "aeclkout1" TNM_NET = 

"aeclkout1";

As can be seen, EMIF A clock (aeclkout1) is constrained to 9.6 ns, giving a small margin for a 100 MHz bus. 
EMIF B (beclkout1) is similarly constrained to 9.6 ns. Other clocks include the highest  A/D and DAC clock 
rates.

External devices require an additional constraint to be sure that we get the signal on-chip and to its destination 
in time. Since the external chip, such as the DSP, may have a delay from the clock edge to when we get the 
signal, an additional constraint is defines the amount of time after the clock that the signal is given to the logic. 
This type of constraint is used on the DSP control signals such as CE, ARE, AWE and addresses to guarantee 
that setup timings are met. a Timing Group is defined for these signals with a timing constraint for the group. 
There are more; this is an example of this constraint type.

TIMESPEC "TS_DSP_FAST_CKIN" = FROM "DSP_FAST_CKIN" TO "FFS" 6 ns; INST 

"ace_n<1>" TNM = "DSP_FAST_CKIN";

INST "ace_n<0>" TNM = "DSP_FAST_CKIN"; NET "aawe_n" 

TNM_NET = "DSP_FAST_CKIN"; NET "aare_n" TNM_NET = 

"DSP_FAST_CKIN"; NET "aaoe_n" TNM_NET = 

"DSP_FAST_CKIN"; INST "aea<22>" TNM = 

"DSP_FAST_CKIN";

INST "aea<21>" TNM = "DSP_FAST_CKIN";  INST 

"aea<20>" TNM = "DSP_FAST_CKIN";  INST "aea<19>" 

TNM = "DSP_FAST_CKIN";  INST "aea<18>" TNM = 

"DSP_FAST_CKIN";  INST "aea<17>" TNM = 

"DSP_FAST_CKIN";  INST "aea<16>" TNM = 

"DSP_FAST_CKIN";

Some of the registers used in the design do not require single clock cycles for readback, so a multi-cycle clock 
specification is used.  The following constraint is used for these types of registers

TIMESPEC "TS_dsp_regs" = FROM "DSP_FAST_CKIN" TO "dsp_emif_a_regs" "TS_aeclkout1" * 2;

and shows how these are specified as 2 clock cycles for analysis.

Physical Constraints

There are several types of physical constraints used in the design including location constraints for pins, flip-
flops forced into IOB cells, and area constraints for logic.

Pin location constraints should NEVER be changed since the PCB design requires this pin out.

It is also important to capture many of the high speed signals in the IOB registers for timing. This is done using 
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a constraint as in the constraint for the aaoe_n pin, an input from the DSP.  Its IO standard is LVTTL which is 
specified and the pin location is AJ24 for the FF896 package.

NET "aaoe_n"  LOC = "AJ24" | IOSTANDARD = LVTTL ;

There are several constraints internal for the DCM and Block RAMs  such as

INST "inst_clocks/Inst_aclk_dcm/dcm_inst" LOC = "DCM_X1Y0" ; INST 

"inst_clocks/Inst_bclk_dcm/dcm_inst" LOC = "DCM_X2Y0" ;

Note: Do NOT delete these DCM constraints – some Xilinx die revisions of the chips require it!

Here is a typical location constraint for a block RAM used in the A/D interface component.

INST "inst_dsp_emif_a/inst_ififo0/fifo_int/B12" LOC = "RAMB16_X0Y1"  ;

Finally, area constraints are used for components to control where on the chip specific logic components are 
placed.  Not only does this tend to improve timing, it is required for incremental design flow.

AREA_GROUP "AG_inst_adc0" RANGE = SLICE_X84Y71:SLICE_X91Y56 ; INST 

"inst_adc0" AREA_GROUP = "AG_inst_adc0" ;

The example constraint is an area constraint for the A/D component.

Logic Utilization

The FrameWork logic has the following logic utilization in each chip.  This is taken from the .MRP file output by 
the Xilinx tools, which has additional information on the logic consumption.

Design Information
------------------
Command Line   : C:/Xilinx/bin/nt/map.exe -ise
c:\projects\cquixote\logic\intf\rev2\amit\quixote_intf_c.ise -intstyle ise -p
xc2v6000-ff1152-4 -cm speed -ignore_keep_hierarchy -pr b -k 4 -c 100 -tx off -o
quixote_intf_map.ncd quixote_intf.ngd quixote_intf.pcf 
Target Device  : xc2v6000
Target Package : ff1152
Target Speed   : -4
Mapper Version : virtex2 -- $Revision: 1.26.6.4 $
Mapped Date    : Wed Sep 21 17:16:15 2005

Design Summary
--------------
Number of errors:      0
Number of warnings:    6
Logic Utilization:
  Number of Slice Flip Flops:       8,687 out of  67,584   12%
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  Number of 4 input LUTs:           5,862 out of  67,584    8%
Logic Distribution:
  Number of occupied Slices:        5,964 out of  33,792   17%
  Number of Slices containing only related logic:   5,947 out of   5,964   99%
  Number of Slices containing unrelated logic:         17 out of   5,964    1%
        *See NOTES below for an explanation of the effects of unrelated logic
Total Number 4 input LUTs:          7,501 out of  67,584   11%
  Number used as logic:             5,862
  Number used as a route-thru:        804
  Number used as Shift registers:     835

  Number of bonded IOBs:              552 out of     824   66%
    IOB Flip Flops:                   619
    IOB Master Pads:                    3
    IOB Slave Pads:                     3
  Number of Block RAMs:                16 out of     144   11%
  Number of MULT18X18s:                 8 out of     144    5%
  Number of GCLKs:                      8 out of      16   50%
  Number of DCMs:                       2 out of      12   16%
  Number of BSCANs:                     1 out of       1  100%

   Number of RPM macros:           21
Total equivalent gate count for design:  1,279,088
Additional JTAG gate count for IOBs:  26,496
Peak Memory Usage:  320 MB

Illustration 47: Quixote 6M Logic Utilization

Design Information
------------------
Command Line   : C:/Xilinx/bin/nt/map.exe -ise
c:\projects\cquixote\logic\intf\rev2\amit\quixote_intf_c.ise -intstyle ise -p
xc2v2000-ff896-4 -cm speed -gf quixote_intf_map.ncd -gm incremental
-ignore_keep_hierarchy -pr b -k 4 -c 100 -tx off -o quixote_intf_map.ncd
quixote_intf.ngd quixote_intf.pcf 
Target Device  : xc2v2000
Target Package : ff896
Target Speed   : -4
Mapper Version : virtex2 -- $Revision: 1.26.6.4 $
Mapped Date    : Wed Sep 21 12:01:56 2005

Design Summary
--------------
Number of errors:      0
Number of warnings:   10
Logic Utilization:
  Number of Slice Flip Flops:       9,085 out of  21,504   42%
  Number of 4 input LUTs:           5,931 out of  21,504   27%
Logic Distribution:
  Number of occupied Slices:        6,142 out of  10,752   57%
  Number of Slices containing only related logic:   6,090 out of   6,142   99%
  Number of Slices containing unrelated logic:         52 out of   6,142    1%
        *See NOTES below for an explanation of the effects of unrelated logic
Total Number 4 input LUTs:          7,567 out of  21,504   35%
  Number used as logic:             5,931
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  Number used as a route-thru:        801
  Number used as Shift registers:     835

  Number of bonded IOBs:              552 out of     624   88%
    IOB Flip Flops:                   221
    IOB Master Pads:                    3
    IOB Slave Pads:                     3
  Number of Block RAMs:                16 out of      56   28%
  Number of MULT18X18s:                 8 out of      56   14%
  Number of GCLKs:                      8 out of      16   50%
  Number of DCMs:                       2 out of       8   25%
  Number of BSCANs:                     1 out of       1  100%

   Number of RPM macros:           21
Total equivalent gate count for design:  1,279,502
Additional JTAG gate count for IOBs:  26,496
Peak Memory Usage:  414 MB

Illustration 48: Quixote 2M Logic Utilization

Note that the map report file shows that the 2M device for example uses 57% of the slices, but 42% of the flip-
flops so the logic is loosely packed.  Also, notice that the peak memory used is  414MB so be sure your 
computer has enough RAM to fit this design efficiently.

The map report also shows how the area constraints were utilized so that they can be reviewed for the proper 
size.

It is expected that your logic design may not use all the components or features provides, so you can use the 
area constraint reports to estimate usage for the ones you will use.

Place and Route

The Xilinx tools report the result of the place and route process in the PAR report.  This PAR report shows the 
timing results for each constraint as well as other information  on the route.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Constraint                                | Requested  | Actual     | Logic 
                                            |            |            | Levels
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  NET "dac_fs" PERIOD = 10 ns HIGH 50%      | 10.000ns   | 8.834ns    | 10   
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AREA_GROUP AG_inst_sram0
  RANGE: SLICE_X0Y107:SLICE_X7Y90
  No COMPRESSION specified for AREA_GROUP AG_inst_sram0
  AREA_GROUP Logic Utilization:
  Number of Slice Flip Flops:   204 out of    288   70%
  Logic Distribution:
    Number of occupied Slices:                           104 out of    144   72%
    Number Slices used containing only related logic:    104 out of    104  100%

Illustration 49: Quixote Area Constraint Logic Utilization



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  NET "adc1_clk_n" PERIOD = 10 ns HIGH 50%  | N/A        | N/A        | N/A  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  NET "adc1_clk" PERIOD = 10 ns HIGH 50%    | N/A        | N/A        | N/A  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  NET "adc0_clk" PERIOD = 10 ns HIGH 50%    | N/A        | N/A        | N/A  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  NET "adc0_clk_n" PERIOD = 10 ns HIGH 50%  | N/A        | N/A        | N/A  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  NET "inst_clocks/Inst_bclk_dcm/CLKIN_IBUF | N/A        | N/A        | N/A  
  G_OUT" PERIOD = 9.6 ns HIGH 50%           |            |            |      
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PERIOD analysis for net "inst_clocks/Inst | 9.600ns    | 9.572ns    | 2    
  _bclk_dcm/CLK0_BUF" derived from  NET "in |            |            |      
  st_clocks/Inst_bclk_dcm/CLKIN_IBUFG_OUT"  |            |            |      
  PERIOD = 9.6 ns HIGH 50%                  |            |            |      
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  NET "inst_clocks/adc_fs_in" PERIOD = 10 n | 10.000ns   | 9.987ns    | 10   
  s HIGH 50%                                |            |            |      

All constraints were met.
INFO:Timing:2761 - N/A entries in the Constraints list may indicate that the
   constraint does not cover any paths or that it has no requested value.
Generating Pad Report.

All signals are completely routed.
Total REAL time to PAR completion: 1 hrs 43 mins 8 secs 
Total CPU time to PAR completion: 1 hrs 42 mins 8 secs 

Peak Memory Usage:  639 MB

Placement: Completed - No errors found.
Routing: Completed - No errors found.
Timing: Completed - No errors found.
Number of error messages: 0
Number of warning messages: 10
Number of info messages: 2

Illustration 50: Quixote Place and Route Report

The extract of the PAR report shown here is for the 6M device.  Notice that the timing constraints are compared 
to the actual timing achieved.  If you fail to meet timing, this will be reported here.

The peak memory use was 639MB for the 6M device.  Your workstation should have at least 1GB to do this 
work.

Also, the time required for the PAR is about 1 hour, 42 minutes. Large chips are time consuming to route.  This 
work was done on a Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz PC with 1 GB RAM. Newer PCs with faster RAM and processors tend 
to reduce this time linearly.

Simulation

The test files are used in the simulation and testing of the FrameWork code. The testbench file is 
TB_quixote.vhd and it uses several components for testing that are defined by the other model files. These 
model files are very simple and are only for simple testing only. More complex models may be needed to 
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adequately model more advanced uses.

The testbench contains a set of simulation steps that exercise various functions on the FrameWork logic for 
basic interface testing. Behavioral procedures have been written to simulate the DSP timing for sync and 
asynchronous memory accesses that are useful in simulating data movement. Also, the steps to setup the logic 
for data streaming support are shown so that interrupt servicing (DMA or CPU accesses), trigger and event log 
use are illustrated.

Using the Testbench

The testbench for the Quixote FrameWork logic is tb_quixote.vhd.  It is included in the hierarchy of the design 
in the Xilinx ISE tool.  When you select this file in the hierarchy, the process window then changes to show the 
simulations you can run.  Usually you will want to do functional simulation since this is the fastest to run and 
most problems can be worked out at this level. Simulations using real timing are quite lengthy usually requiring 
overnight runs.

When you select the simulation process and start it, ModelSim will be invoked and the simulation wil begin.  A 
macro for the wave window has been included, wave.do, that was used here during development which may be 
helpful in displaying the signals.

Here is a sample view of the ModelSim wave window.

Illustration 51: Quixote Simulation Waveforms
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Simulation Models for Quixote

There are several models used in the Quixote simulations for system level testing.

Model Filename Functional Behavior
A/D 0 FIFO 
Model

model_adc0fifo.vhd Provides a data ramp simulating the external  A/D FIFO 
output. For each read from the model on the rising edge 
of the clock, one data point is provided.  The ramp 
increments from 0 to 65535 then repeats.

A/D 1 FIFO 
Model

model_adc1fifo.vhd Provides a data ramp simulating the external  A/D FIFO 
output. For each read from the model on the rising edge 
of the clock, one data point is provided.  The ramp 
decrements from 65535 to 0 then repeats.

SRAM Cy7c1372.vhd SRAM model provided by Cypress Semiconductor.
DAC FIFO model_dacfifo.vhd Provides a simple FIFO model for the level flags to help 

debug data pacing.

PCI FIFO tb_fifo.vhd Provides a simple model for testing the PCI FIFO
interface.

Table 11: Quixote Simulation Models

Simulation notes

During simulation, you may want to reduce the DCM reset time period to reduce simulation time. The actual 
hardware requires a lengthy reset time that is not necessary in simulation. In the ii_quixote_clocks.vhd file, you 
will see a state machine for reseting the DCM that waits for for 2^12 clocks during reset.  A line used during 
simulation is included that reduces this to 2^3.  Just be sure to return it to the long value when you compile for 
real hardware.

The simulator must be set to ps resolution for the DCMs to work properly.  At lower resolution the clocks will 
appear not to work.

Making the logic image for downloading

The Quixote logic image may be downloaded either over the PCI bus or by using the Xilinx JTAG port.  The 
image must be downloaded each time the board is powered up; there is no on-board ROM for the application 
logic.

Loading over PCI

To download the logic using the PCI bus, the VelociaDownload.exe application is used, or one of the software 
methods discussed in the software manuals.  The image must be an EXO type (Motorola EXORMacs type).

This EXO file is created using the Xilinx IMPACT tool from the BIT file that the tools generated after place and 
route was completed. See section entitled  “Making the Device Image”.
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Loading over JTAG

The application logic may also be downloaded over the JTAG port to the device at any time. Connect the Xilinx 
cable to JP2 (see hardware manual for location and pin out).

Xilinx IMPACT software is used to load the image.  When you open the IMPACT tool, you can select the 
download to device in the wizard and this will lead you through the process.  The JTAG chain will identify only 
the application logic device and you will assign the BIT file created by the ISE tool to load the image.

Pitfalls, Gotchas and Tips

Clock domains and the proper use of transition logic is the biggest problem.  Carefully review the clocks in your 
design and the clock discussion in this manual.

One other common problem is getting the DSP interface to reliably deliver data.  Keep in mind that the CE 
decodes do not show when data is available.  They can remain active between accesses if the DSP is not 
accessing another memory space.  They are decodes, not enables. Use ARE, AOE and AWE to qualify the 
accesses.

The example design uses several resets for the board, DSP and logic.  This helps to be sure that the logic is 
properly reset with the device it is communicating with.  The board reset is essentially the power on reset, while 
the other two are specific to the DSP being reset and the logic reset controlled by the DSP.

The DSP EMIF clocks are not synchronous to each other.  They are the same rate, but are not in phase.  They 
may also drift over time.  Treat each as a unique clock.
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6.2  PMC UWB FrameWork Logic

6.2.1 Overview
The PMC UWB, a member of the Velocia PMC family, has two channels of 250 MSPS (Rev C and newer) or 210 
MSPS (Rev A and Rev B), 12-bit A/D and a Xilinx VP40 (standard) for signal processing.  As is common with the 
other Velocia PMCs, the application FPGA has SRAM and DRAM memory buffers, precision clock sources, a 
packet-protocol PCI interface and XMC links. 

The FrameWork logic for the PMC UWB provides the hardware interface components and system controls for 
basic data acquisition.  The logic is structured so that signal processing can be added to the application logic in 
the application logic  with  minimum low-level  device interfacing.   The FrameWork logic  supports  VHDL and 
MATLAB development for the PMC UWB.

The PMC UWB has two FPGAs: a Xilinx Virtex2 Pro VP40 for application logic and a VP4 dedicated to PCI 
interface and module control.  The VP40 device provides a powerful platform for signal processing, data analysis 
and module control. The VP4 is not normally modified and is not discussed in this manual. 

A full digital radio receiver application using the PMC UWB for multi-channel down conversion is available and is 
described in an application note. 

6.2.2 Target Devices
The standard PMC UWB has a Xilinx VP40, but may be specially fitted with other devices in custom 
configurations.

Quadia Variant Logic Density Device Used

PMC UWB (80144-2) 4M, 2 PowerPC Xilinx XC2VP40-5FF1152C

PMC UWB (80144-3) - special order 5M, 2 PowerPC Xilinx XC2VP50-5FF1152C

Table 12: PMC UWB FPGA Device Part Numbers

Notes: Higher speed grades may be special ordered. The logic density of 4M or 5M is an approximation of the 
gate counts.  See the Xilinx data sheet for complete details.

Full data sheets and User Guides are available on the Xilinx web site at these addresses. Data sheet: 

h  t  t  p  :  /  /  d  i  r  e      ct  .  xi  l  i  n      x.c  o      m  /  b  v  d  o      cs/  pub  lic  a      t  i  on  s/  d      s  083  .  p  d      f  

User Guide: h  t  t  p  :/  /  d  i      re  ct.  x  ili  n  x.c  o      m  /  b      v  do  cs/  u      s  e  r      gu  i  d  e      s  /  u      g012  .  p  d      f  

6.2.3 Development Tools
The currently supported tool set is shown here.
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Function Tool Vendor Tool Name
Synthesis, Place and Route Xilinx ISE 9.2
Simulation Mentor Graphics ModelSim 6.2
Bit and PROM Image Creation Xilinx Impact 9.2
Logic Debug and Testing Xilinx ChipScope 9.2
Logic JTAG Cable Xilinx Xilinx USB  or Parallel Cable IV

Table 13: Logic Development Tools for PMC UWB

6.2.4 FrameWork Logic

The block diagram of the PMC UWB hardware shows how the application FPGA is the main processing and 
control element of the PMC. In the application FPGA, the FrameWork logic for the PMC UWB provides the 
hardware  interfaces in  the logic,  data  flow and controls.   Each of  the hardware  devices,  such as the A/D 
converters and memories, has an  component in the logic that  controls the device and provides the logic with a 
simplified data interface. 

In the FrameWork logic, the main data flow is from the A/Ds, through the error correction and into the multi-
queue data buffers in DRAM, then onto the  packetizer and out to the the PCI interface. This logic flow provides 
basic data acquisition functionality using many of the PMC UWB features.  The command channel is used for 
control and status reporting features such as the control of PLL, resets and data flow configuration. 

Some of the other features, such as SRAM, are connected in the logic solely for test and example use.  While 
these are simple connections in the logic, they can be modified to provide higher performance, specialized 
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functions in custom applications. 

In the block diagram, several major components are shown: the A/D interfaces, the multi-queue data buffer, 
packetizer, memory interfaces for DRAM and SRAM, the RIO to PCI link, command bus and the clocks.  The 
command bus interface controls and monitors the triggering, PLL and SRAM, as well  as providing reset and 
status functions for the module to the PCI host. Simulation is driven by the testbench and uses two simulation 

models for the memories that accurately simulate the behavior of the devices.

The most important thing to notice about the logic design is that it is organized as a hardware interface layer 
composed of hardware interface components and an application core.  In this FrameWork Logic, the application 
logic does the error correction, buffers the data channels,packetizes the data and moves the data from one 
interface to another. This data flow is readily modified to add functions to the logic that analyze and process the 
data streams flowing between the hardware interfaces. In a typical application, signal processing can then be 
added by inserting new application logic into the data stream. This new application logic can be done with either 
VHDL or by using the MATLAB Simulink with Xilinx System Generator tool.
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Illustration 54: PMC UWB Logic Data Flow

PMC UWB FrameWork Logic Ports

The ports for the top level show the external connections of the logic and their functions.  Signal directions are 
relative to the PMC UWB application logic.

Port Name Direction Function

rstn in Master reset into the FPGA controlled by the PCI interface FPGA. Active low.

Clocks and Trigger

sys_clk_in in System clock input, 100 MHz. 

sync_clk In Clock input: external A, B or PLL as selected by the clock multiplexer.

Clocks and Trigger

sel_q[1:0] Out Clock mux control.

sel_div Out Clock selection for input to the divisor.

sel_sync Out FPGA input clock selection.

ad_clk_sel[1:0] Out A/D clock select.

PLL and Timing Control

div_s[2:0] Out Clock divisor select. 

div_rst_n Out Clock divisor reset, active low.

vco_sel Out Selects the PLL output.

xtal_sel Out Selects the PLL reference clock.

pll_reset Out PLL reset, active low.
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Port Name Direction Function

pll_sclk Out PLL serial clock.

pll_sda Out PLL serial data.

pll_sload Out PLL serial load.

A/D Interfaces

adc0_shdn Out A/D 0 shutdown

adc0_da[11:0] In A/D 0 data bus A.

adc0_ovra In A/D 0 over-range bit A.

adc0_db[11:0] In A/D 0 data bus B.

adc0_ovrb In A/D 0 over-range bit B.

adc0_clkout_a In A/D 0 data clock A.

adc0_clkout_b In A/D 0 data clock B.

adc1_shdn Out A/D 1 shutdown.

adc1_da[11:0] In A/D 1 data bus A.

adc1_ovra In A/D 1 over-range bit A.

adc1_db[11:0] In A/D 1 data bus B.

adc1_ovrb In A/D 1 over-range bit B.

adc1_clkout_a In A/D 1 data clock A.

adc1_clkout_b In A/D 1 data clock B.

DDR DRAM Interface

ddr_clk[1:0] Out DDR memory clocks

ddr_clkb[1:0] Out DDR memory clocks, 180 phase.

ddr_rasb Out DDR memory RAS, active low.

ddr_casb Out DDR memory CAS, active low. 

ddr_web Out DDR memory write enable, active low.

ddr_cke Out DDR memory clock enable. 

ddr_ba[1:0] Out DDR memory bank addresses
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Port Name Direction Function

ddr_ad[13:0] Out DDR memory addresses.

ddr_dqs[3:0] Inout DDR memory data strobes.

ddr_dq[31:0] Inout DDR memory data bus.

ZBT SRAM 

zbt_cen Out SRAM chip enable, active low.

zbt_oen Out SRAM output enable, active low.

zbt_r_wn Out SRAM read/write. 

zbt_adv_ldn Out SRAM address advance.

zbt_lbon Out SRAM address mode, low is linear addressing.

zbt_bwn[2:1] Out SRAM byte writes, active low. 

zbt_adr[19:0] Out SRAM address bus. 

zbt_io[15:0] Inout SRAM data bus

Link Interface

link_txp0/link_txn0 Out RIO transmit link pair 0 to PCI interface FPGA

link_rxp0/link_rxn0 Out RIO receive link pair 0 to PCI interface FPGA.

link_txp1/link_txn1 Out RIO transmit link pair 1  to PCI interface FPGA

link_rxp1/link_rxn1 Out RIO receive link pair 1 to PCI interface FPGA.

int_tx In PCI link interrupt. 

Spare[3:0] In Spare connections to PCI interface FPGA.

Command Channel

cmd_dx In Command channel input serial data.

cmd_clkx In Command channel input clock.

cmd_fsx In Command channel input frame sync.

cmd_dr Out Command channel output serial data.

cmd_fsr Out Command channel output clock.

cmd_clkr Out Command channel output frame sync.
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Port Name Direction Function

J4 Interface

j4_clk Out J4 data clock output. 

j4_dat[31:0] Out J4 data bus.

j4_env Out J4 data frame.

j4_rdyn In Ready to J4 from host, active low.

External Trigger

sync In External trigger input.

XMC Interface

xmc_mscl In XMC serial clock. 

xmc_msda Inout XMC serial data.

xmc_ga[2:0] In XMC geographic address.

xmc_mrsti_n In XMC reset input, active low. 

xmc_mbist_n In XMC built-in self-test, active low.

Table 14: PMC UWB Logic Ports

Application Logic Help Files

An hyper linked help file system is available for PMC UWB logic developers in the ./docu directory. This help 
system shows hierarchy, logic entities, important processes and variables for the application design as hyper-
linked HTML documentation. This documentation is generated from the source code itself and shows all of the 
code used in the design.

To use the HTML documentation, open the index.htm file under the ./docu directory.

Memory Map

The PMC UWB has control and status registers mapped to the command channel that are accessible by the PCI 
bus.  The command channel is mapped to PMC UWB PCI base address register 1  (BAR1) of the PCI bus.  The 
address of these registers in PCI space is determined during the plug-n-play process for the host PCI bus. 
Each address show is relative to the BAR1 enumerated address.
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Address 
offset 
from 
BAR1

Direction Function

0x00 R User FPGA code version
0x01 R/W Control Reg 0
0x02 R/W unused
0x03 R/W A/D Gain channel 0
0x04 R/W A/D Gain channel 1

0x05 R/W unused
0x06 R/W unused
0x07 R/W A/D Offset channel 0
0x08 R/W A/D Offset channel 1
0x09 R/W unused
0x0A R/W unused
0x0B R/W Packet Manager channel enables
0x0C R/W Packet Manager channel destinations
0x0D R/W unused
0x0E R/W ZBT SRAM address
0x0F R/W ZBT SRAM data
0x10 R/W Clocks & Frequency Synthesizer

0x11 R/W A/D shutdown
0x12 R/W Clock selects
0x13 R/W Packet Header channel A/D 0
0x14 R/W Packet Header channel A/D 1
0x15 R/W unused
0x16 R/W unused
0x17 R/W Trigger Control A/D 0
0x18 R/W Trigger Control A/D 1
0x19 – 
0xBF

R/W unused

0xC0 R Test Readback

0xC1 R System DCM lock

0xC2 R A/D 0 Overflow
0xC3 R A/D 1 Overflow
0xC0 – 
0xC7

R Status Locations

0xC8 – 
0xFF

-- unused

Table 15: PMC UWB FrameWork Logic Memory Map

Registers in the PMC UWB FrameWork Logic
USER FPGA Logic Version – 0x00 (read)
This register returns the version number for the USER FPGA. This register allows verification that the proper 
logic is actually loaded into the FPGA. The values are hard coded in the logic to designate: which PMC board 
type, which hardware revision, and which hardware variant is appropriate for this logic. Example: if the logic 
shows hardware revision 3, it  requires a board of hardware revision 3 or later to operate correctly.  Multiple 
revisions and variants may work correctly for a particular logic image.
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Bit Function
15:0 Logic revision code: 
19:16 HW family code: - set on PCB
23:20 HW revision code: - set on PCB
27:24 HW type code: - set on PCB
31:28 Unused (default = ‘0’)

Table 16: ii_rev_code Register

Status Register 0 – 0x01 (read)
This register provides indication that the internal DCM is locked.  A value of X”1303” is read back on the upper 
16 bits for sanity checking.

Bits Function
0 DCM lock '1' – DCM is locked

15..1 Not used

31..16 X”1303”

Table 17: PMC UWB Status Register 0

Control Register 0 – 0x01 (write)
This register provides several controls for reseting the FPGA, allowing the logic to run, selecting the trigger, data 
steering to J4 or XMC and test counters.  

Bits Function
0 Software reset of User FPGA. ‘1’ = reset

1 Run. Enables the data flow engine to run. ‘1’ = run

2 Trigger select. ‘1’ = external start/stop, else use run.

3 Mode: J4 or XMC, ‘0’ = J4

4 Rocket I/O Loopback enabled

5 A/D 0 test counter, ‘1’ = enabled

6 A/D 1 test counter, ‘1’ = enabled

(Others) Not used

Table 18: PMC UWB Control Register 0

Gain and Offset Registers
These registers store the correction coefficients that are used by the FPGA to correct gain and offset in real time. 
There is a gain coefficient and offset coefficient for each ADC. When the board is calibrated, these values are 
stored in the non-volatile calibration ROM (serial Flash) which is accessible by the PCI FPGA. Each time the 
board is powered up, the PCI host software must read the values from the calibration ROM and write them into 
these registers in the USER FPGA.  These are two's complement numbers, with a gain of 1 equal to 0x4000. 
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Digital A/D Gain – 0x03, 0x04 (write)

Bits Function
15..0 Channel A/D x gain, default = 0x4000 = 1 (2's complement)

31..16 Not used

Table 19: PMC UWB Gain Registers

Digital A/D Offset – 0x07, 0x08 (write)

Bits Function
14..0 Channel A/D x offset, default = 0x0000  (2's complement)

31..15 Not used

Table 20: PMC UWB Offset Registers

The packetizing is controlled by the following registers  for enables,  destinations and packet  sizes.    These 
parameters are used in the packet creation process from data stored in the multi-queue data buffer.  

Packet Manager channel enables – 0x0B (write)
This register enables the packetizing for the data from the A/D channels.   

Bits Function
0..15 Not used

16 Enable channel A/D 0, '1' = enabled

17 Enable channel A/D 1, '1' = enabled

31..18 unused

Table 21: PMC UWB Packet Manager Channel Enables Register

Packet Manager channel destinations – 0x0C (write)
This register controls the destination of each packet source, A/D 0 or A/D 1.  The destination can be either the 
VFIFO/PCI ('0', default) or the J4/XMC link ('1')
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Bits Function
0..15 Not used

16 channel A/D 0, '0' = VFIFO/PCI (default), '1' = J4/XMC

17 channel A/D 1, '0' = VFIFO/PCI (default), '1' = J4/XMC

31..18 unused

Table 22: PMC UWB Packet Manager Channel Destinations Register

Packet Headers – 0x13, 0x14 (write)
These registers control the packet header and define the number of points per packet, peripheral ID number 
identifying the data source, and type of packet.  This information, particularly the number of points, is used by the 
PCI controller for the data transfer. 

Bits Function
23..0 Number of dwords in the packet, including 2 dword header

30..24 Peripheral ID number

31 Control/data packet, ‘0’ = data packet

Table 23: PMC UWB Packet Header Registers

The ZBT SRAM has a simple interface in the FrameWork Logic used for test.  The SRAM interface underlying 
this simple interface is suitable for high speed applications, but the FrameWork Logic has an address and data 
register that allow the software to perform test reads and writes to the RAM over the command channel solely for 
hardware testing.  These two registers implement this interface.

ZBT SRAM Address – 0x0E (write)
This register holds the address for reading or writing to the SRAM.  It must be set to the address prior to each 
read or write.

Bits Function
19..0 Zbt address

31..20 unused

Table 24: PMC UWB ZBT SRAM Address Register

ZBT SRAM Data – 0x0F (write)
This register holds the data for reading or writing to the SRAM.  A read from this register gives the data at the 
address register pointer value in the SRAM, a write to this register writes this data to the address register pointer 
value.
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Bits Function
15..0 Data

31..16 unused

Table 25: PMC UWB ZBT SRAM Data Register

Clocks & Frequency Synthesizer – 0x10 (write)

This register controls operation of the ICS8442 Synthesizer IC which can synthesize a frequency from one of the 
two  external  clock inputs,  or  from an on-board crystal  reference.  The selected external  clock input  passes 
through a divider IC controlled by the “Clocks, Input Divider” register before it reaches the synthesizer.  

The logic implements a serial data link to the PLL that transmits this data when written to.  Multiple writes to this 
register should be paced to allow the serial transmission to complete, about 5 uS is a safe number.

Bits Function
8..0 PLL feedback divider ratio “M”

11..9 Not used

13..12 Selects PLL output divider ratio “N”
0 => N=1; 1 => N=2; 2 => N=4; 3 => N=8

15..14 Not used

17..16 PLL Test Output Sel: Selects which synthesizer signal is applied to the Test 
Output.
0 = logic 0; 1 = Shift register output;
2 = Output of feedback divider; 3 = Output frequency

19..18 Not used

20 VCO Sel: 1 = VCO (normal); 0 = bypass VCO
‘0’ applies the VCO reference freq to the output divider.
This controls the ‘vco_sel’ pin.

23..21 Not used

24 Reference (XTAL) Sel: Selects the reference frequency for the VCO
1 = XTAL; 0 = external reference
This bit controls the ‘xtal_sel’ pin.

27..25 Not used

28 PLL Reset: ‘1’ holds the synthesizer in reset
This bit controls the ‘pll_reset’ pin.

(Others) Not used

Table 26: PMC UWB PLL and Clock Control Register

For reference, the PLL is set up with the following conditions and equations (see hardware manual for more 
details).

Reference Frequency (Fr): = 10 MHz to 25 MHz, 

Possible sources are 14.4 MHz, divided A or B external clock.

VCO Frequency (Fvco): 250 MHz to 700 MHz – the PLL internal VCO is required to run in this range of 
frequencies.
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VCO internal frequency is   Fvco = Fr * M

Output Frequency = Fvco / N = Fr * M / N

ADC Shutdown – 0x11 (write)
The shutdown bit for each A/D channel is in this register, strictly for power saving.

Bits Function
15..0 Gain for channel 0

16 Shutdown bit: 1 = shutdown ADC0, default = '0' = on

20 Shutdown bit: 1 = shutdown ADC1, default = '0' = on

(Others) Not used

Table 27: PMC UWB A/D Shutdown Control Register

Clock Selects – 0x12

This  register  controls  operation  of  a  clock  divider  IC  and  selects  clocks  for  the  ADC’s  and  other  clock 
destinations. Three clock sources are available: two external clock inputs ACLK and BCLK, and one synthesizer. 
The synthesizer operates from a reference frequency which is generated by its on board 14.4 MHz crystal, or 
from a divided version of ACLK or BCLK.

Each ADC may be driven by any of the three clock sources.

Each ADC provides a copy of its sample rate clock to the USER FPGA that is synchronous to the input data.

The Sync Clock (available for use in the USER FPGA) may be driven by ACLK or BCLK.

The Divider (for the synthesizer) may be driven by ACLK or BCLK.
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Bits Function
1..0 ADC0 Clock Select: 0 = ACLK, 1 = BCLK, 2 = Synthesizer, 3 = 

Synthesizer

3..2 ADC1 Clock Select: same as above

7..4 Not used

8 Sync Clock Select: 0 = ACLK, 1 = BCLK

9 Not used

10 Divider Clock Select: same as above

11 Not used

13..12 Divider Ratio D: 0 => D=2, 1 => D=4, 2 => D=8, 3 => D=16

14 Divider Ratio: 0 => D=1, 1 => D is selected by bits 13..12

15 Divider Reset: 1 = reset

(others) Not used

Table 28: PMC UWB Clock Select Register

Trigger Controls – 0x17, 0x18

Two trigger modes are supported for each A/D channel: unframed and framed. In unframed mode, the trigger 
output is true whenever the selected trigger source is true. In framed mode, the trigger output is true after a 
rising edge on the selected trigger source until the frame count number of sample clocks are counted. A point is 
counted on each rising edge of the sample clock input when sample enable is true. The trigger mode is selected 
with trig_sel input to be either framed or unframed, software or external trigger. The trigger sources are external 
or software. The external trigger must be enabled to use it, however the software trigger is always OR'd with the 
external trigger to allow it to be used anytime. For the framed mode, the frame count must be multiples of 256. 
This reduces the number of bits used for comparison and control for simplicity.

These registers set the trigger mode and enable the external trigger input. 

Bits Function

15..0 Frame count, in 256 blocks (total points = this number 
*256)

29..16 Not used

30 Trigger mode: 0 = unframed, 1 = framed

31 External trigger enable

Table 29: PMC UWB Trigger Control Register

Test Readback – 0xC0(read)
The register just gives back a constant when read and is used for testing the hardware.
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Bits Function

31..0 0x12345678

Table 30: PMC UWB Test Readback Register

System Clock Status – 0xC1(read)
The register reports the status of the system clock DCM.

Bits Function

0 DCM lock  indicator. '1' = locked

(Others) Not used

Table 31: PMC UWB System Clock Status

ADC Overflow – 0xC2 (A/D channel 0) , 0xC3 (A/D channel 1) (read)
This is the overflow bit for  the A/D channel.  When this bit is true, data loss may have occurred since the A/D 
FIFO was written to when full. This bit is only reset by a hardware reset or when run is deasserted.

Bits Function

0 Overflow  indicator. '1' = overflow

(Others) Not used

Table 32: PMC UWB A/D Overflow Control Registers

Clocks

In the PMC UWB design, there are clocks for analog data sampling, system clocks and reference clocks for 
communications.  The analog clocks are  either  externally  provided or  generated  from a programmable 
PLL.  There is also a fixed system clock of 100  MHz that is used for the RIO reference clock and system 
clocking. Other clocks in the system, are generated internally for  the DDR DRAM clock using DCMs. 
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Since  there  are  many  clocks,  judicious choice of clock domain boundaries, and careful handling of any 
transition across the clock boundaries is crucial to a reliable design. Past experience has shown that more 
problems occur on this topic than any other. Use of the FrameWork Logic components provide these clock 
domain changes in most cases by the use of FIFOs and other synchronization logic.

There are several clocks available to the designer in the logic that are intended for different functions as shown 
in the following table.

The system clock (sys_clk_in) is a precision 100 MHz with low jitter and 5 ppm stability. This clock is used as 
the reference to the Rocket IO cores in the logic and as a system reference. The Rocket IO cores should be 
directly fed this clock, not through a DCM, so that jitter is minimized. 

The incoming A/D clocks, adcx_clkout_x, are provided by the A/D synchronous to the incoming data.  Each A/D 
has two ports for data which are operated as a pair operating at ½ the sample rate frequency.  These A/D clocks 
are programmed to be either the PLL, external clock A, or external clock B as specified by the external clock 
multiplexer.  There is NO direct connection to the A/D clocks from the logic because these must be extremely 
high quality for the analog data sampling.   

The PLL clock, or refclk, is a programmable clock that is low jitter and accurate.  This is a software 
programmable frequency source with less than 3 ps RMS jitter.  This PLL may be referenced from a 14.4 MHz 
crystal, stable to 5 ppm, or the A or B external clock.  This clock is commonly used as sample rate timebase to 
analog modules, or as Rocket IO link clock reference.

The PMC UWB also two external clock inputs, one of which may drive the FPGA as synch_clk as selected by 
the external clock multiplexer.  
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Clock into 
FPGA

Function Frequency Pin

on FPGA

sys_clk_in System clock 100 MHz AL17

sync_clk External clock A or B, as selected by 
external clock mux

0-300 MHz AH17

adc0_clkout_a  A/D 0 data port A clock 30-125 MHz (Rev C +)

(30 – 105 MHz, Rev A or B)

J18

adc0_clkout_b  A/D 0 data port B clock 30-125 MHz (Rev C +)

(30 – 105 MHz, Rev A or B)

D25

adc1_clkout_a  A/D 1 data port A clock 30-125 MHz (Rev C +)

(30 – 105 MHz, Rev A or B)

H17

adc1_clkout_b  A/D 1 data port B clock 30-125 MHz (Rev C +)

(30 – 105 MHz, Rev A or B)

D9

cmd_clkx Command bus clock received from 
PCI controller FPGA

33 to 66 MHz, depends on host PCI 
bus

AB34

Table 33: PMC UWB Input Clocks

It is possible using the VP40 DCMs to generate many other clocks from the sources provided by programming 
them for their multiplier and divisor factors. The advantage of using the DCM over a logic-based division is that 
phase relationships are preserved so that the logic may still be synchronous. This tends to simplify the logic 
design by reducing the number of random phase clock domain transitions that must be managed.

The following diagram shows the clock domains in the UWB FrameWork Logic. The majority of the device runs 
on the system clock, which is a 150 MHz clock derived from the 100 MHz reference clock input.  This system 
clock is made with DCM in the logic by multiplying the 100 MHz by 6/4.  The other clocks in the design are 
primarily hardware-specific clocks such as the A/D clocks and DRAM clocks.  Application logic programming 
built on top of the FrameWork logic is usually done in the system clock domain, allowing simpler design process.
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A/D Interface Component

The hardware interface component in the logic providing the A/D interface function is ii_pmc_uwb_adc.  The A/D 
device is a 12-bit device with overrange bit.  The PMC UWB has shipped with two different A/D devices, the 
more recent boards (Rev C+)  with a 250 MSPS and the older cards with a 210 MSPS (Rev A and B).

PMC UWB Revision A/D Device Conversion Rate (MSPS)

A and B Linear Technology LTC2220-1
This device specially qualified by LTC for 210 MSPS 
operation for Innovative.

210

C+ Linear Technology LTC2242 250

Table 34: PMC UWB A/D Devices

Note: The two A/D devices are identical functionally, but a few changes have been made other than speed to 
accommodate the higher speed device.  Therefore, if  your design was created with an older version of the 
FrameWork Logic then the design should routed again to incorporate the new constraints.

The LTC2220/LTC2242 A/D has been configured on the PMC UWB to transmit its data using two data ports 
with single ended signaling operating at 105/125 MSPS each at full rate.  These two data ports are directly 
connected to the FPGA and have a source synchronous data clock for each port. Data is captured in the logic 
using both edges of the clock. The data is assembled into a 32-bit word and inserted into a 1Kx32 FIFO when 
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the trigger input is true.  The A/D clock provided with the data is the half-speed sample rate clock, therefore two 
data samples are available each data clock.

In test  mode, a counter generator in the component may be selected in place of the data that  produces a 
monotonic ramp.    The A/D clock must be running even if the test mode is selected since the A/D clock is used 
by the component to assemble the data points and clock in the data to the FIFO. 

The data format from the system FIFO is two data words in a 32-bit number, sign extended from a 12-bit A/D 
result. 

Bits 
31..28 27..16 15..12 11..0
Sign extension  for 
sample N+1

Sample N+1 Sign extension  for sample 
N

Sample N

Table 35: PMC UWB A/D Component Output Data Format

The system side of the data FIFO is usually connected to the system clock for the application logic. The FIFO 
performs the clock domain transition for the data from the sample clock to the system clock in this case.

Error Correction Component

The error correction component in the logic compensates for gain and offset errors in the A/D and analog inputs 
using a first order correction of the real-time data.  The error compensated output is 

y = Gx + Offset

where x = input data, G = gain, Offset = offset in counts
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The coefficients are two's complement, 16 both for gain and 15 bits for offset with a gain of 1 represented by 
0x4000 and offset of 0 equal to 0.  Gain is limited to +2 to -2. 

Two error correction components are used in parallel to meet the data rate of 250 MSPS. Each 32-bit data word 
from the A/D interface component is split into the two data samples and run through the parallel error correction 
components.  Since the components are identical and running synchronously, the output is combined back into a 
32-bit word after error correction.

Inside of the error correction components, the data has the offset correction added then is multiplied by the gain 
correction  component  using  a  hardware  multiplier.  Dual  hardware  multipliers  are  used  since  Virtex2Pro 
multipliers are not fast enough if only one is used.  The result is inspected for overflow and is saturated at the 
maximum value if required.  The saturation logic compares the input to the result and saturates if the number 
reversed sign AND is greater than 50% larger.  Gain corrections are required to be be less than 5% by the 
factory calibration, therefore the gain correction factor will not be larger than this and this fact is used to simplify 
the saturation logic. For example, an input of X”7FF” with a gain of 1 and offset of 1 will saturate to X”7FF” since 
when 1 is added it will be X”800” which is the opposite sign.  

The data valid signal is true when data is valid on the output.  The component has a 6 clock latency.

A/D Flow Control Component

This component moves data from the A/D component,  through the error correction to the multi-queue data 
buffer.  There is one flow control component for each A/D channel that regulates this data flow.  Data is moved 
when the A/D interface component FIFO has at least 16 points as signaled by the almost empty and the multi-
queue data buffer input FIFO is ready, indicating that it has space for at least 256 32-bit points.   Because the 
flags from the FIFOs are latent, a wait state is inserted after each transfer to allow the flags to stabilize before 
another transfer is initiated.

Triggering Component

The ii_trigger component controls the trigger input to the A/D component that allows data to be stored into the 
A/D FIFO.  When the trigger is true, a data point is stored each sample clock. This allows the logic to acquire 
data as is needed by the specific application for processing and logging.

The ii_trigger component provides two methods for triggering: framed and unframed.  In the framed mode, a 
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programmable number of points is captured for each trigger rising edge.  In unframed mode, data is captured as 
long as trigger is true. The framed mode allows the PMC UWB to capture a snapshot of data for analysis.  

The frame count is loaded as the number of 256 point blocks to be captured, so the total number of points 
captured is 256 times the frame count.  This is done because the multi-queue only moves points on the basis of 
256 point blocks for efficiency.  If you need a set of data points that is not a multiple of 256, simply acquire an 
extra block and discard the unused points in your logic.  This is much easier than changing the  multi-queue 
VFIFO design. 

The trigger is either the external sync signal or the internal software controlled run signal, as selected by the 
trigger control register for each channel. The external trigger may be disabled to prevent false triggering. The 
software trigger is may always trigger the system even when the hardware trigger is true to allow the application 
to force a trigger condition. 

Packetizing Component

The packetizing component forms data streams into packets by attaching a header to a bundle of data. The 
primary use of these packets is to transfer data to the host using the Velocia PCI controller. Each data packet 
has a two word header, 32-bits each, preceding the data. The packets are programmable in size and for their 
other routing information. 

The packetizer polls a defined number of data sources and creates packets when the source and destination of 
the packet are ready for the transaction.  Setup information for the number of channels, size of the packets, 
sources enabled and headers is provided as part of the initialization of the packetizer.  Sources and destinations 
for the packetizer are usually FIFOs in the logic, as in the FrameWork Logic. A read enable, synchronous to the 
input clock, is provided for each data source and a write enable for each destination.  The packetizer pipelines 
the data and aligns it to the data stream flowing through during the packet assembly process.

During operation, the packetizer scans the number of input channels and in a round robin and creates packets 
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for the channels that are ready.  Each channel has its packets built with the header information for that channel 
and the data payload attached to the header.  The packet is transmitted as it is built to the destination, there is 
no data storage in the packetizing component.

In the FrameWork logic for the PMC UWB, the destination of all packets is the link to the PCI controller. The 
multi-queue data buffer is used to enqueue the data for the PCI controller for each channel.

VFIFO Component

The PMC  UWB  FrameWork Logic that implements multiple  queue  virtual FIFO (multi-queue  VFIFO) as 
described in the library components chapter.   Data flows in from the A/D components into queues that are 
stored in the external DRAM buffer memory.  For the PMC UWB, 2 queues have been implemented.  Each 
queue is independently managed and is essentially a large data FIFO for each A/D.  

The VFIFO on the PMC UWB has two 16Mx16 DRAM devices for its buffer memory, running at 150 MHz.  This 
gives a raw bandwidth of 1.2 GB/s to the buffer memory. The rate at which data may be stored to memory is 
burdened by overhead for queue management and DRAM control, yielding an overall storage rate over 1 GB/s. 
This allows the PMC UWB to acquire both channels of A/D directly to buffer memory without data loss for the 
entire memory.  

Each queue is independently managed and may be programmed for its size to best suit  the application 
requirements for each channel.  The queues for the PMC UWB are sized as shown here.
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Queue Number Data Queue Boundary 
Address (23..16)

Size (dwords) Samples

0 A/D 0 X”00” 8M 16M
1 A/D 1 X”80” 8M 16M

Table 36: PMC UWB Data Buffer Queue Sizes

The queue sizes are specified in the fifo_ddr_sdram.vhd file.  An array of queue boundary addresses is 
specified, with the address boundaries specifying the upper 8 bits of the DRAM linear address.  The first 
queue (0) must always start at address X”00”.  The PMC UWB data buffer queue boundary addresses are 
are specified in the code using an array of constants with one entry for each buffer plus a final boundary 
address for the last queue.  If the entire memory is used, the final buffer boundary is X”00” as is shown.
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The queue sizes are specified in the queue_size array.  Each queue can hold the queue_size*65536 64-bit 
dwords. When a queue is full, the queue controller stops moving data from the input FIFO to the queue.

The PMC UWB has its VFIFO configured so that  writes to the buffer memory are given the highest priority.  This 
is to make sure that no data is lost  from the acquisition process.   The VFIFO has been designed to allow 
simultaneous capture of 2 channels of data at 250 MSPS per channel.  This allows the capture of real-time A/D 
data for the length of the data buffer memory.  Reads from the data buffer are only performed if NONE of the 
input queues have a 256 block of points for the VFIFO controller to write to memory.   This priority can be 
changed by modifying the VFIFO controller code in ii_drr_fifo_mq.vhd.  For equal input and output priorities, just 
set the priority bit to '0'.  Individual queues can be deemphasized by changing the priority process logic to just 
raise the priority bit if certain queues are important.
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-- Set queue start address in DRAM memory.
-- The start address is the upper 8 bits of the DRAM address.
-- Queues start at each address, the last entry must be X"00".
-- There must be num_queues+1 entries in this list.
constant queue_start:queue_array_t := ( X"00", X"80",X"00" );
signal queue_stop :queue_array_t;

Illustration 61:  PMC UWB Data Buffer Queue Boundary Addresses

-- In the case of PMC UWB, the priority FIFOs are the inputs for data capture
gen_emphasis: for i in 0 to num_queues-1 generate
    --* direction emphasis
    p_priority_flag:
    process (local_reset, sys_clk)
    begin
    if (rising_edge(sys_clk)) then
                            -- Check each input FIFO to see if it has a block of data to write.  If so, set its priority flag true
    if ( local_reset = '0' and ififo_rd_count(i)(8) = '1' ) then    
    priority_flag(i) <= '1';
      else
          priority_flag(i) <= '0';    
      end if;
    end if;
    end process p_priority_flag;
end generate;

priority_queue <= (others => '0');

--* priority flag.  True if any of the priority FIFOs need service.
p_priority:
process (local_reset, sys_clk)
begin

if (rising_edge(sys_clk)) then
if ( local_reset = '0' and priority_flag /= priority_queue ) then
           priority <= '1';

               else
                         priority <= '0';    
               end if;
end if;

end process p_priority; 

Illustration 62: PMC UWB VFIFO Queue Priority 



Data flow to and from the VFIFO is managed using the input and output FIFO counts for the VFIFO.  These 
FIFO counts are NOT the number of points in the VFIFO in entirety, but only those of the smaller input and 
output FIFOs.  Data is moved to the VFIFO when the input FIFO for that channel has space available; data can 
be read from the FIFO when the output FIFO has points.  Data flow should be controlled on the basis of these 
FIFO counts.  The VFIFO controller  moves the data from the input FIFO to the buffer memory when at least 256 
points are in the input FIFO, and to the output FIFO when it can hold 256 points.  This is done because the 
controller reads the RAM in blocks of 256 (an entire row) for efficiency sake. 

The number of points in the queue are given by the queue_cnt[[] array and fifo_rdcnt[] arrays.  The total 
number  of  points  in  the  buffer  is  queue_cnt[]  *  256,  ignoring  the  small  input  and  output  FIFOs.   The 
fifo_rdcnt[] is used to pace the data flow from the queue to the next process. The packetizer looks at the 
sume of the queue_cnt[] *256 plus the fifo_rdcnt[] to determine when there is enough data for the packet, 
then moves data from the queue output FIFO according to the fifo_rdcnt[].

Rocket IO to PCI Link Component

The FrameWork links the application logic to the PCI controller via two Rocket IO (RIO) links running at 2 Gbps 
each. This pair of RIO links provide a 400MB/s, full duplex link to the PCI controller.   The two links operate as a 
pair to move the data. This link is the primary data path for the data to flow to the host over the PCI bus.  

The  ii_rocket_io_link_dr  component  has  FIFOs  for  data  interface  to  the  application  logic.   Internal  to  the 
component are two RIO cores configured as a Fiber Channel protocol and a DCM for the local clocks.  Data 
synchronization and flow control are implemented for the link to the PCI controller. The control logic initializes the 
links to synchronize the bytes and prepare the links for use by first resetting the link, then sending idle characters 
for synchronization. Once initialization is complete, the control logic moves data from the FIFO to the link for 
transmission.  Idle characters are sent when data is not available to keep the link balanced and synchronized.  

Flow control information is embedded in the idle characters indicating whether the receiver is ready for data. For 
received data, the RIO links receive data as 32-bit words assembled from the incoming bytes and are inserted in 
a FIFO with proper byte alignment.  The data is read from the FIFO as a 32 bit word by the application logic.  
The PMC UWB does not implement any receive link. Examples of using the link to receive data are available if  
your application needs them.  (Implemented on the PMC TX product.)

The  data  sent  to  the  PCI  controller  MUST  be  in  the  packet  format  as  generated  by  the  packetizer 
(ii_packetizer.vhd). The PCI controller parses the headers and interacts with the host system hardware and 
software to provide the automated PCI transfer mechanism used with the Velocia PMC cards.  Data received is 
also in the packet format, although the PMC UWB FrameWork logic does not implement a received data flow at 
this time. 
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Command Channel Component

The Command channel interface is a control interface allowing the host system to write the PMC UWB control 
registers and read status locations.  This control path is separate from the high speed data path implemented 
over the RIO link so that various controls and status needed to operate the module are simple to access and 
control.  

The command channel is a simple serial bus interface from the PCI controller device that provides a 32-bit 
address and 32-bit data word path.  A separate PCI BAR is used for the command channel that is presented to 
the application logic so that the PCI memory space for BAR1 is in the application logic.  This means that the host 
computer, or any PCI device in the system, can access the application logic over the command channel. 

The data protocol is a three wire interface with clock, data and frame.  A serial path is implemented for each 
direction.  Data in both directions is enveloped by a frame signal to indicate valid read/write bit, address, and 
data. The serial bitstream is transmitted on the rising edge of PCI clock and shifted into the UWB on the falling 
edge.  The same PCI clock is wrapped back around and used in the same way for readbacks. Data must be 
transmitted back to the PCI controller within 256 clocks or the operation will time out so that the PCI bus is not 
hung by bad logic or hardware.

The command channel component decodes the addresses sent over the PCI bus and presents an array of 
decoded registers for use, and accepts an array of status words from the logic.  This structure forms the basis of 
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the control and status architecture for the PMC UWB.  The memory map presented earlier in this document 
show the FrameWork logic assignments for the decoded registers and status words.

The FrameWork logic  for the UWB decodes 64 registers  and 8 status words.   Many of  these are unused, 
allowing for custom implementations to simply connect to the array without modification.  Additional registers or 
status words can be implemented by using the 64 read and write decode strobes, or by using the address and 
read/write strobes with external decoding.

PLL Control Component

The PLL control component allows the application logic to configure the external PLL that may be used for 
analog sample rate clocking. The external device, an ICS8402 PLL, is configured over a three wire serial port 
interface.   In  the  FrameWork logic,  this  is  connected  to  the  command channel  interface  so  that  the  host 
computer can configure the PLL  for the data acquisition process.  The PMC UWB software application allows 
the host PC to configure the PLL reference clock and frequency as part of the UWB setup. 

Custom implementations can control the PLL using the PLL control component from their logic design. Care 
should be taken to observe the physical limitations on the PLL frequency and lock time when directly controlling 
the PLL.  

The  PLL  uses  a  single  data  word,  14-bits  in  length  to  configure  its  frequency  that  is  transmitted  by  the 
component to the PLL when written to. 

Bits 
13..12 11..0
PLL N coefficient PLL M coefficient

Table 37: PLL Control Word Format

PMC J4 Interface Component

The PMC J4 interface in the FrameWork Logic implements a 32-bit, bidirectional data path to the host card. 
Data rates of up to 450 MB/sec have been used.  This component is the slave end of the link and is used with 
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the ii_link_master component on a host card such as Quadia. 

The link provides a read and write interrupt, indicating that data is available or ready for data. The link master 
responds to the interrupts by reading first  the number of points the can be transferred, then begins a data 
transfer.  The control signals indicate the direction of the transfer and when data is valid on the bus, resulting in 
the link completing the transfer by supplying data or storing it in the FIFO.

SRAM Component

The PMC UWB has one 1M x 16 ZBT SBSRAM (synchronous burst, Zero Bus Turn-around SRAM) memory 
comprised of one Cypress Technology CY7C1372BV25-167AC (or equivalent) chip. These devices have a flow-
through architecture and are 2.5V IO. The SBSRAM supports up to 167 MHz (~333 MB/sec) data rates.   This 
memory may be used by the FPGA in any process as required by the application and has completely 
independently controls. Since this SBSRAM provides the highest data rates only in burst mode, the application 
should arrange data to take advantage of this architecture.

The SBSRAM controller component is derived from Xilinx application  note XAPP136, which provides a 
controller design for interfacing high speed synchronous SRAM memory. This design supports the “NoBL” (No 
Bus Latency, or ZBT) type of SRAM that has low turnaround time on the bus for reads to writes and vice versa.

XAPP136 has a good interface design and is well documented. The SRAM interface wrapper that is provided in 
the FrameWork just gives a very simple hook-up to the command channel that allows the host to talk to the 
SRAM for test purposes through a set of registers. The real heart of the logic is in the SRAM controller block 
that is taken from XAPP136.
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For simulation purposes, a model of the SRAM is provided, cy7c1372.vhd.  The model has accurate timings and 
interface signaling that can be used for development of higher performance SRAM applications. 

6.2.5 Adding Functionality to the PMC UWB FrameWork Logic
The most  common modifications to the logic are the addition of signal processing and data analysis to the data 
stream and the addition of registers/status to the design.  These modifications can be done either in the VHDL or 
MATLAB tools built on top of the FrameWork logic. 

Adding registers and status readback to the command channel

The command channel  provides  a method for  the host  to  access the application logic  via  the PCI 
interface for  control  and status functions.  In  the  FrameWork Logic,  the  memory  map for  the PMC 
UWB shows the command channel decoded addresses. The command channel is NOT intended for 
high  performance  data  streams,  rather  it  is  for  low  speed,  out  of  band,  asynchronous  setup, 
initialization and status reporting. The data streams over PCI, XMC or J4 should be used for higher 
performance requirements above 2 MB/s.

Many of the registers and status words are either partially  used, or not  used at all.   If  you need a 
few registers  or  status  words,  this  is  the  easiest  approach.  For  instance,  register  location  X”2”  is 
not used in the design so this could be assigned to a new register by adding an assignment in the 
code 

new_reg(31 downto 0) <= ctl_reg(2)(31 downto 0);

which makes a new 32-bit register, accessible by the host  at address (PCI BAR1 +2). 

Several  of  the  status  registers  are  also  unused  in  the  FrameWork  Logic.  These  can  be  simply 
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reassigned

status(2) <= new_status_word(31 downto 0);

which makes a new 32-bit status, accessible by the host  at address (PCI BAR1 + X”C2”). 

If  more  registers  are  needed,  or  special  decoding  is  required,  the  command  channel  interface 
component  provides  signals  for  extending the  address  space  up  to  64K registers.   Adding  a  new 
decoded  register  may  use  one  of  the  decoded  strobes,  64  total  in  the  logic,  or  decode  the 
addresses from the command channel.  Adding a register is straightforward :

process (reset, cmd_clkx, cmd_wt)
begin

if (reset = '1') then
new_reg <= (others => '0'); -- default value

elsif (rising_edge(cmd_clkx)) then
if  (cmd_wt =  '1' and cmd_aout(15 downto 0) = X”FFFF”)  then

new_reg <= cmd_dout(31 downto 0);
end if;

end if;
end process;

makes a 32-bit register at address X”FFFF”. 

Software Scripts for Interacting with Command Channel During Development

The command channel can be accessed by the host using the development software application provided by 
Innovative. This software provides a scripting feature that allows the developer to access command channel with 
out complex software using a text script during development.  The script may be played from the application 
software and used to write to command channel mapped registers or status.  This is convenient when the logic is 
being developed  and no software is available to control the custom design. In fact, the scripts look similar to the 
testbench command channel accesses and can serve as a model for the script.

This scripting feature and the software is described fully in the software documentation.   The script command 
set allows store, fetch and wait.   The address a is the register number followed by the data and command.  A 
wait command is used for delays.

Command Syntax Example
Store   a n l! 0x1 0xFF l!

Store X”FF” to register 1
Fetch   a l@ 0x5  l@

Fetch from register 5.  Displays in console 
window on example application software.

Wait   n ms 10 ms 
Wait for 10 ms.

Table 38: PMC UWB Script Commands

In the software examples provided with the PMC UWB, a script can be run before or after the data stream is 
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started, referred to as “Before Stream Start” (BSS) and “After Stream Start” (ASS)  scripts. The use of these 
scripts  allows  the  logic  developer  to  initialize  and  control  the  custom logic  without  having  to  write  custom 
software for the device control.  In many cases, these scripts can then be used in the final application software 
as well.

Adding Signal Processing to the Data Stream

Here is an example of  changing the data flow in the Framework Logic  to incorporate an signal  processing 
function into the data stream.  The data from the A/D is flowed from the error correction components into the 
signal processing block, F(z), in the diagram.  Performing an FFT, down-conversion  or filter on the data would 
be an example of this sort of data flow. The output of F(z) then flows directly into the multi-queue data buffer, 
where it can continue to the PCI, XMC or J4.  

 If this implementation can be followed, then most of the existing software and logic can be re-used.  If the data 
rate is changed by the signal processing, such as in a down conversion function, then the data packet size is 
usually reprogrammed to match that rate.  Usually, additional control functions are also added but with judicious 
use of the memory map those are routine.

The data source does not have to be a continuous stream; a single packet may be transmitted over the PCI to 
the host.  The packet may be mixed with other data packets, from multiple sources, and the PCI controller will 
send the packet to the host, where the host software receive the packet in its data buffers.  The host software 
should set the packet size and Peripheral ID number so that it can extract the data from the other packets in the 
PCI data buffer.

Design Considerations

Some of the common choices designers must make when using the PMC UWB FrameWork logic are how to 
best integrate their signal processing functions, what method should be used for data buffering and to connect to 
their system.  Let's take a look at  some of the design problems that typically confront us:

● Where to add signal processing functions?  
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Usually the best place to access the raw data stream is after the error correction (offgain).  After the 
error correction, the A/D data is presented as offgain0( ) and offgain1( ) vectors and are valid when 
offgain_vld0 and offgain_vld1 are true for channels 0 and 1,  respectively.   Since most Xilinx signal 
processing functions have a ND (new data) enable at their input, the data, offgain( ) is connected to the 
data input and the offgain_vld( ) signal is connected to ND.  Be sure to look at the data pacing flag RFD 
(Ready For Data) from the signal processing component  so that it is ready for data.  If it is not always 
ready for data, then the RFD flag should be used to pace the data flow.  Modify the ad_ctl  component to 
use RFD and source and destination FIFO counts to control the flow of data.

● How should I buffer the data?  

First, consider the overall data rate of the system.  The multi-queue VFIFO supports 2 queues running at 
125 MSPS each storing to buffer memory, the SRAM supports about ½ that rate.  For the PMC UWB, 
this means that the full data rate from both channels can be stored to the on-card memory when the data 
samples are handled as two streams of 32-bit words.  If more queues must be added for new processing 
functions, the total data rate should not exceed this limit to prevent data loss.  

As far as total storage, the multi-queue VFIFO has 32M sample (16-bit) of total storage, the SRAM has 
1M sample. If the data buffering is needed for the system interface, then the best method is to use one 
of the multi-queue FIFOs. If the memory is used in the signal processing and analysis, the SRAM is 
much faster and easier to use for random accesses.  Also if the memory buffering method required is 
unique, then SRAM is much easier to program and more deterministic in its performance.  The DRAM 
controller is more complex because of the addressing and control used for DRAM and is therefore much 
more complex to use and actually slower for random accesses.

● How do I integrate the PMC UWB  with the host and DSP cards?

The first thing to consider is the data rate from the card.  If the data rate is over 200 MB/s, a private data 
path should be considered.  Since the PCI bus is shared amongst the cards in the system and other 
peripherals, the effective  sustained  data rate is typically less than half of the bus burst rate.  Unless 
special architectures are used with private or restricted access PCI buses are used, it will be difficult to 
sustain high rates.  Furthermore, if  data latency is an issue then be aware that the PCI bus is non-
deterministic  in  it  s  behavior.   For  the  higher  data  rates,  the  PMC  UWB has  either  XMC  or  J4 
connections. These ports can talk directly to the  Quadia and Duet Velocia DSP card FPGAs, giving 
more processing power. The XMC connection (VITA 42.0) has 800 MB/s sustained rate possible, but is 
more complex to use because of the clocking and initialization.  The J4 interface has been successfully 
used at up to 450 MB/s sustained to a Quadia.  The J4 is easier to use since it is a simpler parallel bus 
interface. Components for each of these interfaces is available from Innovative to support integration 
with the Velocia cards.  

For any of the interfaces, be mindful of the data buffering that is needed to support the interface at the 
anticipated data rates.  A good rule of thumb for PCI is to have enough buffering for 1 ms (500K at full 
rate).  For XMC and J4 these can be usually buffered using 1K FIFOs in the logic  since the data flow is 
more deterministic and therefore requires less data buffering.

Adding New Components

New components can be developed in VHDL, from Xilinx Coregen blocks, or generated in MATLAB and included 
in the VHDL design.  Each of these techniques involves including the signal processing block into the data flow 
to the packetizer and integration of the function into the VHDL code. I

The MATLAB technique has the distinct advantage that the MATLAB Simulink environment can be used to 
generate and observe signals. This allows the DSP engineer to work in a higher level above the bits and bytes of 
the VHDL and is a powerful way to develop DSP in the logic. Hardware-in -the-loop capabilities  in the MATLAN 
environment can be used to fully test the signal processing design before it is added to the FrameWork Logic 
VHDL. 
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Xilinx offers a very good selection of cores that may be used in the PMC UWB logic including filters, FFTs, 
correlations,  signal generators and basic mathematical functions.  These are relatively easy to design with in the 
VHDL environment and integrated in with the FrameWork logic by making them compatible with system logic. 
This means that the blocks are 

● Components – all functions should be components and integrated into the FrameWork as such.  This 
allows simulation at the component level and physical floorplanning. 

● Synchronous – all  functions should be on the system clock.  This reduces the problems with clock 
domain transitions and simplifies timing analysis. 

● FIFO IO – all data should flow through the component and have a FIFO at the inputs and outputs. This 
helps to decouple the component from the data flow of other devices.

● Providing data flow controls – an input ready and output ready are useful at the system level for moving 
the data around the system. 

● 2's complement – for compatibility with other components

If  these  basis  guidelines  can  be  followed,  the  integration  effort  is  reduced  since  it  will  match  our  design 
philosophy in the Framework Logic. 

Terminating Unused IO Signals

When you delete unused components from the FrameWork logic, external devices must have their signals 
terminated properly.  This prevents the external device from driving the FPGA and  potentially causing a 
problem, and consuming extra power.   Here are some typical device signal terminations. 

Device/Signal Function Termination
SBSRAM
sb_a(22 downto 0) addresses '1'
sb_d(15 downto 0) Data bus 'Z'
sb_ce_n Chip enable '1'
sb_bw_n(1 downto 0) Byte write enables '1'
sb_bws_n(1 downto 0) Byte write strobes '1'
sb_rw_n Read/write '1'
sb_ld Address load '0'
sb_lbo_n Address mode X
sb_clk clock '1'
sb_cke_n Clock enable '1'
sb_oe_n Output enable '1'
DDR SDRAM
ddr_clk DDR clock + '1'
ddr_clkb DDR clock - '0'
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Device/Signal Function Termination
ddr_dqs(1 downto 0) Data strobes 'Z'
ddr_dq(15 downto 0) data 'Z'
ddr_cke Clock enable '0'
ddr_csb Chip select '1'
ddr_rasb RAS '1'
ddr_casb CAS '1'
ddr_web Write enable '1'
ddr_dm(1 downto 0) Data mask '1'
ddr_ba(1 downto 0) Bank address '0'
ddr_address(13 downto 0) Address '0'
PLL and Timing Control

div_s(2  downto 0) PLL Ref Clock divider “000”
div_rst_n PLL Ref Clock divider reset '0'
vco_sel VCO input select '0'
xtal_sel Crystal select to the PLL '0'
pll_reset PLL Reset '1'
pll_sclk PLL serial clock '0'
pll_sda PLL serial data '0'
pll_sload PLL serial data load '0'
A/D Interfaces

adc0_shdn ADC 0 shutdown '0'
adc1_shdn ADC 1 shutdown '0'
Command Channel

cmd_dr Cmd channel data to Pci '0'
cmd_fsr Cmd Channel frame '0'
cmd_clkr Cmd channel clock '0'
J4 Interface

j4_clk J4 clock to host '0'
j4_dat[31:0] J4 data to host '0'
j4_env J4 data frame '0'

Table 39: PMC UWB Unused Signal Terminations

I/O Signals From the FPGA

There are several connectors that connect directly to the FPGA that can  be used for application 
interface system interface functions. 
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Connector
Reference

Type Use

JN4 PMC connector J4, 64 pins I/O and host card interfacing
JE1 Optional test connector, 

Mictor, 40 pins
Logic analyzer connector.  Also useful for high 
speed signals since it has controlled 
impedance. This connector  is not normally 
populated production hardware. Installation of 
this connector will exceed  the maximum slot 
width for compact PCI .

J5/J6 SMB coaxial, 50 ohm May be used as an input to the FPGA.  These 
connectors are the external A and B clock 
inputs.  An external mux allows the software to 
select one of these signals to drive the 
sync_clock input  to the FPGA.  The FPGA 
output signal sel_sync chooses either J5 
(sel_sync = '0')  or J6 (sel_sync = '1'). 

J7 SMB coaxial, 50 ohm May be used for I/O.  Normally this connector is 
the external trigger input, ext_sync.  This signal 
is 50 ohm terminated and has 100 ohms in-line 
for protection.

P15 XMC (VITA 42) There are six user-defined pins on this 
connector that are directly connected to the 
FPGA, plus seven others that are useful if full 
XMC support is not needed.

Table 40: PMC UWB Connectors Connected to the FPGA

The  specific  logic  signal  names  associated  with  each  connector  and  its  pins  are  shown  in  the 
following tables.

JN4, PMC IO Connector

The signals to JE1 are shared with JN4.  The signals with identical names are duplicated 
on JE1.
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

j4_clk 2 K19 Clock

j4_env 17 T7 Data envelope

j4_rdyn 19 K12 Data rdy, 
active low

j4_dat (0) 34 R1 Data bit 0

j4_dat (1) 31 P1 Data bit 1

j4_dat (2) 29 N1 Data bit 2

j4_dat (3) 24 V2 Data bit 3

j4_dat (4) 18 T2 Data bit 4

j4_dat (5) 22 P2 Data bit 5

j4_dat (6) 12 N2 Data bit 6

j4_dat (7) 9 M2 Data bit 7

j4_dat (8) 8 U3 Data bit 8

j4_dat (9) 6 T3 Data bit 9

j4_dat (10) 16 R3 Data bit 10

j4_dat (11) 13 P3 Data bit 11

j4_dat (12) 35 N3 Data bit 12

j4_dat (13) 64 M3 Data bit 13

j4_dat (14) 61 L3 Data bit 14

j4_dat (15) 36 U4 Data bit 15
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

j4_dat (16) 59 T4 Data bit 16

j4_dat (17) 60 R4 Data bit 17

j4_dat (18) 58 N4 Data bit 18

j4_dat (19) 53 M4 Data bit 19

j4_dat (20) 54 L4 Data bit 20

j4_dat (21) 55 U5 Data bit 21

j4_dat (22) 52 T5 Data bit 22

j4_dat (23) 49 P5 Data bit 23

j4_dat (24) 40 N5 Data bit 24

j4_dat (25) 37 U6 Data bit 25

j4_dat (26) 47 T6 Data bit 26

j4_dat (27) 48 R6 Data bit 27

j4_dat (28) 46 P6 Data bit 28

j4_dat (29) 41 N6 Data bit 29

j4_dat (30) 43 M6 Data bit 30

j4_dat (31) 42 U7 Data bit 31

The following signals are connections on the PCB but are not used in the FrameWork Logic.

REQO 25 J13 -

REQI 23 J12 -
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

RDCONIO 28 G14 -

PARITY 30 K11 -

XRESETIO 1 K17 -

XSYNCI 5 H16 -

Others
GND 4,7,10,11,14,1

5,20,21,26,27,
32,33,38,39,4
5,50,5156,57,
62,63

Signal Ground

Table 41: PMC UWB JN4 Connections

JE1, Test Connector

The signals to JE1 are shared with JN4.  The signals with identical names are duplicated 
on JN4.
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

j4_dat (0) 8 R1 Data bit 0

j4_dat (1) 7 P1 Data bit 1

j4_dat (2) 10 N1 Data bit 2

j4_dat (3) 9 V2 Data bit 3

j4_dat (4) 12 T2 Data bit 4

j4_dat (5) 11 P2 Data bit 5

j4_dat (6) 14 N2 Data bit 6

j4_dat (7) 13 M2 Data bit 7

j4_dat (8) 16 U3 Data bit 8

j4_dat (9) 15 T3 Data bit 9

j4_dat (10) 18 R3 Data bit 10

j4_dat (11) 17 P3 Data bit 11

j4_dat (12) 20 N3 Data bit 12

j4_dat (13) 19 M3 Data bit 13

j4_dat (14) 22 L3 Data bit 14

j4_dat (15) 21 U4 Data bit 15

j4_dat (16) 24 T4 Data bit 16

j4_dat (17) 23 R4 Data bit 17

j4_dat (18) 26 N4 Data bit 18
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

j4_dat (19) 25 M4 Data bit 19

j4_dat (20) 28 L4 Data bit 20

j4_dat (21) 27 U5 Data bit 21

j4_dat (22) 30 T5 Data bit 22

j4_dat (23) 29 P5 Data bit 23

j4_dat (24) 32 N5 Data bit 24

j4_dat (25) 31 U6 Data bit 25

j4_dat (26) 34 T6 Data bit 26

j4_dat (27) 33 R6 Data bit 27

j4_dat (28) 36 P6 Data bit 28

j4_dat (29) 35 N6 Data bit 29

j4_dat (30) 38 M6 Data bit 30

j4_dat (31) 37 U7 Data bit 31

GND 1,2,3,4,39,40,
41,42

- Signal Ground

Table 42: PMC UWB JE1 Connections

J7, SMB I/O connector
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Logic Signal Name Connector 
Pin

FPGA Pin Use

ext_sync 8 F30 External trigger input.  This signal is 50 
ohm terminated and has 100 ohm s in 
series for protection. 

Table 43: PMC UWB  J7 Connection

J5 or J6, SMB I/O connector

Logic Signal 
Name

Connector 
Pin

FPGA Pin Use

sync_clk center AH17 External sync clock input.  These connectors are the 
external A and B clock inputs.  An external mux allows 
the software to select one of these signals to drive the 
sync_clock input  to the FPGA.  The FPGA output 
signal sel_sync chooses either J1 (sel_sync = '0')  or 
J2 (sel_sync = '1').The A and B clocks are 50 ohm 
terminated.

Table 44: PMC UWB  J5 or J6 Connection

P15, XMC Connector

The XMC (VITA 42) standard defines the pinout of this connector.  Several of the signals 
may be used as general purpose IO in addition to the dedicated signals.

Logic Signal Name FPGA Pin Connector Pin Use

XMC Miscellaneous IO
UD1 AL24 C9 User Defined IO 1.  

UD2 AL22 C15 User Defined IO 2.  

UD3 AL23 C18 User Defined IO 3.  

UD4 AM21 C19 User Defined IO 4.  

UD5 AM22 F18 User Defined IO 5.  

UD6 AL21 F19 User Defined IO 6.  
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Logic Signal Name FPGA Pin Connector Pin Use

XMC_GA0 AG5 F10 XMC Geographic Address 0.  Pulled up 
to 3.3V with 10K ohms. If the XMC host 
card uses this signal, it may be tied to 
ground or 3.3V; therefore it may not be 
available.  Check your host card 
documentation.

XMC_GA1 AG3 C12 XMC Geographic Address 1.  Pulled up 
to 3.3V with 10K ohms. If the XMC host 
card uses this signal, it may be tied to 
ground or 3.3V; therefore it may not be 
available.  Check your host card 
documentation.

XMC_GA2 AG1 C14 XMC Geographic Address 2.  Pulled up 
to 3.3V with 10K ohms. If the XMC host 
card uses this signal, it may be tied to 
ground or 3.3V; therefore it may not be 
available.  Check your host card 
documentation.

XMC_MSCL AK17 F16 XMC serial clock.  May be driven by the 
host card for XMC support.

XMC_MSDA AK3 F14 XMC serial data.  May be driven by the 
host card for XMC support.

XMC_MRSTI_N AC2 F2 XMC master reset input, active low. 
This signal may be driven by the host 
card for XMC support. 

XMC_MBIST_N AD3 C11 XMC built-in self test input, active low. 
This signal may be driven by the host 
card for XMC support. 

Rocket IO Link Pairs
XMC_TX0P/TX0N AP4/AP5 A1/B1 XMC link transmit pair 0.  This is 

Rocket IO pair  14 from the FPGA.   
XMC_TX1P/TX1N AP8/AP9 A3/B3 XMC link transmit pair 1.  This is 

Rocket IO pair  16 from the FPGA.   
XMC_TX2P/TX2N AP16/AP17 A5/B5 XMC link  transmit pair 2.  This is 

Rocket IO pair  18 from the FPGA.   
XMC_TX3P/TX3N AP20/AP21 A7/B7 XMC link  transmit pair 3.  This is 

Rocket IO pair  19 from the FPGA.   
XMC_RX0P/RX0N AP3/AP2 D1/E1 XMC link receive pair 0.  This is Rocket 

IO pair  14  to the FPGA.   
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Logic Signal Name FPGA Pin Connector Pin Use

XMC_RX1P/RX1N AP7/AP6 D3/E3 XMC link receive pair 1.  This is Rocket 
IO pair  16  to the FPGA.   

XMC_RX2P/RX2N AP15/AP14 D5/E5 XMC link receive pair 2.  This is Rocket 
IO pair  18  to the FPGA.   

XMC_RX3P/RX3N AP19/AP18 D7/E7 XMC link receive pair 3.  This is Rocket 
IO pair  19  to the FPGA.   

Power
3.3V C1,C3,C5,C7 +3.3V from host card.

GND A2,A4,A6,A8,A
10,A12,A14,A1
6,A18, 
B2,B4,B6,B8,B
10,B12,B14,B1
6,B18, 
D2,D4,D6,D8, 
D10,D12,D14, 
D16,D18,E2,E
4, 
E6,E8,E10,E12
, E14,E16,E18

Signal Ground.

PRESENT F12 This signal is connected to ground on 
the XMC.

Table 45: PMC UWB P1 Connections

6.2.6 Synthesis and Fitting

A project file for the UWB is provided for Xilinx ISE tool that has  all the project hierarchy, included files and 
options required.

ISE Project File
pmc_uwb.ise

Table 46: PMC UWB Xilinx ISE Project Filename

If you are using Xilinx ISE, you should load this project as a starting point and recompile the logic to verify that 
the project is ready to use.  You should be able to successfully generate the BIT file for the logic and run the 
examples on the card.

If you are using another synthesis tool, you will need to reconstruct the logic hierarchy as shown in the HTML 
documentation in your toolset.  The packages and libraries that support Xilinx parts must be used since there 
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are Xilinx-specific logic elements used in the design.  These libraries are provided by Xilinx for your simulation 
tool.

Constraints

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic : timing, pin placement and 
IO standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting 
process.

The constraint file for the PMC UWB is provided for the standard VP40 device.  If you are using a higher speed 
grade, or different device then the file must be modified for the device you are using.

PMC UWB FPGA Device Used Constraint File

Xilinx XC2VP40-5FF1152C pmc_uwb.ucf

Table 47: PMC UWB  Constraint File

Adding constraints to the logic is done by editing new constraints into the UCF file, which is simple text, or by 
using one of the Xilinx tools to help create constraints. The Constraint Manager is useful for most timing related 
constraints, while Floorplanner or Pace are useful for logic physical constraints.

Warning! We have noticed some strange occurrences in Pace and Floorplanner that seem to delete 
constraints for GCLK inputs where the location (LOC) constraint is mysteriously removed. It’s a good idea to 
keep a copy of the original file. Some designers like to put the Pace or Floorplanner constraints in an entirely 
new file, then append them by hand. Whatever your method, just be aware that this is a known bad behavior of 
the current tools. When your clock location constraints get deleted, nothing works unless the tools happen to 
put them back where they belong. A dice roll at best..

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic: timing, pin placement and IO 
standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting process.

Timing Constraints

The timing constraints defined cover the clocks used in the design and the external device signal timing. Clock 
period period constraints are used to cover most of the logic since they define the clock rate for all flip-flops 
connected to that clock. These period constraints then cover most of the logic paths used in a synchronous 
design.

Here are the clock period constraints used by the FrameWork Logic: 

NET "adc0_clkout_a" TNM_NET = "adc0_clkout_a";
TIMESPEC "TS_adc0_clkout_a" = PERIOD "adc0_clkout_a" 125 MHz HIGH 50 %; # 250 MSPS/2
NET "adc1_clkout_a" TNM_NET = "adc1_clkout_a";
TIMESPEC "TS_adc1_clkout_a" = PERIOD "adc1_clkout_a" 125 MHz HIGH 50 %; # 250 MSPS/2
NET "sys_clk_in" TNM_NET = "sys_clk_in";
TIMESPEC "TS_sys_clk_in" = PERIOD "sys_clk_in" 10 ns HIGH 50 %;

The two A/D  timing constraints are set at 125 MHz because the A/D interface is set to run in the half-speed 
mode, using the two data ports in parallel.  The system clock is set for 100 Mhz because this is the input clock 
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rate.  The system clock rate, 150 Mhz, is generated using a DCM that multiplies the input clock rate by 3/2 in the 
logic design. The design tools recognize this clock multiplication and will analyze the design for sys_clk at 150 
MHz.

External devices require an additional constraint to be sure that we get the signal on-chip and to its destination 
in time. Since the external chip, such as the A/D, may have a delay from the clock edge to when we get the 
signal, an additional constraint is defines the amount of time after the clock that the signal is given to the logic. 
This type of constraint is used on the A/D data signals to guarantee that setup timings are met. 

NET "adc0_da<*>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH ;
NET "adc0_ovra<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH ;
NET "adc0_db<*>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE "adc0_clkout_a" LOW ;
NET "adc0_ovrb<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE "adc0_clkout_a" LOW ;
NET "adc1_da<*>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH ;
NET "adc1_ovra<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH ;
NET "adc1_db<*>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE "adc1_clkout_a" LOW ;
NET "adc1_ovrb<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE "adc1_clkout_a" LOW ;

These constraints require the A/D signals to get on-chip no later than 3 nS after the A/D data clocks. 

IOB Constraints

Warning! DO NOT CHANGE these assignments as damage may occur to the PMC UWB! They must be 
used on all compiles.

The only signal IOSTANDARD that may be changed on UWB are the J4 interface, testpoints and sync signals. 
In the example logic they signals are 2.5V LVCMOS with a constraint like this

NET "j4_dat<0>"  LOC = "R1" | IOSTANDARD = LVCMOS25 ; 

In the Xilinx documentation, the compatible IO standards are listed. These include LVDS and others.  You must 
use one of the standards compatible with pin in the UCF since the FPGA has this bank of pins configured for this 
voltage and may not be changed.

Logic Utilization

The results of the mapping process, as taken from the pmc_uwb.mrp report, are as shown. Notice the memory 
consumed during the compile is 335 MB for this design! 

The number of occupied slices is 18%, though the tools do not pack unrelated logic in slice if it is not necessary 
or allowed. This does not mean however that the design 18% full, since it is OK in many cases to pack the logic 
tighter, especially for logic that is not high performance.  The tools tend to spread the logic sparsely when 
space is available, so the actual number of flip-flops and LUTs is more important which are 12% and  7% 
respectively.

Target Device  : xc2vp40
Target Package : ff1152
Target Speed   : -5
Mapper Version : virtex2p -- $Revision: 1.34 $
Mapped Date    : Fri Aug 04 14:33:54 2006
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Design Summary
--------------
Number of errors:      0
Number of warnings:   31
Logic Utilization:
  Number of Slice Flip Flops:       5,516 out of  38,784   14%
  Number of 4 input LUTs:           3,632 out of  38,784    9%
Logic Distribution:
  Number of occupied Slices:        3,961 out of  19,392   20%
  Number of Slices containing only related logic:   3,961 out of   3,961  100%
  Number of Slices containing unrelated logic:          0 out of   3,961    0%
        *See NOTES below for an explanation of the effects of unrelated logic
Total Number 4 input LUTs:          3,914 out of  38,784   10%
  Number used as logic:             3,632
  Number used as a route-thru:        129
  Number used for Dual Port RAMs:     128
    (Two LUTs used per Dual Port RAM)
  Number used as Shift registers:      25

  Number of bonded IOBs:              234 out of     692   33%
    IOB Flip Flops:                   276
    IOB Dual-Data Rate Flops:          40
  Number of PPC405s:                   0 out of       2    0%
  Number of GTIPADs:                   4 out of      24   16%
  Number of GTOPADs:                   4 out of      24   16%
  Number of Block RAMs:                22 out of     192   11%
  Number of MULT18X18s:                 8 out of     192    4%
  Number of GCLKs:                     10 out of      16   62%
  Number of DCMs:                       4 out of       8   50%
  Number of GTs:                        2 out of      12   16%
  Number of GT10s:                      0 out of       0    0%

   Number of RPM macros:           12
Total equivalent gate count for design:  1,593,427
Additional JTAG gate count for IOBs:  11,232
Peak Memory Usage:  281 MB

Place and Route

The Place and Route Step results are taken from the pmc_uwb.par report. Timing analysis is shown for the 
design. It is important to review this report to find timing errors. The PAR report  shows how the design 
performed against each defined timing constraint. For further analysis, the timing analyzer tool can be used to 
pinpoint the source of each problem.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Constraint                                | Requested  | Actual     | Logic  | Absolute   |Number of  
                                            |            |            | Levels | Slack      |errors     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_adc0_clkout_a = PERIOD TIMEGRP "adc0_c | 6.666ns    | 6.636ns    | 5      | 0.030ns    | 0         
  lkout_a" 150 MHz HIGH 50%                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_clk_fx = PERIOD TIMEGRP "clk_fx" TS_sy | 6.600ns    | 6.569ns    | 1      | 0.031ns    | 0         
  s_clk_in / 1.5 HIGH 50%                   |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_adc1_clkout_a = PERIOD TIMEGRP "adc1_c | 6.666ns    | 6.544ns    | 0      | 0.122ns    | 0         
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  lkout_a" 150 MHz HIGH 50%                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_ddr_inst_ctlr_clocks_inst_rclk180 | 6.600ns    | 6.201ns    | 1      | 0.399ns    | 0         
   = PERIOD TIMEGRP         "inst_ddr_inst_ |            |            |        |            |           
  ctlr_clocks_inst_rclk180" TS_clk_fx PHASE |            |            |        |            |           
   3.945 ns HIGH         50%                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<11>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 2.525ns    | 0      | 0.475ns    | 0         
  E COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<10>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 2.518ns    | 0      | 0.482ns    | 0         
  E COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<10>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 2.517ns    | 0      | 0.483ns    | 0         
  E COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<11>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 2.511ns    | 0      | 0.489ns    | 0         
  E COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.497ns    | 0      | 0.503ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.479ns    | 0      | 0.521ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<6>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.424ns    | 0      | 0.576ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<9>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.416ns    | 0      | 0.584ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<5>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.415ns    | 0      | 0.585ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<8>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.414ns    | 0      | 0.586ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_ovrb<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFO | 3.000ns    | 2.396ns    | 0      | 0.604ns    | 0         
  RE COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW               |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<11>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 2.386ns    | 0      | 0.614ns    | 0         
  E COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH               |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_ovra<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFO | 3.000ns    | 2.381ns    | 0      | 0.619ns    | 0         
  RE COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH              |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<6>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.376ns    | 0      | 0.624ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_ovrb<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFO | 3.000ns    | 2.369ns    | 0      | 0.631ns    | 0         
  RE COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW               |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<5>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.364ns    | 0      | 0.636ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<8>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.362ns    | 0      | 0.638ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<9>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.361ns    | 0      | 0.639ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<4>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.356ns    | 0      | 0.644ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<7>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.352ns    | 0      | 0.648ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<10>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 2.352ns    | 0      | 0.648ns    | 0         
  E COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH               |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<5>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.349ns    | 0      | 0.651ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<10>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 2.348ns    | 0      | 0.652ns    | 0         
  E COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH               |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<9>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.342ns    | 0      | 0.658ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<2>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.339ns    | 0      | 0.661ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<3>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.333ns    | 0      | 0.667ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<11>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 2.331ns    | 0      | 0.669ns    | 0         
  E COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH               |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_ovra<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFO | 3.000ns    | 2.327ns    | 0      | 0.673ns    | 0         
  RE COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH              |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<1>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.325ns    | 0      | 0.675ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.320ns    | 0      | 0.680ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<1>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.317ns    | 0      | 0.683ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<7>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.310ns    | 0      | 0.690ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<7>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.307ns    | 0      | 0.693ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<0>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.307ns    | 0      | 0.693ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<4>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.304ns    | 0      | 0.696ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<8>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.299ns    | 0      | 0.701ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<3>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.298ns    | 0      | 0.702ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<5>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.297ns    | 0      | 0.703ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<6>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.297ns    | 0      | 0.703ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<8>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.295ns    | 0      | 0.705ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<3>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.294ns    | 0      | 0.706ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<4>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.291ns    | 0      | 0.709ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<4>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.285ns    | 0      | 0.715ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<9>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.285ns    | 0      | 0.715ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<1>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.284ns    | 0      | 0.716ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<2>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.278ns    | 0      | 0.722ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_da<2>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.274ns    | 0      | 0.726ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<2>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.271ns    | 0      | 0.729ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_da<1>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.268ns    | 0      | 0.732ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" HIGH                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<6>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.268ns    | 0      | 0.732ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc0_db<3>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.263ns    | 0      | 0.737ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc0_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COMP "adc1_db<7>" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE | 3.000ns    | 2.258ns    | 0      | 0.742ns    | 0         
   COMP "adc1_clkout_a" LOW                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_ddr_inst_ctlr_clocks_inst_RCLK_o  | 6.600ns    | 5.658ns    | 0      | 0.942ns    | 0         
  = PERIOD TIMEGRP         "inst_ddr_inst_c |            |            |        |            |           
  tlr_clocks_inst_RCLK_o" TS_clk_fx PHASE 0 |            |            |        |            |           
  .645 ns HIGH         50%                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_ddr_inst_ctlr_clocks_inst_WCLK_o  | 6.600ns    | 5.585ns    | 0      | 1.015ns    | 0         
  = PERIOD TIMEGRP         "inst_ddr_inst_c |            |            |        |            |           
  tlr_clocks_inst_WCLK_o" TS_clk_fx PHASE 2 |            |            |        |            |           
  .063 ns HIGH         50%                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_link_clkdv = PERIOD TIMEGRP "inst | 19.800ns   | 17.538ns   | 0      | 2.262ns    | 0         
  _link_clkdv" TS_sys_clk_in * 2 HIGH       |            |            |        |            |           
     50%                                    |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE8_path" TIG                | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_link_clk180 = PERIOD TIMEGRP "ins | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A       
  t_link_clk180" TS_sys_clk_in PHASE        |            |            |        |            |           
    4.95 ns HIGH 50%                        |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE7_path" TIG                | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE6_path" TIG                | N/A        | 2.841ns    | 0      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE5_path" TIG                | N/A        | 2.228ns    | 0      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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  PATH "TS_IGNORE4_path" TIG                | N/A        | 2.187ns    | 1      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE3_path" TIG                | N/A        | 2.950ns    | 0      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE2_path" TIG                | N/A        | 3.069ns    | 0      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE1_path" TIG                | N/A        | 2.266ns    | 0      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_sys_clk_in = PERIOD TIMEGRP "sys_clk_i | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A       
  n" 9.9 ns HIGH 50%                        |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All constraints were met.
INFO:Timing:2761 - N/A entries in the Constraints list may indicate that the
   constraint does not cover any paths or that it has no requested value.
Generating Pad Report.

All signals are completely routed.

WARNING:Par:284 - There are 13 sourceless or loadless signals in this design. This design will not pass the DRC check
   run by Bitgen.

Total REAL time to PAR completion: 4 mins 42 secs 
Total CPU time to PAR completion: 4 mins 35 secs 

Peak Memory Usage:  434 MB

Placement: Completed - No errors found.
Routing: Completed - No errors found.
Timing: Completed - No errors found.

Number of error messages: 0
Number of warning messages: 26
Number of info messages: 0

This is not the complete PAR report, but it shows the sort of result that is reported.  Each timing constraint is 
analyzed to see if it was met.  If not, the report tags the result so that further investigation can be done.  

6.2.7 MATLAB Simulink Board Support Package
A MATLAB board  support  package  for  PMC UWB is  available.  This  BSP allows  logic  to  be  developed  in 
MATLAB Simulink using Xilinx System Generator for the PMC UWB.  See the MATLAB Board Support Guide.

6.2.8 Simulation

The test files are used in the simulation and testing of the FrameWork code. The testbench file is 
pmc_uwb_tb.vhd and it uses several components for testing that are defined by the other model files for the 
external memory chips.

The testbench contains a set of simulation steps that exercise various functions on the FrameWork logic for 
basic interface testing. Behavioral procedures have been written to simulate the command channel interface 
that are useful in simulating accesses by the PCI host to the UWB. An end-to-end simulation of the data flow 
from the A/D out to the PCI controller RIO link is provided.
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Setting Up the Simulation

The files unzipped from the FrameWork Logic archive contain all the source and macro files needed. You will 
normally need to make a ModelSim project reflecting your exact directory structure, although an mpf file is 
provided. You will also need to compile the Xilinx unisim, simprim and Xilinx core libs and point to them in 
ModelSim. These libraries may be compiled from within  Xilinx ISE by selecting the device on the Sources 
Window then selecting the Compile HDL Simulation Libraries on the Processes window. Set the project default 
to VHDL ‘93 if you intend to compile in ModelSim using the project manager.

Important! To simulate the design, your ModelSim license must have SWIFT model capability since Rocket IO 
is used in the PMC UWB design.  If you do not have this license, the files will not load.  If you want to simulate 
without Rocket IO, then remove the Rocket IO components from the design.

Simulation Models for PMC UWB

The two memory components for PMC UWB have simulation models provided by the device vendor. These 
include accurate timing models so that real timings can be simulated.  If a timing violation occurs during their 
use, it is real and should be considered.

Model Filename Functional Behavior
SRAM CY7C1372.vhd SRAM model provided by Cypress Semiconductor.
DDR DRAM MT48V16M16.vhd DRAM model provided by Micron Semiconductor.

Table 48: PMC UWB Simulation Models

Loading the Testbench

The simulator used from within ISE is Mentor Graphics ModelSim and support files for using the testbench from 
within environment are included. Selecting the testbench file in the Sources window then allows you to select 
the simulation in the Process Window. This should start ModelSim if your tools are set up correctly.

The wave window macro file is wave.do in the simulation subdirectory for waveform visualization.

Running the Simulations

When you enter ModelSim from the ISE tool, a macro file is auto generated by the tools to compile up the 
design. You will also have to compile the memory files the first time in ModelSim to get them to run, since the 
auto generated macro does not do this.

Modifying the Simulations

The testbench file provides sample code to begin your simulations. Command channel accesses for initializing 
the PMC UWB logic for data acquisition are shown in the testbed.  Data flows from the A/D inputs, through 
the logic to the PCI interface controller RIO link.  The complete data flow can be observed in the simulation 
including operation of the VFIFO DRAM buffer memory.

In many cases, the testbed data flow can be modified by adding command channel reads and writes to configure 
the logic, then observe the data for the modified design.  The command channel reads/writes are peformed in 
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the simulations using the procedure  as in this example: 

-- write Reg # 1 --------------- internal triggering, test mode, run
   COMMAND_RW ('0', X"00000001", X"00000022"); -- regular adc mode

In this example, the command channel performed a write to address X”1” of X”22”.  

Some Things to Watch Out For in Simulation

Be sure to use a time resolution of ps for all simulations. The DCM simulation component will 
not work reliably unless ps resolution is used.

Many of the files use VHDL ‘93 and will issue errors if not compiled as ‘93 code. As a rule, always use ‘93 
standard when compiling the FrameWork Logic.

The DDR minimum clock rate is ~75 MHz. The SDRAM can misbehave in real life if they are run too slow, even 
though simulation will work. The SRAM does not have this restriction.

To simulate the RIO ports, you must have the SWIFT models license for ModelSim.  You can comment out the 
RIO ports if you do not need them.

6.2.9 Making the logic images for downloading

The PMC UWB logic image may be downloaded either over the PCI bus or by using the Xilinx JTAG port.  The 
image must be downloaded each time the board is powered up; there is no on-board ROM for the application 
logic.

Loading over PCI

To download the logic using the PCI bus, the VelociaDownload.exe application is used, or one of the software 
methods discussed in the software manuals.  The image must be an EXO type (Motorola EXORMacs type).

This EXO file is created using the Xilinx IMPACT tool from the BIT file that the tools generated after place and 
route was completed. See section entitled  “Making the Device Image”.

Loading over JTAG

The application logic may also be downloaded over the JTAG port to the device at any time. Connect the Xilinx 
cable to JP3 (see hardware manual for location and pin out).

Xilinx IMPACT software is used to load the image.  When you open the IMPACT tool, you can select the 
download to device in the wizard and this will lead you through the process.  The JTAG chain will identify only 
the application logic device and you will assign the BIT file created by the ISE tool to load the image.

There are three devices in the Xilinx scan path of the UWB: the Xilinx configuration FLASH for the PCI FPGA 
(XCF04) and two FPGAs (the VP4 and VP40).  The configuration FLASH and VP4 should be put into bypass 
mode during downloading.
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The image may also be loaded inside of ChipScope by right-clicking the target device and specifying the bit file. 
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6.3  PMC DR FrameWork Logic

6.3.1 Overview

The PMC DR (Digital Receiver), a member of the Velocia PMC family, has four  channels of 125 MSPS, 14-bit 
A/D, four Texas Instruments GC5016 Digital Down Conversion devices, and a Xilinx VP40 (standard) for signal 
processing.  As is common with the other Velocia PMCs, the application FPGA has SRAM and DRAM memory 
buffers, precision clock sources, a packet-protocol PCI interface and XMC links. 

The FrameWork logic for the PMC DR provides the hardware interface components and system controls for 
basic data acquisition and use of the DDC devices..  The logic is structured so that signal processing can be 
added to the application logic in the application logic with minimum low-level device interfacing.  The FrameWork 
logic  supports VHDL and MATLAB development (Summer 2006) for the PMC DR.

The DR has two FPGAs: a Xilinx Virtex2 Pro VP40 for application logic and a VP4 dedicated to PCI interface 
and module control.  The VP40 device provides a powerful platform for signal processing, data analysis and 
module control. The VP4 is not normally modified and is not discussed in this manual. 

6.3.2 Target Devices
The standard PMC  DR has a Xilinx VP40, but may be specially fitted with other devices in custom 
configurations.

PMC DR Variant Logic Density Device Used

PMC DR (80123-0) 4M, 2 PowerPC Xilinx XC2VP40-5FF1152C

PMC DR (special order) 5M, 2 PowerPC Xilinx XC2VP50-5FF1152C

Table 49: PMC DR FPGA Device Part Numbers

Notes: Higher speed grades may be special ordered. The logic density of 4M or 5M is an approximation of the 
gate counts.  See the Xilinx data sheet for complete details.

Full data sheets and User Guides are available on the Xilinx web site at these addresses. 

Data sheet: h  t  t  p  :  /  /  d  i  r  e      ct  .  xi  l  i  n      x.c  o      m  /  b  v  d  o      cs/  pub  lic  a      t  i  on  s/  d      s  083  .  p  d      f  

User Guide: h  t  t  p  :/  /  d  i      re  ct.  x  ili  n  x.c  o      m  /  b      v  do  cs/  u      s  e  r      gu  i  d  e      s  /  u      g012  .  p  d      f  

6.3.3 Development Tools
The currently supported tool set is shown here.
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Function Tool Vendor Tool Name
Synthesis, Place and Route Xilinx ISE 8.2
Simulation Mentor Graphics ModelSim 6.1
Bit and PROM Image Creation Xilinx Impact 8.2
Logic Debug and Testing Xilinx ChipScope 8.2
Logic JTAG Cable Xilinx USB, Parallel Cable IV or others

Table 50: Logic Development Tools for PMC DR

6.3.4 FrameWork Logic

The block diagram of the PMC DR hardware shows how the application FPGA is the main processing and 
control  element  of  the PMC. In the application FPGA,  the FrameWork logic  for  the PMC DR provides  the 
hardware  interfaces in  the logic,  data  flow and controls.   Each of  the hardware  devices,  such as the A/D 
converters and memories, has an  component in the logic that  controls the device and provides the logic with a 
simplified data interface. 

In the FrameWork logic, the main data flow is from the A/Ds, through the error correction to the DDCs and into 
queues in the buffer memory (DDR SDRAM).  As the queues fill, the packetizer pulls data from the queues and 
moves the packets to the link to the PCI controller. The link uses two Rocket IO links to move data to and from 
the PCI  controller.  This logic  flow provides basic  data  acquisition functionality using many of  the PMC DR 
features.  The command channel is used for control and status reporting features such as the control of PLL, 
resets and data flow configuration. 
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Some of the other features, such as SRAM and J4 link, are connected in the logic solely for test and example 
use.  While these are simple connections in the logic, they can be modified to provide higher performance, 
specialized functions in custom applications. 

In the block diagram, several major components are shown: the A/D interfaces, the  packetizer, memory 
interfaces for DRAM and SRAM, the RIO to  PCI  link, command bus  and the clocks.  The command bus 
interface controls and monitors the triggering, PLL and SRAM, as well as providing reset and status functions for 
the module to the PCI host.  Simulation is driven by the testbench  and uses two simulation models for the 
memories that accurately simulate the behavior of the devices.
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The most important thing to notice about the logic design is that it is organized as a hardware interface layer 
composed of hardware interface components and an application core.  In this FrameWork Logic, the application 
logic does the error  correction,  moves the data to and from the DDCs,  buffers  the data  in the VFIFO, 
packetizes the data and moves the data from one interface to another. 

This data flow is readily modified to add functions to the logic that analyze and process the data streams flowing 
between the hardware interfaces. In a typical application, signal processing can then be added by inserting new 
application logic into the data stream. This new application logic can be done with either VHDL or by using the 
MATLAB Simulink with Xilinx System Generator tool.

PMC DR FrameWork Logic Ports

The ports for the top level show the external connections of the logic and their functions.  Signal directions are 
relative to the PMC DR application logic.
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Port Name Direction Function

hw_rev[3:0] in Hardware revision code.  Set on PCB to allow revision readback.

rstn in Master reset into the FPGA controlled by the PCI interface FPGA. Active low.

Clocks and Trigger

sys_clk_in in System clock input, 100 MHz. 

sync_clk In Clock input: external A or B, as selected by the sel_sync.

a_clk_in In External clock A.  This is the sample clock used by A/D 0 and 1.

b_clk_in In External clock B.  This is the sample clock used by A/D 2 and 3.

Clocks and Trigger

sel_q1 Out Select external clock A or B for sync_clk 

sel_div Out Clock selection for input to the divisor.

sel_sync Out FPGA input clock selection.

se_pll Out Selects The reference clock to the PLL, divider output or crystal

ad_clk_sel Out A/D clock select.

PLL and Timing Control

div_s[1:0] Out Clock divisor select. 

vco_sel Out Selects the PLL output.

xtal_sel Out Selects the PLL reference clock.

pll_reset Out PLL reset, active low.

pll_sclk Out PLL serial clock.

pll_sda Out PLL serial data.

pll_sload Out PLL serial load.

A/D Interfaces

ad_shdn0 Out A/D 0 shutdown

ad_chan0[13:0] In A/D 0 data bus A.

ad_ovr0 In A/D 0 over-range bit A.

ad_shdn1 Out A/D 1 shutdown

ad_chan1[13:0] In A/D 1 data bus A.
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Port Name Direction Function

ad_ovr1 In A/D 1 over-range bit A.

ad_shdn2 Out A/D 2 shutdown

ad_chan2[13:0] In A/D 2 data bus A.

ad_ovr2 In A/D 2 over-range bit A.

ad_shdn3 Out A/D 3 shutdown

ad_chan3[13:0] In A/D 3 data bus A.

ad_ovr3 In A/D 3 over-range bit A.

DDC  Interfaces

ddc_clk0 Out DDC0 data clock  

ddc_clk1 Out DDC1 data clock  

ddc_clk2 Out DDC2 data clock  

ddc_clk3 Out DDC3 data clock  

ddc_in0[15:0] Out DDC port 0 data bus

ddc_in1[15:0] Out DDC port 1 data bus

ddc_in2[15:0] Out DDC port 2 data bus

ddc_in3[15:0] Out DDC port 3 data bus

ao0 [15:0] In DDC 0 Port A data bus

afs0 In DDC 0 port A frame

ack0 In DDC 0 port A clock

bo0 [15:0] In DDC 0 Port B data bus

bfs0 In DDC 0 port B frame

bck0 In DDC 0 port B clock

co0 [15:0] In DDC 0 Port C data bus

cfs0 In DDC 0 port C frame

cck0 In DDC 0 port C clock

do0 [15:0] In DDC 0 Port D data bus
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Port Name Direction Function

dfs0 In DDC 0 port D frame

dck0 In DDC 0 port D clock

sia0n Out DDC 0 sync, active low

sib0n Out DDC 0 sync B, active low

ao1 [15:0] In DDC 1 Port A data bus

afs1 In DDC 1 port A frame

ack1 In DDC 1 port A clock

bo1 [15:0] In DDC 1 Port B data bus

bfs1 In DDC 1 port B frame

bck1 In DDC 1 port B clock

co1 [15:0] In DDC 1 Port C data bus

cfs1 In DDC 1 port C frame

cck1 In DDC 1 port C clock

do1 [15:0] In DDC 1 Port D data bus

dfs1 In DDC 1 port D frame

dck1 In DDC 1 port D clock

sia1n Out DDC 1 sync A, active low

sib1n Out DDC 1 sync B, active low

ao2 [15:0] In DDC 2 Port A data bus

afs2 In DDC 2 port A frame

ack2 In DDC 2 port A clock

bo2 [15:0] In DDC 2 Port B data bus

bfs2 In DDC 2 port B frame

bck2 In DDC 2 port B clock

co2`[15:0] In DDC 2 Port C data bus
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Port Name Direction Function

cfs2 In DDC 2 port C frame

cck2 In DDC 2 port C clock

do2 [15:0] In DDC 2 Port D data bus

dfs2 In DDC 2 port D frame

dck2 In DDC 2 port D clock

sia2n Out DDC 2 sync A, active low

sib2n Out DDC 2 sync B, active low

ao3 [15:0] In DDC 3 Port A data bus

afs3 In DDC 3 port A frame

ack3 In DDC 3 port A clock

bo3 15:0] In DDC 3 Port B data bus

bfs3 In DDC 3 port B frame

bck3 In DDC 3 port B clock

co3 [15:0] In DDC 3 Port C data bus

cfs3 In DDC 3 port C frame

cck3 In DDC 3 port C clock

do3 [15:0] In DDC 3 Port D data bus

dfs3 In DDC 3 port D frame

dck3 In DDC 3 port D clock

sia3n Out DDC 3 sync A, active low

sib3n Out DDC 3 sync B, active low

DDR DRAM Interface

ddr_clk[1:0] Out DDR memory clocks

ddr_clkb[1:0] Out DDR memory clocks, 180 phase.

ddr_rasb Out DDR memory RAS, active low.
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Port Name Direction Function

ddr_casb Out DDR memory CAS, active low. 

ddr_web Out DDR memory write enable, active low.

ddr_cke Out DDR memory clock enable. 

ddr_ba[1:0] Out DDR memory bank addresses

ddr_ad[13:0] Out DDR memory addresses.

ddr_dqs[3:0] Inout DDR memory data strobes.

ddr_dq[31:0] Inout DDR memory data bus.

ZBT SRAM 

zbt_cen Out SRAM chip enable, active low.

zbt_oen Out SRAM output enable, active low.

zbt_r_wn Out SRAM read/write. 

zbt_adv_ldn Out SRAM address advance.

zbt_lbon Out SRAM address mode, low is linear addressing.

zbt_bwn[2:1] Out SRAM byte writes, active low. 

zbt_adr[19:0] Out SRAM address bus. 

zbt_io[15:0] Inout SRAM data bus

Link Interface

link_txp/link_txn Out RIO transmit link pair to PCI interface FPGA.

link_rxp/link_rxn In RIO receive link pair to PCI interface FPGA.

int_tx In PCI link interrupt. 

Spare[3:0] In Spare connections to PCI interface FPGA.

Command Channel

cmd_dx In Command channel input serial data.

cmd_clkx In Command channel input clock.

cmd_fsx In Command channel input frame sync.
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Port Name Direction Function

cmd_dr Out Command channel output serial data.

cmd_fsr Out Command channel output clock.

cmd_clkr Out Command channel output frame sync.

J4 Interface

j4_clk Out J4 data clock output. 

j4_dat[31:0] Out J4 data bus.

j4_env Out J4 data frame

j4_rdyn In Ready to J4 from host, active low.

DDC Controls

ddc_rst_n Out DDC reset, active low (goes to all DDCs)

ddc_adr[4:0] Out DDC addresses

ddc_dat[15:0] Inout DDC control data bus

ddc_wtn Out DDC write enable, active low

ddc_rdn Out DDC read enable, active low

ddc0_csn Out DDC 0 chip select, active low

ddc1_csn Out DDC 1 chip select, active low

ddc2_csn Out DDC 2 chip select, active low

ddc3_csn Out DDC 3 chip select, active low

External Trigger

sync In External trigger input.

XMC Interface

xmc_mscl In XMC serial clock. 

xmc_msda Inout XMC serial data.

xmc_ga[2:0] In XMC geographic address.

xmc_mrsti_n In XMC reset input, active low. 
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Port Name Direction Function

xmc_mbist_n In XMC built-in self-test, active low.

Table 51: PMC DR Logic Ports

Application Logic Help Files

An hyper linked help file system is available for PMC DR logic developers in the ./docu directory. This help 
system shows hierarchy, logic entities, important processes and variables for the application design as hyper 
linked HTML documentation. This documentation is generated from the source code itself and shows all of the 
code used in the design.

To use the HTML documentation, open the index.htm file under the ./docu directory.

Memory Map

The PMC DR has control and status registers mapped to the command channel that are accessible by the PCI 
bus.  The command channel is mapped to PCI base address register 1  (BAR1) of the PCI bus.  The address of 
these registers in PCI space is determined during the plug-n-play process for the host PCI bus.   Each address 
show is relative to the BAR1 enumerated address.
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Address 
offset from 

BAR1

Direction Function

0x00 R User FPGA code version
0x01 R/W Control Reg 0
0x02 R/W unused
0x03 R/W A/D Gain channel 0
0x04 R/W A/D Gain channel 1

0x05 R/W A/D Gain channel 2
0x06 R/W A/D Gain channel 3

0x07 R/W A/D Offset channel 0
0x08 R/W A/D Offset channel 1
0x09 R/W A/D Offset channel 2
0x0A R/W A/D Offset channel 3
0x0B R/W Packet Manager channel enables
0x0C R/W Packet Manager channel destinations
0x0D R/W unused
0x0E R/W ZBT SRAM address
0x0F R/W ZBT SRAM data
0x10 R/W Clocks & Frequency Synthesizer

0x11 R/W A/D shutdowns
0x12 R/W Clock selects
0x13..0x16 R/W unused
0x17 R/W Trigger Control A/D 0
0x18 R/W Trigger Control A/D 1
0x19 R/W Trigger Control A/D 2
0x1A R/W Trigger Control A/D 3
0x1B R/W DDC 0 data format control
0x1C R/W DDC 1 data format control
0x1D R/W DDC 2 data format control
0x1E R/W DDC 3 data format control
0x1F R/W unused
0x20 R/W Packet Header channel A/D 0
0x21 R/W Packet Header channel A/D 1
0x22 R/W Packet Header channel A/D 2
0x23 R/W Packet Header channel A/D 3
0x24 R/W Packet Header channel DDC 0
0x25 R/W Packet Header channel DDC 1
0x26 R/W Packet Header channel DDC 2
0x27 R/W Packet Header channel DDC 3
0x28..0x3F - unused
0x40 – 0x5F R/W DDC 0 Address space
0x60 – 0x7F R/W DDC 1 Address space
0x80 – 0x9F R/W DDC 2 Address space
0xA0 – 0xBF R/W DDC 3 Address space
0xC0 R Status Locations
0xC1 R J4 Test 
0xC2 R Queue Overflow 
0xC3 – 0xC7 R Status Locations (unassigned)
0xC8 – 0xFF -- unused

Table 52: PMC DR FrameWork Logic Memory Map
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Registers in the PMC DR FrameWork Logic

USER FPGA Logic Version – 0x00 (read)

This register returns the version number for the USER FPGA. This register allows verification that the proper 
logic is actually loaded into the FPGA. The values are hard coded in the logic to designate: which PMC board 
type, which hardware revision, and which hardware variant is appropriate for this logic. Example: if the logic 
shows hardware revision 3, it  requires a board of hardware revision 3 or later to operate correctly.  Multiple 
revisions and variants may work correctly for a particular logic image.

Bit Function
15:0 Logic revision code: 
19:16 Hw family code: - set on PCB
23:20 Hw revision code: - set on PCB
27:24 Hw type code: - set on PCB
31:28 Unused (default = ‘0’)

Table 53: ii_rev_code Register

Status Register 0 – 0x01 (read)

This register provides indication that the internal DCM is locked.  A value of X”1303” is read back on the upper 
16 bits for sanity checking.

Bits Function
0 DCM lock '1' – DCM is locked

15..1 Not used

31..16 X”1303”

Table 54: PMC DR Status Register 0

Control Register 0 – 0x01 

This register provides several controls for reseting the FPGA, allowing the logic to run, selecting the trigger, data 
steering to J4 or XMC and test counters.  
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Bits Function
0 Software reset of User FPGA. ‘1’ = reset

1 Run. Allows data capture. ‘1’ = run

3..2 Not used

4 DDC Reset, ‘1’ = reset

5 A/D 0 test counter, ‘1’ = enabled
6 A/D 1 test counter, ‘1’ = enabled
7 A/D 2 test counter, ‘1’ = enabled
8 A/D 3 test counter, ‘1’ = enabled
9 Not used

10 Software trigger.  '1' = trigger, default = '0'.

(Others) Not used

Table 55: PMC DR Control Register

Gain and Offset Registers
These registers store the correction coefficients that are used by the FPGA to correct gain and offset in real time. 
There is a gain coefficient and offset coefficient for each ADC. When the board is calibrated, these values are 
stored in the non-volatile Calibration ROM (serial Flash) which is accessible by the PCI FPGA. Each time the 
board is powered up, the PCI host software must read the values from the Calibration ROM and write them into 
these registers in the USER FPGA.  These are two's complement numbers, with a gain of 1 equal to 0x4000. 

Digital A/D Gain – 0x03, 0x04, 0x05, 0x06

Bits Function
15..0 Channel A/D x gain, default = 0x4000 = 1 (2's complement)

31..16 Not used

Table 56: PMC DR Gain Registers

Digital A/D Offset – 0x07, 0x08, 0x09, 0x0A

Bits Function
14..0 Channel A/D x offset, default = 0x0000  (2's complement)

31..15 Not used

Table 57: PMC DR Offset Registers

The packetizing is controlled by the following registers  for enables,  destinations and packet  sizes.    These 
parameters are used in the packet creation process before storage into the VFIFO buffer memory.  

Packet Manager channel enables – 0x0B
This register enables the packetizing for the data from the A/D  and DDC channels.   Enable for the DDC 
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enables the entire device resulting in 4 data channels in that packet.  

Bits Function
0 Enable channel A/D 0
1 Enable channel A/D 1
2 Enable channel A/D 2
3 Enable channel A/D 3
4 Enable channel DDC 0
5 Enable channel DDC 1
6 Enable channel DDC 2
7 Enable channel DDC 3
31..8 unused

Table 58: PMC DR Packet Manager Channel Enables Register

Packet Manager channel destinations – 0x0C 
This register controls the destination of each packet source.  The destination can be either the VFIFO/PCI ('0', 
default) or the J4/XMC link ('1').

Bits Function
0 channel A/D 0
1 channel A/D 1
2 channel A/D 2
3 channel A/D 3
4 channel DDC 0
5 channel DDC 1
6 channel DDC 2
7 channel DDC 3
31..8 unused

Table 59: PMC DR Packet Manager Channel Destinations Register

Packet Headers – 0x13, 0x14, 0x15, 0x16, 0x20 – 0x3F 
These registers control the packet header and define the number of points per packet, peripheral ID number 
identifying the data source, and type of packet.  This information, particularly the number of points, is used by the 
PCI controller for the data transfer. 

Bits Function
23..0 Number of dwords in the packet, including 2 dword header

30..24 Peripheral ID number

31 Control/data packet, ‘0’ = data packet

Table 60: PMC DR Packet Header Registers

The ZBT SRAM has a simple interface in the FrameWork Logic used for test.  The SRAM interface underlying 
this simple interface is suitable for high speed applications, but the FrameWork Logic has an address and data 
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register that allow the software to perform test reads and writes to the RAM over the command channel solely for 
hardware testing.  These two registers implement this interface.

ZBT SRAM Address – 0x0E
This register holds the address for reading or writing to the SRAM.  It must be set to the address prior to each 
read or write.

Bits Function
19..0 ZBT address

31..20 unused

Table 61: PMC DR ZBT SRAM Address Register

ZBT SRAM Data – 0x0F
This register holds the data for reading or writing to the SRAM.  A read from this register gives the data at the 
address register pointer value in the SRAM, a write to this register writes this data to the address register pointer 
value.

Bits Function
15..0 Data

31..16 unused

Table 62: PMC DR ZBT SRAM Data Register

Clocks & Frequency Synthesizer – 0x10 

This register controls operation of the ICS8402 Synthesizer IC which can synthesize a frequency based on one 
of the two external clock inputs, or from an on-board crystal reference. The selected external clock input passes 
through a divider IC controlled by the “Clocks, Input Divider” register before it reaches the synthesizer.  

The logic implements a serial data link to the PLL that transmits this data when written to.  Multiple writes to this 
register should be paced to allow the serial transmission to complete, about 5 uS is a safe number.
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Bits Function
8..0 PLL feedback divider ratio “M”

13..12 Selects PLL output divider ratio “N”
0 => N=1; 1 => N=2; 2 => N=3; 3 => N=4

14 Sets PLL divider N to “00” when '0', else N as defined by bits 
13..12. 

17..16 PLL Test Output Sel: Selects which synthesizer signal is 
applied to the Test Output.
0 = logic 0; 1 = Shift register output;
2 = Output of feedback divider; 3 = Output frequency

20 VCO Sel: 1 = VCO (normal); 0 = bypass VCO
‘0’ applies the VCO reference freq to the output divider.
This controls the ‘vco_sel’ pin.

24 Reference (XTAL) Sel: Selects the reference frequency for the 
VCO
1 = XTAL; 0 = external reference
This bit controls the ‘xtal_sel’ pin.

28 PLL Reset: ‘1’ holds the synthesizer in reset
This bit controls the ‘pll_reset’ pin.

(Others) Not used

Table 63: PMC DR PLL and Clock Control Register

For reference, the PLL is set up with the following conditions and equations (see hardware manual for more 
details).

Reference Frequency (Fr): = 10 MHz to 25 MHz, 

Possible sources are 14.4 MHz, divided A or B external clock.

VCO Frequency (Fvco): 250 MHz to 700 MHz – the PLL internal VCO is required to run in this range of 
frequencies.

VCO internal frequency is   Fvco = Fr * M

Output Frequency = Fvco / N = Fr * M / N

ADC Shutdown – 0x11
The shutdown bit for each A/D channel is in this register, strictly for power saving.  Power savings is about 750 
mW per channel in shutdown. 

Time to stabilize the A/D is required when emerging from shutdown before the data is accurate.  Ten seconds or 
more may be required, so shutdown should only be used for prolonged off periods.
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Bits Function
15..0 Not used.

16 Shutdown bit: 1 = shutdown ADC0, default = '0' = on

20 Shutdown bit: 1 = shutdown ADC1, default = '0' = on

21 Shutdown bit: 1 = shutdown ADC2, default = '0' = on

22 Shutdown bit: 1 = shutdown ADC3, default = '0' = on

(Others) Not used

Table 64: PMC DR A/D Shutdown Control Register

Clock Selects – 0x12

This register controls operation of a series of muxes which select clocks for the ADC’s and DDC’s. 
Three clock sources are available: two external clock inputs ACLK and BCLK, and one synthesizer. 
The synthesizer operates from a reference frequency which is generated by an on board 14.4 MHz 
crystal, or from a divided version of ACLK or BCLK.

Truth tables for each A/D clocks are as follows.

Bit x,
x = 0,1,2,3 for 

A/Ds 
(A/D clock sel)

Bit4 
(sel_pll)

Bit 5 
(sel_Q1)

Result

0 0 X PLL

0 1 X ACLK

1 X 0 ACLK

1 X 1 BCLK

Table 65: PMC DR Clock Control Truth Table

Each pair of ADC’s may be driven by any of the three clock sources. Each pair of DDC’s is driven by 
the same clock as the corresponding ADC. (i.e. DDC 0 & 1 have the same clock as ADC 0 & 1 and 
DDC 2 & 3 have the same clock as ADC 2 & 3)

The Sync Clock (available for use in the USER FPGA) may be driven by ACLK or BCLK.

The Divider (for the synthesizer) may be driven by ACLK or BCLK.
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Bits Function

0 ADC 0 clock select 0 = Q0, 1 = Q1

1 ADC 1 clock select 0 = Q0, 1 = Q1

2 ADC 2 clock select 0 = Q0, 1 = Q1

3 ADC 3 clock select 0 = Q0, 1 = Q1

4 Select PLL for Q0 (sel_pll ), 0 = PLL, 1 = ExtQ

5 Select External A or B for Q1, 0 = A, 1 = B

7..6 unused

8 Sync Clock Select: 0 = ACLK, 1 = BCLK

10 Divider Clock Select: same as above

13..12 Divider Ratio D: 0 => D=1; 1 => D=2; 2 => D=3; 3 => D=4

14 Divider Ratio: 0 => D=1, 1 => D is selected by bits 13..12

15 Divider Reset: 1 = reset

16 – 23 unused

Table 66: PMC DR Clock Select Register

Trigger Controls – 0x17, 0x18, 0x19, 0x1A

Two trigger modes are supported for each A/D channel: unframed and framed. In unframed mode, the trigger 
output is true whenever the selected trigger source is true. In framed mode, the trigger output is true after a 
rising edge on the selected trigger source until the frame count number of sample clocks are counted. A point is 
counted on each rising edge of the sample clock input when sample enable is true. The trigger mode is selected 
with trig_sel input to be either framed or unframed, software or external trigger. The trigger sources are external 
or software. The external trigger must be enabled to use it, however the software trigger is always OR'd with the 
external trigger to allow it to be used anytime. For the framed mode, the frame count must be multiples of 256. 
This reduces the number of bits used for comparison and control for simplicity.

These registers set the trigger mode and enable the external trigger input. 
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Bits Function

15..0 Frame count, in 256 blocks (total points = this number 
*256)

29..16 Not used

30 Trigger mode: 0 = unframed, 1 = framed

31 External trigger enable

Table 67: PMC DR Trigger Control Register

DDC Data Format Control Registers – 0x1B, 0x1C, 0x1D, 0x1E

These registers describe the data format expected from the DDC devices.  The first data point coincides with the DDC frame 
signal followed by a variable number of bytes for the data.  These registers tell the logic how many points to capture from 
the data.  The maximum is 8 per frame.

Bits Function
3...0 Number of data words from DDC port A (default = 1)
7..4 Number of data words from DDC port B (default = 1)
11..8 Number of data words from DDC port C (default = 1)
15..12 Number of data words from DDC port D (default = 1)

Table 68: PMC DR DDC Data Frame Control Register

DDC Control Bus – Device 0 : X”40”- X”5F”, Device 1 : X”60”- X”7F”, Device 2 : X”80”- 
X”9F”, Device 3 : X”A0”- X”BF”

This  series  of  register  addresses  provides  access  to  the  GC5016  DDC Control  Bus.  Each  group  of  0x20 
addresses allows access to the control functions of one DDC. Writes cause the data to be immediately written 
into the selected DDC. Reads to the DDC control ports result in the DDC control state machine performing a 
read to the device,  holding the command channel  response until  the data  is  ready.  The read data is then 
transferred to the PCI interface via the command link between the two FPGA’s. This creates a slow PCI read, 
which will cause retry due to Master timeouts.  This is normal and expected.  Since configuration and status 
information  from  the  DDC  is  usually  a  configuration  setup  before  use,  this  interface  is  not  optimized  for 
performance. 

Miscellaneous Status – 0xC0

A collection of miscellany. 
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Bits Function
0 A CLK DCM is locked
1 B CLK DCM is locked
2 Sys_clk DCM is locked
3 DCM Reset
31..4 Not used = X“0000ABC”

Table 69: PMC DR Miscellaneous Status Register

Queue Overflow  – 0xC2

This register reports if any of the queues overflows.  The bits are sticky and are reset by a FPGA reset. These 
bits will go true if the input FIFO of the queue is full when written to.  Note that this indicates that the data rate 
exceeds the queue controller or that the queue is full.  A data gap of unknown length will occur.

Bits Function
7..0  Queue Overflow for queues 7..0; 1 = overflow.
31..1 Not used

Table 70: PMC DR Overflow Flags

Clocks

In the PMC DR  design, there are clocks for analog data sampling, system clocks and reference clocks for 
communications.  The  analog  clocks  are  either  external  inputs  or  generated  from  an  on-board 
programmable PLL.  There is also a fixed system clock of 100 MHz that is used for the RIO reference clock 
and is multiplied up to 150 MHz for system clocking in the FPGA using a DCM. Other clocks in the system, are 
generated internally for  the DDR DRAM clock using DCMs. 
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Since  there  are  many  clocks,  judicious choice of clock domain boundaries, and careful handling of any 
transition across the clock boundaries is crucial to a reliable design. Past experience has shown that more 
problems occur on this topic than any other. Use of the FrameWork Logic components provide these clock 
domain changes in most cases by the use of FIFOs and other synchronization logic.

There are several clocks available to the designer in the logic that are intended for different functions as shown 
in the following table.

The system clock (sys_clk_in) is a precision 100 MHz with low jitter and 5 ppm stability. This clock is used as 
the reference to the Rocket IO cores in the logic using a BUFG.  The Rocket IO cores should be directly fed 
this clock, not through a DCM, so that jitter is minimized. The sys_clk_in is multiplied by 3/2 using a DCM to 
produce a 150 MHz system clock.  This 150 MHz system clock is used by most of the logic and is the main 
clock in the design used for all data moving, DDR memory, and system functions.

The sample clocks for the A/Ds  are programmed to be either the PLL, external clock A, or external clock B as 
specified by the external clock multiplexers.  The logic can use external clock A or B by setting sel_sync signal to 
pick A or B on the clock input multiplexer for The sync_clk input. The A/D sample clocks are selected by The A/ 
D clock mux to be PLL or external A/B.  The two inputs to The FPGA, A_CLK and B_CLK, are controlled by 
sel_PLL and The clock_sel[3...0] signals according to configuration shown in The following table. 
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Control Signal Device Function
SEL_Q1 Input Mux Selects  clock A or B to A/D clock 

mux
0 = clock A
1 = clock B

SEL_DIV Input Mux Selects clock A or B to the PLL input 
divider

0 = clock A
1 = clock B

SEL_SYNC Input Mux Selects clock A or B to the FPGA sync 
input

0 = clock A
1 = clock B

DIV_S PLL Reference 
Input Divider

Divides clock A or B, as selected by 
the input mux, by 1, 2, 3, or 4

00 = divide by 1
01 = divide by 2
10 = divide by 3
11 = divide by 4

XTAL_SEL PLL Selects the 14.4 MHz crystal for the 
PLL 

0 = output of reference 
divider
1 = 14.4MHz crystal

VCO_SEL PLL Selects the output of the PLL to be 
either the reference input or the VCO 
output

0 = reference
1 = VCO output

PLL_RESET PLL Resets the PLL 0 = run
1 = reset

PLL_SCLK, 
PLL_SDA, 
PLL_SLOAD

PLL PLL configuration Serial bus See ICS8402 data sheet.

SEL_PLL A/D clock mux 
input select

Selects A/D mux input to be PLL or 
clock A

0 = PLL
1 = clock A

CLK_SEL[3..0] A/D clock mux Selects the A/D clock sources, either 
PLL, or SEL_Q1 (clock A or B) 
Bit 0 = A/D 0
Bit 1 = A/D 1
Bit 2 = A/D 2
Bit 3 = A/D 3
** not e : see discussion below for 
implementation details in th e logic 
and software

For each bit 3..0
0 = PLL or clock A, as 
selected by SEL_PLL
1 =  Clock A or B as 
selected by SEL_Q1

Table 71: PMC DR Sample Clock Selection

The PLL clock, or refclk, is a programmable clock that is low jitter and accurate.  This is a software 
programmable frequency source with less than 3 ps RMS jitter.  This PLL may be referenced from a 14.4 MHz 
crystal, stable to 5 ppm, or the A or B external clock.  The A or B external  clock may be divided before 
The PLL by 1,  2,  3 or 4.  This clock is commonly used as sample rate timebase to analog modules, or as 
Rocket IO link clock reference.
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Clock into 
FPGA

Function Frequency Pin

on FPGA
sys_clk_in System clock 100 MHz AL17
sync_clk External clock A or B, as 

selected by external clock mux
0-200 MHz AH17

A_CLK A/D sample clock used by A/D 0 
and 1. 

24 to 125 MHz (limited by the 
minimum and maximum A/D 
sample rate)

H18

B_CLK A/D sample clock used by A/D 2 
and 3. 

24 to 125 MHz (limited by the 
minimum and maximum A/D 
sample rate)

D18

cmd_clkx Command bus clock received 
from PCI controller FPGA

33 to 66 MHz, depends on host PCI 
bus

AJ17

Table 72: PMC DR Input Clocks

It is possible using the VP40 DCMs to generate many other clocks from the sources provided by programming 
them for their multiplier and divisor factors. The advantage of using the DCM over a logic-based division is that 
phase relationships are preserved so that the logic may still be synchronous. This tends to simplify the logic 
design by reducing the number of random phase clock domain transitions that must be managed.

The FrameWork Logic uses the two sample clocks, A_CLK and B_CLK, to capture the A/D data and clock the 
DDC devices.  The clock selection circuitry is external to the FPGA since very low noise clocks must be used for 
A/D sample clocks.  This clock selection circuitry provides the 4 A/D sample clocks and the A_CLK  and B_CLK 
to the logic.  A_CLK is the sample rate for A/Ds 0 and 1, B_CLK is the sample clock for A/Ds 2 and 3.  These 
clocks may be the same clock if the external circuitry is programmed as such (see clock select registers and 
diagram), or may be independent clocks.

The A_CLK and B_CLK  clocks use a DCM in the logic to minimize the clock skew in the FPGA and improve 
timing.  This DCM must be reset AFTER the A/D sample clock is stable for >1000 cycles to guarantee a lock. 
The A/D sample clock must also be in the range of 24 (minimum DCM clock rate) to 125 MHz (maximum A/D 
sample rate).  For rates lower than 24 MHz, the logic can be changed to take out the DCM (since skew is not 
much of a problem at low clock rates) or logic can be added to decimate the data in the FPGA.

The following diagram shows the clock domains in the PMC DR FrameWork Logic. The majority of the device 
runs on the system clock, which is a 150 MHz clock derived from the 100 MHz reference clock input.  This 
system clock is made with DCM in the logic by multiplying the 100 MHz by 6/4.  The other clocks in the design 
are primarily hardware-specific clocks such as the A/D clocks and command  bus clock.  
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The DDC devices provide data with a clock as a source-synchronous interface.  The clock for each DDC channel 
is used as a local clock in the FPGA for the data capture.  This is used only to capture the data into a FIFO and 
is not used elsewhere in the logic since this would encumber the design with 16 additional clocks.  The FIFO in 
each DDC data receiver acts a clock domain transition to the system clock. The maximum rate of the DDC data 
clock is 125 MHz, although it is more common that the DDCs deliver data at 1/30 or less of the sample clock 
rate. This results in a much slower clock that is easily handled as a local clock. Application logic programming 
built on top of the FrameWork logic is usually done in the system clock domain, allowing simpler design process. 
The A/D sample clocks, A_CLK and B_CLK, are used for the data capture logic and triggering.

A/D Interface Component

The hardware interface component in the logic providing the A/D interface function is ad_interface.vhd.  The A/D 
device is the Linear Technology LTC2255, a 14-bit 125 MSPS device. This A/D delivers its data synchronous to 
its sample clock as a 14-bit number plus an overrange bit. This data ports is directly connected to the FPGA.  In 
the A/D interface component, the logic captures the data inserts the data into a 1Kx16 FIFO.

The data from the A/D is with its overrange bit is clocked directly into a FIFO. In test mode, a counter generator 
in the component may be selected in place of the data that produces a monotonic ramp.    The A/D clock must 
be running even if the test mode is selected since the A/D clock is used by the component to assemble the data 
points and clock in the data to the FIFO. 
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The data format from the system FIFO is as shown here.

Bits 15 14 13..0
Function '0' Overrange: 1 = overrange on 

the A/D input
Sample 
N

Table 73: PMC DR  A/D Component Output Data Format

The system side of the data FIFO is usually connected to the system clock for the application logic. The FIFO 
performs the clock domain transition for the data from the sample clock to the system clock in this case.
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Error Correction Component

The error correction component in the logic compensates for gain and offset errors in the A/D and analog inputs 
using a first order correction of the real-time data.  The error compensated output is 

y = Gx + Offset

where x = input data, G = gain, Offset  = offset in counts

The coefficients are two's complement, 16 both for gain and 15 bits for offset with a gain of 1 represented by 
0x4000 and offset of 0 equal to 0.  Gain is limited to +2 to -2. 

The A/D samples are flowed through a multiplier and into an adder.  The result is inspected for overflow and is 
saturated at the maximum value if required.  

The saturation logic compares the input to the result and saturates if the number reversed sign AND is greater 
than 50% larger.  Gain corrections are required to be be less than 5% by the factory calibration, therefore the 
gain correction factor will not be larger than this and this fact is used to simplify the saturation logic. For example, 
an input of X”3FFF” with a gain of 1 and offset of 1 will saturate to X”3FFF” since when 1 is added it will be 
X”4000” which is the opposite sign.  

The data valid signal is true when data is valid on the output.  The component has a 6 clock latency.
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Data  Flow Control Component

The ii_data_mover component moves data from the A/D component, through the error correction to the data 
multi-queue FIFO and DDC output.  There is one flow control component for each A/D channel.  Data is moved 
when the A/D interface component FIFO has points and the DDC output component has space for the data. The 
ii_data_mover computes the maximum number of points that may be moved. Because the FIFO counts are 
latent, wait states are inserted after each transfer to allow the flags to stabilize before another transfer is initiated.

Triggering Component

The ii_trigger component controls the trigger input to the A/D component that allows data to be stored into the 
A/D FIFO.  When the trigger is true, a data point is stored each sample clock. This allows the logic to acquire 
data as is needed by the specific application for processing and logging.

The ii_trigger component provides two methods for triggering: framed and unframed.  In the framed mode, a 
programmable number of points is captured for each trigger rising edge.  In unframed mode, data is captured as 
long as trigger is true. The framed mode allows the PMC DR to capture a snapshot of data for analysis.  

The frame count is loaded as the number of 256 point blocks to be captured, so the total number of points 
captured is 256 times the frame count.  This is done because the multi-queue only moves points on the basis of 
256 point blocks for efficiency.  If you need a set of data points that is not a multiple of 256, simply acquire an 
extra block and discard the unused points in your logic.  This is much easier than changing the  multi-queue 
VFIFO design. 

The trigger is either the external sync signal or the internal software controlled run signal, as selected by the 
trigger control register for each channel. The external trigger may be disabled to prevent false triggering. The 
software trigger is may always trigger the system even when the hardware trigger is true to allow the application 
to force a trigger condition. 
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Packetizing Component

The packetizing component forms data streams into packets by attaching a header to a bundle of data. The 
primary use of these packets is to transfer data to the host using the Velocia PCI controller. Each data packet 
has a two word header, 32-bits each, preceding the data. The packets are programmable in size and for their 
other routing information. 

The packetizer polls the data sources and creates packets when the source and destination of the packet are 
ready for the transaction.  Setup information for size of the packets, sources enabled and headers is provided as 
part of the initialization of the packetizer.  Sources and destinations for the packetizer are usually FIFOs in the 
logic, as in the FrameWork Logic. A read enable, synchronous to the input clock, is provided for each data 
source and a write enable for each destination.  The packetizer pipelines the data and aligns it to the data 
stream flowing through during the packet assembly process.

During operation, the packetizer scans the input channels in a round robin and creates packets for the channels 
that are ready.  The packetizer compares the number of points available in each queue to the channel packet 
size and creates a packet  when there is  enough data.  Each channel has its packets built  with  the header 
information for that channel and the data payload attached to the header.  The packet is transmitted as it is built 
to the destination, there is no data storage in the packetizing component.  

In the FrameWork logic for the PMC DR, the destination of all packets is the link to the Velocia PCI controller. 
Packets to the Velocia PCI controller are moved to host memory by the PCI controller working in concert with the 
host software drivers. The software drivers present the data to the host without the packet headers for analysis, 
logging or display. 
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Multi-Queue VFIFO Component

The PMC  DR  FrameWork Logic that implements multiple  queue  virtual FIFO (multi-queue  VFIFO) as 
described in the library components chapter.   Data flows in from the A/D components or DDC devices into 
queues that  are  stored in  the external  DRAM buffer memory.   For  the PMC DR,  8 queues have  been 
implemented.  Each queue is independently managed and is essentially a large data FIFO for each A/D 
and DDC.  

The VFIFO on the PMC DR has two 16Mx16 DRAM devices for its buffer memory, running at 150 MHz.  This 
gives a raw bandwidth of 1.2 GB/s to the buffer memory. The rate at which data may be stored to memory is 
burdened by overhead for queue management and DRAM control, yielding an overall storage rate over 1 GB/s. 
This allows the PMC DR to acquire all channels of A/D directly to buffer memory without data loss for the entire 
memory.  

Each queue is independently managed and may be programmed for its size to best suit  the application 
requirements for each channel.  In many PMC DR applications, the DDC channels have much lower data 
rates than the raw A/D channels. The queues are sized as shown here.
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Illustration 77: PMC DR VFIFO Component Block Diagram
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Queue 
Number

Data Queue 
Boundary 
Address 
(23..16)

Size 
(dwords)

Samples

0 A/D 0 X”00” 3M 6M
1 A/D 1 X”30” 3M 6M
2 A/D 2 X”60” 3M 6M
3 A/D 3 X”90” 3M 6M
4 DDC 0 X”C0” 1MW 256kW per DDC channel (4 channels per device)
5 DDC 1 X”D0” 1MW 256kW per DDC channel (4 channels per device)
6 DDC 2 X”E0” 1MW 256kW per DDC channel (4 channels per device)
7 DDC 3 X”F0” 1MW 256kW per DDC channel (4 channels per device)

Table 74: PMC DR Data Buffer Queue Sizes

The queue sizes are specified in the fifo_ddr_sdram.vhd file.  An array of queue boundary addresses is 
specified, with the address boundaries specifying the upper 8 bits of the DRAM linear address.  The first 
queue (0) must always start at address X”00”.  The PMC DR data buffer queue boundary addresses are 
are specified in the code using an array of constants with one entry for each buffer plus a final boundary 
address for the last queue.  If the entire memory is used, the final buffer boundary is X”00” as is shown.

The queue sizes are specified in the queue_size array.  Each queue can hold the queue_size*65536 64-bit 
dwords. When a queue is full, the queue controller stops moving data from the input FIFO to the queue.

The PMC DR has its VFIFO configured so that  writes to the buffer memory are given the highest priority.  This is 
to  make  sure  that  no  data  is  lost  from the  acquisition  process.   The VFIFO has  been  designed  to  allow 
simultaneous capture of 4 channels of data at 125 MSPS per channel.  This allows the capture of real-time A/D 
data for the length of the data buffer memory.  Reads from the data buffer are only performed if NONE of the 
input queues have a 256 block of points for the VFIFO controller to write to memory.   This priority can be 
changed by modifying the VFIFO controller code in ii_drr_fifo.vhd.  For equal input and output priorities, just set 
the priority bit to '0'.  Individual queues can be deemphasized by changing the priority process logic to just raise 
the priority bit if certain queues are important.
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-- Set queue start address in DRAM memory.
-- The start address is the upper 8 bits of the DRAM address.
-- Queues start at each address, the last entry must be X"00".
-- There must be num_queues+1 entries in this list.
-- Set queue start address in DRAM memory.
-- The start address is the upper 8 bits of the DRAM address.
-- Queues start at each address, the last entry must be X"00".
-- There must be num_queues+1 entries in this list.
SUBTYPE queue_width IS std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
TYPE queue_array_t IS ARRAY ( 8 downto 0 ) OF queue_width;
constant queue_start:queue_array_t := ( X"FF", X"F0", X"E0", X"D0", X"C0", X"90", X"60", 
X"30", X"00" );
constant queue_size:queue_array_t := ( X"00", X"0F", X"0F", X"0F", X"0F", X"2F", X"2F", X"2F", 
X"2F" );
signal queue_stop :queue_array_t;

Illustration 78:  PMC DR Data Buffer Queue Boundary Addresses



Data flow to and from the VFIFO is managed using the input and output FIFO counts for the VFIFO.  These 
FIFO counts are NOT the number of points in the VFIFO in entirety, but only those of the smaller input and 
output FIFOs.  Data is moved to the VFIFO when the input FIFO for that channel has space available; data can 
be read from the FIFO when the output FIFO has points.  Data flow should be controlled on the basis of these 
FIFO counts.  The VFIFO controller  moves the data from the input FIFO to the buffer memory when at least 256 
points are in the input FIFO, and to the output FIFO when it can hold 256 points.  This is done because the 
controller reads the RAM in blocks of 256 (an entire row) for efficiency sake. 

The number of points in the queue are given by the queue_cnt[[] array and fifo_rdcnt[] arrays.  The total 
number  of  points  in  the  buffer  is  queue_cnt[]  *  256,  ignoring  the  small  input  and  output  FIFOs.   The 
fifo_rdcnt[] is used to pace the data flow from the queue to the next process. The packetizer looks at the 
sume of the queue_cnt[] *256 plus the fifo_rdcnt[] to determine when there is enough data for the packet, 
then moves data from the queue output FIFO according to the fifo_rdcnt[].

Rocket IO to PCI Link Component

The FrameWork links the application logic to the PCI controller via two Rocket IO (RIO) links running at 2 Gbps 
each. This pair of RIO links provide a 400MB/s, full duplex link to the PCI controller.   The two links operate as a 
pair to move the data. This link is the primary data path for the data to flow to the host over the PCI bus.  
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-- In the case of PMC DR, the priority FIFOs are the inputs for data capture
gen_emphasis: for i in 0 to num_queues-1 generate
    --* direction emphasis
    p_priority_flag:
    process (local_reset, sys_clk)
    begin
    if (rising_edge(sys_clk)) then
                            -- Check each input FIFO to see if it has a block of data to write.  If so, set its priority flag true
    if ( local_reset = '0' and ififo_rd_count(i)(8) = '1' ) then    
    priority_flag(i) <= '1';
      else
          priority_flag(i) <= '0';    
      end if;
    end if;
    end process p_priority_flag;
end generate;

priority_queue <= (others => '0');

--* priority flag.  True if any of the priority FIFOs need service.
p_priority:
process (local_reset, sys_clk)
begin

if (rising_edge(sys_clk)) then
if ( local_reset = '0' and priority_flag /= priority_queue ) then
           priority <= '1';

               else
                         priority <= '0';    
               end if;
end if;

end process p_priority; 

Illustration 79: PMC DR VFIFO Queue Priority 



The  ii_rocket_io_link_dr  component  has  FIFOs  for  data  interface  to  the  application  logic.   Internal  to  the 
component are two RIO cores configured as a Fiber Channel protocol and a DCM for the local clocks.  Data 
synchronization and flow control are implemented for the link to the PCI controller. The control logic initializes the 
links to synchronize the bytes and prepare the links for use by first resetting the link, then sending idle characters 
for synchronization. Once initialization is complete, the control logic moves data from the FIFO to the link for 
transmission.  Idle characters are sent when data is not available to keep the link balanced and synchronized.  

Flow control information is embedded in the idle characters indicating whether the receiver is ready for data. For 
received data, the RIO links receive data as 32-bit words assembled from the incoming bytes and are inserted in 
a FIFO with proper byte alignment.  The data is read from the FIFO as a 32 bit word by the application logic.  
The PMC DR does not implement any receive link. Examples of using the link to receive data are available if 
your application needs them.  (Implemented on the PMC TX product.)

The  data  sent  to  the  PCI  controller  MUST  be  in  the  packet  format  as  generated  by  the  packetizer 
(ii_packetizer.vhd). The PCI controller parses the headers and interacts with the host system hardware and 
software to provide the automated PCI transfer mechanism used with the Velocia PMC cards.  Data received is 
also in the packet format, although the PMC DR FrameWork logic does not implement a received data flow at 
this time. 
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Illustration 80: PMC DR RIO link to PCI Controller



Command Channel Component

The Command channel interface is a control interface allowing the host system to write the PMC DR control 
registers and read status locations.  This control path is separate from the high speed data path implemented 
over the RIO link so that various controls and status needed to operate the module are simple to access and 
control.  

The command channel is a simple serial bus interface from the PCI controller device that provides a 32-bit 
address and 32-bit data word path.  A separate PCI BAR is used for the command channel that is presented to 
the application logic so that the PCI memory space for BAR1 is in the application logic.  This means that the host 
computer, or any PCI device in the system, can access the application logic over the command channel. 

The data protocol is a three wire interface with clock, data and frame.  A serial path is implemented for each 
direction.  Data in both directions is enveloped by a frame signal to indicate valid read/write bit, address, and 
data. The serial bitstream is transmitted on the rising edge of PCI clock and shifted into the logic on the falling 
edges.  The same PCI clock is wrapped back around and used in the same way for readbacks. 

The command channel implements a ready flag for completion of read accesses. This allows the command 
channel to read a slow device and respond with the data. Ready is driven true when the data is ready for 
readback, allowing the command channel access to complete. In the PMC DR, this mechanism is used to read 
back from the DDC devices.  The ddc_control component asserts a ready when data read from the DDC control 
port is valid.   Other slow devices or logic can use a similar method. 

The command channel component decodes the addresses sent over the PCI bus and presents an array of 
decoded registers for use, and accepts an array of status words from the logic.  This structure forms the basis of 
the control and status architecture for the PMC DR.  The memory map presented earlier in this document show 
the FrameWork logic assignments for the decoded registers and status words.

The FrameWork logic for the PMC DR decodes 64 registers and 8 status words.  Many of these are unused, 
allowing for custom implementations to simply connect to the array without modification.  Additional registers or 
status words can be implemented by using the 64 read and write decode strobes, or by using the address and 
read/write strobes with external decoding.
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Illustration 81: PMC DR Command Channel



PLL Control Component

The PLL control component allows the application logic to configure the external PLL that may be used for 
analog sample rate clocking. The external device, an ICS8402 PLL, is configured over a three wire serial port 
interface.   In  the  FrameWork logic,  this  is  connected  to  the  command channel  interface  so  that  the  host 
computer can configure the PLL  for the data acquisition process.  The PMC DR software application allows the 
host PC to configure the PLL reference clock and frequency as part of the PMC DR setup. 

Custom implementations can control the PLL using the PLL control component from their logic design. Care 
should be taken to observe the physical limitations on the PLL frequency and lock time when directly controlling 
the PLL.  

The  PLL  uses  a  single  data  word,  14-bits  in  length  to  configure  its  frequency  that  is  transmitted  by  the 
component to the PLL when written to. 

Bits 
13..12 11..0
PLL N coefficient PLL M coefficient

Table 75: PLL Control Word Format

PMC J4 Interface Component

The PMC J4 interface in the FrameWork Logic implements a 32-bit, bidirectional data path to the host card. 
Data rates of up to 450 MB/sec have been used.  This component is the slave end of the link and is used with 
the ii_link_master component on a host card such as Quadia. 

The link provides a read and write interrupt, indicating that data is available or ready for data. The link master 
responds to the interrupts by reading first  the number of points the can be transferred, then begins a data 
transfer.  The control signals indicate the direction of the transfer and when data is valid on the bus, resulting in 
the link completing the transfer by supplying data or storing it in the FIFO.
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Illustration 82: J4 Link Components
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SRAM Component

The PMC DR has one 1M x 16 ZBT SBSRAM (synchronous burst, Zero Bus Turn-around SRAM) memory 
comprised of one Cypress Technology CY7C1372BV25-167AC (or equivalent) device. This device has a flow-
through architecture and are 2.5V IO. The SBSRAM supports up to 167 MHz (~333 MB/sec) data rates.   This 
memory may be used by the FPGA in any process as required by the application and has completely 
independently controls. Since this SBSRAM provides the highest data rates only in burst mode, the application 
should arrange data to take advantage of this architecture.

The SBSRAM controller component is derived from Xilinx appnote XAPP136, which provides a controller 
design for interfacing high speed synchronous SRAM memory. This design supports the  “NoBL” (No Bus 
Latency, or ZBT) type of SRAM that has low turnaround time on the bus for reads to writes and vice versa.

XAPP136 has a good interface design and is well documented. The SRAM interface wrapper that is provided in 
the FrameWork just gives a very simple hook-up to the command channel that allows the host to talk to the 
SRAM for test purposes through a set of registers. The real heart of the logic is in the SRAM controller block 
that is taken from XAPP136.

The SRAM on the  PMC DR  is a Cypress CY7C1372. For simulation purposes, a model of the SRAM is 
provided.

PMC DR DDC Output

The output to DDCs on the PMC DR  is a simple FIFO interface.  Data is written into the FIFO from the A/D 
interface component by the data mover using system clock.  When the FIFO is half full, the data is read from the 
FIFO using the analog sample clock that  channel.   The DDC expects a continuous data  stream of  analog 
samples to its data port for, clocked at the analog sample rate.  The FIFO in The DDC output component just 
converts from system clock to the sample clock and provides these analog samples at that rate.

In the FrameWork Logic, each DDC device is clocked using one of the two sample clocks.  DDC devices 0 and 1 
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are clocked with A_CLK and DDC devices 2 and 3 are clocked with B_CLK.  The data is driven out to the DDC 
devices synchronous to this clock.  The DDCs are treated as a single 4-channel device because there is only 
one sample clock input to the device.

There are four  DDC output components in the PMC DR FrameWork Logic, providing the four DDC devices with 
data.  On the PMC DR, the analog data from each A/D is provided to all DDC devices.  The DDC device has a in 
internal  data  multiplexer  that  can  be configured to  use any of  the  A/D channels  for  any or  all  of  the  four 
downconversion  channels  in  the  DDC  device.  Custom  implementations  can  incorporate  additional  signal 
processing prior to the DDC chips, or bring data into the module from another s source.

PMC DR DDC Inputs

The PMC DR has four Texas Instruments GC5016 DDC devices, each with 4 downconversion channels.  Each 
DDC has four output ports, one for each downconversion channel, that may be operated in a variety of modes. 
Data for each  port  is delivered to the logic using a clock, frame and 16-bit data path.  The data is synchronous 
to the DDC port clock.  The frame signal indicates when the first data point of the frame is valid.  

The DDC input component in the FrameWork Logic is designed to accommodate the different data formats by 
allowing the logic to capture a programmable number of data points for each frame pulse the DDC provides. 
The FrameWork logic has a software programmable register,  mapped to the command channel (addresses 
0x1B, 0x1C, 0x1D, 0x1E), that defines for each DDC input component the number of points to capture per 
frame.  The maximum number of points per DDC frame sync is eight.  This register must be programmed to 
match the DDC operating mode and the data format for that mode. 

The DDC incoming data is captured using the DDC clock as a local clock for the component.  The component 
has a FIFO and capture logic that are clocked on this local clock.  It is not advised to use this local clock for any 
other logic because it is a local clock, and as such does NOT use a global clock buffer in the logic.  A local clock 
was used for this function because it can be programmed to be a low frequency and the number of channels 
prohibited the use of global  clock nets because of the number and routing restrictions in the Virtex2Pro. In 
practice, this clock is typically programmed to be diviced by at least two since the data rate from the DDC is 
easily supported since decimation rates of at least 2 are commonly used.   

6.3.5 Adding Functionality to the PMC DR FrameWork Logic
The most  common modifications to the logic are the addition of signal processing and data analysis to the data 
stream and the addition of registers/status to the design.  These modifications can be done either in the VHDL or 
MATLAB tools built on top of the FrameWork logic. 
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Illustration 84: PMC DR DDC Input Data Capture
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Adding registers and status readback to the command channel

The command channel  provides  a method for  the host  to  access the application logic  via  the PCI 
interface for  control  and status functions.  In  the  FrameWork Logic,  the  memory  map for  the PMC 
DR shows  the  command  channel  decoded addresses.  These  command channel  address  decodes 
and registers  are  directly  accessible  by the PCI  host.  The command channel  is  NOT intended for 
high  performance  data  streams,  rather  it  is  for  low  speed,  out  of  band,  asynchronous  setup, 
initialization and status reporting. The data streams over PCI, XMC or J4 should be used for higher 
performance requirements above 2 MB/s.

Many of the registers and status words are either partially  used, or not  used at all.   If  you need a 
few registers  or  status  words  accessible  by  the  host,  this  is  the  easiest  approach.  For  instance, 
register  location  X”2”  is  not  used  in  the  design  so  this  could  be  assigned  to  a  new  register  by 
adding the code 

new_reg(31 downto 0) <= ctl_reg(2)(31 downto 0);

which makes a new 32-bit register, accessible by the host  at address (PCI BAR1 +2). 

Several  of  the  status  registers  are  also  unused  in  the  FrameWork  Logic.  These  can  be  simply 
reassigned

status(2) <= new_status_word(31 downto 0);

which makes a new 32-bit status, accessible by the host  at address (PCI BAR1 + X”C2”). 

If  more  registers  are  needed,  or  special  decoding  is  required,  the  command  channel  interface 
component  provides  signals  for  extending the  address  space  up  to  64K registers.   Adding  a  new 
decoded  register  may  use  one  of  the  decoded  strobes,  64  total  in  the  logic,  or  decode  the 
addresses from the command channel.  Adding a register is straightforward :

process (reset, cmd_clkx, cmd_wt, cmd_aout)
begin

if (reset = '1') then
new_reg <= (others => '0'); -- default value

elsif (rising_edge(cmd_clkx)) then
if  (cmd_wt =  '1' and cmd_aout(15 downto 0) = X”FFFF”)  then

new_reg <= cmd_dout(31 downto 0);
end if;

end if;
end process;

makes a 32-bit register at address X”FFFF”. 

Software Scripts for Interacting with Command Channel During Development

The command channel can be accessed by the host PC using the development software application provided by 
Innovative. This software provides a scripting feature that allows the developer to access command channel with 
out complex software using a text script during development.  The script may be played from the application 
software and used to write to command channel mapped registers or status.  This is convenient when the logic is 
being developed  and no software is available to control the custom design. In fact, the scripts look similar to the 
testbench command channel accesses and can serve as a model for the script.

This scripting feature and the software is described fully in the software documentation.   The script command 
set allows store, fetch and wait.   The address a is the register number followed by the data and command.  A 
wait command is used for delays.
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Command Syntax Example
Store   a n l! 0x1 0xFF l!

Store X”FF” to register 1
Fetch   a l@ 0x5  l@

Fetch from register 5.  Displays in console 
window on example application software.

Wait   n ms 10 ms 
Wait for 10 ms.

Table 76: PMC DR Script Commands

In the software examples provided with the PMC DR, a script can be run before or after the data stream is 
started, referred to as “Before Stream Start” (BSS) and “After Stream Start” (ASS)  scripts. The use of these 
scripts  allows  the  logic  developer  to  initialize  and  control  the  custom logic  without  having  to  write  custom 
software for the device control.  In many cases, these scripts can then be used in the final application software 
as well.

Adding Signal Processing to the Data Streams

New signal processing and analysis functions can be added to the design by attaching them to the data streams 
from  the  A/Ds  and  DDCs  before  the  data  enters  the  multi-queue  data  buffer.  Data  flows  from  the  A/D 
components  to  the  multi-queue  data  buffer  as  controlled  by  the  ii_data_mover  component.   If  the  signal 
processing component is designed with a FIFO input then the data mover can control the data flow from the A/D 
FIFO to the new component.  As data is available at the output of the signal processing function, it can then be 
written into the multi-queue data buffer.  The resulting data stream then flows through the system just like the 
FrameWork Logic and all existing software can be reused.  An example of this data flow is shown as F(z)  in the 
following diagram.
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For block oriented signal  processing functions,  additional  queues can be added to the multi-queue FIFO to 
support data buffering for the application logic.  If, for example, 10K blocks of data were needed for an analysis 
algorithm, data from the A/D could be enqueued in the data buffer.  The output of that queue could then be used 
by the signal processing function as blocks are available.  The results of the signal processing can then be put 
into a second queue to send to the host PC, which will be packetized from the result queue. An example of this 
is shown in the following diagram as H(z).

Here is an example of  changing the data flow in the Framework Logic  to incorporate an signal  processing 
function into the data stream.  The data from the A/D is copied into the signal processing block, F(z), in the 
diagram.  Performing an FFT on the data would be an example of this sort of data flow. The output of F(z) should 
have a FIFO for the data that then attaches to the packetizer as a data source.   The FFT is then packetized as 
generated and included in the data stream to the host. 

The signal processing function could also be used to extract statistics or other information from the data, yielding 
a relatively small amount of data.  This just results in a small packet occasionally in the data stream. 

The data source does not have to be a continuous stream; a single packet may be transmitted over the PCI to 
the host.  The packet may be mixed with other data packets, from multiple sources, and the PCI controller will 
send the packet to the host, where the host software receive the packet in its data buffers.  The host software 
should set the packet size and Peripheral ID number so that it can extract the data from the other packets in the 
PCI data buffer.
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Adding Signal Processing Functions

Signal processing functions can be developed in VHDL, from Xilinx Coregen blocks, or generated in MATLAB 
and included in the VHDL design.  Each of these techniques involves including the signal processing block into 
the data flow to the packetizer and integration of the function into the VHDL code. In the MATLAB system, this 
can be done graphically under Simulink.  

The MATLAB technique has the distinct advantage that the MATLAB Simulink environment can be used to 
generate and observe signals. This allows the DSP engineer to work in a higher level above the bits and bytes of 
the VHDL and is a powerful way to develop DSP in the logic. 

Xilinx offers a very good selection of  cores that  may be used in the PMC DR logic  including filters,  FFTs, 
correlations,  signal generators and basic mathematical functions.  These are relatively easy to design with in the 
VHDL environment and integrated in with the FrameWork logic by making them compatible with system logic. 
This means that the blocks are 

● Components – all functions should be components and integrated into the FrameWork as such.  This 
allows simulation at the component level and physical floorplanning. 

● Synchronous – all  functions should be on the system clock.  This reduces the problems with clock 
domain transitions and simplifies timing analysis. 

● FIFO IO – all data should flow through the component and have a FIFO at the inputs and outputs. This 
helps to decouple the component from the data flow of other devices.

● Providing data flow controls – an input ready and output ready are useful at the system level for moving 
the data around the system. 

● 2's complement – for compatibility with other components

If  these  basis  guidelines  can  be  followed,  the  integration  effort  is  reduced  since  it  will  match  our  design 
philosophy in the FrameWork Logic. 

Design Considerations

Some of the common choices designers must make when using the PMC DR FrameWork logic are how to best 
integrate their signal processing functions, what method should be used for data buffering and to connect to their 
system.  Let's take a look at  some of the design problems that typically confront us:

● Where to add signal processing functions?  

Usually the best place to access the raw data stream is after the error correction (offgain).  After the 
error correction, the A/D data is presented as offgain_d( ) array and is valid when offgain_vld ( ) is true. 
Since most Xilinx signal processing functions have a ND (new data) enable at their input,  the data, 
offgain( ) is connected to the data input and the offgain_vld( ) signal is connected to ND.  Be sure to look 
at the data pacing flag RFD (Ready For Data) from the signal processing component  so that it is ready 
for data.  If it is not always ready for data, then the RFD flag should be used to pace the data flow. 
Modify ii_data_mover to use RFD and source and destination FIFO counts to control the flow of data.

● How should I buffer the data?  

First, consider the overall data rate of the system.  The multi-queue VFIFO supports 4 queues running at 
125MHz each storing to buffer memory, the SRAM supports about ½ that rate.  The multi-queue VFIFO 
has 32M sample (16-bit) of total storage, the SRAM has 1M sample. If the data buffering is needed for 
the system interface, then the best method is to use one of the multi-queue FIFOs. If the memory is 
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used in the signal processing and analysis, the SRAM is much faster and easier to use for random 
accesses.   Also if  the memory buffering method required is  unique,  then SRAM is  much easier  to 
program and more deterministic in its performance.  The DRAM controller is more complex because of 
the addressing and control used for DRAM and is therefore much more complex to use and actually 
slower for random accesses.

● How do I integrate the PMC DR  with the host and DSP cards?

The first thing to consider is the data rate from the card.  If the data rate is over 200 MB/s, a private data 
path should be considered.  Since the PCI bus is shared amongst the cards in the system and other 
peripherals, the effective  sustained  data rate is typically less than half of the bus burst rate.  Unless 
special architectures are used with private or restricted access PCI buses are used, it will be difficult to 
sustain high rates.  Furthermore, if  data latency is an issue then be aware that the PCI bus is non-
deterministic in it s behavior.  For the higher data rates, the PMC DR has either XMC or J4 connections. 
These ports can talk directly to the  Quadia and Duet Velocia DSP card FPGAs, giving more processing 
power. The XMC connection (VITA 42.0) has 800 MB/s sustained rate possible, but is more complex to 
use because of the clocking and initialization.  The J4 interface has been successfully used at up to 350 
MB/s  sustained  to  a  Quadia.   The  J4  is  easier  to  use  since  it  is  a  simpler  parallel  bus  interface. 
Components for each of these interfaces is available from Innovative to support integration with the 
Velocia cards.  

For any of the interfaces, be mindful of the data buffering that is needed to support the interface at the 
anticipated data rates.  A good rule of thumb for PCI is to have enough buffering for 1 ms (500K at full 
rate).  For XMC and J4 these can be usually buffered using 1K FIFOs in the logic  since the data flow is 
more deterministic. 

Terminating Unused IO Signals

When you delete unused components from the FrameWork logic, external devices must have their signals 
terminated properly.  This prevents the external device from driving the FPGA and potentially causing a problem 
or consuming extra power.   Here are some typical device signal terminations. 

Device/Signal Function Termination

SBSRAM
sb_a(22 downto 0) addresses '1'

sb_d(15 downto 0) Data bus 'Z'

sb_ce_n Chip enable '1'

sb_bw_n(1 downto 0) Byte write enables '1'

sb_bws_n(1 downto 0) Byte write strobes '1'

sb_rw_n Read/write '1'

sb_ld Address load '0'

sb_lbo_n Address mode X

sb_clk clock '1'

sb_cke_n Clock enable '1'

sb_oe_n Output enable '1'

DDR SDRAM
ddr_clk DDR clock + '1'

ddr_clkb DDR clock - '0'
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Device/Signal Function Termination

ddr_dqs(1 downto 0) Data strobes 'Z'

ddr_dq(15 downto 0) data 'Z'

ddr_cke Clock enable '0'

ddr_csb Chip select '1'

ddr_rasb RAS '1'

ddr_casb CAS '1'

ddr_web Write enable '1'

ddr_dm(1 downto 0) Data mask '1'

ddr_ba(1 downto 0) Bank address '0'

ddr_address(13 downto 0) Address '0'

PLL and Timing Control
div_s(1 downto 0) PLL Ref Clock divider control “00”

div_rst_n PLL Ref Clock divider reset '0'

vco_sel VCO input select '0'

xtal_sel Crystal select to the PLL '0'

pll_reset PLL Reset '1'

pll_sclk PLL serial clock '0'

pll_sda PLL serial data '0'

pll_sload PLL serial data load '0'

A/D Interfaces

ad_shdn0 ADC 0 shutdown '0'

ad_shdn1 ADC 1 shutdown '0'

ad_shdn2 ADC 2 shutdown '0'

ad_shdn3 ADC 3 shutdown '0'

Command Channel

cmd_dr Cmd channel data to PCI '0'

cmd_fsr Cmd Channel frame '0'

cmd_clkr Cmd channel clock '0'

J4 Interface

j4_clk J4 clock to host '0'

j4_dat[31:0] J4 data to host '0'

j4_env J4 data frame '0'

DDC Interfaces

ddc_in0[15:0] DDC port 0 data bus X”0000”

ddc_in1[15:0] DDC port 1 data bus X”0000”

ddc_in2[15:0] DDC port 2 data bus X”0000”

ddc_in3[15:0] DDC port 3 data bus X”0000”
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Device/Signal Function Termination

sia0n DDC 0 sync, active lo '1'

sib0n DDC 0 sync B, active low '1'

DDC Controls

ddc_rst_n DDC reset, active low (goes to all 
DDCs)

'0' to all DDCs)

ddc_adr[4:0] DDC addresses “00000”

ddc_dat[15:0] DDC control data bus X”0000”

ddc_wtn DDC write enable, active low '1'

ddc_rdn DDC read enable, active low '1'

ddc0_csn DDC 0 chip select, active low '1'

ddc1_csn DDC 1 chip select, active low '1'

ddc2_csn DDC 2 chip select, active low '1'

ddc3_csn DDC 3 chip select, active low '1'

Table 77: PMC DR Unused Signal Terminations

I/O Signals From the FPGA

There are several connectors that connect directly to the FPGA that can  be used for application 
interface system interface functions. 
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Connector
Reference

Type Use

JN4 PMC connector J4, 64 pins I/O and host card interfacing up to 85 MHz 
single-ended.

JE1 Optional test connector, 
Mictor, 40 pins

Logic analyzer connector.  Also useful for high 
speed signals since it has controlled 
impedance. This connector  is not normally 
populated production hardware. Installation of 
this connector will exceed  the maximum slot 
width for cPCI .

J1/J2 SMB coaxial, 50 ohm May be used as an input to the FPGA.  These 
connectors are the external A and B clock 
inputs.  An external mux allows the software to 
select one of these signals to drive the 
sync_clock input  to the FPGA.  The FPGA 
output signal sel_sync chooses either J1 
(sel_sync = '0')  or J2 (sel_sync = '1'). 

J7 SMB coaxial, 50 ohm May be used for I/O.  Normally this connector is 
the external trigger input, ext_sync.  This signal 
is 50 ohm terminated and has 100 ohms in-line 
for protection.

P1 XMC (VITA 42) There are six user-defined pins on this 
connector that are directly connected to the 
FPGA, plus seven others that are useful if full 
XMC support is not needed.

Table 78: PMC DR Connectors Connected to the FPGA

The  specific  logic  signal  names  associated  with  each  connector  and  its  pins  are  shown  in  the 
following tables.

JN4, PMC IO Connector

The signals to JE1 are shared with JN4.  The signals with identical names are duplicated 
on JE1.

Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

j4_clk 2 E18 Clock

j4_env 17 T7 Data envelope
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

j4_rdyn 19 K12 Data rdy, 
active low

j4_dat (0) 34 R1 Data bit 0

j4_dat (1) 31 P1 Data bit 1

j4_dat (2) 29 N1 Data bit 2

j4_dat (3) 24 V2 Data bit 3

j4_dat (4) 18 T2 Data bit 4

j4_dat (5) 22 P2 Data bit 5

j4_dat (6) 12 N2 Data bit 6

j4_dat (7) 9 M2 Data bit 7

j4_dat (8) 8 U3 Data bit 8

j4_dat (9) 6 T3 Data bit 9

j4_dat (10) 16 R3 Data bit 10

j4_dat (11) 13 P3 Data bit 11

j4_dat (12) 35 M3 Data bit 12

j4_dat (13) 64 N3 Data bit 13

j4_dat (14) 61 L3 Data bit 14

j4_dat (15) 36 U4 Data bit 15

j4_dat (16) 59 T4 Data bit 16

j4_dat (17) 60 R4 Data bit 17
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

j4_dat (18) 58 N4 Data bit 18

j4_dat (19) 53 M4 Data bit 19

j4_dat (20) 54 L4 Data bit 20

j4_dat (21) 55 U5 Data bit 21

j4_dat (22) 52 T5 Data bit 22

j4_dat (23) 49 P5 Data bit 23

j4_dat (24) 40 N5 Data bit 24

j4_dat (25) 37 U6 Data bit 25

j4_dat (26) 47 T6 Data bit 26

j4_dat (27) 48 R6 Data bit 27

j4_dat (28) 46 P6 Data bit 28

j4_dat (29) 41 N6 Data bit 29

j4_dat (30) 43 M6 Data bit 30

j4_dat (31) 42 U7 Data bit 31

The following signals are connections on the PCB but are not used in the FrameWork Logic.

REQO 25 J13 -

REQI 23 J12 -

RDCONIO 28 G14 -

PARITY 30 K11 -
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

XRESETIO 1 K17 -

XSYNCI 5 H16 -

Others
GND 4,7,10,11,14,1

5,20,21,26,27,
32,33,38,39,4
5,50,5156,57,
62,63

Signal Ground

Table 79: PMC DR JN4 Connections

JE1, Test Connector

The signals to JE1 are shared with JN4.  The signals with identical names are duplicated 
on JN4.

Logic Signal Name Connector 
Pin

FPGA Pin Use

j4_dat (0) 8 R1 Data bit 0

j4_dat (1) 7 P1 Data bit 1

j4_dat (2) 10 N1 Data bit 2

j4_dat (3) 9 V2 Data bit 3

j4_dat (4) 12 T2 Data bit 4

j4_dat (5) 11 P2 Data bit 5

j4_dat (6) 14 N2 Data bit 6

j4_dat (7) 13 M2 Data bit 7

j4_dat (8) 16 U3 Data bit 8
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Logic Signal Name Connector 
Pin

FPGA Pin Use

j4_dat (9) 15 T3 Data bit 9

j4_dat (10) 18 R3 Data bit 10

j4_dat (11) 17 P3 Data bit 11

j4_dat (12) 20 M3 Data bit 12

j4_dat (13) 19 N3 Data bit 13

j4_dat (14) 22 L3 Data bit 14

j4_dat (15) 21 U4 Data bit 15

j4_dat (16) 24 T4 Data bit 16

j4_dat (17) 23 R4 Data bit 17

j4_dat (18) 26 N4 Data bit 18

j4_dat (19) 25 M4 Data bit 19

j4_dat (20) 28 L4 Data bit 20

j4_dat (21) 27 U5 Data bit 21

j4_dat (22) 30 T5 Data bit 22

j4_dat (23) 29 P5 Data bit 23

j4_dat (24) 32 N5 Data bit 24

j4_dat (25) 31 U6 Data bit 25

j4_dat (26) 34 T6 Data bit 26

j4_dat (27) 33 R6 Data bit 27
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Logic Signal Name Connector 
Pin

FPGA Pin Use

j4_dat (28) 36 P6 Data bit 28

j4_dat (29) 35 N6 Data bit 29

j4_dat (30) 38 M6 Data bit 30

j4_dat (31) 37 U7 Data bit 31

GND 1,2,3,4,39,4
0,41,42

- Signal Ground

Table 80: PMC DR JE1 Connections

J7, SMB I/O connector

Logic Signal 
Name

Connector 
Pin

FPGA Pin Use

ext_sync 8 F30 External trigger input.  This signal is 50 
ohm terminated and has 100 ohm s in 
series for protection. 

Table 81: PMC DR  J7 Connection

J1 or J2, SMB I/O connector

Logic Signal 
Name

Connector 
Pin

FPGA Pin Use

sync_clk center AH17 External sync clock input.  These 
connectors are the external A and B clock 
inputs.  An external mux allows the 
software to select one of these signals to 
drive the sync_clock input  to the FPGA. 
The FPGA output signal sel_sync chooses 
either J1 (sel_sync = '0')  or J2 (sel_sync = 
'1').The A and B clocks are 50 ohm 
terminated.

Table 82: PMC DR  J1 or J2 Connection

P15, XMC Connector
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The XMC (VITA 42) standard defines the pinout of this connector.  Several of the signals 
may be used as general purpose IO in addition to the dedicated signals.

Logic Signal Name FPGA Pin Connector Pin Use

XMC Miscellaneous IO
UD1 AK18 C9 User Defined IO 1.  

UD2 AL18 C15 User Defined IO 2.  

UD3 G29 C18 User Defined IO 3.  

UD4 E33 C19 User Defined IO 4.  

UD5 J31 F18 User Defined IO 5.  

UD6 P31 F19 User Defined IO 6.  

XMC_GA0 AG5 F10 XMC Geographic Address 0.  Pulled up 
to 3.3V with 10K ohms. If the XMC host 
card uses this signal, it may be tied to 
ground or 3.3V; therefore it may not be 
available.  Check your host card 
documentation.

XMC_GA1 AG3 C12 XMC Geographic Address 1.  Pulled up 
to 3.3V with 10K ohms. If the XMC host 
card uses this signal, it may be tied to 
ground or 3.3V; therefore it may not be 
available.  Check your host card 
documentation.

XMC_GA2 AG1 C14 XMC Geographic Address 2.  Pulled up 
to 3.3V with 10K ohms. If the XMC host 
card uses this signal, it may be tied to 
ground or 3.3V; therefore it may not be 
available.  Check your host card 
documentation.

XMC_MSCL AK17 F16 XMC serial clock.  May be driven by the 
host card for XMC support.

XMC_MSDA AK3 F14 XMC serial data.  May be driven by the 
host card for XMC support.
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Logic Signal Name FPGA Pin Connector Pin Use

XMC_MRSTI_N AC2 F2 XMC master reset input, active low. 
This signal may be driven by the host 
card for XMC support. 

XMC_MBIST_N AD3 C11 XMC built-in self test input, active low. 
This signal may be driven by the host 
card for XMC support. 

Rocket IO Link Pairs
XMC_TX0P/TX0N AP4/AP5 A1/B1 XMC link transmit pair 0.  This is 

Rocket IO pair  14 from the FPGA.   
XMC_TX1P/TX1N AP8/AP9 A3/B3 XMC link transmit pair 1.  This is 

Rocket IO pair  16 from the FPGA.   
XMC_TX2P/TX2N AP16/AP17 A5/B5 XMC link  transmit pair 2.  This is 

Rocket IO pair  18 from the FPGA.   
XMC_TX3P/TX3N AP20/AP21 A7/B7 XMC link  transmit pair 3.  This is 

Rocket IO pair  19 from the FPGA.   
XMC_RX0P/RX0N AP3/AP2 D1/E1 XMC link receive pair 0.  This is Rocket 

IO pair  14  to the FPGA.   
XMC_RX1P/RX1N AP7/AP6 D3/E3 XMC link receive pair 1.  This is Rocket 

IO pair  16  to the FPGA.   
XMC_RX2P/RX2N AP15/AP14 D5/E5 XMC link receive pair 2.  This is Rocket 

IO pair  18  to the FPGA.   
XMC_RX3P/RX3N AP19/AP18 D7/E7 XMC link receive pair 3.  This is Rocket 

IO pair  19  to the FPGA.   
Power
3.3V C1,C3,C5,C7 +3.3V from host card.

GND A2,A4,A6,A8,A
10,A12,A14,A1
6,A18, 
B2,B4,B6,B8,B
10,B12,B14,B1
6,B18, 
D2,D4,D6,D8, 
D10,D12,D14, 
D16,D18,E2,E
4, 
E6,E8,E10,E12
, E14,E16,E18

Signal Ground.
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Logic Signal Name FPGA Pin Connector Pin Use

PRESENT F12 This signal is connected to ground on 
the XMC.

Table 83: PMC DR P1 Connections

6.3.6 Synthesis and Fitting

A project file for the PMC DR is provided for Xilinx ISE tool that has all the project hierarchy, included files and 
options required.

ISE Project File
pmc_dr.ise

Table 84: PMC DR Xilinx ISE Project Filename

If you are using Xilinx ISE, you should load this project as a starting point and recompile the logic to verify that 
the project is ready to use.  You should be able to successfully generate the BIT file for the logic and run the 
examples on the card.

If you are using another synthesis tool, you will need to reconstruct the logic hierarchy as shown in the HTML 
documentation in your toolset.  The packages and libraries that support Xilinx parts must be used since there 
are Xilinx-specific logic elements used in the design.  These libraries are provided by Xilinx for your simulation 
tool.

Constraints

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic : timing, pin placement and 
IO standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting 
process.

The constraint file for the PMC DR is provided for the standard VP40 device.  If you are using a higher speed 
grade, or different device then the file must be modified for the device you are using.

PMC DR  FPGA Device Used Constraint File

Xilinx XC2VP40-5FF1152C pmc_dr.ucf

Table 85: PMC DR Constraint File

Adding constraints to the logic is done by editing new constraints into the UCF file, which is simple text, or by 
using Xilinx PACE, Floorplanner, or Constraints Generator  tools to help create constraints. The Constraint 
Manager is useful for most timing related constraints, while Floorplanner or Pace are useful for logic physical 
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constraints.

Warning! We have noticed some strange occurrences in Pace and Floorplanner that seem to delete 
constraints for GCLK inputs where the location (LOC) constraint is mysteriously removed. It’s a good idea to 
keep a copy of the original file. Some designers like to put the Pace or Floorplanner constraints in an entirely 
new file, then append them by hand. Whatever your method, just be aware that this is a known bad behavior of 
the current tools. When your clock location constraints get deleted, nothing works unless the tools happen to 
put them back where they belong. A dice roll at best.

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic: timing, pin placement and IO 
standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting process.

Timing Constraints

The timing constraints defined cover the clocks used in the design and the external device signal timing. Clock 
period period constraints are used to cover most of the logic since they define the clock rate for all flip-flops 
connected to that clock. These period constraints then cover most of the logic paths used in a synchronous 
design.

Here are the clock period constraints used by the FrameWork Logic: 

NET "a_clk_in" TNM_NET = "a_clk_in";
TIMESPEC "TS_a_clk_in" = PERIOD "a_clk_in" 8 ns HIGH 50 %;
NET "b_clk_in" TNM_NET = "b_clk_in";
TIMESPEC "TS_b_clk_in" = PERIOD "b_clk_in" 8 ns HIGH 50 %;
NET "sys_clk_in" TNM_NET = "sys_clk_in";
TIMESPEC "TS_sys_clk_in" = PERIOD "sys_clk_in" 10  ns HIGH 50 %;

The two A/D  timing constraints are set at 125 MHz to cover the highest operating speed. The system clock is 
set for 100 MHz.  The timing analysis tools automatically recognize that the system clock is internally multiplied 
by 1.5 and analyzes the timing for all sys_clk related logic at 150 MHz.  This is reported as clk_fx in the timing 
report.. 

Another set of timing constraints is used to disable cross-domain clock analysis.  In many cases, signals cross 
clock domains and the timing analyzer will not be able to analyze the path correctly.  In each case in the design, 
cross-domain signals are double-registered  or interface to a dual-clock memory element (FIFO or RAM).  These 
can be safely ignored during the analysis using the following constraints.

# disable cross-clock domain analysis
PIN "bufg_sysclk.o" TNM  = CLK100;
PIN "clk_bufg.o"  TNM  = CLK133;
PIN "inst_ddr/inst_ctlr/clocks_inst/DCM_WCLK.CLK0" TNM = "WCLK1";
PIN "inst_ddr/inst_ctlr/clocks_inst/DCM_WCLK.CLK180" TNM = "WCLK1_180";
PIN "inst_ddr/inst_ctlr/clocks_inst/DCM_RCLK.CLK0" TNM = "RCLK1";
PIN "inst_ddr/inst_ctlr/clocks_inst/DCM_RCLK.CLK180" TNM = "RCLK1_180";
TIMESPEC TS_IGNORE3 = FROM RCLK1 TO RCLK1_180 TIG;
TIMESPEC TS_IGNORE7 = FROM RCLK1 TO CLK133 TIG;
TIMESPEC TS_IGNORE8 = FROM CLK133 TO RCLK1 TIG;
TIMESPEC TS_IGNORE9 = FROM WCLK1 TO CLK133 TIG;
TIMESPEC TS_IGNORE10 = FROM CLK133 TO WCLK1 TIG;
TIMESPEC TS_IGNORE11 = FROM RCLK1_180 TO CLK133 TIG;
TIMESPEC TS_IGNORE12 = FROM CLK133 TO RCLK1_180 TIG;
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IOB Constraints

Warning! DO NOT CHANGE these assignments as damage may occur to the PMC DR! They must be 
used on all compiles.

The only signal IOSTANDARD that may be changed on PMC DR  are the J4 interface, test points and sync 
signals.  In the example logic they signals are 2.5V LVCMOS with a constraint like this

NET "j4_dat<0>"  LOC = "R1" | IOSTANDARD = LVCMOS25 ; 

In the Xilinx documentation, the compatible IO standards are listed. These include LVDS and others.  You must 
use one of the standards compatible with pin in the UCF since the FPGA has this bank of pins configured for 
this voltage and may not be changed.

Logic Location Constraints

A special note about the DCM location constraint :

     INST "inst_link/dcm0" LOC = "DCM_X1Y0";

This constraint is needed to place the DCM for the RIO control logic close to the RIO ports.  Do not remove or 
remap this DCM constraint  because the quality of the clocks to the RIO is critical to reliable performance.

Logic Utilization

The results of the mapping process, as taken from the pmc_dr.mrp report, are as shown. Notice the memory 
consumed during the compile is 583 MB for this design! 

The number of occupied slices is 47%, though the tools do not pack unrelated logic in slice if it is not necessary 
or allowed. This does not mean however that the design 42% full, since it is OK in many cases to pack the 
logic tighter, especially for logic that is not high performance.  The tools tend to spread the logic sparsely when 
space is available, so the actual number of flip-flops and LUTs is more important which are 30% and 21% 
respectively.

Release 8.1.03i Map I.27
Xilinx Mapping Report File for Design 'pmc_dr'

Design Information
------------------
Command Line   : map -pr b -p xc2vp40-5ff1152 -detail -cm speed -ol med -t 1
-register_duplication -k 4 -c 100 -tx off pmc_dr.ngd -o pmc_dr.ncd pmc_dr.pcf 
Target Device  : xc2vp40
Target Package : ff1152
Target Speed   : -5
Mapper Version : virtex2p -- $Revision: 1.34 $
Mapped Date    : Sun Jul 23 13:13:54 2006

Design Summary
--------------
Number of errors:      0
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Number of warnings: 2312
Logic Utilization:
  Number of Slice Flip Flops:      11,671 out of  38,784   30%
  Number of 4 input LUTs:           8,169 out of  38,784   21%
Logic Distribution:
  Number of occupied Slices:        9,247 out of  19,392   47%
  Number of Slices containing only related logic:   9,247 out of   9,247  100%
  Number of Slices containing unrelated logic:          0 out of   9,247    0%
        *See NOTES below for an explanation of the effects of unrelated logic
Total Number 4 input LUTs:          9,434 out of  38,784   24%
  Number used as logic:             8,169
  Number used as a route-thru:        810
  Number used for Dual Port RAMs:     128
    (Two LUTs used per Dual Port RAM)
  Number used as Shift registers:     327

  Number of bonded IOBs:              633 out of     692   91%
    IOB Flip Flops:                   534
    IOB Dual-Data Rate Flops:          44
  Number of PPC405s:                   0 out of       2    0%
  Number of GTIPADs:                   4 out of      24   16%
  Number of GTOPADs:                   4 out of      24   16%
  Number of Block RAMs:                86 out of     192   44%
  Number of MULT18X18s:                 8 out of     192    4%
  Number of GCLKs:                     12 out of      16   75%
  Number of DCMs:                       6 out of       8   75%
  Number of BSCANs:                     1 out of       1  100%
  Number of GTs:                        2 out of      12   16%
  Number of GT10s:                      0 out of       0    0%

   Number of RPM macros:           30
Total equivalent gate count for design:  5,907,953
Additional JTAG gate count for IOBs:  30,384
Peak Memory Usage:  583 MB

Place and Route

The Place and Route Step results are taken from the pmc_dr.par (pmc_dr_routed.par for script users) report. 
Timing analysis is shown for the design. It is important to review this report to find timing errors. The PAR 
report shows how the design performed against each defined timing constraint. For further analysis, the timing 
analyzer tool can be used to pinpoint the source of each problem.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Constraint                                | Requested  | Actual     | Logic  | Absolute   |Number of  
                                            |            |            | Levels | Slack      |errors     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_clk_fx = PERIOD TIMEGRP "clk_fx" TS_sy | 6.666ns    | 6.666ns    | 1      | 0.000ns    | 0         
  s_clk_in / 1.5 HIGH 50%                   |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "AO2" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 2.866ns    | 0      | 0.134ns    | 0         
  P "ack2"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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  TIMEGRP "BO2" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 2.861ns    | 0      | 0.139ns    | 0         
  P "bck2"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "AO0" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 2.846ns    | 0      | 0.154ns    | 0         
  P "ack0"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "DO1" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 2.690ns    | 0      | 0.310ns    | 0         
  P "dck1"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "DO2" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 2.627ns    | 0      | 0.373ns    | 0         
  P "dck2"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "DO3" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 2.603ns    | 0      | 0.397ns    | 0         
  P "dck3"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "BO3" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 2.512ns    | 0      | 0.488ns    | 0         
  P "bck3"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "AO3" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 2.505ns    | 0      | 0.495ns    | 0         
  P "ack3"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_ddr_inst_ctlr_clocks_inst_WCLK_o  | 6.666ns    | 5.772ns    | 0      | 0.894ns    | 0         
  = PERIOD TIMEGRP         "inst_ddr_inst_c |            |            |        |            |           
  tlr_clocks_inst_WCLK_o" TS_clk_fx PHASE 2 |            |            |        |            |           
  .083 ns HIGH         50%                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "AO1" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 1.870ns    | 0      | 1.130ns    | 0         
  P "ack1"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "BO1" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 1.850ns    | 0      | 1.150ns    | 0         
  P "bck1"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "CO1" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 1.840ns    | 0      | 1.160ns    | 0         
  P "cck1"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "CO2" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 1.822ns    | 0      | 1.178ns    | 0         
  P "cck2"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "DO0" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 1.795ns    | 0      | 1.205ns    | 0         
  P "dck0"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "CO3" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 1.783ns    | 0      | 1.217ns    | 0         
  P "cck3"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "CO0" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 1.774ns    | 0      | 1.226ns    | 0         
  P "cck0"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "AD_CHAN2" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 1.753ns    | 0      | 1.247ns    | 0         
  E COMP "b_clk_in"                         |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "AD_CHAN1" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 1.741ns    | 0      | 1.259ns    | 0         
  E COMP "a_clk_in"                         |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "AD_CHAN3" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 1.699ns    | 0      | 1.301ns    | 0         
  E COMP "b_clk_in"                         |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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  TIMEGRP "AD_CHAN0" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFOR | 3.000ns    | 1.696ns    | 0      | 1.304ns    | 0         
  E COMP "a_clk_in"                         |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "BO0" OFFSET = IN 3 ns BEFORE COM | 3.000ns    | 1.500ns    | 0      | 1.500ns    | 0         
  P "bck0"                                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_a_clk_fb = PERIOD TIMEGRP "a_clk_fb" T | 8.000ns    | 6.366ns    | 0      | 1.634ns    | 0         
  S_a_clk_in HIGH 50%                       |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_ddr_inst_ctlr_clocks_inst_RCLK_o  | 6.666ns    | 4.809ns    | 0      | 1.857ns    | 0         
  = PERIOD TIMEGRP         "inst_ddr_inst_c |            |            |        |            |           
  tlr_clocks_inst_RCLK_o" TS_clk_fx PHASE 0 |            |            |        |            |           
  .651 ns HIGH         50%                  |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_link_clkdv = PERIOD TIMEGRP "inst | 20.000ns   | 17.446ns   | 0      | 2.554ns    | 0         
  _link_clkdv" TS_sys_clk_in * 2 HIGH       |            |            |        |            |           
     50%                                    |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "DDC_IN_B" OFFSET = OUT 5.5 ns AF | 5.500ns    | 2.509ns    | 0      | 2.991ns    | 0         
  TER COMP "a_clk_in"                       |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "DDC_IN_A" OFFSET = OUT 5.5 ns AF | 5.500ns    | 2.488ns    | 0      | 3.012ns    | 0         
  TER COMP "a_clk_in"                       |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "DDC_IN_D" OFFSET = OUT 5.5 ns AF | 5.500ns    | 2.426ns    | 0      | 3.074ns    | 0         
  TER COMP "b_clk_in"                       |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "DDC_IN_C" OFFSET = OUT 5.5 ns AF | 5.500ns    | 2.424ns    | 0      | 3.076ns    | 0         
  TER COMP "b_clk_in"                       |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_b_clk_fb = PERIOD TIMEGRP "b_clk_fb" T | 8.000ns    | 4.691ns    | 1      | 3.309ns    | 0         
  S_b_clk_in HIGH 50%                       |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_U_TO_J = MAXDELAY FROM TIMEGRP "U_CLK" | 15.000ns   | 3.418ns    | 0      | 11.582ns   | 0         
   TO TIMEGRP "J_CLK" 15 ns                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_U_TO_U = MAXDELAY FROM TIMEGRP "U_CLK" | 15.000ns   | 1.675ns    | 0      | 13.325ns   | 0         
   TO TIMEGRP "U_CLK" 15 ns                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_J_TO_J = MAXDELAY FROM TIMEGRP "J_CLK" | 30.000ns   | 9.534ns    | 5      | 20.466ns   | 0         
   TO TIMEGRP "J_CLK" 30 ns                 |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_U_TO_D_path" TIG                 | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_J_TO_D_path" TIG                 | N/A        | 7.142ns    | 3      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_D_TO_J_path" TIG                 | N/A        | 4.968ns    | 5      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_a_clk_in = PERIOD TIMEGRP "a_clk_in" 8 | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A       
   ns HIGH 50%                              |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_b_clk_in = PERIOD TIMEGRP "b_clk_in" 8 | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A       
   ns HIGH 50%                              |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_sys_clk_in = PERIOD TIMEGRP "sys_clk_i | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A       
  n" 10 ns HIGH 50%                         |            |            |        |            |           
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE3_path" TIG                | N/A        | 3.962ns    | 1      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE7_path" TIG                | N/A        | 3.566ns    | 0      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE8_path" TIG                | N/A        | 2.488ns    | 0      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE9_path" TIG                | N/A        | 2.644ns    | 1      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE10_path" TIG               | N/A        | 2.783ns    | 0      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE11_path" TIG               | N/A        | 3.820ns    | 0      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_IGNORE12_path" TIG               | N/A        | 3.754ns    | 0      | N/A        | N/A       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_link_clk180 = PERIOD TIMEGRP "ins | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A       
  t_link_clk180" TS_sys_clk_in PHASE 5      |            |            |        |            |           
      ns HIGH 50%                           |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_ddr_inst_ctlr_clocks_inst_rclk180 | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A       
   = PERIOD TIMEGRP         "inst_ddr_inst_ |            |            |        |            |           
  ctlr_clocks_inst_rclk180" TS_clk_fx PHASE |            |            |        |            |           
   3.984 ns HIGH         50%                |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All constraints were met.
INFO:Timing:2761 - N/A entries in the Constraints list may indicate that the
   constraint does not cover any paths or that it has no requested value.
Generating Pad Report.

The PAR report shows the timing analysis for the design. All constraints, explicit and inferred, were met.

This is not the complete PAR report, but it shows the sort of result that is reported.  Each timing constraint is 
analyzed to see if it was met.  If not, the report tags the result so that further investigation can be done.  Note 
that we have ample margin on the A/D clocks for future speed enhancements!

6.3.7 MATLAB Simulink Board Support Package
A MATLAB board support package for PMC DR is available. This BSP allows logic to be developed 
in  MATLAB  Simulink  using  Xilinx  System  Generator  for  the  PMC  DR.   See  the  MATLAB  Board 
Support Guide.

6.3.8 Simulation
The test files are used in the simulation and testing of the FrameWork code. The testbench file is 
pmc_dr_tb.vhd and it uses several components for testing that are defined by the other model files for the 
external memory chips.

The testbench contains a set of simulation steps that exercise various functions on the FrameWork logic for 
basic interface testing. Behavioral procedures have been written to simulate the command channel interface 
that are useful in simulating accesses by the PCI host to the PMC DR. An end-to-end simulation of the data 
flow from the A/D out to the PCI controller RIO link is provided.
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Setting Up the Simulation

The files unzipped from the FrameWork Logic archive contain all the source and macro files needed. You will 
normally need to make a ModelSim project reflecting your exact directory structure, although an mpf file is 
provided. You will also need to compile the Xilinx unisim, simprim and Xilinx core libs and point to them in 
ModelSim. These libraries may be compiled from within  Xilinx ISE by selecting the device on the Sources 
Window then selecting the Compile HDL Simulation Libraries on the Processes window. Set the project default 
to VHDL ‘93 if you intend to compile in ModelSim using the project manager.

Important! To simulate the design, your ModelSim license must have SWIFT model capability since Rocket IO 
is used in the PMC DR design.  If you do not have this license, the files will not load.  If you want to simulate 
without Rocket IO, then remove the Rocket IO components from the design.

Simulation Models for PMC  DR

The two memory components for PMC DR have simulation models provided by the device vendor. These 
include accurate timing models so that real timings can be simulated.  If a timing violation occurs during their 
use, it is real and should be considered.

Model Filename Functional Behavior
SRAM CY7C1372.vhd SRAM model provided by Cypress Semiconductor.
DDR DRAM MT48V16M16.vhd DRAM model provided by Micron Semiconductor.

Table 86: PMC DR Simulation Models

Loading the Testbench

The simulator used from within ISE is Mentor Graphics ModelSim and support files for using the testbench from 
within environment are included. Selecting the testbench file in the Sources window then allows you to select 
the simulation in the Process Window. This should start ModelSim if your tools are set up correctly.

The wave window macro file is wave.do in the simulation subdirectory for waveform visualization.

Be sure to specify ps resolution for the timing since the DCMs will not simulate it properly.

Running the Simulations

When you enter ModelSim from the ISE tool, a macro file is auto generated by the tools to compile up the 
design. You will also have to compile the memory files the first time in ModelSim to get them to run, since the 
auto generated macro does not do this.

Modifying the Simulations

The testbench file provides sample code to begin your simulations. Command channel accesses for initializing 
the PMC DR  logic for data acquisition are shown in the testbed.  Data flows from the A/D inputs, through 
the logic to the PCI interface controller RIO link.  The complete data flow can be observed in the simulation 
including operation of the multi-queue VFIFO buffer memory.

In many cases, the testbed data flow can be modified by adding command channel reads and writes to configure 
the logic, then observe the data for the modified design.  The command channel reads/writes are performed in 
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the simulations using the procedure  as in this example: 

-- write Reg # 1 --------------- internal triggering, test mode, run
   COMMAND_RW ('0', X"00000001", X"00000022"); -- regular adc mode

In this example, the command channel performed a write to address X”1” of X”22”.  

Some Things to Watch Out For in Simulation

Be sure to use a time resolution of ps for all simulations. The DCM simulation component 
will not work reliably unless ps resolution is used.

Many of the files use VHDL ‘93 and will issue errors if not compiled as ‘93 code. As a rule, always use ‘93 
standard when compiling the FrameWork Logic.

The DDR minimum clock rate is ~75 MHz. The SDRAM can misbehave in real life if they are run too slow, even 
though simulation will work. If the simulation model gives error or warning messages for DRAM internal 
timings, treat these seriously.  The model that Micron provides includes timing checks that are real and 
if it flags a problem, you are headed for trouble.

To simulate the RIO ports, you must have the SWIFT models license for ModelSim.  You can comment out the 
RIO ports if you do not need them.

6.3.9 Making the logic images for downloading

The PMC DR logic image may be downloaded either over the PCI bus or by using the Xilinx JTAG port.  The 
image must be downloaded each time the board is powered up; there is no on-board ROM for the application 
logic.

Loading over PCI

To download the logic using the PCI bus, the VelociaDownload.exe application is used, or one of the software 
methods discussed in the software manuals.  The image must be an EXO type (Motorola EXORMacs type).

This EXO file is created using the Xilinx IMPACT tool from the BIT file that the tools generated after place and 
route was completed. See section entitled  “Making the Device Image”.

Loading over JTAG

The application logic may also be downloaded over the JTAG port to the device at any time. Connect the Xilinx 
cable to JP3 (see hardware manual for location and pin out).

Xilinx IMPACT software is used to load the image.  When you open the IMPACT tool, you can select the 
download to device in the wizard and this will lead you through the process.  The JTAG chain will identify only 
the application logic device and you will assign the BIT file created by the ISE tool to load the image.
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There are three devices in the Xilinx scan path of the PCM DR: the Xilinx configuration FLASH for the PCI 
FPGA (XCF04) and  two FPGAs (the VP4 and VP40).  The configuration FLASH and VP4 should be put into 
bypass mode during downloading.

The image may also be loaded inside of ChipScope by right-clicking the target device and specifying the bit file. 
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6.4  PMC TX FrameWork Logic

6.4.1 Overview
The PMC TX, a member of the Velocia PMC family, has four channels of 1 GHz update rate, 16-bit DAC and a 
Xilinx Virtex 2 Pro FPGA for signal processing.  As is common with the other Velocia PMCs, the application 
FPGA has SRAM and DRAM memory buffers, precision clock sources, a packet-protocol PCI interface and XMC 
links. 

The FrameWork logic for the PMC TX provides the hardware interface components and system controls for 
arbitrary waveform generation, signal generation and playback using the D/A channels.  The logic is structured 
so that signal processing can be added to the application logic in the application logic with minimum low-level 
device interfacing.  The FrameWork logic supports VHDL and MATLAB development (Summer 2006) for the 
PMC TX.

The PMC TX has two FPGAs: a Xilinx Virtex2 Pro VP40 for application logic  and a VP4 dedicated to PCI 
interface and module control.  The VP40 device provides a powerful platform for signal processing, data analysis 
and module control. The VP4 is not normally modified and is not discussed in this manual. 

6.4.2 Target Devices
The standard PMC  TX   has a Xilinx VP40, but may be specially fitted with other devices in custom 
configurations.

Quadia Variant Logic Density Device Used

PMC TX (80120-0) 4M, 2 PowerPC Xilinx XC2VP40-5FF1152C

PMC TX - special order 5M, 2 PowerPC Xilinx XC2VP50-5FF1152C

Table 87: PMC TX FPGA Device Part Numbers

Notes: Higher speed grades may be special ordered. The logic density of 4M or 5M is an approximation of the 
gate counts.  See the Xilinx data sheet for complete details.

Full data sheets and User Guides are available on the Xilinx web site at these addresses. Data sheet: 

h  t  t  p  :  /  /  d  i  r  e      ct  .  xi  l  i  n      x.c  o      m  /  b  v  d  o      cs/  pub  lic  a      t  i  on  s/  d      s  083  .  p  d      f  

User Guide: h  t  t  p  :/  /  d  i      re  ct.  x  ili  n  x.c  o      m  /  b      v  do  cs/  u      s  e  r      gu  i  d  e      s  /  u      g012  .  p  d      f  

6.4.3 Development Tools
The currently supported tool set is shown here.
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Function Tool Vendor Tool Name
Synthesis, Place and Route Xilinx ISE 9.1
Simulation Mentor Graphics ModelSim 6.2
Bit and PROM Image Creation Xilinx Impact 9.1
Logic Debug and Testing Xilinx ChipScope 9.1
Logic JTAG Cable Xilinx Parallel Cable IV or others

Table 88: Logic Development Tools for PMC TX

6.4.4 FrameWork Logic

The block diagram of the PMC TX hardware shows how the application FPGA is the main processing and 
control  element  of  the PMC.  In  the  application FPGA,  the  FrameWork logic  for  the PMC TX provides  the 
hardware  interfaces in  the logic,  data  flow and controls.   Each of  the hardware  devices,  such as the D/A 
converters and memories, has an  component in the logic that  controls the device and provides the logic with a 
simplified data interface. 

In  the  FrameWork  logic,  the  main  data  flow  is  from  the  PCI  interface,  through  the  deframer  and  into 
VFIFO/Pattern Generator,  through the destacking, error correction and finally out to the external FIFO followed 
by the DAC itself.  This logic flow provides basic signal  generation functionality using many of the PMC TX 
features.  The command channel is used for control and status reporting features such as the control of PLL, 
resets and data flow configuration. 
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Some of the other features, such as SRAM and J4 link, are connected in the logic solely for test and example 
use.  While these are simple connections in the logic, they can be modified to provide higher performance, 
specialized functions in custom applications. 

In the block diagram, several major components are shown: the DAC controls  and  error  correction, the 
deframer, memory interfaces for DRAM and SRAM, the RIO to PCI link, command bus and the clocks.  The 
command bus interface controls and monitors the triggering, PLL and SRAM, as well  as providing reset and 
status functions for the module to the PCI host. Simulation is driven by the testbench and uses two simulation 
models for the memories that accurately simulate the behavior of the devices.

The most important thing to notice about the logic design is that it is organized as a hardware interface layer 
composed of hardware interface components and an application core.  In this FrameWork Logic, the application 
logic receives, depacketizes (deframes) the data,  and  moves the data from one interface to another. This 
data flow is readily modified to  add functions to the logic that analyze and process the data streams flowing 
between the hardware interfaces. In a typical application, signal processing can then be added by inserting new 
application logic into the data stream. This new application logic can be done with either VHDL or by using the 
MATLAB Simulink with Xilinx System Generator tool.
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Illustration 89: PMC TX Logic Data Flow

PMC TX FrameWork Logic Ports

The ports for the top level show the external connections of the logic and their functions.  Signal directions are 
relative to the PMC TX application logic.

Port Name Direction Function

hw_rev[3:0] in Hardware revision code set on the PCB.

rstn in Master reset into the FPGA controlled by the PCI interface FPGA. Active low.

Clocks and Trigger

sys_clk_in in System clock input, 100 MHz. 

sync_clk In Clock input: external A or B as selected by the clock multiplexer.

Clocks and Trigger

sel_q[1:0] Out Clock mux control. Selects A or B for input to the DAC clock mux.  The clock sent to 
the DAC is the combination of these settings to pick A or B, followed by clk_sel to 
pick this selection or the PLL for the DAC sample clock.  When 0, A clock is provided 
to the DAC clock mux.

sel_div Out Clock selection for input to the divisor. When 0, A clock is routed to the PLL reference 
divider; when 1, B clock is routed to the divider.

sel_sync Out FPGA input clock selection. Selects either A or B clock for the sync_clk input. 

clk_sel[1:0] Out DAC clock select, each bit picks the clock used for the DAC pair.  When 0, the clock 
is either A or B, depending on sel_q. When 1, the PLL clock is used.

PLL and Timing Control
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Port Name Direction Function

div_s[2:0] Out PLL external reference clock divisor select. 

div_rst_n Out Clock divisor reset, active low.

vco_sel Out Selects the PLL output.

xtal_sel Out Selects the PLL reference clock.

pll_reset Out PLL reset, active low.

pll_sclk Out PLL serial clock.

pll_sda Out PLL serial data.

pll_sload Out PLL serial load.

External FIFO Interfaces

dac0_fifo_dat[31:0] Out DAC 0 data word to the external FIFO.

dac1_fifo_dat[31:0] Out DAC 1 data word to the external FIFO.

dac0_fifo_wtn Out Write enable to DAC 0 external FIFO, synchronous to sys_clk

dac1_fifo_wtn Out Write enable to DAC 1external  FIFO, synchronous to sys_clk

dac0_fifo_paen In DAC 0 external FIFO almost empty, active low.

dac1_fifo_paen In DAC 1 external FIFO almost empty, active low.

dac01_fifo_rstn Out DAC pair 0/1 external FIFO master reset, active low.

dac0_empty_n In DAC 0 external FIFO empty, active low (synchronous to the DAC sample clock)

dac_fifo_rd In DAC external FIFO read enable (synchronous to the DAC sample clock)

dac2_fifo_dat[31:0] Out DAC 2 data word to the external FIFO.

dac3_fifo_dat[31:0] Out DAC 3 data word to the external FIFO.

dac2_fifo_wtn Out Write enable to DAC 2 FIFO, synchronous to sys_clk

dac3_fifo_wtn Out Write enable to DAC 3 FIFO, synchronous to sys_clk

dac2_fifo_paen In DAC 2 FIFO almost empty, active low.

dac3_fifo_paen In DAC 3 FIFO almost empty, active low.

dac23_fifo_rstn Out DAC pair 2/3 FIFO master reset, active low.

dac2_empty_n In DAC 2 external FIFO empty, active low (synchronous to the DAC sample clock)

DDR DRAM Interfaces
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Port Name Direction Function

ddr0_clk[1:0] Out DDR bank 0  memory clocks

ddr0_clkb[1:0] Out DDR bank 0  memory clocks, 180 phase.

ddr0_rasb Out DDR bank 0  memory RAS, active low.

ddr0_casb Out DDR bank 0  memory CAS, active low. 

ddr0_web Out DDR bank 0  memory write enable, active low.

ddr0_cke Out DDR  bank 0  memory clock enable. 

ddr0_ba[1:0] Out DDR  bank 1  memory bank addresses

ddr0_ad[13:0] Out DDR  bank 1 memory addresses.

ddr0_dqs[3:0] Inout DDR bank 1  memory data strobes.

ddr0_dq[31:0] Inout DDR  bank1  memory data bus.

ddr1_clk[1:0] Out DDR bank 1  memory clocks

ddr1_clkb[1:0] Out DDR bank 1  memory clocks, 180 phase.

ddr1_rasb Out DDR bank 1  memory RAS, active low.

ddr1_casb Out DDR bank 1  memory CAS, active low. 

ddr1_web Out DDR bank 1  memory write enable, active low.

ddr1_cke Out DDR  bank 1  memory clock enable. 

ddr1_ba[1:0] Out DDR  bank 1  memory bank addresses

ddr1_ad[13:0] Out DDR  bank 1 memory addresses.

ddr1_dqs[3:0] Inout DDR bank 1  memory data strobes.

ddr1_dq[31:0] Inout DDR  bank 1  memory data bus.

ZBT SRAM 

zbt_cen Out SRAM chip enable, active low.

zbt_oen Out SRAM output enable, active low.

zbt_r_wn Out SRAM read/write. 

zbt_adv_ldn Out SRAM address advance.

zbt_lbon Out SRAM address mode, low is linear addressing.
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Port Name Direction Function

zbt_bwn[2:1] Out SRAM byte writes, active low. 

zbt_adr[19:0] Out SRAM address bus. 

zbt_io[15:0] Inout SRAM data bus

Link Interface

link_txp/link_txn Out RIO transmit link pair to PCI interface FPGA

link_rxp/link_rxn Out RIO receive link pair to PCI interface FPGA.

Spare[3:0] In Spare connections to PCI interface FPGA

Command Channel

cmd_dx In Command channel input serial data.

cmd_clkx In Command channel input clock.

cmd_fsx In Command channel input frame sync.

cmd_dr Out Command channel output serial data.

cmd_fsr Out Command channel output clock.

cmd_clkr Out Command channel output frame sync.

J4 Interface

j4_clk Out J4 data clock output. 

j4_dat[31:0] Out J4 data bus.

j4_env Out J4 data frame.

j4_rdyn In Ready to J4 from host, active low.

External Trigger

sync_trign In External trigger input, active low.

sw_trign Out Software trigger, active low.

trig_rstn Out Trigger reset.

XMC Interface

xmc_mscl In XMC serial clock. 
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Port Name Direction Function

xmc_msda Inout XMC serial data.

xmc_ga[2:0] In XMC geographic address.

xmc_mrsti_n In XMC reset input, active low. 

xmc_mbist_n In XMC built-in self-test, active low.

DAC Control Port Interface

dac0_rst Out DAC pair 0/1  Reset

dac1_rst Out DAC pair 2/3 Reset

dac_sclk Out DAC serial port clock

dac0_csn Out DAC pair 0/1 chip select, active low

dac1_csn Out DAC pair 0/1 chip select, active low

dac_sdo In DAC serial port data input

dac_sdi Out DAC serial port data output

Dummy pins

dummy0 Out Dummy pin for spare

 Dummy1 Out Dummy pin for spare

FIFO Controls

fifo0_fsel[1:0] Out FIFO pair 0/1  flag controls. 

fifo1_fsel[1:0] Out FIFO pair 2/2 flag controls

fifo_sen[1:0] Out FIFO serial enables

fifo_sclk[1:0] Out FIFO serial clocks

fifo_si[1:0] Out FIFO serial data pins

DAC Controls and Status

dac0_txenab Out DAC pair 0/1 transmit enable

dac0_irq In DAC pair 0/1 interrupt request

dac0_lock In DAC pair 0/1 PLL lock indicator.
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Port Name Direction Function

dac1_txenab Out DAC pair 2/3 transmit enable

dac1_irq In DAC pair 2/3 interrupt request

dac1_lock In DAC pair 2/3 PLL lock indicator.

Table 89: PMC TX Logic Ports

Application Logic Help Files

An hyper linked help file system is available for PMC TX logic developers in the ./docu directory. This help 
system shows hierarchy, logic entities, important processes and variables for the application design as hyper 
linked HTML documentation.

To use the HTML documentation, open the index.htm file under the ./docu directory using a browser tool such as 
Firefox or MS Internet Explorer.

Memory Map

The PMC TX has control and status registers mapped to the command channel that are accessible by the PCI 
bus.  The command channel is mapped to PMC TX PCI base address register 1  (BAR1) of the PCI bus.  The 
address of these registers in PCI space is determined during the plug-n-play process for the host PCI bus. 
Each address show is relative to the BAR1 enumerated address.
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Address 
offset 
from 
BAR1

Direction Function

0x00 R User FPGA code version
0x01 R/W Control Reg 0
0x02 R/W unused
0x03 R/W DAC Gain Channel 0
0x04 R/W DAC Gain Channel 1
0x05 R/W DAC Gain Channel 2
0x06 R/W DAC Gain Channel 3
0x07 R/W DAC Offset Channel 0
0x08 R/W DAC Offset Channel 1
0x09 R/W DAC Offset Channel 2
0x0A R/W DAC Offset Channel 3
0x0B R/W unused
0x0C R/W unused
0x0D R/W unused
0x0E R/W ZBT SRAM address
0x0F R/W ZBT SRAM data
0x10 R/W Clocks & Frequency Synthesizer

0x11 R/W unused
0x12 R/W Clock selects
0x13 -
0x1B

R/W unused

0x1C R/W VFIFO 0 threshold interrupt level
0x1D R/W VFIFO 1 threshold interrupt level
0x1E R/W Alert Control Register
0x1F R/W Alert enables
0x20 -
0x3F

R/W DAC pair 0/1 control/status registers

0x40 - 
0x5F

R/W DAC pair 2/3 control/status registers

0xC0 – 
0xC7

R Status Locations

0xC8 – 
0xFF

-- unused

Table 90: PMC TX FrameWork Logic Memory Map

Registers in the PMC TX FrameWork Logic
USER FPGA Logic Version – 0x00 (read)
This register returns the version number for the USER FPGA. This register allows verification that the proper 
logic is actually loaded into the FPGA. The values are hard coded in the logic to designate: which PMC board 
type, which hardware revision, and which hardware variant is appropriate for this logic. Example: if the logic 
shows hardware revision 3, it  requires a board of hardware revision 3 or later to operate correctly.  Multiple 
revisions and variants may work correctly for a particular logic image.
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Bit Function
15:0 Logic revision code
19:16 Hw family code
23:20 Hw revision code: - set on PCB
27:24 Hw type code
31:28 Unused (default = ‘0’)

Table 91: ii_rev_code Register

Control Register 0 – 0x01 (R/W)
This register provides several controls for reseting the FPGA, allowing the logic to run, selecting the trigger, 
selection of the DAC test modes and the DAC resets.

Bits Function
0 Software reset of User FPGA. ‘1’ = reset

1 Run. Allows data capture. ‘1’ = run

2 Trigger select. ‘1’ = external start/stop, else use run.

3 Software trigger

4 Rocket I/O Loopback enabled

6..5 DAC test modes :

00 = normal operating mode (default)

01 = ramp

10 = sine 

7 Pattern generator mode 0

8 Pattern generator mode 1

9 FIFO 01 Reset

10 FIFO 23 Reset

11 DAC 0 Reset

12 DAC 1 Reset

13 DAC 0 Tx Enable
14 DAC 1 Tx Enable
23..15 Not used

31..24 Test  Generator Frequency Control 

Table 92: PMC  TX Control Register

Gain and Offset Registers
These registers store the calibration coefficients that are used by the FPGA to correct gain and offset in real 
time. There is a gain coefficient and offset coefficient for each DAC channel. When the board is calibrated, these 
values are stored in the non-volatile calibration ROM (serial Flash) which is accessible by the PCI FPGA. Each 
time the board is powered up, the PCI host software must read the values from the calibration ROM and write 
them into these registers in the USER FPGA.  These are two's complement numbers, with a gain of 1 equal to 
0x4000. 
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DAC Calibration Gain  – 0x03, 0x04, 0x05, 0x06 (R/W)

Bits Function
15..0 DAC channel x calibration gain, default = 0x4000 = 1 (2's complement), 

range 0-2

31..16 Not used

Table 93: PMC TX Gain Registers

DAC Calibration Offset – 0x07, 0x08, 0x09, 0x0A (R/W)

Bits Function
14..0 DAC channel  x offset, default = 0x0000  (2's complement)

31..15 Not used

Table 94: PMC TX Offset Registers

The ZBT SRAM has a simple interface in the FrameWork Logic used for test.  The SRAM interface underlying 
this simple interface is suitable for high speed applications, but the FrameWork Logic has an address and data 
register that allow the software to perform test reads and writes to the RAM over the command channel solely for 
hardware testing.  These two registers implement this interface.

ZBT SRAM Address – 0x0E (write)
This register holds the address for reading or writing to the SRAM.  It must be set to the address prior to each 
read or write.

Bits Function
19..0 Zbt address

31..20 unused

Table 95: PMC TX ZBT SRAM Address Register

ZBT SRAM Data – 0x0F (write)
This register holds the data for reading or writing to the SRAM.  A read from this register gives the data at the 
address register pointer value in the SRAM, a write to this register writes this data to the address register pointer 
value.
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Bits Function
15..0 Data

31..16 unused

Table 96: PMC TX ZBT SRAM Data Register

Clocks & Frequency Synthesizer – 0x10 (write)

This register controls operation of the ICS8442 PLL IC that can synthesize a frequency from one of the two 
external clock inputs, or from an on-board crystal reference. The selected external clock input passes through a 
divider IC controlled by the “Clocks, Input Divider” register before it reaches the synthesizer.  

The logic implements a serial data link to the PLL that transmits this data when written to.  Multiple writes to this 
register should be paced to allow the serial transmission to complete, about 5 uS is a safe number.

Bits Function
8..0 PLL feedback divider ratio “M”

11..9 Not used

13..12 Selects PLL output divider ratio “N”
0 => N=1; 1 => N=2; 2 => N=4; 3 => N=8

15..14 Not used

17..16 PLL Test Output Sel: Selects which synthesizer signal is applied to the Test 
Output.
0 = logic 0; 1 = Shift register output;
2 = Output of feedback divider; 3 = Output frequency

19..18 Not used

20 VCO Sel: 1 = VCO (normal); 0 = bypass VCO
‘0’ applies the VCO reference freq to the output divider.
This controls the ‘vco_sel’ pin.

23..21 Not used

24 Reference (XTAL) Sel: Selects the reference frequency for the VCO
1 = XTAL; 0 = external reference
This bit controls the ‘xtal_sel’ pin.

27..25 Not used

28 PLL Reset: ‘1’ holds the synthesizer in reset
This bit controls the ‘pll_reset’ pin.

(Others) Not used

Table 97: PMC TX PLL and Clock Control Register

For reference, the PLL is set up with the following conditions and equations (see hardware manual for more 
details).

Reference Frequency (Fr): = 10 MHz to 25 MHz, 

Possible sources are 14.4 Mhz crystal, external clock A or B through the divider.

VCO Frequency (Fvco): 250 MHz to 700 MHz – the PLL internal VCO is required to run in this range of 
frequencies.
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VCO internal frequency is   Fvco = Fr * M

Output Frequency = Fvco / N = Fr * M / N

Clock Selects – 0x12

This  register  controls  operation  of  a  clock  divider  IC  and  selects  clocks  for  the  DACs  and  other  clock 
destinations. Three clock sources are available: two external clock inputs ACLK and BCLK, and one synthesizer. 
The synthesizer operates from a reference frequency which is generated by its on board 14.4 MHz crystal, or 
from a divided version of ACLK or BCLK.

Each DAC  may be driven by any of the three clock sources.

Each DAC  provides a copy of its sample rate clock to the USER FPGA that is synchronous to the input data.

The Sync Clock (available for use in the USER FPGA) may be driven by ACLK or BCLK.

The PLL reference divider (for the PLL synthesizer) may be driven by ACLK or BCLK.

Bits Function
1..0 DAC pair 0/1 Clock Select: 

0 = ACLK 

1 = BCLK

2 = Synthesizer

3 = Synthesizer

3..2 DAC pair 2/3 Clock Select: same as above

7..4 Not used

8 Sync Clock Select: 0 = ACLK, 1 = BCLK

9 Not used

10 Divider Clock Select: same as above

11 Not used

13..12 PLL Reference Divider Ratio D: 0 => D=2, 1 => D=4, 2 => D=8, 3 => 
D=16

14 PLL Reference Divider Ratio: 0 => D=1, 1 => D is selected by bits 13..12

15 PLL Reference Divider Reset: 1 = reset

(others) Not used

Table 98: PMC TX Clock Select Register

VFIFO Thresholds  0x1C, 0x1D (read/write)

This register sets the alert threshold for the VFIFO thresholds.  The threshold must always be a multiple of 512.
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Bits Function
27..0 Not  used  (must always be a multple of 512 words)
31..28 Not used

Table 99: PMC TX VFIFO Threshold Register

Alert Controls 0x1E (read/write)

This register provides controls associated with the Alerts for starting/reset the timestamp and reseting the alert 
FIFO.  

Bits Function
0 Timestamp run, 1= run  , 0= off (default)
1 Alert FIFO Reset 1= reset, 0 = not in reset (default)
31..2 Not used

Table 100: PMC TX Alert Controls Register

Alert Enables  0x1F (read/write)

This register provides the enables for alerts. Turn on the associated bit to generate an alert packet to the host 
when that alert fires.  

Bits Function
1..0 Not used
2 Timestamp 
3 Timestamp rollover
4 Channel pair 0/1 underflow
5 Channel pair 2/3 underflow
6 Buffer 0 memory  status : 1 = needs data (below threshold or buffer available)
7 Buffer 1 memory  status : 1 = needs data (below threshold or buffer available)
31..8 unused

Table 101: PMC TX Alert Enables Register

DAC Channels 0 & 1 – 0x20 - 0x3F (read/write)

This set of registers provide the controls for the AD9779 devices.  Each DAC has 32 registers mapped into this 
region that control it behavior.  The logic component ii_dac_spi.vhd provides an serial port interface to the DAC 
control port, see its description for usage. 

Bits Function
0...7 DAC data bits
8...31 unused

Table 102: PMC TX DAC Pair 0/1 Control and Status Port
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DAC Channels 2 & 3 – 0x20 - 0x3F (read/write)

Bits Function
0...7 DAC data bits
8...31 unused
Table 103: PMC TX DAC Pair 2/3 Control and Status Port

Clocks

In the PMC  TX  design, there are  clocks  for  analog  data  timing,  system clocks  and  reference  clocks  for 
communications.  The analog clocks are  either  externally  provided or  generated  from a programmable 
PLL.  There is also a fixed system clock of 100  MHz that is used for the RIO reference clock and system 
clocking. Other clocks in the system, are generated internally for  the DDR DRAM clock using DCMs. 
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Since  there  are  many  clocks,  judicious choice of clock domain boundaries, and careful handling of any 
transition across the clock boundaries is crucial to a reliable design. Past experience has shown that more 
problems occur on this topic than any other. Use of the FrameWork Logic components provide these clock 
domain changes in most cases by the use of FIFOs and other synchronization logic.

There are several clocks available to the designer in the logic that are intended for different functions as shown 
in the following table.

The system clock (sys_clk_in)  is a precision 100 MHz with <1 ps RMS jitter and 50 ppm stability (Pletronics 
LV7745). This clock is used as the reference to the Rocket IO cores in the logic and as a system reference. 
The Rocket IO cores should be directly fed this clock, not through a DCM, so that jitter is minimized. 

The DAC  clocks are programmed to be either the PLL, external clock A, or external clock B as specified by the 
external clock multiplexer.  There is NO direct connection for the logic to the PLL or external clocks since these 
must be extremely high quality for the analog data sampling.  The DAC clocks directly drive the DAC devices 
which generate a clock to the external FIFOs for the data.  

The PLL clock, or refclk, is a programmable clock that is low jitter (<2.7 ps RMS) and accurate.  This PLL may 
be referenced from a 14.4 MHz crystal on the card, or the divided A or B external clock.  This clock is commonly 
used as sample rate timebase to analog modules, or as Rocket IO link clock reference.

The PMC TX also two external clock inputs, one of which may drive the FPGA as sync_clk as selected by the 
external clock multiplexer.  

Clock into 
FPGA

Function Frequency Pin

on FPGA

sys_clk_in System clock 100 MHz AL17

sync_clk External clock A or B, as selected by 
external clock mux

0-300 MHz AH17

cmd_clkx Command bus clock received from 
PCI controller FPGA

33 to 66 MHz, depends on host PCI 
bus

AB34

Table 104: PMC TX Input Clocks

It is possible using the VP40 DCMs to generate many other clocks from the sources provided by programming 
them for their multiplier and divisor factors. The advantage of using the DCM over a logic-based division is that 
phase relationships are preserved so that the logic may still be synchronous. This tends to simplify the logic 
design by reducing the number of random phase clock domain transitions that must be managed.

The following diagram shows the clock domains in the PMC TX FrameWork Logic. The majority of the device 
runs on the system clock, which is  the 100 MHz reference clock input.   The other clocks in the design are 
primarily hardware-specific clocks such as the DRAM clocks.  Application logic programming built on top of the 
FrameWork logic is usually done in the system clock domain, allowing simpler design process. 
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DAC Interface

Discussion of DAC Data Flow

This discussion will follow the data from the host PCI through to the DAC devices showing the buffering and flow 
controls along the data path.

The interface to the DACs involves several components in the logic for data buffering, error correction, and 
controls. These functions comprise the FrameWork Logic data flow from the system and its associated controls. 
Each DAC pair, channels 0/1 and 2/3, has an independent data path after the VFIFO data buffer.  This allows 
the DAC pairs to run at independent sample rates.  

The data flow, as shown in the following diagram, begins at the RIO link from the PCI controller. As data packets 
are received from the PCI interface, they must be deframed and routed to the appropriate peripheral device in 
the logic.  The deframer pulls the headers off the packets and routes them to their destination according to the 
peripheral device number in the packet header.  For data packets, this is the VFIFO/pattern generator; control 
packets are delivered to the control packet FIFO. 

The VFIFO/Pattern Generators provide the main data buffering for the system.  This data buffer may be used as 
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32M sample FIFO, or as a pattern generator.  In the FIFO mode, data is simply played out as required by the 
DAC.  In the pattern generation mode, the memory is split into two buffers, ping and pong, that play out data of a 
specified size for N repetitions, then switch to the other buffer.  The pattern generator buffers can be dynamically 
loaded so that the symbol playback is continuous. 

The VFIFO is followed by a destacker to demultiplex the 64-bit data words from the VFIFO and pace the data 
movement to the DAC external FIFO.  The destacker monitors the available space in the external FIFO and the 
amount of data available from the VFIFO and moves data to the external DAC FIFOs. The DAC devices draws 
data from the external FIFO for conversion at a rate determined by the sample clock and interpolation mode of 
the DAC.  The data flow to the DACs is thereby demand-driven and paced by the DAC sample clock and trigger 
mechanism. 

Since the DACs are capable of very high data rates in the PMC TX, data buffering in the VFIFO, with a 64-bit 
internal data path, is followed by a 32-bit data path to the external FIFOs.  The external FIFOs, 16K samples 
deep, perform a 2:1 word demultiplexing, resulting in the 16-bit data to the DAC.  The FIFO input is a 32-bit word 
composed of two 16-bit samples aligned as shown in the following figure. 

Bits 
31..16 15..0
Sample N+1 Sample N

Table 105: PMC TX DAC Output Data Format to External FIFO

This  2:1 data  path  allows the logic  to  clock data  to  the FIFO at  a constant  sys_clk  rate.   This makes the 
maximum required data rate from the logic to be 125 MW to support a 250 MSPS update rate to the DAC. 
Remember that the DAC is limited to this data rate and uses interpolation to for the highest update rates.

DAC Control Components

Two  control  components  are  used  for  the  DACs  and  external  FIFOs,  ii_dac_ser  and  ii_fifo_ser,  that 
communicate with the serial control ports of the devices.  The purpose of the DAC control component is to 
provide an interface to the AD9779 control registers over its serial port. These control registers configure the 
DAC modes and provide status for the DAC device. The FIFO control component sets the FIFO almost empty 
and almost full data levels for the programmable FIFO flags PAE and PAF using the FIFO serial interface.  
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These two components are explained in detail in the library section of this manual. 

DAC Triggering

The PMC DAC conversions are triggered from either software or an external input.  The PCM TX logic controls 
external circuitry that allows provides a read enable to the external DAC FIFOs.  In the FrameWork Logic, the 
external trigger control may be reset or triggered by software.  

The following schematic shows the trigger circuitry for the PMC TX. The external trigger from J5, active high, is 
sampled by a flip-flop clocked by the DAC sample clock.  The software trigger controls are mapped to command 
channel (register X”1”, bit 3) and is used to force the trigger and to reset (register X”1”, bit 0).  The two flip-flops 
synchronize the trigger to the DAC clock and result in a read enable to the FIFO, also provided to the logic as 
FIFO_RD. The trigger is also held in reset until the DAC FIFOs have been initialized, with the programmable 
thresholds set up.  This allows the data flow control to work properly at setup.  The software reset and trigger are 
active high for the software (inverted in the logic).
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DAC trigger should not be confused with the RUN bit in the control register.  RUN enables logic to flow data 
through the logic, but the trigger enables the DAC to get samples and update the output.  Think of it like RUN 
starts the car, trigger puts it in gear.  The distinction between the two is needed because it is usually necessary 
to fill the data buffers with data before the signals are generated.

Data Routing and Control

The FrameWork Logic uses a packet protocol for controlling data flow, routing data and communicating with the 
host.  The logical devices in the system, such as the DAC memory buffers, are assigned a “Peripheral Device 
Number” (PDN) that is used to route data in the system.  Each packet has a header with the PDN and packet 
size that identifies the data source or recipient and the packet size.  

PDN Function
0x00 Data buffer 0 – for DAC pair 0/1
0x01 Data buffer 1 – for DAC pair 2/3
0x02-
0x7F

unused

0x80 Pattern Generation Controller 0
0x81 Pattern Generation Controller 1
0x82-
0xFE

unused

0xFF Alerts

Table 106: PMC TX Peripheral Device Number Map

Packets always have the same format of two header words plus data payload.  The packet size includes the 
header, always two 32-bit words, plus the data.  The size is always expressed in 32-bit words. 

Here is the general packet format.
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Dword # Description
0 Header 1: PDN & Total #, N, of Dwords in packet ( e.g. Headers + data payload ) 
1 Header 2: 0x00000000 (reserved for future use
2 data
3 data 

...
N-1 data

Table 107: Velocia PMC Packet Format

Packets have some restrictions for use, but do not imply any protocol or data format for the payload.  The 
restrictions are that a packet must be no less than 6 words, including the header, and no larger than 2^24. 
Packets must always be a an even number of points.   The Malibu drivers for the PMC TX give the application 
programmer the ability to control the packet size for each peripheral device. 

Data Packet Formats

There are several packet formats used in the PMC TX FrameWork Logic: DAC data buffer packets (identical for 
streaming or pattern gen modes), DAC data buffer control packets, and alert packets.  

The DAC data buffer packets are used to receive data from the host via the Rocket IO link to the PCI bus. These 
packets hold the DAC data that is routed to the VFIFO/pattern generator.  The format is the same for either 
mode of operation for the VFIFO. 

Dword # Description
0 Header 1: PDN & Total #, N, of Dwords in packet ( e.g. Headers + data payload ) 
1 Header 2: 0x00000000
2 16-bit DAC data values:  DAC1(0), DAC0(0)
3 16-bit DAC data values:  DAC1(1), DAC0(1)

...
N-1

Table 108: PMC TX DAC Data Buffer Packet Format

Control packets to the pattern generator are 6 words: two header words with the PDN and size, the buffer start  
address, size of the buffer and repeat count. The data and control packets for the VFIFO are further explained in 
the VFIFO description.

DWord # Description
0 (31:24) : 0x80 or 0x81, (23:0) : 0x000006
1 (31:0) : 0x000000
2 Start Address  ( 256 point blocks )
3 Size  ( # of 256 point blocks )
4 Rep Count
5 0x000000

Table 109: PMC TX Data Buffer Control Packet Format

The alert packets have a standard format of header words followed by alerts signaled, time stamp and 32 status 
words. See the alert mechanism description for details on this packet.
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Dword # Description
0 Header 1: PDN & Total #, N, of Dwords in packet ( e.g. Headers + data payload ) 
1 Header 2: 0x00000000
2 Alerts Signaled
3 Timestamp
4 Timestamp rollover
5 Channel pair 0/1 underflow
6 Channel pair 2/3 underflow
7 Buffer 0 memory  status : 1 = needs data (below threshold or buffer available)
8 Buffer 1 memory  status : 1 = needs data (below threshold or buffer available)
35..9 unused

Table 110: PMC TX Alert Packet Format

Rocket IO to PCI Link Component

The FrameWork links the application logic to the PCI controller via two Rocket IO (RIO) links running at 2 Gbps 
each. This pair of RIO links provide a 400MB/s, full duplex link to the PCI controller.   The two links operate as a 
pair to move the data. This link is the primary data path for the data to flow to the host over the PCI bus.  

The  ii_rocket_io_link_dr  component  has  FIFOs  for  data  interface  to  the  application  logic.   Internal  to  the 
component are two RIO cores configured as a Fiber Channel protocol and a DCM for the local clocks.  Data 
synchronization and flow control are implemented for the link to the PCI controller. The control logic initializes the 
links to synchronize the bytes and prepare the links for use by first resetting the link, then sending idle characters 
for synchronization. 

Once initialization is complete, the control logic moves data from the FIFO to the link for transmission.  Idle 
characters are sent when data is not available to keep the link balanced and synchronized.  These RIO links use 
8b/10b encoding for the link and have internal clock recovery. When data is not flowing, the links send idle 
characters over the links to maintain clock recovery and line balance. Data words are recovered from this stream 
and  assembled  into  32-bit  data  words  from the  incoming bytes and inserted in  the FIFO with  proper  byte 
alignment.

The ii_rocket_io_dual_link_dr component has FIFOs for data interface to the application logic. This allows the 
application logic to transact data with the host PCI chip over the RIO link by simply writing or reading the FIFOs. 
These FIFOs also provide clock domain transition between the RIO clocks and the system clock. Data flow to 
the FIFOs is paced on the FIFO counts provided to the application logic. 

The Rocket IO link and PCI controller must always receive data in the proper data packet format as detailed in 
the data packet format section.  The packet header information is used by the PCI controller for transactions with 
the host for credit management and flow control. Packets of various sizes can be freely intermixed in the data 
stream to the host PCI device, but must be contiguous to the RIO component. DO NOT mix partial packets since 
the PCI controller uses the headers for flow control. Malformed packets may cause the PCI controller to stall or 
overwrite existing data.  Received data also follows these rules and is normally deframed after reception. 
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Error Correction Component

The error correction component in the logic compensates for gain and offset errors in the DACs and analog 
inputs using a first order correction of the real-time data.  The error compensated output is 

y = Gx + Offset

where x = input data, G = gain, Offset = offset in counts

The coefficients are two's complement, 16 both for gain and 15 bits for offset with a gain of 1 represented by 
0x4000 and offset of 0 equal to 0.  Gain is limited to +2 to -2 for the error correction.

The error correction is done real-time as the samples flow to the external FIFO, paced by the DAC consumption. 
Since the data from the VFIFO is a 64-bit word, two samples per channel per word, the logic uses two error 
correction components running in parallel for each channel. This allows the error correction component to meet 
full data rate and meet timing requirements. 

The saturation logic compares the input to the result and saturates if the number reversed sign AND is greater 
than 50% larger.  Gain corrections are required to be be less than 5% by the factory calibration, therefore the 
gain correction factor will not be larger than this and this fact is used to simplify the saturation logic. For example, 
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an input of X”7FF” with a gain of 1 and offset of 1 will saturate to X”7FF” since when 1 is added it will be X”800”  
which is the opposite sign.  

The data valid signal is true when data is valid on the output.  The component has a 6 clock latency.

DAC Destacker Flow Control Component

This  component  moves  data  from the  VFIFO component,  through  the  error  correction  to  the  DAC output 
registers. Flow control is implemented using the external FIFO almost empty flag and the VFIFO output ready. 
When the external  FIFO is almost  empty,  programmed by the ii_dac_ser component to be X”3C9C” points 
(defined by the constant PAE_LEVEL), and the VFIFO indicates it is ready (has 256 points or more), then the 
destacker component moves data.   Because the flags from the FIFOs are latent, a two wait states are inserted 
after each transfer to allow the flags to stabilize before another transfer is initiated.

The data is destacked from a 64-bit word from the VFIFO output that is composed of two 16-bit samples for each 
of the DAC channels in the channel pair. The destacker outputs are four 16-bit DAC samples that are then 
passed to the error correction components.

63..48 47..32 31..16 15..0
DAC1 sample N+1 DAC0 sample N+1 DAC1 sample N DAC0 sample N

Table 111: PMC TX Destacker Input Word Format
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Deframer Component

The deframer component receives packets from the RIO component and routes them to the peripheral device 
number (PDN) embedded in the header.  Data is pulled from the RIO FIFO,  is stripped of its header, and written 
to the destination device.  Each destination has a specific packet format that is required that must be followed.  

The header for each packet gives the PDN and packet size for the deframer to use in data movement. The 
deframer has state machine that reads the packet header and then transfer the data payload to its destination. 
The state machine is idle until a minimum packet size is received (at least 6 words), then pulls off the two header 
words.  The packet size, taken from the first header word, is now used to move the data points, as available from 
the RIO FIFO to the destinations.  This data moves are done by computing the maximum move that can be 
performed which is  the minimum of the number of points in the RIO FIFO, how much space is available in the 
destination FIFO, and the number of points remaining in the packet.  This process is repeated until the points are 
all moved for the packet.  

The  PDN is  defined  in  the  device  mapping  found  in  the  PMC_TX package  (pmc_tx_pkg.vhd).   The  four 
destinations defined for the PMC TX are the data buffers and data buffer control ports. The deframer can be 
remapped or expanded by adding additional PDNs to its mapping and providing data. 
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In the FrameWork logic for the PMC TX, the source is always the RIO link to the PCI controller.  The destinations 
are the data buffers and data buffer controls FIFOs.

VFIFO/Pattern Generator Component

Data buffering and waveform generation on the PMC TX are implemented using the VFIFO/pattern generator 
component in the FrameWork logic.   This logic  component controls two banks of  two 16Mx16 DDR DRAM 
devices that  are the buffer memory.   Each bank provides a 32M sample storage capacity for each pair  of 
channels, controlled by the FPGA and integrated with the data flow through logic to the DAC devices.  Although 
there are several small FIFOs used in the data path for local buffering, the VFIFO is the primary data buffer in 
the system.

The data buffer component used in the PMC TX FrameWork Logic two modes of operation: as a FIFO and as a 
pattern generator. In the FIFO mode, the data buffers are used as the ring buffers for the data. The FIFO mode 
is a virtual FIFO (VFIFO) and operates like a standard FIFO.  In the pattern generator mode, the data buffer is 
split into two regions that are play loaded with N data points and played out by the controller for M times. The 
data buffers may be loaded dynamically, allowing continuous updating of the waveform.  In this mode, the PMC 
TX is an agile arbitrary waveform generator. 

VFIFO Mode

The PMC TX FrameWork Logic that implements virtual FIFO (VFIFO) as described in the library components 
chapter.  The logic component uses the external DRAM as a ring buffer memory and moves from smaller 
input and output FIFOs as space permits.  The clock rate and data path for the the DRAM is faster and 
wider than the input by a factor of two, so full rate throughput is supported. The VFIFO on the PMC TX has 
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dual banks of two 16Mx16 DRAM devices for its buffer memory, running at 100 MHz.  Input and output data 
paths in the logic component are 64-bit to support the 32-bit, double-data rate (DDR) data path to the DRAM 
devices.
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The maximum storage rate  to the VFIFO is  approximately 760 MB/s in the standard logic,  or  a  380 MB/s 
throughput for reads and writes. Rate is determined primarily by the clock rate of the DRAM bank. The controller 
writes the data in complete rows, 512 points per row, for efficiency and simplicity.  This means that data will not 
move through the VFIFO until 512 points have been written, and that data only moves in blocks of 512.  This is 
important if small packets are used with the VFIFO, since they will not move through the system if they are not at 
least 512 in size, and are multiples of 512.

Pattern Generation Mode

The pattern generator  mode configures the DRAM controller  to use the memory as a dual-buffer playback 
mechanism.  In this mode, the pattern generator is a arbitrary waveform generator that can be dynamically 
configured with new data. Control packets are mixed with data packets to the VFIFO that tell the controller the 
size of the buffer for playback and  the number of times it is to be played. The waveforms for playback can be 
continuously supplied to the pattern generator so that it plays one wave after another for symbol generation or 
as a flexible waveform generator. 
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The buffer playback uses the control packets to load the data into the buffer and play it back a specified number 
of times. When the first buffer has played the number of repetitions programmed as given in its control packet, 
the controller then switches to the other buffer and plays it.  This continues forever providing that new data is 
supplied.  If data is not available for the next buffer when needed, then the current  buffer plays again and 
repeats until the next buffer is ready.  Only entire buffers are played in any case, even if the next buffer is loaded 
when the current buffer is playing by default. 

The pattern generator component has both a data port and a control port.  The control port takes control packets 
from a FIFO for each buffer it loads.  The data packets are then pulled from the RIO link and written into the 
buffer. Multiple data packets can make up the data buffer, although a single packet must contain the control 
information.  Data buffers must be a multiple of 512 words, and are limited to X”1000000” (½ the buffer memory).
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The pattern generator component has a state machine (gc_state)  that controls the data buffer loading and flow 
control.  The state machine monitors the two buffers and loads buffers according to the control packets it 
receives.  Control packets are always required to be sent before the data packets for a buffer since this 
information is used in the buffer loading process.  When a control packet is available in the control packet FIFO, 
the state machine retrieves the control packet and loads the buffer memory.  When the load is complete, it 
signals the DRAM controller that the buffer is ready to play and loads the next buffer. 
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The pattern generator data can be made generated on the host real-time or loaded from a file. A MATLAB 
Simulink project has been included showing how to make signals in MATLAB into files for the pattern generator. 
This allows complex signals to be designed using MATLAB and easily transported to the PMC TX  for testing. 

Test Generator Component

The FrameWork Logic for PMC TX has a test signal generator, ii_dac_test_gen, for the DACs that is used for 
production test and debug.  The test generator makes either sine waves or a sawtooth to the DAC output, as 
controlled by the control register (0x1, bits 6..5) .  Since the data path in the logic is two samples per data word, 
the test generator makes two samples each data word. 

The ramp is a simple 16-bit counter that increments by 1 for each sample. The DAC outputs are NOT observable 
in this mode because the output signal is too slow for the transformer to pass it; it is only for testing the logic.  

The sine generator makes sine waves from a 1024 table in a block RAM.  The rate at which the table addresses 
are incremented is controlled by the 8-bit freq word in control register 1, bits 31..24.  The output amplitude is 
always full scale, -32768 to 32767.  The frequency is

output sine frequency = fs*freq/1024 

where fs is the sample rate in Hertz.  
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Alert Component

The alert  component is  used to monitor critical  system events,  such as buffer underruns,  and report  these 
occurrences to the system.  This is done by monitoring error indicators (alert signals) in the logic and generating 
a packet to the host for each alert.  In most cases, these packets are rare and tell the host software that an error 
has occurred or that a buffer needs data. The packets are timestamped using a 32-bit counter running off the 
system clock, showing the system time that the alert occurred.  Multiple alerts can be active for each alert packet 
as reported in the alerts signaled field of the packet. 

Dword # Description
0 Alerts Signaled : a '1' in a bit indicates that alert is active
1 Timestamp : a 32-bit system time clocked by system clock. 
2 Timestamp rollover : the 32-bit timestamp counter rolled over
3 Channel pair 0/1 underflow : indicates that buffer 0 ran out of data. This bit is true until reset.
4 Channel pair 2/3 underflow : indicates that buffer 1 ran out of data. This bit is true until reset.
5 Buffer 0 memory  status : 1 = needs data (below threshold or buffer available)
6 Buffer 1 memory  status : 1 = needs data (below threshold or buffer available)
31..7 unused

Table 112: PMC TX Alert Packet Format

The alert component looks for rising edges on the alert signals and generates a packet when triggered.  For the 
PMC TX, alerts may be generated for channel data underflows (ran out of data), when a buffer needs data, and 
for time stamp rollovers.  The data underflows are an error and mean that the external DAC FIFO was empty 
when a read enable was true.  
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The array of alert data is the status word that is included in the alert packet for each enabled alert.  This 32-bit  
word can be anything of interest and is included in the timestamped alert packet when any alert is triggered. The 
defined alert words for the PMC TX show the data buffer counts, for example. 

Alert Bit Function Alert Packet Data Field Contents
Timestamp 2 Enable the time stamp in the alert packet Time stamp counter value (32-bits) when the 

alert occurred.
Timestamp rollover 3 A time stamp counter rollover occurred -
Channel pair 0/1 
underflow

4 The DAC pair 0/1 ran out of data X"1303000" & "000" & underflow(0)

Channel pair 2/3 
underflow

5 The DAC pair 2/3 ran out of data X"1303001" & "000" & underflow(1)

Buffer 0 memory 
status 

6 VFIFO mode : the FIFO is below the 
programmed threshold
Pattern Generator mode : a buffer is 
ready

VFIFO mode : number of points in the VFIFO
X"0" & ddr0_level & X"00" & '0'
Pattern Gen Mode:  
X"0000000" & "00" & ddr0_buf_rdy

Buffer 1 memory 
status 

7 VFIFO mode : the FIFO is below the 
programmed threshold
Pattern Generator mode : a buffer is 
ready

VFIFO mode : number of points in the VFIFO
X"0" & ddr0_level & X"00" & '0'
Pattern Gen Mode:  
X"0000000" & "00" & ddr0_buf_

Table 113: PMC TX Alert Packet Message Contents

The buffer  memory  alerts  are  used  to  monitor  the  data  flow in  the  system.   In  VFIFO mode,  the  VFIFO 
thresholds (registers X”1C” and X”1D”) are programmed by the host to generate alerts when the buffer falls 
below the programmed threshold.  The host software can then send data to that buffer to fill it back up.  In the 
pattern generator mode, the buffer memory alert indicates that a buffer is available for loading.  These alerts help 
the system maintain the required data flow to the system.  

The two control registers in the FrameWork logic associated with alerts are the alert enables (X”1F”) and alert 
controls (X”1E”).  The alert enables register configures which alerts are active. To enable an alert, the bit should 
be '1' in this register for the corresponding alert. The control register enables the timestamp counter to run and 
has a reset for the FIFO in the alert component. 
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Packetizing Component

The packetizing component forms data streams into packets by attaching a header to a bundle of data. The 
packetizer is used to send alert packets to the host using PCI interface controller. Each data packet has a two 
word header, 32-bits each, preceding the data. The packets are programmable in size and for their other routing 
information. 

The packetizer polls a defined number of data sources and creates packets when the source and destination of 
the packet are ready for the transaction.  Setup information for the number of channels, size of the packets, 
sources enabled and headers is provided as part of the initialization of the packetizer.  Sources and destinations 
for the packetizer are usually FIFOs in the logic, as in the FrameWork Logic. A read enable, synchronous to the 
input clock, is provided for each data source and a write enable for each destination.  The packetizer pipelines 
the data and aligns it to the data stream flowing through during the packet assembly process.

During operation, the packetizer scans the number of input channels and in a round robin and creates packets 
for the channels that are ready.  Each channel has its packets built with the header information for that channel 
and the data payload attached to the header.  The packet is transmitted as it is built to the destination, there is 
no data storage in the packetizing component.

In the FrameWork logic for the PMC TX, the destination is always the PCI bus. 

Command Channel Component

The command channel interface is a control interface allowing the host system to write the PMC TX control 
registers and read status locations.  This control path is separate from the high speed data path implemented 
over the RIO link so that various controls and status needed to operate the module are simple to access and 
control.  

The command channel is a simple serial bus interface from the PCI controller device that provides a 32-bit 
address and 32-bit data word path.  A separate PCI BAR is used for the command channel that is presented to 
the application logic so that the PCI memory space for BAR1 is in the application logic.  This means that the host 
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computer, or any PCI device in the system, can access the application logic over the command channel. 

The data protocol is a three wire interface with clock, data and frame.  A serial path is implemented for each 
direction.  Data in both directions is enveloped by a frame signal to indicate valid read/write bit, address, and 
data. The serial bit stream is transmitted on the rising edge of PCI clock and shifted into the PMC TX on the 
falling edge.  The same PCI clock is wrapped back around and used in the same way for read backs. A data 
ready signal is used to allow slow devices, such as the DAC registers on the PMC TX, time to reply on data 
reads.  Data must be transmitted back to the PCI controller within 256 retries or the operation will time out so 
that the PCI bus is not hung by bad logic or hardware.

The command channel component decodes the addresses sent over the PCI bus and presents an array of 
decoded registers for use, and accepts an array of status words from the logic.  This structure forms the basis of 
the control and status architecture for the PMC TX.  The memory map presented earlier in this document show 
the FrameWork logic assignments for the decoded registers and status words.

The FrameWork logic for the PMC TX decodes 64 registers and 8 status words.  Many of these are unused, 
allowing for custom implementations to simply connect to the array without modification.  Additional registers or 
status words can be implemented by using the 64 read and write decode strobes, or by using the address and 
read/write strobes with external decoding.

PLL Control Component

The PLL control component allows the application logic to configure the external PLL that may be used for 
analog sample rate clocking. The external device, an ICS8442 PLL, is configured over a three wire serial port 
interface.   In  the  FrameWork logic,  this  is  connected  to  the  command channel  interface  so  that  the  host 
computer can configure the PLL  for the data acquisition process.  The PMC TX software application allows the 
host PC to configure the PLL reference clock and frequency as part of the PMC TX setup. 

Custom implementations can control the PLL using the PLL control component from their logic design. Care 
should be taken to observe the physical limitations on the PLL frequency and lock time when directly controlling 
the PLL.  

The  PLL  uses  a  single  data  word,  14-bits  in  length  to  configure  its  frequency  that  is  transmitted  by  the 
component to the PLL when written to. 
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Bits 
13..12 11..0
PLL N coefficient PLL M coefficient

Table 114: PLL Control Word Format

PMC J4 Interface Component

The PMC J4 interface in the FrameWork Logic implements a 32-bit, bidirectional data path to the host card. 
Data rates of up to 450 MB/sec have been used.  This component is the slave end of the link and is used with 
the ii_link_master component on a host card such as Quadia. 

The link provides a read and write interrupt, indicating that data is available or ready for data. The link master 
responds to the interrupts by reading first  the number of points the can be transferred, then begins a data 
transfer.  The control signals indicate the direction of the transfer and when data is valid on the bus, resulting in 
the link completing the transfer by supplying data or storing it in the FIFO.

SRAM Component

The PMC TX has one 1M x 16 ZBT SBSRAM (synchronous burst, Zero Bus Turn-around SRAM) memory 
comprised of one Cypress Technology CY7C1372BV25-167AC (or equivalent) chip. These devices have a flow-
through architecture and are 2.5V IO. The SBSRAM supports up to 167 MHz (~333 MB/sec) data rates.   This 
memory may be used by the FPGA in any process as required by the application and has completely 
independently controls. Since this SBSRAM provides the highest data rates only in burst mode, the application 
should arrange data to take advantage of this architecture.

The SBSRAM controller component is derived from Xilinx application  note XAPP136, which provides a 
controller design for interfacing high speed synchronous SRAM memory. This design supports the “NoBL” (No 
Bus Latency, or ZBT) type of SRAM that has low turnaround time on the bus for reads to writes and vice versa.

XAPP136 has a good interface design and is well documented. The SRAM interface wrapper that is provided in 
the FrameWork just gives a very simple hook-up to the command channel that allows the host to talk to the 
SRAM for test purposes through a set of registers. The real heart of the logic is in the SRAM controller block 
that is taken from XAPP136.
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The SRAM on the  PMC TX  is a Cypress CY7C1372. For simulation purposes, a model of the SRAM is 
provided.

6.4.5 Adding Functionality to the PMC TX FrameWork Logic
The most  common modifications to the logic are the addition of signal processing and data analysis to the data 
stream and the addition of registers/status to the design.  These modifications can be done either in the VHDL or 
MATLAB tools built on top of the FrameWork logic. 

Adding registers and status readback to the command channel

The command channel  provides  a method for  the host  to  access the application logic  via  the PCI 
interface for  control  and status functions.  In  the  FrameWork Logic,  the  memory  map for  the PMC 
TX shows  the command channel  decoded addresses.  The command channel  is  NOT intended for 
high  performance  data  streams,  rather  it  is  for  low  speed,  out  of  band,  asynchronous  setup, 
initialization and status reporting. The data streams over PCI, XMC or J4 should be used for higher 
performance requirements above 2 MB/s.

Many of the registers and status words are either partially  used, or not  used at all.   If  you need a 
few registers  or  status  words,  this  is  the  easiest  approach.  For  instance,  register  location  X”2”  is 
not used in the design so this could be assigned to a new register by adding an assignment in the 
code 

new_reg(31 downto 0) <= ctl_reg(2)(31 downto 0);

which makes a new 32-bit register, accessible by the host  at address (PCI BAR1 +2). 
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Several  of  the  status  registers  are  also  unused  in  the  FrameWork  Logic.  These  can  be  simply 
reassigned

status(2) <= new_status_word(31 downto 0);

which  makes a  new 32-bit  status,  accessible  by  the  host   at  address  (PCI  BAR1 + X”C2”).  If  the 
status register cannot supply data immediately, the data ready signal to the command channel can 
be used to hold the command channel reply until data is ready for transmission.

If  more  registers  are  needed,  or  special  decoding  is  required,  the  command  channel  interface 
component  provides  signals  for  extending the  address  space  up  to  64K registers.   Adding  a  new 
decoded  register  may  use  one  of  the  decoded  strobes,  64  total  in  the  logic,  or  decode  the 
addresses from the command channel.  Adding a register is straightforward :

process (reset, cmd_clkx, cmd_wt)
begin

if (reset = '1') then
new_reg <= (others => '0'); -- default value

elsif (rising_edge(cmd_clkx)) then
if  (cmd_wt =  '1' and cmd_aout(15 downto 0) = X”FFFF”)  then

new_reg <= cmd_dout(31 downto 0);
end if;

end if;
end process;

makes a 32-bit register at address X”FFFF”. 

Software Scripts for Interacting with Command Channel During Development

The command channel can be accessed by the host PC using the development software application provided by 
Innovative. This software provides a scripting feature that allows the developer to access command channel with 
out complex software using a text script during development.  The script may be played from the application 
software and used to write to command channel mapped registers or status.  This is convenient when the logic is 
being developed  and no software is available to control the custom design. In fact, the scripts look similar to the 
testbench command channel accesses and can serve as a model for the script.

This scripting feature and the software is described fully in the software documentation.   The script command 
set allows store, fetch and wait.   The address a is the register number followed by the data and command.  A 
wait command is used for delays.

Command Syntax Example
Store   a n l! 0x1 0xFF l!

Store X”FF” to register 1
Fetch   a l@ 0x5  l@

Fetch from register 5.  Displays in console 
window on example application software.

Wait   n ms 10 ms 
Wait for 10 ms.

Table 115: PMC DR Script Commands
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In the software examples provided with the PMC TX, a script can be run before or after the data stream is 
started, referred to as “Before Stream Start” (BSS) and “After Stream Start” (ASS)  scripts. The use of these 
scripts  allows  the  logic  developer  to  initialize  and  control  the  custom logic  without  having  to  write  custom 
software for the device control.  In many cases, these scripts can then be used in the final application software 
as well.

Adding Data to the PCI Stream

New data  sources  can be added to  the  output  data  stream (from PMC to  host)  by attaching them to  the 
packetizer and allowing it to packetize the data and include it in the data stream.  Since the packetizer has 
multiple input channels, a new data stream from the custom process can be added to the design using one of 
the unassigned data channels or by expanding the number of packetizer input sources.  The packetizer interface 
is usually connected to a FIFO from the new data source and integrated into the PCI packet data stream. 

For the data stream coming from the host to the DAC, the logic is modified to include new peripheral devices.  A 
peripheral device number (PDN) is added to the PMC TX package and the number of peripheral devices in the 
system is changed.  The deframer then can route packets to this new peripheral device at the mapped PDN. 
The PDN mapping in the PMC TX package makes a logical mapping of the peripheral device number to the 
decode from the deframer; for example the control port interface 0 is mapped to PDN X”80” which results in a 
logical mapping of device 2 from the deframer.

Here is an example of  changing the data flow in the Framework Logic  to incorporate an signal  processing 
function into the DAC data stream.  The data from the host is routed by the deframer through a new signal 
processing block, F(z) before the DAC buffer, as shown, in the diagram.  Performing an upconversion on the 
data would be an example of this sort of data flow. The output of F(z) either flow-through or should have a FIFO 
for the data that is moved to the VFIFO.   The data to the DAC is then modified by the signal processing function 
as it passes to the output buffer.
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Data sent back to the host can be any sort of packet such as status or analysis results. The data source does 
not have to be a continuous stream; a single packet may be transmitted over the PCI to the host.  The packet 
may be mixed with other data packets, from multiple sources, and the PCI controller will send the packet to the 
host, where the host software receive the packet in its data buffers.  

Adding Signal Processing Functions

Signal processing functions can be developed in VHDL, from Xilinx Coregen blocks, or generated in MATLAB 
and included in the VHDL design.  Each of these techniques involves including the signal processing block into 
the data flow to the packetizer and integration of the function into the VHDL code. In the MATLAB system, this 
can be done graphically under Simulink.  

The MATLAB technique has the distinct advantage that the MATLAB Simulink environment can be used to 
generate and observe signals. This allows the DSP engineer to work in a higher level above the bits and bytes of 
the VHDL and is a powerful way to develop DSP in the logic. 

Xilinx offers a very good selection of cores that may be used in the PMC TX logic including upconversion, filters, 
FFTs, correlations,  signal generators and basic mathematical functions.  These are relatively easy to design 
with in the VHDL environment and integrated in with the FrameWork logic by making them compatible with 
system logic. This means that the blocks are 

● Components – all functions should be components and integrated into the FrameWork as such.  This 
allows simulation at the component level and physical floor planning. 

● Synchronous – all  functions should be on the system clock.  This reduces the problems with clock 
domain transitions and simplifies timing analysis. 

● FIFO IO – all data should flow through the component and have a FIFO at the inputs and outputs. This 
helps to decouple the component from the data flow of other devices.

● Providing data flow controls – an input ready and output ready are useful at the system level for moving 
the data around the system. 

● 2's complement – for compatibility with other components

If  these  basis  guidelines  can  be  followed,  the  integration  effort  is  reduced  since  it  will  match  our  design 
philosophy in the Framework Logic. 

Terminating Unused IO Signals

When you delete unused components from the FrameWork logic, external devices must have their signals 
terminated properly.  This prevents the external device from driving the FPGA and  potentially causing a 
problem, and consuming extra power.   Here are some typical device signal terminations. 

Device/Signal Function Termination
SBSRAM
sb_a(22 downto 0) addresses '1'
sb_d(15 downto 0) Data bus 'Z'
sb_ce_n Chip enable '1'
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Device/Signal Function Termination
sb_bw_n(1 downto 0) Byte write enables '1'
sb_bws_n(1 downto 0) Byte write strobes '1'
sb_rw_n Read/write '1'
sb_ld Address load '0'
sb_lbo_n Address mode X
sb_clk clock '1'
sb_cke_n Clock enable '1'
sb_oe_n Output enable '1'
DDR SDRAM
ddr_clk DDR clock + '1'
ddr_clkb DDR clock - '0'
ddr_dqs(1 downto 0) Data strobes 'Z'
ddr_dq(15 downto 0) data 'Z'
ddr_cke Clock enable '0'
ddr_csb Chip select '1'
ddr_rasb RAS '1'
ddr_casb CAS '1'
ddr_web Write enable '1'
ddr_dm(1 downto 0) Data mask '1'
ddr_ba(1 downto 0) Bank address '0'
ddr_address(13 downto 0) Address '0'
PLL and Timing Control

div_s(2  downto 0) PLL Ref Clock divider control “000”
div_rst_n PLL Ref Clock divider reset '0'
vco_sel VCO input select '0'
xtal_sel Crystal select to the PLL '0'
pll_reset PLL Reset '1'
pll_sclk PLL serial clock '0'
pll_sda PLL serial data '0'
pll_sload PLL serial data load '0'
DAC Interfaces

dac0_csn DAC pair 0/1 chip select, active low '1'

dac1_csn DAC pair 0/1 chip select, active low '1'

DAC FIFO Interfaces

dac0_fifo_wtn Write enable to DAC 0 external FIFO,  active low '1'

dac1_fifo_wtn Write enable to DAC 1external  FIFO,  active low '1'

dac01_fifo_rstn DAC pair 0/1 external FIFO master reset,active low.  '0'

dac2_fifo_wtn Write enable to DAC 2 external FIFO,  active low '1'
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Device/Signal Function Termination

dac3_fifo_wtn Write enable to DAC 3external  FIFO,  active low '1'

dac23_fifo_rstn DAC pair 2/3 external FIFO master reset,active low.  '0'

Command Channel

cmd_dr Cmd channel data to Pci '0'
cmd_fsr Cmd Channel frame '0'
cmd_clkr Cmd channel clock '0'
J4 Interface

j4_clk J4 clock to host '0'
j4_dat[31:0] J4 data to host '0'
j4_env J4 data frame '0'

Table 116: PMC TX Unused Signal Terminations

I/O Signals From the FPGA

There are several connectors that connect directly to the FPGA that can  be used for application 
interface system interface functions. 

Connector
Reference

Type Use

JN4 PMC connector J4, 64 pins I/O and host card interfacing up to 85 MHz single-ended.

J1/J2 SMB coaxial, 50 ohm May be used as an input to the FPGA.  

P11 XMC (VITA 42) There are six user-defined pins on this connector that are 
directly connected to the FPGA, plus seven others that 
are useful if full XMC support is not needed.

Table 117: PMC TX Connectors Connected to the FPGA

The  specific  logic  signal  names  associated  with  each  connector  and  its  pins  are  shown  in  the 
following tables.

JN4, PMC IO Connector
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

j4_clk 2 E18 Clock

j4_env 17 T7 Data envelope

j4_rdyn 19 K12 Data rdy, active low

j4_dat (0) 34 R1 Data bit 0

j4_dat (1) 31 P1 Data bit 1

j4_dat (2) 29 N1 Data bit 2

j4_dat (3) 24 V2 Data bit 3

j4_dat (4) 18 T2 Data bit 4

j4_dat (5) 22 P2 Data bit 5

j4_dat (6) 12 N2 Data bit 6

j4_dat (7) 9 M2 Data bit 7

j4_dat (8) 8 U3 Data bit 8

j4_dat (9) 6 T3 Data bit 9

j4_dat (10) 16 R3 Data bit 10

j4_dat (11) 13 P3 Data bit 11

j4_dat (12) 35 N3 Data bit 12

j4_dat (13) 64 M3 Data bit 13

j4_dat (14) 61 L3 Data bit 14

j4_dat (15) 36 U4 Data bit 15
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

j4_dat (16) 59 T4 Data bit 16

j4_dat (17) 60 R4 Data bit 17

j4_dat (18) 58 N4 Data bit 18

j4_dat (19) 53 M4 Data bit 19

j4_dat (20) 54 L4 Data bit 20

j4_dat (21) 55 U5 Data bit 21

j4_dat (22) 52 T5 Data bit 22

j4_dat (23) 49 P5 Data bit 23

j4_dat (24) 40 N5 Data bit 24

j4_dat (25) 37 U6 Data bit 25

j4_dat (26) 47 T6 Data bit 26

j4_dat (27) 48 R6 Data bit 27

j4_dat (28) 46 P6 Data bit 28

j4_dat (29) 41 N6 Data bit 29

j4_dat (30) 43 M6 Data bit 30

j4_dat (31) 42 U7 Data bit 31

The following signals are connections on the PCB but are not used in the FrameWork 
Logic.

REQO 25 J13 -

REQI 23 J12 -
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

RDCONIO 28 G14 -

PARITY 30 K11 -

XRESETIO 1 K17 -

XSYNCI 5 H16 -

Others

GND 4,7,10,11,14,15,
20,21,26,27,32,
33,38,39,45,50,
5156,57,62,63

Signal Ground

Table 118: PMC TX JN4 Connections

J1 or J2, SMB I/O connector
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Logic Signal 
Name

Connector 
Pin

FPGA Pin Use

sync_clk center AH17 External sync clock input.  These connectors are 
the external A and B clock inputs.  An external mux 
allows the software to select one of these signals 
to drive the sync_clock input  to the FPGA.  The 
FPGA output signal sel_sync chooses either J1 
(sel_sync = '0')  or J2 (sel_sync = '1').The A and B 
clocks are 50 ohm terminated.

Table 119: PMC TX  J1 or J2 Connection

P15, XMC Connector

The XMC (VITA 42) standard defines the pinout of this connector.  Several of the signals 
may be used as general purpose IO in addition to the dedicated signals.

Logic Signal 
Name

FPGA Pin Connector Pin Use

XMC Miscellaneous IO

UD1 AM14 C9 User Defined IO 1.  

UD2 AL14 C15 User Defined IO 2.  

UD3 AL15 C18 User Defined IO 3.  

UD4 AL16 C19 User Defined IO 4.  

UD5 AK13 F18 User Defined IO 5.  

UD6 AK14 F19 User Defined IO 6.  

XMC_GA0 AL8 F10 XMC Geographic Address 0.  Pulled up to 3.3V 
with 10K ohms. If the XMC host card uses this 
signal, it may be tied to ground or 3.3V; 
therefore it may not be available.  Check your 
host card documentation.

XMC_GA1 AL9 C12 XMC Geographic Address 1.  Pulled up to 3.3V 
with 10K ohms. If the XMC host card uses this 
signal, it may be tied to ground or 3.3V; 
therefore it may not be available.  Check your 
host card documentation.

XMC_GA2 AM9 C14 XMC Geographic Address 2.  Pulled up to 3.3V 
with 10K ohms. If the XMC host card uses this 
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Logic Signal 
Name

FPGA Pin Connector Pin Use

signal, it may be tied to ground or 3.3V; 
therefore it may not be available.  Check your 
host card documentation.

XMC_MSCL AK17 F16 XMC serial clock.  May be driven by the host 
card for XMC support.

XMC_MSDA AK10 F14 XMC serial data.  May be driven by the host 
card for XMC support.

XMC_MRSTI_N AL10 F2 XMC master reset input, active low.  This signal 
may be driven by the host card for XMC 
support. 

XMC_MBIST_N AL13 C11 XMC built-in self test input, active low.  This 
signal may be driven by the host card for XMC 
support. 

Rocket IO Link Pairs

XMC_TX0P/TX0N AP4/AP5 A1/B1 XMC link transmit pair 0.  This is Rocket IO pair 
14 from the FPGA.   

XMC_TX1P/TX1N AP8/AP9 A3/B3 XMC link transmit pair 1.  This is Rocket IO pair 
16 from the FPGA.   

XMC_TX2P/TX2N AP16/AP17 A5/B5 XMC link  transmit pair 2.  This is Rocket IO 
pair  18 from the FPGA.   

XMC_TX3P/TX3N AP20/AP21 A7/B7 XMC link  transmit pair 3.  This is Rocket IO 
pair  19 from the FPGA.   

XMC_RX0P/RX0N AP3/AP2 D1/E1 XMC link receive pair 0.  This is Rocket IO pair 
14  to the FPGA.   

XMC_RX1P/RX1N AP7/AP6 D3/E3 XMC link receive pair 1.  This is Rocket IO pair 
16  to the FPGA.   

XMC_RX2P/RX2N AP15/AP14 D5/E5 XMC link receive pair 2.  This is Rocket IO pair 
18  to the FPGA.   

XMC_RX3P/RX3N AP19/AP18 D7/E7 XMC link receive pair 3.  This is Rocket IO pair 
19  to the FPGA.   

Power

3.3V C1,C3,C5,C7 +3.3V from host card.

GND A2,A4,A6,A8,A10,
A12,A14,A16,A18, 
B2,B4,B6,B8,B10,
B12,B14,B16,B18, 
D2,D4,D6,D8, 
D10,D12,D14, 
D16,D18,E2,E4, 
E6,E8,E10,E12, 
E14,E16,E18

Signal Ground.
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Logic Signal 
Name

FPGA Pin Connector Pin Use

PRESENT F12 This signal is connected to ground on the XMC.

Table 120: PMC TX P15 Connections

Design Considerations

Some of the common choices designers must make when using the PMC TX FrameWork logic are how to best 
integrate their signal processing functions, what method should be used for data buffering and to connect to their 
system.  Let's take a look at  some of the design problems that typically confront us:

● Where to add signal processing functions?  

Usually the best place to access the raw data stream is after the deframer before the VFIFO.  After the 
deframer, the channel data is presented as defr_data( ) array and is valid when pdn_in_wr( ) is true. 
Since most Xilinx signal processing functions have a ND (new data) enable at their input,  the data, 
defr_data( ) is connected to the data input and the pdn_in_wr( ) signal is connected to ND.  Be sure to 
look at the data pacing flag RFD (Ready For Data) from the signal processing component  so that it is 
ready for data.  If it is not always ready for data, then the RFD flag should be used to pace the data flow. 
Additional data buffering may be necessary to keep the new component from adversely impacting the 
data rate from the PCI.

● How should I buffer the data?  

First, consider the overall data rate of the system.  Each VFIFO supports a queues of 64-bit words for its 
DAC pair and is running at 100MHz, for an effective data rate of about 750 MB/sec each. The SRAM 
supports about ½ that rate because it is only 16-bit.  Each VFIFO has 32M sample (16-bit) of total 
storage, the SRAM has 1M sample. If the data buffering is needed for the application, then the best 
method is to use the VFIFO queues for the data. If the memory is used in the signal processing and 
analysis, the SRAM is much faster and easier to use for random accesses.  Also if the memory buffering 
method  required  is  unique,  then  SRAM  is  much  easier  to  program  and  more  deterministic  in  its 
performance.  The DRAM controller is more complex because of the addressing and control used for 
DRAM and is therefore much more complex to use and actually slower for random accesses.

● How do I integrate the PMC TX  with the host and DSP cards?

The first thing to consider is the data rate to/from the card.  If the data rate is over 200 MB/s, a private 
data path should be considered.  Since the PCI bus is shared amongst the cards in the system and 
other  peripherals,  the effective  sustained  data rate  is  typically  less than half  of  the bus burst  rate. 
Unless special architectures are used with private or restricted access PCI buses are used, it will be 
difficult to sustain high rates.  Furthermore, if data latency is an issue then be aware that the PCI bus is 
non-deterministic  in  it  s  behavior.   For  the  higher  data  rates,  the  PMC TX has  either  XMC or  J4 
connections. These ports can talk directly to the  Quadia (Rev E +) and Duet Velocia DSP card FPGAs, 
giving more processing power. The XMC connection (VITA 42.0) has 800 MB/s sustained rate possible, 
but  is  more complex to  use because of  the clocking and initialization.   The J4 interface has been 
successfully used at up to 450 MB/s sustained to a Quadia.  The J4 is easier to use since it is a simpler 
parallel bus interface. Components for each of these interfaces is available from Innovative to support 
integration with the Velocia cards.  

For any of the interfaces, be mindful of the data buffering that is needed to support the interface at the 
anticipated data rates.  A good rule of thumb for PCI is to have enough buffering for 1 ms (500K at full 
rate).  For XMC and J4 these can be usually buffered using 1K FIFOs in the logic  since the data flow is 
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more deterministic. 

● Increasing the System Clock Rate

The system clock for PMC is taken directly from an external 100 MHz low jitter clock oscillator.  The 
clock is used for both the system clock and for the Rocket IO ports to the PCI controller.  Internally, this 
clock has a global clock buffer to the RIO cores and to DCM to reduce clock skew on the FPGA die. It is 
critical that the DCM be located on the same edge of the die as the Rocket IO as constrained in the 
FrameWork Logic. Since this clock is used for the RIO, it cannot be changed externally to greater than 
100 MHz for the -5 speed grade FPGA. The DCM can be used to multiply the clock higher, but then the 
DAC interfaces must be changed to incorporate a FIFO so that the data supplied to the DAC is still at 
100 MHz.  This is because the DAC interfaces have an external FIFO that is also clocked by the 100 
MHz on the card.  The FrameWork Logic design is predicated on this design fact.  If a FIFO is added to 
the output data path, the output side should be connected to the 100 MHz sys_clk. 

6.4.6 MATLAB Simulink Board Support Package

A MATLAB board support package for PMC TX is available. This BSP allows logic to be developed 
in MATLAB Simulink using Xilinx System Generator for the PMC TX.  See the MATLAB Board 
Support Guide.

6.4.7 Synthesis and Fitting

A project file for the PMC TX is provided for Xilinx ISE tool that has all the project hierarchy, included files and 
options required.

ISE Project File
pmc_tx.ise

Table 121: PMC TX Xilinx ISE Project Filename

If you are using Xilinx ISE, you should load this project as a starting point and recompile the logic to verify that 
the project is ready to use.  You should be able to successfully generate the BIT file for the logic and run the 
examples on the card.

If you are using another synthesis tool, you will need to reconstruct the logic hierarchy as shown in the HTML 
documentation in your toolset.  The packages and libraries that support Xilinx parts must be used since there 
are Xilinx-specific logic elements used in the design.  These libraries are provided by Xilinx for your simulation 
tool.

Constraints

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic : timing, pin placement and 
IO standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting 
process.

The constraint file for the PMC TX is provided for the standard VP40 device.  If you are using a higher speed 
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grade, or different device then the file must be modified for the device you are using.

PMC TX FPGA Device Used Constraint File

Xilinx XC2VP40-5FF1152C pmc_tx.ucf

Table 122: PMC TX  Constraint File

Adding constraints to the logic is done by editing new constraints into the UCF file, which is simple text, or by 
using one of the Xilinx tools to help create constraints. The Constraint Manager is useful for most timing related 
constraints, while Floorplanner or Pace are useful for logic physical constraints.

Warning! We have noticed some strange occurrences in Pace and Floorplanner that seem to delete 
constraints for GCLK inputs where the location (LOC) constraint is mysteriously removed. It’s a good idea to 
keep a copy of the original file. Some designers like to put the Pace or Floorplanner constraints in an entirely 
new file, then append them by hand. Whatever your method, just be aware that this is a known bad behavior of 
the current tools. When your clock location constraints get deleted, nothing works unless the tools happen to 
put them back where they belong. A dice roll at best..

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic: timing, pin placement and IO 
standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting process.

Timing Constraints

The timing constraints defined cover the clocks used in the design and the external device signal timing. Clock 
period period constraints are used to cover most of the logic since they define the clock rate for all flip-flops 
connected to that clock. These period constraints then cover most of the logic paths used in a synchronous 
design.

Here are the clock period constraints used by the FrameWork Logic: 
NET "sys_clk_in" TNM_NET = "sys_clk_in";
TIMESPEC "TS_sys_clk_in" = PERIOD "sys_clk_in" 9.6 ns HIGH 50 %;
NET "cmd_clkx" TNM_NET = "cmd_clkx";
TIMESPEC "TS_cmd_clkx" = PERIOD "cmd_clkx" 30 ns HIGH 50 %;

The system clock is set for 100 Mhz, with a little safety margin. 

External devices require an additional constraint to be sure that we get the signal off-chip and to its destination 
in time. Since the external chip, such as the DAC external FIFOs, may require some setup time for the signal, 
an offset constraint is used to define how much time we can allow to get the signal off-chip. This type of 
constraint is used on the DAC data signals to guarantee that setup timings to the external FIFOs are met. 

INST "dac0_fifo_dat<*>" TNM = "TIME_FIFO0";
INST "dac1_fifo_dat<*>" TNM = "TIME_FIFO1";
INST "dac2_fifo_dat<*>" TNM = "TIME_FIFO2";
INST "dac3_fifo_dat<*>" TNM = "TIME_FIFO3";
TIMEGRP "TIME_FIFO0" OFFSET = OUT 6.8 ns AFTER "sys_clk_in"  ;
TIMEGRP "TIME_FIFO1" OFFSET = OUT 6.8 ns AFTER "sys_clk_in"  ;
TIMEGRP "TIME_FIFO2" OFFSET = OUT 6.8 ns AFTER "sys_clk_in"  ;
TIMEGRP "TIME_FIFO3" OFFSET = OUT 6.8 ns AFTER "sys_clk_in"  ;
NET "dac0_fifo_wtn" OFFSET = OUT 6.8 ns AFTER "sys_clk_in"  ;
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NET "dac1_fifo_wtn" OFFSET = OUT 6.8 ns AFTER "sys_clk_in"  ;
NET "dac2_fifo_wtn" OFFSET = OUT 6.8 ns AFTER "sys_clk_in"  ;
NET "dac3_fifo_wtn" OFFSET = OUT 6.8 ns AFTER "sys_clk_in"  ;

These constraints require the DAC signals to get off-chip no later than 6.8 ns after the system clock.

IOB Constraints

Warning! DO NOT CHANGE these assignments as damage may occur to the PMC TX! They must be 
used on all compiles.

The only signal IOSTANDARD that may be changed on PMC TX are the J4 interface, testpoints and sync 
signals.  In the example logic they signals are 2.5V LVCMOS with a constraint like this

NET "j4_dat<0>"  LOC = "R1" | IOSTANDARD = LVCMOS25 ; 

In the Xilinx documentation, the compatible IO standards are listed. These include LVDS and others.  You must 
use one of the standards compatible with pin in the UCF since the FPGA has this bank of pins configured for this 
voltage and may not be changed.

Logic Utilization

The results of the mapping process, as taken from the pmc_tx.mrp report, are as shown. Notice the memory 
consumed during the compile is 445 MB for this design! 

The number of occupied slices is 31%, though the tools do not pack unrelated logic in slice if it is not necessary 
or allowed. This does not mean however that the design 31% full, since it is OK in many cases to pack the 
logic tighter, especially for logic that is not high performance.  The tools tend to spread the logic sparsely when 
space is available, so the actual number of flip-flops and LUTs is more important which are 20% and 11% 
respectively.

Release 8.1.03i Map I.27
Xilinx Mapping Report File for Design 'pmc_tx'

Design Information
------------------
Command Line   : map -pr b -p xc2vp40-5ff1152 -detail -cm speed -ol med -t 1
-register_duplication -k 4 -c 100 -tx off pmc_tx.ngd -o pmc_tx.ncd pmc_tx.pcf 
Target Device  : xc2vp40
Target Package : ff1152
Target Speed   : -5
Mapper Version : virtex2p -- $Revision: 1.34 $
Mapped Date    : Wed May 31 09:48:57 2006

Design Summary
--------------
Number of errors:      0
Number of warnings:  715
Logic Utilization:
  Number of Slice Flip Flops:       8,084 out of  38,784   20%
  Number of 4 input LUTs:           4,610 out of  38,784   11%
Logic Distribution:
  Number of occupied Slices:        6,060 out of  19,392   31%
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  Number of Slices containing only related logic:   6,060 out of   6,060  100%
  Number of Slices containing unrelated logic:          0 out of   6,060    0%
        *See NOTES below for an explanation of the effects of unrelated logic
Total Number 4 input LUTs:          5,702 out of  38,784   14%
  Number used as logic:             4,610
  Number used as a route-thru:        542
  Number used for Dual Port RAMs:     256
    (Two LUTs used per Dual Port RAM)
  Number used as Shift registers:     294

  Number of bonded IOBs:              412 out of     692   59%
    IOB Flip Flops:                   383
    IOB Dual-Data Rate Flops:          80
  Number of PPC405s:                   0 out of       2    0%
  Number of GTIPADs:                   2 out of      24    8%
  Number of GTOPADs:                   2 out of      24    8%
  Number of Block RAMs:                33 out of     192   17%
  Number of MULT18X18s:                 8 out of     192    4%
  Number of GCLKs:                     14 out of      16   87%
  Number of DCMs:                       6 out of       8   75%
  Number of BSCANs:                     1 out of       1  100%
  Number of GTs:                        1 out of      12    8%
  Number of GT10s:                      0 out of       0    0%

   Number of RPM macros:           26
Total equivalent gate count for design:  2,393,642
Additional JTAG gate count for IOBs:  19,776
Peak Memory Usage:  445 MB

Place and Route

The Place and Route Step results are taken from the pmc_tx_routed.par report. Timing analysis is shown for 
the design. It is important to review this report to find timing errors. The PAR report shows how the design 
performed against each defined timing constraint. For further analysis, the timing analyzer tool can be used to 
pinpoint the source of each problem.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_dcm_clk0 = PERIOD TIMEGRP "dcm_clk0" T | 9.600ns    | 9.338ns    | 0      | 0.262ns    | 0         
  S_sys_clk_in HIGH 50%                     |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_ddr0_U2_clocks_inst_WCLK_o = PERI | 9.600ns    | 7.945ns    | 0      | 1.655ns    | 0         
  OD TIMEGRP         "inst_ddr0_U2_clocks_i |            |            |        |            |           
  nst_WCLK_o" TS_dcm_clk0 PHASE 3.188 ns HI |            |            |        |            |           
  GH 50%                                    |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_ddr1_U2_clocks_inst_WCLK_o = PERI | 9.600ns    | 7.358ns    | 0      | 2.242ns    | 0         
  OD TIMEGRP         "inst_ddr1_U2_clocks_i |            |            |        |            |           
  nst_WCLK_o" TS_dcm_clk0 PHASE 3.188 ns HI |            |            |        |            |           
  GH 50%                                    |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_ddr0_U2_clocks_inst_RCLK_o = PERI | 9.600ns    | 4.612ns    | 0      | 4.988ns    | 0         
  OD TIMEGRP         "inst_ddr0_U2_clocks_i |            |            |        |            |           
  nst_RCLK_o" TS_dcm_clk0 PHASE 0.938 ns HI |            |            |        |            |           
  GH 50%                                    |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_ddr1_U2_clocks_inst_RCLK_o = PERI | 9.600ns    | 4.578ns    | 0      | 5.022ns    | 0         
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  OD TIMEGRP         "inst_ddr1_U2_clocks_i |            |            |        |            |           
  nst_RCLK_o" TS_dcm_clk0 PHASE 0.938 ns HI |            |            |        |            |           
  GH 50%                                    |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_inst_link_clkdv = PERIOD TIMEGRP "inst | 19.200ns   | 12.188ns   | 5      | 7.012ns    | 0         
  _link_clkdv" TS_dcm_clk0 * 2 HIGH         |            |            |        |            |           
   50%                                      |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_cmd_clkx = PERIOD TIMEGRP "cmd_clkx" 3 | 30.000ns   | 21.474ns   | 3      | 8.526ns    | 0         
  0 ns HIGH 50%                             |            |            |        |            |           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

This is not the complete PAR report, but it shows the sort of result that is reported.  Each timing constraint is 
analyzed to see if it was met.  If not, the report tags the result so that further investigation can be done.  

6.4.8 Simulation

The test files are used in the simulation and testing of the FrameWork code. The testbench file is 
pmc_tx_tb.vhd and it uses several components for testing that are defined by the other model files for the 
external memory chips.

The testbench contains a set of simulation steps that exercise various functions on the FrameWork logic for 
basic interface testing. Behavioral procedures have been written to simulate the command channel interface 
that are useful in simulating accesses by the PCI host to the PMC TX. An end-to-end simulation of the data 
flow from the RIO link to the PCI controller out to the DACs is provided.

Setting Up the Simulation

The files unzipped from the FrameWork Logic archive contain all the source and macro files needed. You will 
normally need to make a ModelSim project reflecting your exact directory structure, although an mpf file is 
provided. You will also need to compile the Xilinx unisim, simprim and Xilinx core libs and point to them in 
ModelSim. These libraries may be compiled from within  Xilinx ISE by selecting the device on the Sources 
Window then selecting the Compile HDL Simulation Libraries on the Processes window. Set the project default 
to VHDL ‘93 if you intend to compile in ModelSim using the project manager.

Important! To simulate the design, your ModelSim license must have SWIFT model capability since Rocket IO 
is used in the PMC TX design.  If you do not have this license, the files will not load.  If you want to simulate 
without Rocket IO, then remove the Rocket IO components from the design.

Simulation Models for PMC TX

The two memory components for PMC TX have simulation models provided by the device vendor. These 
include accurate timing models so that real timings can be simulated.  If a timing violation occurs during their 
use, it is real and should be considered.
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Model Filename Functional Behavior
SRAM CY7C1372.vhd SRAM model provided by Cypress Semiconductor.
DDR DRAM MT48V16M16.vhd DRAM model provided by Micron Semiconductor.
External FIFO IDT72T4088..vhd External  IDT 72T4088 FIFO Model
Command Channel command_channel.vhd Simulates command channels access by the PCI controller.

Table 123: PMC TX Simulation Models

Loading the Testbench

The simulator used from within ISE is Mentor Graphics ModelSim and support files for using the testbench from 
within environment are included. Selecting the testbench file in the Sources window then allows you to select 
the simulation in the Process Window. This should start ModelSim if your tools are set up correctly.

There  are  several  test  benches  included  with  the  PMC TX that  illustrate  different  features  and  modes  of 
operation.

Testbench Filename Testbench Behavior
DAC SPI testing pmc_dac_dacspi_tb.vhd Used to simulate the DAC SPI interface.
Pattern Gen Mode pmc_dac_patgen_tb.vhd Simulates using the PMC TX in pattern generation mode.
Streaming Mode pmc_dac_stream_tb.vhd Simulates using the PMC TX in streaming mode with the 

VFIFO.
Rocket IO link rocket_io_link_tb.vhd Simulates the RIO link to the PCI controller.
Test Generator ii_dac-test_gen_tb.vhd Simulates the test generator.

Table 124: PMC TX Simulation Testbeds

Running the Simulations

When you enter ModelSim from the ISE tool, a macro file is auto generated by the tools to compile up the 
design. You will also have to compile the memory files the first time in ModelSim to get them to run, since the 
auto generated macro does not do this.

Modifying the Simulations

The testbench files provide sample code to begin your simulations for the various operating modes and feature 
of the PMC TX. The pattern generation and streaming mode testbenches show the end-to-end operation of 
the PMC TX. In these two examples, data flows from the RIO link to the PCI controller, through the data 
buffers to the external  DAC FIFO.  The complete data flow can be observed in the simulation including 
operation of the VFIFO DRAM buffer memory.

In many cases, the testbed data flow can be modified by adding command channel reads and writes to configure 
the logic, then observe the data for the modified design.  The command channel reads/writes are performed in 
the simulations using the procedure  as in this example: 

-- write Reg # 1 --------------- software trigger & run
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   COMMAND_RW ('0', X"00000001", X"0000000A");  

In this example, the command channel performed a write to address X”1” of X”A”, setting the software trigger 
and run bits.   

Some Things to Watch Out For in Simulation

Be sure to use a time resolution of ps for all simulations. The DCM simulation component will 
not work reliably unless ps resolution is used.

Many of the files use VHDL ‘93 and will issue errors if not compiled as ‘93 code. As a rule, always use ‘93 
standard when compiling the FrameWork Logic.

The DDR minimum clock rate is ~75 MHz. The SDRAM can misbehave in real life if they are run too slow, even 
though simulation will work. The SRAM does not have this restriction.

To simulate the RIO ports, you must have the SWIFT models license for ModelSim.  You can comment out the 
RIO ports if you do not need them.

6.4.9 Making the logic images for downloading

The PMC TX logic image may be downloaded either over the PCI bus or by using the Xilinx JTAG port.  The 
image must be downloaded each time the board is powered up; there is no on-board ROM for the application 
logic.

Loading over PCI

To download the logic using the PCI bus, the VelociaDownload.exe application is used, or one of the software 
methods discussed in the software manuals.  The image must be an EXO type (Motorola EXORMacs type).

This EXO file is created using the Xilinx IMPACT tool from the BIT file that the tools generated after place and 
route was completed. See section entitled  “Making the Device Image”.

The standard image for the logic is in the .\pmc_tx\images directory, pmc_tx_R2.exo

Loading over JTAG

The application logic may also be downloaded over the JTAG port to the device at any time. Connect the Xilinx 
cable to JP3 (see hardware manual for location and pin out).

Xilinx IMPACT software is used to load the image.  When you open the IMPACT tool, you can select the 
download to device in the wizard and this will lead you through the process.  The JTAG chain will identify only 
the application logic device and you will assign the BIT file created by the ISE tool to load the image.

There are three devices in the Xilinx scan path of the PMC TX: the Xilinx configuration FLASH for the PCI 
FPGA (XCF04) and  two FPGAs (the VP4 and VP40).  The configuration FLASH and VP4 should be put into 
bypass mode during downloading.
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The image may also be loaded inside of ChipScope by right-clicking the target device and specifying the bit file. 

The FrameWork Logic bit file is located .\pmc_tx\pmc_tx_routed.bit  .
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6.5 Quadia

Overview

The Quadia FrameWork Logic is the basis for custom logic application development using either  VHDL or 
MATLAB Simulink (due summer, 2006). This FrameWork logic allows the FPGA  designer to begin with a 
known working design that illustrates IO and DSP interfacing techniques used in Quadia. The custom 
application is then fit within the FrameWork Logic and includes the application-specific code. In many cases, 
the standard methods for moving data to the DSP are retained so that custom software development is 
minimized.

The Quadia has three FPGAs on it: the Velocia FPGA, a Xilinx Virtex2 Pro VP4, and two application FPGAs, 
both Xilinx Virtex2 Pro VP40 (~4M gates) devices. The Virtex2 Pro VP40 in each cluster is available for custom 
application logic and has tight connectivity with the data plane on the card for integration into the IO signal 
processing. The Velocia FPGA is used for card control, PCI memory pool control, and data plane connection to 
PCI. Since the Velocia FPGA is used for these primary interface functions, it is not normally customized by the 
user and source code is not provided as part of the standard product support.

Target Devices

Each computing cluster on Quadia has as its user programmable logic a Xilinx Virtex2 Pro FPGA. The standard 
Quadia has a Xilinx VP40, but may be specially fitted with other devices in custom configurations.

Quadia Variant Logic Density Device Used

Quadia (80089-2) 4M, 2 PowerPC Xilinx XC2VP40-5FF1152C

Quadia (80089-3) - special order 5M, 2 PowerPC Xilinx XC2VP50-5FF1152C

Table 125: Quadia FPGA Device Part Numbers

Notes: Higher speed grades may be special ordered. The logic density of 4M or 5M is an approximation 
of the gate counts.  See the Xilinx data sheet for complete details.

Full data sheets and User Guides are available on the Xilinx web site at these addresses. Data sheet:

 h  t  t  p  :  /  /  d  i  r  e      ct  .  xi  l  i  n      x.c  o      m  /  b  v  d  o      cs/  pub  lic  a      t  i  on  s/  d      s  083  .  p  d      f  

User Guide: h  t  t  p  :/  /  d  i      re  ct.  x  ili  n  x.c  o      m  /  b      v  do  cs/  u      s  e  r      gu  i  d  e      s  /  u      g012  .  p  d      f  

Development Tools
The currently supported tool set is shown here.
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Function Tool Vendor Tool Name
Synthesis, Place and Route Xilinx ISE 9.1
Simulation Mentor Graphics ModelSim 6.1
Bit and PROM Image Creation Xilinx Impact 9.1
Logic Debug and Testing Xilinx ChipScope 9.1
Logic JTAG Cable Xilinx Parallel Cable IV, USB

Table 126: Logic Development Tools for Quadia

FrameWork Logic VHDL Application

The purpose of the FrameWork logic is to provide interface and control components that demonstrate the use 
of Quadia. The FrameWork logic provides the application developer with a good starting point on which to build 
his custom application. The logic components are written to provide hardware interfaces for the FPGA so that 
the FrameWork Logic is the hardware interface layer for applications.

As a starting point, here is a big overview of what is attached to each application FPGA.

First thing to notice is that the FPGA connected not only to the PMC and SFP IO devices, but also to the DSPs 
and two types of memory. All the IO data flows through the FPGA making it a primary element in the cluster 
communications and computing. The local memories are used as buffer or  computational memory for the 
FPGA.

The FrameWork Logic shows an example connection and use for the DSPs, memories, SFP and RIO to other 
FPGAs. Components for each interface provide low-level control and data interfacing that may be adapted to 
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many applications. Each of these external interfaces may use a unique electrical signaling standard and 
protocol that is accommodated in the FPGA design and pin selection, controlled via the User Constraint File 
(UCF).

Here is a simplified block diagram of the FrameWork Logic for the Quadia.

Illustration 109: Quadia FrameWork Logic Block Diagram

In the block diagram, several major components are shown: the DSP interface, memory interfaces for DRAM 
and SRAM, the SFP interface, RIO link and the clocks.  The data mover component shuttles data from one 
component to another. Simulation is driven by the testbench and uses two simulation models for the memories 
that accurately simulate the behavior of the device.

The most important thing to notice about the logic design is that it is organized as a hardware interface layer 
composed of hardware interface components and an application core.  In this FrameWork Logic, the application 
logic simply moves the data from one interface to another. This makes is straightforward to add functions to the 
logic that analyze and process the data streams flowing between the hardware interfaces. In a typical 
application, signal processing can then be added by inserting new application logic into the data stream. This 
new application logic can be  done with either VHDL or by using the MATLAB Simulink with Xilinx System 
Generator tool.

The ports for the top level show the external connections of the logic and their functions.
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Port Name Direction Function

reset_n in Master reset into the FPGA controlled by the Velocia FPGA. Active low.

DSP 0 EMIF B

b0_reset_n in Reset for DSP 0 EMIF B interface. Active low

b0_dcm_reset in Reset for the DCM used in the DSP 0 EMIF interface.

b0_clk_i in Clock input for DSP 0 EMIF B. Sourced from the DSP and synchronous to the 
DSP EMIF B signals.

b0_d(15 downto 0) inout DSP 0 EMIF B data bus. Synchronous to b0_clk_i.

b0_a(20 downto 16) in DSP 0 EMIF B addresses 20..16. Synchronous to b0_clk_i.

b0_a_l(1 downto 0) in DSP 0 EMIF B addresses 1..0. Synchronous to b0_clk_i.

b0_ce_n(3 downto 0) in DSP 0 EMIF B memory space enables. Active low. Synchronous to b0_clk_i.

b0_are_n in DSP 0 EMIF B read enable. Active low. Synchronous to b0_clk_i.

b0_awe_n in DSP 0 EMIF B write enable. Active low. Synchronous to b0_clk_i.

b0_aoe_n in DSP 0 EMIF B output enable. Active low. Synchronous to b0_clk_i.

b0_pdt_n in DSP 0 EMIF B peripheral data transfer. Active low. Synchronous to b0_clk_i.

b0_int(3 downto 0) out DSP 0 interrupts. Rising edge active. 2 clock min pulse width

b0_gp_int(3 downto 0) out DSP 0 general purpose IO, used as DMA interrupts in the Framework logic. 
Rising edge active. 2 clock min pulse width

b0_reset_n in Reset for DSP 0 EMIF B interface. Active low

b0_dcm_reset in Reset for the DCM used in the DSP 0 EMIF interface.

DSP 1 EMIF B

b1_clk_i in Clock input for DSP 1 EMIF B. Sourced from the DSP and synchronous to the 
DSP EMIF B signals.

b1_d(15 downto 0) inout DSP 1 EMIF B data bus. Synchronous to b1_clk_i.

b1_a(20 downto 16) in DSP 1 EMIF B addresses 20..16. Synchronous to b1_clk_i.

b1_a_l(1 downto 0) in DSP 1 EMIF B addresses 1..0. Synchronous to b1_clk_i.

b1_ce_n(3 downto 0) in DSP 1 EMIF B memory space enables. Active low. Synchronous to b0_clk_i.

b1_are_n in DSP 1 EMIF B read enable. Active low. Synchronous to b1_clk_i.

b1_awe_n in DSP 1 EMIF B write enable. Active low. Synchronous to b1_clk_i.

b1_aoe_n in DSP 1 EMIF B output enable. Active low. Synchronous to b1_clk_i.

b1_pdt_n in DSP 1 EMIF B peripheral data transfer. Active low. Synchronous to b1_clk_i.

b1_int(3 downto 0) out DSP 1 interrupts. Rising edge active. 2 clock min pulse width
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Port Name Direction Function

b1_gp_int(3 downto 0) out DSP 1 general purpose IO, used as DMA interrupts in the Framework logic. 
Rising edge active. 2 clock min pulse width

DSP Timers

dsp0_tout0 in DSP 0 timer 0 pin. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_tinp0 in DSP 0 timer 0 input pin. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_tout0 in DSP 1 timer 0 pin. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_tinp0 in DSP 1 timer 0 input pin. Not used in Framework logic.

DSP Serial Ports

dsp0_sp0_dx in DSP 0 McBSP 0 data transmit. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp0_rx in DSP 0 McBSP 0 data receive. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp0_clkx in DSP 0 McBSP 0 transmit clock. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp0_clkrx in DSP 0 McBSP 0 receive clock. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp0_fsx in DSP 0 McBSP 0 transmit frame. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp0_fsr in DSP 0 McBSP 0 receive frame. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp1_dx in DSP 0 McBSP 1 data transmit. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp1_rx in DSP 0 McBSP 1 data receive. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp1_clkx in DSP 0 McBSP 1 transmit clock. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp1_clkrx in DSP 0 McBSP 1 receive clock. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp1_fsx in DSP 0 McBSP 1 transmit frame. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp0_sp1_fsr in DSP 0 McBSP 1 receive frame. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp0_dx in DSP 1 McBSP 0 data transmit. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp0_rx in DSP 1 McBSP 0 data receive. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp0_clkx in DSP 1 McBSP 0 transmit clock. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp0_clkrx in DSP 1 McBSP 0 receive clock. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp0_fsx in DSP 1 McBSP 0 transmit frame. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp0_fsr in DSP 1 McBSP 0 receive frame. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp1_dx in DSP 1 McBSP 1 data transmit. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp1_rx in DSP 1 McBSP 1 data receive. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp1_clkx in DSP 1 McBSP 1 transmit clock. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp1_clkrx in DSP 1 McBSP 1 receive clock. Not used in Framework logic.

dsp1_sp1_fsx in DSP 1 McBSP 1 transmit frame. Not used in Framework logic.
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Port Name Direction Function

dsp1_sp1_fsr in DSP 1 McBSP 1 receive frame. Not used in Framework logic.

PMC

pmc_j4_out(63 downto 32) out PMC J4 connections 63...32. Configured as outputs in the Framework logic for 
test.

pmc_j4_in(31 downto 0) in PMC J4 connections 31...0. Configured as inputs in the Framework logic for test.

pmc_spare(7 downto 0) inout PMC spare signals. Not used in Framework logic.

SYNC Signals 

sync_in_p(2 downto 0) in Unassigned pins connected to JP2. Positive side of pair with sync_in_n. 

sync_in_n(2 downto 0) in Unassigned pins connected to JP2. Negative side of pair with sync_in_p. 

sync_out_p(2 downto 0) out Unassigned pins connected to JP2. Positive side of pair with sync_in_n. 

sync_out_n(2 downto 0) out Unassigned pins connected to JP2. Negative side of pair with sync_in_p. 

pmc_int_n(3 downto 0) in PMC interrupts for the cluster. Active low. 

Clock inputs

ext_clk in External clock input. From front panel SMB.

refclk_p in Clock input from PLL. Input is LVDS; this is the positive input.

refclk_n in Clock input from PLL. Input is LVDS; this is the negative input.

linkclk_p in Clock input from fixed 125 MHz clock for RIO use. Input is LVDS; this is the 
positive input.

linkclk_n in Clock input from fixed 125 MHz clock for RIO use. Input is LVDS; this is the 
negative input.

FPGA to FPGA connections

f2f_d(15 downto 0) in These are unassigned connections with the other cluster FPGA.

SBSRAM

sb_a(22 downto 0) out SBSRAM address outputs.

sb_d(15 downto 0) inout SBSRAM data pins

sb_ce_n out SBSRAM chip enable. Active low.

sb_bw_n(1 downto 0) out SBSRAM byte write enables. Active low.

sb_bws_n(1 downto 0) out SBSRAM byte write strobes. Active low.

sb_rw_n out SBSRAM read/write.

sb_ld out SBSRAM address load.

sb_lbo_n out SBSRAM byte output mode. When low, bytes are linearly output, when high bytes 
are interleaved.
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Port Name Direction Function

sb_clk out SBSRAM clock.

sb_cke_n out SBSRAM clock enable. Active low.

sb_oe_n out SBSRAM output enable. Active low.

DDR SDRAM 

ddr_clk out DDR SDRAM clock +. This is the positive side of the clock.

ddr_clkb out DDR SDRAM clock -. This is the negative side of the clock.

ddr_dqs(1 downto 0) inout DDR SDRAM data strobes.

ddr_dq(15 downto 0) inout DDR SDRAM data bus.

ddr_cke out DDR SDRAM clock enable.

ddr_csb out DDR SDRAM chip select. Active low.

ddr_rasb out DDR SDRAM CAS (column address strobe). Active low.

ddr_casb out DDR SDRAM RAS (row address strobe). Active low.

ddr_web out DDR SDRAM write enable. Active low.

ddr_dm(1 downto 0) out DDR SDRAM data masks.

ddr_ba(1 downto 0) out DDR SDRAM bank addresses.

ddr_address(13 downto 0) out DDR SDRAM addresses.

SFP Module

sfp_txfault in SFP module transmit fault indicator. ‘0’ for normal operation. 

sfp_disable out SFP module disable. ‘1’ disables the module.

sfp_los in SFP module loss of signal indication. ‘0’ for normal operation.

sfp_clk out Clock signal for SFP module IIC port.

sfp_sdata inout Data signal for SFP module IIC port.

sfp_detect in A SFP module is present in the port when this is ‘1’.

sfp_ratesel out Selects receiver bandwidth on SFP modules that support this feature. Module 
specific.

LED

Led out Controls the front panel LED for this cluster. ‘0’ turns the LED on.

Testpoints

tp(31 downto 0) out Testpoints for debug (to Mictor on Rev C or J5 on Rev D+).

Site Indentifier

site_id In Indicates, 0 or 1, which FPGA this is on the Quadia
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Table 127: Quadia FrameWork Logic Pins

Application Logic Help Files

An hyper linked help file system is available for Quadia logic developers in the ./docu directory.  This help 
system shows hierarchy, logic entities, important processes and variables for the application design as hyper 
linked HTML documentation.

To use the HTML documentation, open the index.htm file under the ./docu directory.

Memory Map

The FrameWork interface with the two DSPs uses the following memory map.  Each DSP has its EMIF B 
memory bus attached to the logic and is decoded to communicate with logic. The DSP has four memory space 
decodes, named BCE0 through BCE3, that are configured in the DSP

EMIF settings (internal to the DSP) to define the memory space access type and timing parameters.  These CE 
spaces are initialized in the DSP and must match the logic.  In this table, the “async” decodes are asynchronous 
accesses by the DSP, “burst” is synchronous SRAM memory accesses.

The DSP interface to the FPGA uses a subset of the DSP addresses, 20 through 16.  The decoding of the 
memory therefore only uses these five address bits plus the memory space decode for each device. The column 
in the table showing the logic address is the decode of the input five addresses.
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CE 
Space

DSP 
Memory 
Address

Logic
Address

(hex)

Access
Type

R/W Description

BCE0 0x60000000 0x00 Burst R/W FIFOLink 0-1 data
0x60010000 0x01 Burst R/W FIFOLink 0-2 data
0x60020000 0x02 Burst R/W FIFOLink 0-3 data

0x60030000 0x03 Burst R/ 
W

SFP MODULE FIFO

BCE1 0x64000000 0x00 Burst R/W DDR FIFO link *(Note 2)

BCE2 0x68000000 0x00 Async R/W Test register*(note 1)
0x68040000 0X01 Async R/W Pmc test register*(note 1)
0x68080000 0X02 Async R/W SBSRAM Data register*(note 1)
0x680C0000 0x03 Async W SBSRAM address register(Lo)*(note 1)
0x68100000 0x04 Async W SBSRAM address register(Hi)*(note 1)

BCE3 0x6C000000 0x00 Async W Control Register
0x6C040000 0x01 Async W WFIFO 0 Threshold
0x6C080000 0x02 Async W WFIFO 1 Threshold
0x6C0C0000 0x03 Async W WFIFO 2 Threshold
0x6C100000 0x04 Async W RFIFO 0 Threshold
0x6C140000 0x05 Async W RFIFO 1 Threshold
0x6C180000 0x06 Async W RFIFO 2 Threshold
0x6C1C0000 0x07 Async W SFP WFIFO Threshold*
0x6C200000 0X08 Async W SFP RFIFO Threshold*

0x6C280000 0x0a Async W DDR WFIFO Threshold
0x6C2C0000 0x0b Async W DDR RFIFO Threshold
0x6C300000 0x0c Async R/W DDR FIFO Status/Control

0x6C340000 0x0d Async R Site & Revision Id
0x6C3C0000 0x0f Async W INT4 source***(Note3)
0x6C400000 0x10 Async W INT5 source***(Note3)
0x6C440000 0x11 Async W Not used
0x6C480000 0x12 Async W SFP control*
0x6C4C0000 0x13 Async R SFP module status*
0x6C500000 0x14 Async R/W SFP WFIFO status/control*
0x6C540000 0x15 Async R/W SFP RFIFO status/control*

0x6C5C0000 0X17 Async R/W TEST REGISTER
0x6C640000 0x19 Async R/W WFIFO 0 status/control
0x6C680000 0x1A Async R/W WFIFO 1 status/control
0x6C6C0000 0x1B Async R/W WFIFO 2 status/control
0x6C700000 0x1C Async R/W RFIFO 0 status/control
0x6C740000 0x1D Async R/W RFIFO 1 status/control
0x6C780000 0x1E Async R/W RFIFO 2 status/control

Table 128: Quadia FrameWork Logic Memory Map

Note 1 *: applicable to primary DSP (dsp0, dsp2)
Note2 **: applicable to secondary DSP (dsp1, dsp3)
Note 3 *** : applicable only to DSP0 and DSP2 , int4 and int5 for DSP1-3 are not used.
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Registers in the Quadia FrameWork Logic

The DSP control register (BCE3, 0x6C000000, write)  has this format and bit assignments. The primary 
function is to reset the RIO links to this DSP.

Bit Description Meaning

0 - -
1 RIO Rx Reset Reset the RIO RX paths when true for this DSP
2 RIO Tx Reset Reset the RIO TX paths when true for this DSP

31..3 -

Table 129: Quadia DSP Control Register

The WFIFO status registers (BCE3, 0x6C640000, 0x6C680000, 0x6C6C0000, read) for the DSP links all have 
this register format.

Bit Description Meaning

9..0 WFIFO Write Count Number of points in the FIFO
10 FIFO empty The FIFO is empty when true
11 FIFO Full The FIFO is full when true
12 '0' -
13 Link Status Link is operating when true

31…14 X”0000” & “00” -

Table 130: Quadia Write FIFO Link Status Registers

The RFIFO status registers (BCE3, 0x6C700000, 0x6C740000, 0x6C780000, read) for the DSP links all have 
this register format.

Bit Description Meaning

9..0 RFIFO Write Count Number of points in the FIFO
10 FIFO empty The FIFO is empty when true
11 FIFO Full The FIFO is full when true
12 '0' -
13 RFIFO Threshold

Interrupt
Link is operating when true

31…14 X”0000” & “00” -

Table 131: Quadia Read FIFO Link Status Registers

The  WFIFO  (BCE3,  0x6C640000, 0x6C680000, 0x6C6C0000, write) and  RFIFO (BCE3,  0x6C700000, 
0x6C740000, 0x6C780000, write) control registers are used to reset the FIFOs used in the DSP links.

Bit Description Meaning

0 FIFO Reset Reset the FIFO when true.
31..1 - Not used

Table 132: Quadia Write FIFO Link Control Registers
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The  FIFO interrupt threshold registers (BCE3,  0x6C040000, 0x6C080000, 0x6C0C0000,  0x6C100000, 
0x6C140000. 0X6C180000, write) control the interrupts and interrupt counting for the FIFOs used in the 
processor mesh.

Bit Description Meaning

9..0 Interrupt threshold Number of points in the FIFO when an interrupt will 
be signaled.  Also used for interrupt counting.

31..10 - -

Table 133: Quadia FIFO Interrupt Threshold Registers

DSP interrupts 4 and 5 can be driven by multiple sources, which are selected by the interrupt selection registers 
(BCE3,  0x6C3C0000, 0x6C400000). The DSP should enable  only one of the sources at a time. The PMC 
interrupts on the PCI interface can be serviced by the DSP by selecting these interrupts in this register.

Bit Description Meaning

0 SFP Rx FIFO Interrupt from the SFP Rx FIFO
1 SFP Tx FIFO Interrupt from the SFP Tx FIFO
2 PMC Int0 PMC interrupt 0
3 PMC Int1 PMC interrupt 1
4 PMC Int2 PMC interrupt 2
5 PMC Int3 PMC interrupt 3

31..6 -

Table 134: Quadia Interrupt Control Register

The DDR VFIFO component has a status register defined as follows. This register is used to monitor the DDR 
VFIFO as connected to the DSP.

Bit Description Meaning

7..0 dsp1_ce1_ofifo_rd_cnt(0)(7 downto
0)

The number of points in the DSP 
FIFO holding the DDR data

8 dsp1_ce1_ofifo_empty The DSP FIFO is empty
9 dsp1_ce1_ofifo_full The DSP FIFO is full

10 ddr_o_rdy The DDR output FIFO is ready 
meaning it has data.

31..11 '0' -
Table 135: Quadia DDR FIFO Status Register

The SRAM control registers in the FrameWork logic are used to test the connection to the SRAM as part of the 
factory test.  They are usually replaced in any custom logic design since this is not a high implementation of the 
interface  and  is only for  test.  In the  simple  test interface,  the  DSP  writes addresses to  the upper and  lower 
address registers, providing a 20 bit address. Data is then either written to or read from this address by the DSP 
at the data register address.

SRAM data (DSP0, CE2, 0x68080000, R/W)  The DSP reads or writes data to this address.
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Bit Description Meaning

15..0 SRAM data Data in the SRAM as pointed to by 
the address registers.

31..16 Not used

Table 136: Quadia SRAM Data Register

SRAM lower addresses (DSP0, CE2, 0x680C0000, R/W)

Bit Description Meaning

15..0 SRAM addresses 15..0 Addresses 15 through 0  to the
SRAM

31..16 Not used

Table 137: Quadia SRAM Lower Address Register

SRAM upper addresses (DSP0, CE2, 0x68100000, R/W).  This sets the address bits 19 through 16 for 
accesses to the RAM by the DSP during test.

Bit Description Meaning

3..0 SRAM addresses 19..16 Address to the SRAM
31..4 Not used

Table 138: Quadia SRAM Upper Address Register

The SFP status register has this format.

Bit Description

0 Sfp TXFAULT – ‘0’ indicates normal operation, ‘1’ indicates fault
1 SFP LOS – ‘0’ indicates normal operation … ‘1’ indicates received optical power

is below receiver sensitivity
15..2 X”000”

Table 139: Quadia SFP Status Register

The DSP test registers (CE2, 0x68000000) (CE3, 0x6C5C0000) are simple 32-bit read/write registers that are 
used in production test for verifying operation.

Clocks

In the Quadia design, there are two DSP EMIF B clocks both nominally at 133 MHz fixed rate, with no phase 
relationship to each other or any other clock. There is also a fixed system clock of 100 MHz that is used for the 
RIO reference clock. Other clocks in the system, such as the programmable PLL clocks may be used for a 
range of frequencies for sample clocks or as communications timing clocks.
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Judicious choice of clock domain boundaries, and careful handling of any transition across the clock boundaries 
is crucial to a reliable design. Past experience has shown that more problems occur on this topic than any 
other. Use of the FrameWork Logic components provide these clock domain changes in most cases by the use 
of FIFOs and other synchronization logic.

Clock Sources

There are several clocks available to the designer in the logic that are intended for different functions as shown 
in the following table.

The DSP EMIF clocks should be used for synchronizing to the DSP EMIF A or B buses. Since these clocks are 
fixed frequency at ~133 MHz, a Digital Clock Manager (DCM) inside the Virtex2 Pro should be used to reduce 
the clock skew in the chip, as is shown in the FrameWork Logic. These clocks are not controlled for jitter or 
absolute frequency and should not be used for precision timing operations or analog sample clocks.

The link clock is a precision 100 MHz with low jitter and 5 ppm stability. This clock is used as the reference to 
the Rocket IO cores in the logic and as a system reference.  The Rocket IO cores should be directly fed this 
clock, not through a DCM, so that jitter is minimized. This clock is received differentially, using LVDS signaling.

The PLL clock, or refclk, is a programmable clock that is low jitter and accurate.  This is a software 
programmable frequency source with less than 3 ps RMS jitter referenced from a 14.4 MHz crystal, stable to 5 
ppm.  This clock is commonly used as sample rate timebase to analog modules, or as Rocket IO link clock 
reference.

The Quadia also has an external clock input that may be used as a clock by the FPGA.  This input is not 
necessarily used for clock in all designs and may be used as an output in custom applications.

Clock Function Frequency Pin

on FPGA
b0_clk_i DSP 0 EMIF B clock ~133 MHz AE18
b1_clk_i DSP 1 EMIF B clock ~133 MHz D17
refclk_p/
refclk_n

Programmable PLL clock source, 
differential input (LVDS)

30-500 MHz, 3 ps jitter AL18(+)/AK18(-)

ext_clk External clock input from SMB varies, nominally 0-150 MHz E16
linkclk_p/
linkclk_n

Programmable PLL clock source, 
differential input (LVDS)

100 MHz, 1 ps jitter AL17(+)/AK17(-)

Table 140: Quadia Input Clocks

It is possible using the VP40 DCMs to generate many other clocks from the sources provided by programming 
them for their multiplier and divisor factors. The advantage of using the DCM over a logic-based division is that 
phase relationships are preserved so that the logic may still be synchronous. This tends to simplify the logic 
design by reducing the number of random phase clock domain transitions that must be managed.

Quadia Clock Domains
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Quadia clock domains, as shown in the following diagram, are primarily the system clock, two DSP EMIF B 
clocks and the RIO reference clock. In most cases, a FIFO is used to transition the data path from one clock 
domain to another as a standard technique.

Application logic is written in the sys_clk clock domain as a rule.  This allows the design to use a single clock 
and simplifies the logic design and validation.  The hardware interface layer and its components provide the 
clock domain transitions for the design using a standardized design practice of small FIFOs for the data path to 
and from the component. The use of small FIFOs for clock domain transitions is a natural way to avoid 
problems with asynchronous clocks because they are by design capable of handling two clocks.  If this cannot 
be done however, care should  also be taken to resynchronize control signals that must transition the clock 
domain boundaries so that metastability is avoided.

Illustration 110: Quadia Clock Domains

RIO Link Component

The RIO Link component provides the basis for the interconnect between FPGAs on the Quadia. Each cluster 
FPGA implements four links to the other FPGA so that it can be used for passing data from the one FPGA to 
the other. In the example FrameWork Logic, the four DSPs are interconnected using the RIO link component 
and flowing data to and from the DSP interface component.
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Each RIO link has two FIFOs for its data path.  Three RIO components are used per DSP to make a complete 
mesh of connectivity with the other 3 DSPs. Therefore, each DSP communicates using six FIFOs, one for read 
and write to the three other DSPs, that connect it to the other DSPs. The local DSP, i.e. the one in the same 
cluster, communicates over a simple pair  of FIFOs that are wired to each EMIF B. The DSPs in the other 
cluster are communicated over  Rocket IO links to the other FPGA. Flow control between the DSPs is 
implemented over the Rocket IO link intermixed with data.
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Illustration 111: Quadia FIFOLinks for DSP Communications



Illustration 112: Quadia Data Plane Connecting DSPs

The RIO Link interface logic combines VHDL control files with Xilinx cores for the FIFOs and Rocket IO core. 
The RIO link logic wraps the Xilinx FIFOs with the RIO core and provides the logic for moving data across the 
links.

The input clock to the RIO Link component  is wired in the design to the low-jitter 100 MHz communications 
clock. Timing constraints in the UCF reflect the 100 MHz. The 100 MHz gives the maximum transmission rate 
of 2 Gbps (100 MHz *20) for the speed grade VP40 shipped with the standard product (-5 speed grade). 
Higher speed grades support higher clock rates for the Rocket IO.

VFIFO Component

The Quadia FrameWork Logic that implements virtual FIFO (VFIFO) as described in the library components 
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chapter.    The VFIFO on Quadia has single 16Mx16 DRAM for its buffer memory,  running at 100 MHz. 
The Quadia DRAM has been used in other custom applications at 133 MHz. 

The maximum storage rate  to the VFIFO is  approximately 380 MB/s in the standard logic,  or  a  190 MB/s 
throughput for reads and writes.

SBSRAM Controller Component

The Quadia has one 1M x 16 ZBT SBSRAM (synchronous burst, Zero Bus Turn-around SRAM) memory 
comprised of one Cypress Technology CY7C1372BV25-167AC (or equivalent) chip. These devices have a flow-
through architecture and are 2.5V IO. The SBSRAM supports up to 167 MHz (~333 MB/sec) data rates.   This 
memory may be used by the FPGA in any process as required by the application and has completely 
independently controls. Since this SBSRAM provides the highest data rates only in burst mode, the application 
should arrange data to take advantage of this architecture.

The SBSRAM controller component is derived from Xilinx appnote XAPP136, which provides a controller 
design for interfacing high speed synchronous SRAM memory. This design supports the  “NoBL” (No Bus 
Latency, or ZBT) type of SRAM that has low turnaround time on the bus for reads to writes and vice versa.

XAPP136 has a good interface design and is well documented. The SRAM interface wrapper that is provided in 
the FrameWork just gives a very simple hook-up to the DSP that allows the DSP to talk to the SRAM for test 
purposes through a set of registers. The real heart of the logic is in the SRAM controller block that is taken from 
XAPP136.
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The SRAM on Quadia is a Cypress CY7C1372. For simulation purposes, a model of the SRAM is provided.

SFP Port Component

The SFP component provides an interface between the DSP through the logic to the SFP port. Data rates for 
the the port are up to 2 Gbps with  the  standard speed logic; the component used in the FrameWork logic 
communicates at 1 Gbps so that copper cables can be used with 1000 BASE T SFP modules. 

A pair of FIFOs from the core is the application layer connectivity to the SFP port.  The FrameWork logic moves 
this data to the DSP via a data mover component to demonstrate SFP use.  FIFO counts from the component 
are used to pace the data flow.  

The Rocket IO core used in the SFP component is a fixed function in the logic and is configured using the Xilinx 
Architecture Wizard (XAW) for its features and operating parameters. The example logic has been configured 
to work with 1 Gbps modules that use standard copper Ethernet cables.   For higher data rates, the core should 
be reconfigured using the XAW. The SFP code can be modified to run at faster output data rates by either 
changing the input clock to use the programmable clocks or changing the clock multiplier in the Rocket IO core. 
The incoming data rate is controlled by  the transmitter within the limits of the Rocket IO core (see the  data 
sheet).

The data is clocked using the 100 MHz reference clock in the example logic. This clock is provided directly to 
the RIO core to meet the jitter specifications.  The logic clocks needed for the transmit and receive logic are 
made using an external DCM from the reference clock .

Constraints in the UCF are only for the clock and logic placement. The RIO pins are a fixed piece of logic and 
are therefore not included in the constraints.  

Connection to the other SPF ports on other Quadias requires a crossover cable that connects transmit to 
receive. For network cables, these are readily available. Fiber optic cables are simply connected from 
transmitter to receiver.
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DSP Interface Component

The DSP interface component is the hardware interface component for the DSP EMIF B bus interface to the 
FPGA.  As such, it implements the memory decoding and data interfaces for the DSP to communicate with the 
logic design.  Both high speed synchronous and lower speed, but more flexible, interfaces are provided for the 
DSP that allow the DSP to integrate tightly with the logic design for both data flow and control functions.

The DSP has a programmable bus interface that supports multiple interface protocols on a single bus for 
different parts of its memory space.  Four such programmable memory spaces are  provided by the TI '6416 
DSP and are used for the logic interface.  This memory space decoding is shown in the memory map for the 
FrameWork logic provided in this manual.

For each memory space, the DSP interface component provides decoding and a data interface. For the two 
synchronous memory spaces, the DSP component provides 4 FIFOs in each directions.  High speed data can 
flow to the DSP through each of these FIFOs using an interrupt to the DSP.  Note that the number of DSP 
interrupts is limited to 6 total, so choices about the functionality must be made to free up an interrupt for the 
DMA-driven data flow form the FIFOs.

For Register and status, the two memory spaces (CE2 and CE3) that are used in asynchronous mode are 
decoded for 32 writes each.  These signals are subsequently translated to the sys_clk clock domain so that all 
application logic an be written in this single clock domain for simplicity. The readback of registers, or status 
function, is accomplished by a single status data path back into the component. The application logic should 
drive this bus with the data at the address  presented from the DSP component. This requires a simple 
multiplexer for the memory locations that are read back from the logic to the DSP.
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DSP Interrupts

There are four DSP interrupts and 4 DSP GP pins that can act as DSP DMA interrupts. The DSP interrupts in 
the logic design have the physical assignments as shown here.

Logic Signal Name DSP Interrupt
b0_int(0) Int4

b0_int(1) Int5

b0_int(2) Int6

b0_int(3) Int7

                    b0_gp_int(0) GP(1)

               b0_gp_int(1) GP(2)

               b0_gp_int(2) GP(3)

              b0_gp_int(3) GP(4)

Table 141: Quadia DSP interrupt mapping

The interrupts to the DSP are either from the application logic or the FIFOs in the DSP interface component. In 
the component, the FIFOs levels are compared to the input thresholds to generate an interrupt for the data 
movement to the DSP.  The interrupts generated from the FIFO thresholds are also controlled so that the 
interrupts signal only once until the programmed number  of points (burst size) is read/written to the FIFO to 
prevent false interrupt triggering to the DSP.

Data Mover Component

The data mover component is provided to provide data flow between the various parts of the design.  Since all 
of the components supporting data flow have FIFOs as their interface to the application logic layer, the data 
mover is used to shuttle the data around the design from component to component like a dedicated DMA 
engine.

The data mover component moves data based upon the availability of data at the source FIFO  and the 
available space in the destination FIFO.  The data mover moves the maximum amount of points based upon 
the lesser of the number of points available and the destination space available. The specified amount of data 
is moved from one FIFO to another as continuous burst of data.

There is no data storage in the data mover and it acts only as a data pipe. The data mover makes the control 
signals for each of the FIFOs and times the data flow through it accordingly.
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PMC J4 Port

The Quadia J4 interface to the PMC modules, one per FPGA, in the FrameWork Logic implements a 32-bit, 
bidirectional data path to the PMC module.  Data rates of up to 450 MB/sec have been used.  The Quadia end of 
the link implements the ii_link_master component, while the module includes the ii_link which is the slave end of 
the bus.

The PMC end of the link provides a read and write interrupt, indicating that data is available or ready for data. 
The link  master  in  the Quadia  responds to  the interrupts  by reading first  the number of  points the can be 
transferred, then begins a data transfer.  The control signals indicate the direction of the transfer and when data 
is valid on the bus, resulting in the link completing the transfer by supplying data or storing it in the FIFO.

           

The J4link  has been used as both a data path clocked at up to 125 MHz (~450 MB/s including overhead) and 
as a control port for the PMC.  The private data path implemented over the J4 interface to the PMC avoids the 
latency and non-deterministic timing of the PCI bus.  For higher data rates, the XMC connections should be 
used to the PMCs.

Adding Functionality to the Quadia FrameWork Logic
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Illustration 116: ii Data Mover Block Diagram

Illustration 117: J4 Link Components
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The FrameWork logic is a starting point for the more advanced logic that will be your Quadia application logic. 
It is suggested that you begin by simply recompiling this logic and verifying that you can recreate the 
FrameWork logic as delivered. This will verify that you have all the libraries and FPGA compilation tools 
required to move ahead on your design.

Once you have successfully recompiled the logic, it is now possible to begin adding and replacing the 
FrameWork logic with your application code. This is done by modifying the top VHDL to include your sub-
functions, then modifying the test bench code to adequately stimulate your design.

If you remove functions from the FrameWork Logic, it is necessary to terminate the signals to the external 
devices for proper behavior. This means that output signals should be terminated, usually in a tri-state, and 
controls to a device should be configured so that it is not driving any signals if possible.

It is strongly recommended that you fully simulate your design before putting this logic into the Quadia FPGA. 
This will not only save time in debugging, but could also prevent simple errors from causing serious damage to 
the Quadia itself. A tool like ModelSim is generally required for this high density, complex logic design that give 
full visibility into the logic behavior prior to actual synthesis.

Many functions has been written for Quadia and other Innovative products that may be useful in your 
application.  The library in this manual shows Innovative components both for Quadia and other products that 
may be adapted to your application.

In addition to this library, many pre-written logic functions are available to assist in logic development from 
Xilinx and other vendors. These logic functions may be viewed at the Xilinx  web site 
(h  t  t  p  :/  /w  w  w  .  x  il  i  n      x  .  c  o      m  /i  p      c  e  n      t  e      r   ). These logic functions include basic math, filters, FFTs, SBSRAM controllers, 
NCOs and a multitude of other functions that are useful in logic designing with the Xilinx Virtex2 Pro FPGAs.

Innovative also has a Software Digital Radio (SDR) Receiver application that uses Quadia and UWB PMC. 
This is a 40 channel digital receiver that implements the downconversion, channel filtering and data buffering 
for the forty channels.  Contact Innovative for details.

DSP Interface Logic

The simplest way to add registers or FIFOs to the logic is to connect to the unused memory decodes and 
FIFOs provided by the DSP component.  There are many unused FIFOs and registers/status locations that can 
be used for new functions without changing the DSP component at all.

If your application requires a unique interface to the DSP that is not accommodated by the ii_quadia_dsp_intf 
component, the following discussion explains some basics about the DSP bus timing and control signals and 
how they are used in the in design.  Examining the DSP interface is the best place to start since it may be 
easier to modify that than to start from scratch.

In the Quadia logic, the EMIF B memory decodings are arranged so that BCE0 and BCE1 are synchronous 
burst memory and BCE2 and BCE3 are asynchronous memory. Generally speaking, the asynchronous 
peripherals are not used as high speed devices since this is inherently a slow access protocol - the sync burst 
memory interface is at least 4x faster. The following diagrams show the DSP access timing for burst reads and 
writes.
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For slow speed devices such as configuration and control registers, asynchronous accesses are used in the 
FrameWork Logic. Asynchronous accesses provide the most flexibility in timing control and are the easiest to 
use in most designs, albeit the slowest. The EMIF control registers in the DSP allow the programmer to define 
SETUP, STROBE and HOLD lengths for the cycle that give a programmability to the access timing. For more 
control, the ARDY signal allows the logic  designer to insert additional wait states to the STROBE timing as 
needed.

For the high speed data paths for the FIFO interfaces in the FrameWork logic, burst accesses from the DSP 
provide the highest data rates. The EMIF configuration registers are set for  SBSRAM memory interface 
synchronous protocol and timings, and in the logic the FIFOs respond to these signals to deliver data in 
continuous bursts. In the burst mode, one data point (16-bits wide) is provided for each clock. As can be seen 
from the read and write burst timing diagrams,  data is at least two cycles latent from the control signals for 
reads, and may be zero for writes. On the ‘6416, a programmable latency allows the data to be up to 3 cycles 
latent for either reads or writes. The FrameWork Logic uses a latency of 3 for reads and 0 for writes.
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Data bursts can be of any length and the FrameWork logic accommodates any burst length needed. Normally, 

the DSP programmer uses a DMA channel for these data transfers, and this must match the logic timing for 
latency.  Also, the point counting for interrupts (burst count) must match the DMA programmed transfer length.

The DSP synchronous writes are somewhat simpler; the data is delivered without latency.

Since there are very few timing adjustments in the DSP EMIF control for sync registers, logic designers should 
be aware that burst interfaces require that the logic levels be minimized to meet timings. The Quadia logic has 
a simple data decoding and multiplexer structure that allows the burst memories high speed, while penalizing 
slower asynchronous devices with extra cycles for decoding and data delivery. Even then, only a small portion 
of the BCE2 and BCE3 memory spaces are read-back registers because of the speed required. These read 
registers are grouped in the memory map so that a minimum of logic must be decoded and thereby maximizing 
the speed. Adding new read- back registers therefore should be done in a small memory region,  requiring 
minimum logic.

DSP EMIF B Data Read Interface
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Illustration 119: Quadia '6414 DSP Synchronous Read Interface (courtesy Texas Instruments)



The FrameWork logic is designed to support full data rate from the high speed devices, with the slower speed 
devices subordinate. The following diagram shows an overview of the logic for the EMIF B data path.

The first thing to notice in the diagram is that the control signals are all immediately registered asthey enter the 
logic. This improves the timing by grabbing the signals at the IOB registers, and allowing the internal decoding 
to use the registered signals.  The data sources have been selected from a large case statement, using minimal 
address decoding.

This DSP read interface has been successfully used in the FrameWork Logic to provide data to the DSP at 
burst rates using a 133 MHz EMIF B clock. The pipelined nature of the code allows the FPGA to meet timing 
and reduces many timing issues encountered because of the complex nature of the read back mechanism. The 
latency for the FrameWork Logic is 3 cycles, as set in the EMIF control registers.

DSP EMIF Write Interface

In general, writes are much easier than reads because we can pipeline the control signals and data to reduce 
the timing problems. In the FrameWork logic, the incoming data is immediately  registered in the IOB pins to 
catch the data. In fact, a second register is used to align the data with the decoded signals used for registers 
and FIFO writes.

An input register may be forced into the IOBs using a constraint.  If this is a simple register that just captures 
the data, it allows the data or control signals to be captured with no more than 2 ns of setup time.

Digital IO from the FPGA Devices

There are 44 bits of digital IO from each FPGA to J5 to the compact PCI rear terminal connector. These can be 
used for debug, or IO expansion with the Quadia to a rear terminal card.

Warning! These pins are NOT 5V compatible! Input signals above 3.3V may cause damage!

If you need digital IO to an external device or another card, these are the easiest to use. As the pin name 
implies, they are useful for synchronization or testpoint  functions.
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The signals are routed as 100 ohm pairs suitable for LVDS. Pairs are 0/1, 2/3, etc with 0,2,4.... being the positive 
signal of the pair; 1,3,5,... being the negative.
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FPGA Logic Signal Name FPGA pin CJ5 Pin
0 tp<0> AK24 D22

0 tp<1> AL24 E22

0 tp<10> AE21 D15

0 tp<11> AF21 E15

0 tp<12> AG21 A18

0 tp<13> AH21 B18

0 tp<14> AJ21 D20

0 tp<15> AK21 E20

0 tp<16> AL21 A17

0 tp<17> AE20 B17

0 tp<18> AF20 B16

0 tp<19> AH20 A16

0 tp<2> AL23 A20

0 tp<20> AJ20 A19

0 tp<21> AD19 B19

0 tp<22> AE19 D17

0 tp<23> AF19 E17

0 tp<24> AG19 D18

0 tp<25> AH19 E18

0 tp<26> AJ19 D19

0 tp<27> AK19 E19

0 tp<28> AD18 D16

0 tp<29> AE18 E16

0 tp<3> AE22 B20

0 tp<30> AF18 B15

0 tp<31> AG18 A15

0 tp<4> AF22 B22

0 tp<5> AG22 A22

0 tp<6> AH22 B21

0 tp<7> AJ22 A21

0 tp<8> AK22 D21

0 tp<9> AL22 E21

0 sync_in_n<0> AJ11 B12

0 sync_in_n<1> AL13 B13

0 sync_in_n<2> AM14 B14

0 sync_in_p<0> AK11 A12

0 sync_in_p<1> AL12 A13
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FPGA Logic Signal Name FPGA pin CJ5 Pin
0 sync_in_p<2> AM13 A14

0 sync_out_n<0> AG14 B9

0 sync_out_n<1> AH15 B10

0 sync_out_n<2> AH16 B11

0 sync_out_p<0> AH14 A9

0 sync_out_p<1> AJ15 A10

0 sync_out_p<2> AJ16 A11

1 tp<0> AK24 D8

1 tp<1> AL24 E8

1 tp<10> AE21 B3

1 tp<11> AF21 B4

1 tp<12> AG21 D6

1 tp<13> AH21 D5

1 tp<14> AJ21 E5

1 tp<15> AK21 E6

1 tp<16> AL21 A5

1 tp<17> AE20 B5

1 tp<18> AF20 A7

1 tp<19> AH20 B7

1 tp<2> AL23 A2

1 tp<20> AJ20 B6

1 tp<21> AD19 A6

1 tp<22> AE19 D3

1 tp<23> AF19 D4

1 tp<24> AG19 E1

1 tp<25> AH19 E2

1 tp<26> AJ19 E3

1 tp<27> AK19 E4

1 tp<28> AD18 D2

1 tp<29> AE18 D1

1 tp<3> AE22 A1

1 tp<30> AF18 A8

1 tp<31> AG18 B8

1 tp<4> AF22 B2

1 tp<5> AG22 B1

1 tp<6> AH22 A4
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FPGA Logic Signal Name FPGA pin CJ5 Pin
1 tp<7> AJ22 A3

1 tp<8> AK22 D7

1 tp<9> AL22 E7

1 sync_in_n<0> AJ11 E12

1 sync_in_n<1> AL13 E13

1 sync_in_n<2> AM14 E14

1 sync_in_p<0> AK11 D12

1 sync_in_p<1> AL12 D13

1 sync_in_p<2> AM13 D14

1 sync_out_n<0> AG14 E9

1 sync_out_n<1> AH15 E10

1 sync_out_n<2> AH16 E11

1 sync_out_p<0> AH14 D9

1 sync_out_p<1> AJ15 D10

1 sync_out_p<2> AJ16 D11

XMC Connections to the FPGAs

The FPGA has direct connections to the XMC connectors. This table shows the pins and Rocket IO ports.  Both 
FPGAs have identical connections.  The XMC controls such as XMC_RESET_N, XMC_BIST_N, XMC_SCLK, 
and XMC_SDA are not used in the logic and do not control the XMC using the standard FrameWork Logic.
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Logic Signal Name FPGA pin Connector Pin Use
XMC Miscellaneous IO

UD1 AF15 C9 User Defined IO 1

UD2 AD16 C15 User Defined IO 2

UD3 AE16 C18 User Defined IO 3

UD4 AF16 C19 User Defined IO 4

UD5 AG16 F18 User Defined IO 5

UD6 AD17 F19 User Defined IO 6

XMC_GA0 F10 XMC geographic address 0 . 
Connected to GND

XMC_GA1 C12 XMC geographic address 1 . 
Connected to GND

XMC_GA2 C14 XMC geographic address 2 . 
Connected to GND

XMC_SDA AE15 F14 XMC I2C bus data.  Not used in 
logic.

XMC_SCK AF14 F16 XMC I2C bus clock.  Not used in 
logic.

XMC_RESET_N AF13 F2 XMC reset, active low.  Not used in 
logic.

XMC_BIST_N AE14 C11 XMC Built-In Self Test, active low. 
Not used in logic.

XMC_PRESENT_N AE13 F12 XMC preset detect, active low.  Not 
used in logic.

Rocket IO Link Pairs
XMC0_RXP0/XMC0_RXP0 AP3/AP2 A1/B1 XMC Link  receive pair 0. This is 

RocketIO pair 14 from the FPGA

XMC0_TXP0/XMC0_TXN0 AP4/AP5 D1/E1 XMC Link transmit pair 0. This is 
RocketIO pair 14 from the FPGA

XMC0_RXP1/XMC0_RXN1 AP14/AP15 A3/B3 XMC Link  receive pair 0. This is 
RocketIO pair 18  from the FPGA

XMC0_TXP1/XMC0_TXN1 AP16/AP17 D3/E3 XMC Link transmit pair 1. This is 
RocketIO pair 18 from the FPGA

XMC0_RXP2/XMC0_RXP2 AP26/AP27 A5/B5 XMC Link RECEIVE pair 2. This is 
RocketIO pair 21 from the FPGA

XMC0_TXP2/XMC0_TXP2 AP28/AP29 D5/E5 XMC Link TRANSMIT pair 2. This is 
RocketIO pair 21 from the FPGA

PMC J4 Connections to the FPGAs

The  PMC  J4  connectors  have  direct  connections  to  the  Quadia  FPGAs.   These 
signals are used for  the J4 Link in  the FrameWork logic.  Cluster 0  uses PMC JN4, 
Cluster one connects to PMC JN8.  Identical  pins are used on each FPGA to allow 
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common logic design.
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Logic Signal Name FPGA pin Connector, Pin FrameWork Use
j4_link_clk AB8 JN4/8,25 Link clock
j4_link_d<0> AB4 JN4/8,29 Link data
j4_link_d<1> AB3 JN4/8,30 Link data
j4_link_d<10> Y1 JN4/8,42 Link data
j4_link_d<11> Y9 JN4/8,46 Link data
j4_link_d<12> W11 JN4/8,47 Link data
j4_link_d<13> V11 JN4/8,48 Link data
j4_link_d<14> W6 JN4/8,53 Link data
j4_link_d<15> W5 JN4/8,54 Link data
j4_link_d<16> AH6 JN4/8,1 Link data
j4_link_d<17> AH5 JN4/8,2 Link data
j4_link_d<18> AF4 JN4/8,5 Link data
j4_link_d<19> AF3 JN4/8,6 Link data
j4_link_d<2> AA4 JN4/8,31 Link data
j4_link_d<20> AE1 JN4/8,9 Link data
j4_link_d<21> AE2 JN4/8,8 Link data
j4_link_d<22> AE4 JN4/8,12 Link data
j4_link_d<23> AD6 JN4/8,13 Link data
j4_link_d<24> AD7 JN4/8,16 Link data
j4_link_d<25> AC7 JN4/8,17 Link data
j4_link_d<26> AC6 JN4/8,18 Link data
j4_link_d<27> AC10 JN4/8,19 Link data
j4_link_d<28> AB9 JN4/8,22 Link data
j4_link_d<29> AC3 JN4/8,24 Link data
j4_link_d<3> AA5 JN4/8,34 Link data
j4_link_d<30> AC4 JN4/8,23 Link data
j4_link_d<31> V8 JN4/8,61 Link data
j4_link_d<4> AA8 JN4/8,35 Link data
j4_link_d<5> AA7 JN4/8,36 Link data
j4_link_d<6> AA10 JN4/8,37 Link data
j4_link_d<7> AA2 JN4/8,40 Link data
j4_link_d<8> AA1 JN4/8,41 Link data
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Logic Signal Name FPGA pin Connector, Pin FrameWork Use
j4_link_d<9> Y7 JN4/8,43 Link data
j4_link_dp_n V9 JN4/8,64 Link data frame
j4_link_frame_n W10 JN4/8,49 Link Frame
j4_link_rd_intn W4 JN4/8,55 Read interrupt for link
j4_link_rw AB5 JN4/8,28 Link Read/Write
j4_link_wr_intn W7 JN4/8,52 Write interrupt for link
pmc_spare(0) AL2 JN2/6, 55 Spare

pmc_spare(1) AL1 JN2/6, 57 Spare

pmc_spare(2) AK4 JN2/6, 34 Spare

pmc_spare(3) AG2 JN2/6, 52 Spare

pmc_spare(4) AJ8 JN2/6, 54 Spare

pmc_spare(5) AJ7 JN2/6, 58 Spare

pmc_spare(6) AD2 JN2/6, 60 Spare

pmc_spare(7) AC1 JN2/6, 64 Spare

pmc_int_n(0) U6 JN1/5, 4 Interrupt A from PMC

pmc_int_n(1) U5 JN1/5, 5 Interrupt B from PMC

pmc_int_n(2) U4 JN1/5, 6 Interrupt C from PMC

pmc_int_n(3) U3 JN1/5, 9 Interrupt D from PMC

Table 142: Quadia  JN4/JN8 Connections to FPGA

Spare Connections Between Cluster FPGAs

There are 16 unused connections between the FPGAs that can be used for signaling.  These are 
single-ended, so speed should be limited to 100 MHz or so.
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Logic Signal Name FPGA pin FrameWork Use
f2f_d<0> M6 None

f2f_d<1> M7 None

f2f_d<10> T7 None

f2f_d<11> T6 None

f2f_d<12> T5 None

f2f_d<13> T4 None

f2f_d<14> T3 None

f2f_d<15> T2 None

f2f_d<2> N6 None

f2f_d<3> R6 None

f2f_d<4> P7 None

f2f_d<5> P6 None

f2f_d<6> N7 None

f2f_d<7> R7 None

f2f_d<8> T9 None

f2f_d<9> T8 None

Terminating Unused IO Signals

When you delete unused components from the FrameWork logic, external devices must have their signals 
terminated properly.  This prevents the external device from driving the FPGA and  potentially causing a 
problem, and consuming extra power.   Here are some typical device signal terminations. 
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Device/Signal Function Termination
SBSRAM

sb_a(22 downto 0) addresses '1'
sb_d(15 downto 0) Data bus 'Z'
sb_ce_n Chip enable '1'
sb_bw_n(1 downto 0) Byte write enables '1'
sb_bws_n(1 downto 0) Byte write strobes '1'
sb_rw_n Read/write '1'
sb_ld Address load '0'
sb_lbo_n Address mode X
sb_clk clock '1'
sb_cke_n Clock enable '1'
sb_oe_n Output enable '1'
DDR SDRAM

ddr_clk DDR clock + '1'
ddr_clkb DDR clock - '0'
ddr_dqs(1 downto 0) Data strobes 'Z'
ddr_dq(15 downto 0) data 'Z'
ddr_cke Clock enable '0'
ddr_csb Chip select '1'
ddr_rasb RAS '1'
ddr_casb CAS '1'
ddr_web Write enable '1'
ddr_dm(1 downto 0) Data mask '1'
ddr_ba(1 downto 0) Bank address '0'
ddr_address(13 downto 0) Address '0'
FPGA to FPGA connections

f2f_d(15 downto 0) FPGA to FPGA connections 'Z'
DSP x EMIF B

bx_d(15 downto 0) Data bus 'Z'
bx_int(3 downto 0) interrupts '0'
bx_gp_int(3 downto 0) Dma interrupts '0'
PMC

pmc_j4_out(63 downto 0) PMC J4 pins 'Z'

pmc_spare(7 downto 0) PMC spares 'Z'

SYNC Signals

sync_out_p(2 downto 0) Sync outputs 'Z'

sync_out_n(2 downto 0) Sync outputs 'Z'

SFP Module
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Device/Signal Function Termination
sfp_disable SFP disable 'Z'

sfp_clk SFP clock 'Z'

sfp_sdata SFP config data 'Z'

sfp_ratesel SFP rate control 'Z'

Table 143: Quadia Unused IO Terminations

Synthesis and Fitting

A project file for Quadia is provided for Xilinx ISE tool that provides all the project hierarchy, included files and 
options required.

ISE Project File
quadia_intf.ise

Table 144: Quadia Xilinx ISE Project Filename

If you are using Xilinx ISE, you should load this project as a starting point and recompile the logic to verify that 
the project is ready to use.  You should be able to successfully generate the BIT file for the logic and run the 
examples on the card.

If you are using another synthesis tool, you will need to reconstruct the logic hierarchy as shown in the HTML 
documentation in your toolset.  The packages and libraries that support Xilinx parts must be used since there 
are Xilinx-specific logic elements used in the design.  These libraries are provided by Xilinx for your simulation 
tool.

Batch Compiles

Also included in the archive is a makefile for batch processing the design.  Since Quadia designs can become 
quite large, compile times of 1-2 hours are not uncommon.  The batch file allows a remote computer to be use 
for building the logic so that your desktop machine is not consumed during this build time.

The makefile is written for use on computer running Linux.  We have used it with the Xilinx 64-bit ISE tools. 
Also, large compiles usually require 1-2 GB for system memory so the compile computer should be equipped 
as such.  In our work, we use this makefile script on a Linux 64-bit Xeon machine running Linux 64-bit OS with 
4 GB of memory and have found it to be 2-4x faster than most desktops.

The makefile performs the synthesis, place and route, and bitgen functions in a batch mode.  The makefile and 
its supporting files should be modified for new designs by editing xst_quadia_intf.prj  file and the 
run_xst_quadia_intf.cmd file.

Constraints

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic : timing, pin placement and 
IO standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting 
process.

There are two constraint files for the Quadia : one for each cluster FPGA.  They are different because the 
interconnection of the Rocket IO between the two requires that they be mapped so that the Rocket IO routings 
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are optimum for signal quality.  A one-to-one connection would have resulted in crossed pairs on the Rocket IO, 
an undesirable situation.

The constraint files for the Quadia are provided for the standard VP40 device.  If you are using a higher speed 
grade, or different device then the file must be modified for the device you are using.

Quadia FPGA Device Used Constraint File

Site 0 Xilinx XC2VP40-5FF1152C quadia_intf_0.ucf

Site 1 Xilinx XC2VP40-5FF1152C quadia_intf_1.ucf

Table 145: Quadia Constraint Files

Adding constraints to the logic is done by editing new constraints into the UCF file, which is simple text, or by 
using one of the Xilinx tools to help create constraints. The Constraint Manager is useful for most timing related 
constraints, while Floorplanner or Pace are useful for logic physical constraints.

Warning! We have noticed some strange occurrences in Pace and Floorplanner that seem to delete 
constraints for GCLK inputs where the location (LOC) constraint is mysteriously removed. It’s a good idea to 
keep a copy of the original file. Some designers like to put the Pace or Floorplanner constraints in an entirely 
new file, then append them by hand. Whatever your method, just be aware that this is a known bad behavior of 
the current tools. When your clock location constraints get deleted, nothing works unless the tools happen to 
put them back where they belong. I never seem to be that lucky.

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic: timing, pin placement and IO 
standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting process.

Timing Constraints

The timing constraints defined cover the clocks used in the design and the external device signal timing. Clock 
period period constraints are used to cover most of the logic since they define the clock rate for all flip-flops 
connected to that clock. These period constraints then cover most of the logic paths used in a synchronous 
design.

Here are the clock period constraints used by the FrameWork Logic: 

NET "b0_clk_i" TNM_NET = "b0_clk_i";
TIMESPEC "TS_b0_clk_i" = PERIOD "b0_clk_i" 7 ns HIGH 50 %; 
NET "b1_clk_i" TNM_NET = "b1_clk_i";
TIMESPEC "TS_b1_clk_i" = PERIOD "b1_clk_i" 7 ns HIGH 50 %;
NET "refclk_s" TNM_NET = "refclk_i";
TIMESPEC "TS_refclk_s" = PERIOD "refclk_i" 8 ns HIGH 50 %;

As can be seen, EMIF B clocks (b0_clk_i, b1_clk_i) are constrained to 7 ns, giving a small margin for a 133 
MHz bus.

External devices require an additional constraint to be sure that we get the signal on-chip and to its destination 
in time. Since the external chip, such as the DSP, may have a delay from the clock edge to when we get the 
signal, an additional constraint is defines the amount of time after the clock that the signal is given to the logic. 
This type of constraint is used on the DSP control signals such as CE, ARE, AWE and addresses to guarantee 
that setup timings are met. A Timing Group is defined for these signals with a timing constraint for the group.

INST "b1_d<0>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<1>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
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INST "b1_d<2>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<3>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<4>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<5>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<6>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<7>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<8>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<9>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<10>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<11>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<12>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<13>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<14>" TNM = "b1_data_bus"; 
INST "b1_d<15>" TNM = "b1_data_bus";
TIMEGRP "b1_data_bus" OFFSET = IN 2 ns BEFORE "b1_clk_i"  ; TIMEGRP "b1_data_bus" OFFSET = OUT 1.5 ns 
BEFORE "b1_clk_i"  ;

This constraint will make sure the DSP signals get on-chip 2 nS before their associated clock to meet setup 
time to the associated logic if possible.

IOB Constraints

Warning! DO NOT CHANGE these assignments as damage may occur to the Quadia! They must be 
used on all compiles.

The only signal IOSTANDARD that may be changed on Quadia are the J4 interface, testpoints and sync signals 
on JP5.  In the example logic they signals are 2.5V LVCMOS with a constraint like this

NET "pmc_j4_in<0>"  LOC = "AH6" | IOSTANDARD = LVDS_25 NET "tp<1>" 

LOC = "AL24" | IOSTANDARD = LVTTL ;

In the Xilinx documentation, the compatible IO standards are listed. These include LVDS and others.  You must 
use one of the standards compatible with pin in the UCF since the FPGA has this bank of pins configured for 
this voltage and may not be changed.

Logic Utilization

The FrameWork logic consumes about 10% of the logic for the VP40 device. The results of the mapping 
process, as taken from the quadia_intf.mrp report, are as shown. Notice the memory consumed during the 
compile is 335 MB for this design! The number of occupied slices is 20%, though the tools do not pack 
unrelated logic in slice if it is not necessary or allowed. This does not mean however that the design 20% full, 
since it is OK in many cases to pack the logic tighter, especially for logic that is not high performance.  The 
tools tend to spread the logic sparsely when space is available, so the actual number of flip-flops and LUTs is 
more important which are both about 12%.

Design Summary
--------------
Number of errors: 0
Number of warnings:  936
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Logic Utilization:
Number of Slice Flip Flops: 4,791 out of  38,784   12% Number of 4 

input LUTs: 4,295 out  of   38,784    11%  Logic 
Distribution:

Number of occupied Slices: 3,978 out of  19,392   20%
Number of Slices containing only related logic:   3,978 out of   3,978  100% Number of 
Slices containing unrelated logic: 0 out of   3,978 0%

*See NOTES below for an explanation of the effects of unrelated logic
Total Number 4 input LUTs: 4,758 out of  38,784   12% Number used 

as logic: 4,295
Number used as a route-thru: 211
Number used for Dual Port RAMs: 64
(Two LUTs used per Dual Port RAM) Number used 

as Shift registers: 188

Number of bonded IOBs: 352 out of 692   50% IOB Flip 
Flops: 266
IOB Latches: 2
IOB Master Pads: 39
IOB Slave Pads: 39
IOB Dual-Data Rate Flops: 20

Number of PPC405s:  0 out of  2    0% Number of 
GTIPADs:  10 out of   24   41% Number of 
GTOPADs:    10 out of     24   41% Number of 
Block RAMs: 20 out of 192   10% Number of 
GCLKs:  12 out of  16   75% Number of 
DCMs:  6 out of  8   75% Number of 
BSCANs:    1 out of    1  100% Number of GTs:

5 out of 12   41% Number of GT10s:
0 out of 0   0%

Number of RPM macros: 12
Total equivalent gate count for design:  1,444,162
Additional JTAG gate count for IOBs:  16,896
Peak Memory Usage:  335 MB

Place and Route

The Place and Route Step results are taken from the quadia_intf.par report. Timing analysis is shown for the 
design. It is important to review this report to find timing errors. The PAR report  shows how the design 
performed against each defined timing constraint. For further analysis, the timing analyzer tool can be used to 
pinpoint the source of each problem.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Constraint
| Requested  | Actual | Logic

| | | Levels
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TS_J_TO_J = MAXDELAY FROM TIMEGRP "J_CLK" | 30.000ns   | 7.752ns | 4
TO TIMEGRP "J_CLK" 30 ns | | |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TS_U_TO_J = MAXDELAY FROM TIMEGRP "U_CLK" | 15.000ns   | 3.200ns | 1
TO TIMEGRP "J_CLK" 15 ns | | |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TS_U_TO_U = MAXDELAY FROM TIMEGRP "U_CLK" | 15.000ns   | 1.699ns | 0
TO TIMEGRP "U_CLK" 15 ns | | |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PATH "TS_U_TO_D_path" TIG | N/A | N/A | N/A
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- PATH 

"TS_J_TO_D_path" TIG | N/A | 5.891ns | 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- PATH 

"TS_D_TO_J_path" TIG | N/A | 4.866ns | 5
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TS_b0_clk_i = PERIOD TIMEGRP "b0_clk_i" 7 | 7.000ns | 1.998ns | 0
ns HIGH 50% | | |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TS_b1_clk_i = PERIOD TIMEGRP "b1_clk_i" 7 | 7.000ns | 1.975ns | 0
ns HIGH 50% | | |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- TS_refclk_s = PERIOD 
TIMEGRP "refclk_i" 8 | 8.000ns | 2.284ns | 0 ns HIGH 50% | | |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* TS_U_DCM_B1CLK_CLK0_BUF = PERIOD TIMEGRP  | 7.000ns | 7.209ns | 4

"U_DCM_B1CLK_CLK0_BUF" TS_b1_clk_i | | | HIGH 50% |
| |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TS_U_DCM_B1CLK_CLK180_BUF = PERIOD TIMEGR | 7.000ns | 4.588ns | 0
P "U_DCM_B1CLK_CLK180_BUF" TS_b1_ | | |
clk_i PHASE 3.5 ns HIGH 50% | | |

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* TS_U_DCM_B0CLK_CLK0_BUF = PERIOD TIMEGRP  | 7.000ns | 7.241ns | 4

"U_DCM_B0CLK_CLK0_BUF" TS_b0_clk_i | | | HIGH 50% |
| |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- TS_U_DCM_B0CLK_CLKDV_BUF = 
PERIOD TIMEGRP | 112.000ns  | 3.428ns | 11
"U_DCM_B0CLK_CLKDV_BUF" TS_b0_clk_i | | |

* 16 HIGH 50% | | |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TS_FIFOLINK_VELOCIA_U_RIO_CLOCK_RIO_DLL_F | 8.000ns | 7.286ns | 1
B_O = PERIOD TIMEGRP "FIFOLINK_VE | |     | 
LOCIA_U_RIO_CLOCK_RIO_DLL_FB_O" TS_refclk | | |
_s HIGH 50% | | |

This is not the complete PAR report, but it shows the sort of result that is reported.  Each timing constraint is 
analyzed to see if it was met.  If not, the report tags the result so that further investigation can be done.  In this 
case, the outputs of the DCMs for the DSP 1 EMIF B clock is not meeting the constraint, but we have little 
margin there so it can be safely ignored.

Simulation
The test files are used in the simulation and testing of the FrameWork code. The testbench file is 
quadia_tb.vhd and it uses several components for testing that are defined by the other model files for the 
external memory chips.

The testbench contains a set of simulation steps that exercise various functions on the FrameWork logic for 
basic interface testing. Behavioral procedures have been written to simulate the DSP timing for sync and async 
memory accesses that are useful in simulating data  movement. Also, the steps to setup the logic for data 
streaming support are shown so that  interrupt servicing (DMA or CPU accesses), Rocket IO and DSP 
interfacing illustrated.

Setting Up the Simulation
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The files unzipped from the FrameWork Logic archive contain all the source and macro files needed. You will 
normally need to make a ModelSim project reflecting your exact directory structure, although an mpf file is 
provided. You will also need to compile the Xilinx unisim, simprim and Xilinx core libs and point to them in 
ModelSim. These libraries may be compiled from within  Xilinx ISE by selecting the device on the Sources 
Window then selecting the Compile HDL Simulation Libraries on the Processes window. Set the project default 
to VHDL ‘93 if you intend to compile in ModelSim using the project manager.

Important! To simulate the design, your ModelSim license must have SWIFT model capability since Rocket IO 
is used in the Quadia design.  If you do not have this license, the files will not load.  If you want to simulate 
without Rocket IO, then remove the Rocket IO components from the design.

Simulation Models for Quadia

The two memory components for Quadia have simulation models provided by the device vendor. These include 
accurate timing models so that real timings can be simulated.  If a timing violation occurs during their use, it is 
real and should be considered.

Model Filename Functional Behavior
SRAM CY7C1372.vhd SRAM model provided by Cypress Semiconductor.
DDR DRAM MT48V16M16.vhd DRAM model provided by Micron Semiconductor.

Table 146: Quadia Simulation Models

Loading the Testbench

The simulator used from within ISE is Mentor Graphics ModelSim and support files for using the testbench from 
within environment are included. Selecting the testbench file in the Sources window then allows you to select 
the simulation in the Process Window. This should start ModelSim if your tools are set up correctly.

The wave window macro file is wave.do in the simulation subdirectory for waveform visualization.

Running the Simulations
When you enter ModelSim from the ISE tool, a macro file is auto generated by the tools to compile up the 
design. You will also have to compile the memory files the first time in ModelSim to get them to run, since the 
auto generated macro does not do this.

Modifying the Simulations

The testbench file provides sample code to begin your simulations. Accesses are shown to each peripheral 
from the DSP, and how to control the peripherals such as the RIO Link and SFP ports. In the main process, the 
DSP configures the FIFOs and interrupts and generates data. Use of the  SFP port is also demonstrated. 
Internal signals for the data streams can be viewed as well.

In the code are several procedures that simulate DSP accesses and can be used to simulate both async and 
burst DSP access to the logic. The following code shows the DSP asynchronous access procedure, with the 
correct timing, and its use in the testbench.

procedure read_status_node0 ( constant address : bit_vector(20 downto 16);
          constant data : bit_vector(15 downto 0)   ) is
    begin
                           wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i='1';

b0_ce_n <= "0111" after 2 ns;
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b0_are_n <='0' after 2 ns; 
  b0_a <= to_stdlogicvector(address) after 2 ns;
  b0_aoe_n <= '0' after 2 ns;
                            wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i='1';
                            wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i='1';
                            wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i='1';
                            wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i='1';

b0_ce_n <= "1111" after 2 ns;
b0_are_n <='1' after 2 ns; 
b0_aoe_n <= '0' after 2 ns;

                            wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i='1';
b0_d <= (others => 'H');

end read_status_node0;

Illustration 122: Procedure for Asynchronous DSP Accesses

There are also procedures for synchronous DSP accesses that simulate the timing for FIFO accesses from the 
DSP.

------------------------------------------------------------
-- reads from 'C6414, modeling FIFO-style burst sync accesses 
procedure read_burst_dsp0 (
constant address: bit_vector(31 downto 0); 
constant data   : bit_vector(15 downto 0); 
constant points : integer
) is
variable expected   : std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
variable ce_n : bit_vector(3 downto 0); 
variable addr : bit_vector(4 downto 0); begin
ce_n := get_ce(address);
addr := get_addr(address);
expected := to_stdlogicvector(data);
wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i = '1'; 
b0_ce_n <= to_stdlogicvector(ce_n) after 2 ns; 
b0_aoe_n <= '0' after 2 ns;
b0_a <= to_stdlogicvector(addr) after 2 ns;
b0_d <= (others => 'H');
b0_are_n <= '0' after 2 ns; -- variable by external clock phase correction 
wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i = '1';
wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i = '1';
xxz: for i in 1 to points-2 loop

wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i = '1';
assert (b0_d = expected)
report "Value doesn't match. Expected:" & to_string(expected) & " Got:" & to_string(b0_d) 

severity ERROR;
expected := expected + X"0001";

end loop;
b0_ce_n <= "1111" after 2 ns;
b0_are_n <= '1' after 2 ns;
b0_a <= (others => 'H') after 2 ns;
wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i = '1'; -- 3 clocks of latency 
wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i = '1';
wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i = '1';
b0_aoe_n <= '1' after 2 ns;
wait until b0_clk_i'event and b0_clk_i = '1'; -- gap time 
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end read_burst_dsp0;

Illustration 123: Quadia Testbench Synchronous DSP Access Procedure

When this procedure is used, simulating a DSP read from a FIFO is

read_burst_dsp0(X"60020000", X"CBC0", 32);

which is a read from DSP0, address X”60020000”,  expected data is X”CBC0” for error checking, for 32 data 
points.

Modifying the simulation to include new FIFOs and other registers can be done by modifying the DSP access 
procedures supplied.

Some Things to Watch Out For in Simulation

Be sure to use a time resolution of ps for all simulations. The DCM simulation component 
will not work reliably unless ps resolution is used.

Many of the files use VHDL ‘93 and will issue errors if not compiled as ‘93 code. As a rule, always use ‘93 
standard when compiling the FrameWork Logic.

Another problem encountered on Quadia designs can be when the logic is sparsely used. The VP40 devices 
are big chips, and as such can have long paths internally when not much is in there. Adding a few pipeline 
registers to break up the long paths can be required to meet timing when the logic is sparse.

The DDR minimum clock rate is ~75 MHz. The SDRAM can misbehave in real life if they are run too slow, even 
though simulation will work. The SRAM does not have this restriction.

To simulate the RIO ports, you must have the SWIFT models license for ModelSim.  You can comment out the 
RIO ports if you do not need them and avoid using the SWIFT models.

MATLAB Simulink Board Support Package
A MATLAB board support package for Quadia is available. This BSP allows logic to be developed in MATLAB 
Simulink using Xilinx System Generator for the Quadia.  See the MATLAB Board Support Guide.

Making the logic images for downloading

The Quadia logic image may be downloaded either over the PCI bus or by using the Xilinx JTAG port.  The 
image must be downloaded each time the board is powered up; there is no on-board ROM for the application 
logic.

There will be two images, one for each FPGA. Each image is unique because of pin differences between the 
two devices. The download order over the JTAG is application FPGA 0 then  FPGA 1.

Loading over PCI

To download the logic using the PCI bus, the VelociaDownload.exe application is used, or one of the software 
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methods discussed in the software manuals.  The image must be an EXO type (Motorola EXORMacs type).

This EXO file is created using the Xilinx IMPACT tool from the BIT file that the tools generated after place and 
route was completed. See section entitled  “Making the Device Image”.

Loading over JTAG

The application logic may also be downloaded over the JTAG port to the device at any time. Connect the Xilinx 
cable to JP3 (see hardware manual for location and pin out).

Xilinx IMPACT software is used to load the image.  When you open the IMPACT tool, you can select the 
download to device in the wizard and this will lead you through the process.  The JTAG chain will identify only 
the application logic device and you will assign the BIT file created by the ISE tool to load the image.

The two application FPGAs are in the scan path so Impact will identify two in the scan path.  The first one is 
site 0, the second is site 1. Different bit files may be assigned to each FPGA.

On some PCs, it seems that cables do not connect at the full 5MHz rate allowed by Xilinx. The scan rate of 2.5 
MHz is reliable in our experience.  This can be changed in the Impact or ChipScope software under the cable 
setup.
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6.6  P25M FrameWork Logic

6.6.1 Overview
The P25M, a member of the Matador DSP card family, is a PCI card that combines a TI floating point DSP with 
an FPGA core and analog IO. The P25M analog section has four channels of 25 MSPS 16-bit A/D, four channels 
of 50 MSPS 16-bit DAC and is directly attached to a Xilinx Spartan3 1M gate FPGA device (standard) for signal 
processing .  The application FPGA has an SRAM memory for computation and data buffering that provides front 
end signal  processing.   Other  features on the card include sample clock generation,  a packet-protocol  PCI 
interface, and digital IO.  

The FrameWork logic for the P25M provides the hardware interface components and system controls for basic 
data acquisition integrated with the DSP.  The logic is structured so that signal processing can be added to the 
application  logic  in  the  application  logic  with  minimum low-level  device  interfacing.   The  FrameWork logic 
supports VHDL and MATLAB development for the P25M.

The P25M has a Xilinx Spartan3 XC3S1000 for application logic that provides a powerful platform for signal 
processing, data analysis and module control. The FPGA includes hardware multipliers, block RAMs and 1M 
gates of logic.

6. Target Devices
The standard P25M has a Xilinx Spartan3 1M device, but may be special ordered with up to 4M gates in 
custom configurations. 

P25M Variant Logic Density Device Used

P25M (80169-0) 1M gates Xilinx XC3S1000-4FGG456C

Table 147: P25M FPGA Device Part Numbers

Notes: Higher speed grades may be special ordered. The logic density of 1M gate is an approximate equivalent 
gate count.  See the Xilinx data sheet for complete details.

A full data sheets is available on the Xilinx web site at this address: 

Data sheet: http://direct.xilinx.com/bvdocs/publications/ds099.pdf

6.6.3 Development Tools
The currently supported tool set is shown here.
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Function Tool Vendor Tool Name
Synthesis, Place and Route Xilinx ISE 8.2
Simulation Mentor Graphics ModelSim 6.1
Bit and PROM Image Creation Xilinx Impact 8.2
Logic Debug and Testing Xilinx ChipScope 8.2
Logic JTAG Cable Xilinx Xilinx USB  or Parallel Cable IV

Table 148: Logic Development Tools for P25M

6.6.4 FrameWork Logic

The block diagram of the P25M hardware shows how to use the application FPGA for data acquisition and  front 
end signal  processing.  In the application FPGA, the FrameWork logic  for the P25M provides the hardware 
interfaces in the logic, data flow and controls.  Each of the hardware devices, such as the DSP, analog IO and 
memory, has an  component in the logic that  controls the device and provides the logic with a simplified data 
interface. 

In the FrameWork logic, the application FPGA is in between the DSP and the analog IO.  The data flows through 
the FPGA to the DSP and analog IO. The FPGA provides the data buffering, flow control, error correction and 
many other features that comprise the basic data acquisition functionality of the P25M. The FPGA is configured 
from the host computer for its logic image, allowing the P25M logic to be customized to the application 
requirements.

Some of the logic features, such as the SRAM interface, are connected in the logic solely for test and example 
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use.  While these are simple connections in the logic, they can be modified to provide higher performance, 
specialized functions in custom applications. 

In the block diagram, several major components are shown: the DSP interface, the A/D and DAC interfaces, 
the trigger controls, event log, memory interface for SRAM, PLL control, and clock DCM.  The DSP interface 
allows the DSP to control the logic, receive data from the A/D and transmit data to the DACs. Through 
this interface, the DSP controls and monitors the triggering, PLL and SRAM, as well as providing reset and 
status functions for the analog IO. The testbench simulates DSP access and data transfers.  A simulation model 

for the SRAM accurately simulates the behavior of the device.

The most important thing to notice about the logic design is that it is organized as a hardware interface layer 
composed of hardware interface components and an application core.  In this FrameWork Logic, the application 
logic does the error correction, buffers the data channels,  moves the data between the DSP and the IO 
devices. 

The P25M data flow, as shown in the following diagram, illustrates how the data moves between the DSP 
and the analog IO.  This data flow is readily modified to add functions to the logic that analyze and process the 
data streams flowing between the hardware interfaces. This new application logic can be done with either VHDL 
or by using the MATLAB Simulink with Xilinx System Generator tool.
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Illustration 126: P25M Logic Data Flow

6.6.4.1  P25M FrameWork Logic Ports

The ports for the top level show the external connections of the logic and their functions.  Signal directions are 
relative to the P25M application logic.

Port Name Direction Function

dsp_rst_n in Master reset to the logic, also resets the DSP on the P25M.

Clocks and Trigger

fs_in/fs_in_b in Sample rate clock pair.  LVPECL on the P25M.

eclk_i In DSP EMIF clock, 75MHz.

ext_sync In External trigger input from SMB connector.

DSP Interface (all signals synchronous to eclk_i)

dsp_ce0_n In DSP EMIF CE0 decode, active low.

dsp_ce1_n In DSP EMIF CE1 decode, active low.

dsp_ce3_n In DSP EMIF CE3 decode, active low.

dsp_rdy Out DSP EMIF ready.

dsp_are_n In DSP EMIF read enable, active low.

dsp_awe_n In DSP EMIF write enable, active low. 
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Port Name Direction Function

dsp_aoe_n In DSP EMIF output enable, active low.

dsp_addr In DSP EMIF address subset 21..16

dsp_addr_l In DSP EMIF address subset 5..2

dsp_data Inout DSP EMIF data bus 31..0

A/D Converter Interface (synchronous to fs)

adc_d0 In A/D 0 data bus 15..0

adc_d1 In A/D 1 data bus 15..0

adc_d2 In A/D 2 data bus 15..0

adc_d3 In A/D 3 data bus 15..0

Gain Out Analog gain control bits 7..0.  Channel 0 = bits 1..0, 1=3..2, 2=5..4, 3 = 7..6

DAC Interfaces (synchronous to fs)

dac_d0 Out DAC 0 data bus 15..0

dac_d1 Out DAC 1 data bus 15..0

dac_d2 Out DAC 2 data bus 15..0

dac_d3 Out DAC 3 data bus 15..0

Serial EEPROM (Calibration ROM)

Sck Out Serial data clock.

Sda Inout Serial data.

PLL Serial Interface

pll_sload Out Load the data into the PLL.

pll_sclk Out PLL serial data clock.

pll_sda Inout PLL serial data.

pll_status In PLL status bit.  The function of this bit is determined by the PLL programming, see the 
AD9510 datasheet for details.

ZBT SRAM 

zbt_cen Out SRAM chip enable, active low.

zbt_oen Out SRAM output enable, active low.

zbt_r_wn Out SRAM read/write (low). 
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Port Name Direction Function

zbt_adv_ldn Out SRAM address advance/load (low).

zbt_clk Out SRAM clk.

zbt_bwn[4:1] Out SRAM byte writes, active low. 

zbt_adr[20:0] Out SRAM address bus 20..0. 

zbt_io[31:0] Inout SRAM data bus 31..0

Interrupts

intf_ints Out Interrupt outputs to the control FPGA.  These can be selected as interrupts to the DSP.

User Data (UD)

UD Inout User Digital IO bits 31..0 .  Digital IO for general use.

Table 149: P25M Logic Ports

6.6.4.2 Application Logic Help Files

An hyper linked help file system is available for P25M logic developers in the ./docu directory. This help system 
shows hierarchy, logic entities, important processes and variables for the application design as hyper-linked 
HTML documentation. This documentation is generated from the source code itself and shows all of the code 
used in the design.

To use the HTML documentation, open the index.htm file under the ./docu directory.

6.6.4.3 Memory Map

The P25M maps all of the registers and FIFOs to the DSP EMIF memory space.  This memory map shows the 
mapping broken out by CE space.  The DSP must be initialized by the P25M software so the CE spaces have 
the correct memory type and timings programmed for the logic to work properly.  This initialization is performed 
by the DSP boot code provided in the P25M software tools.

CE 
Space

DSP 
Memory 
Address

Logic 
Device

Logic 
Address 
(Decimal)

Access 
Type

Read
/ 
Write

Description

Ce0 0x80000000 PCI 0 Async W DIG_config
Ce0 0x80010000 PCI 1 Async W DIG_data
Ce0 0x80020000 PCI 2 Async W --
Ce0 0x80030000 PCI 3 Async W --
Ce0 0x80040000 PCI 4 Async W -
Ce0 0x80050000 PCI 5 Async W INT4 status/ack
Ce0 0x80060000 PCI 6 Async W -
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CE 
Space

DSP 
Memory 
Address

Logic 
Device

Logic 
Address 
(Decimal)

Access 
Type

Read
/ 
Write

Description

Ce0 0x80070000 PCI 7 Async W DMA int enable
Ce0 0x80080000 PCI 8 Async W NMI status/ack
Ce0 0x80090000 PCI 9 Async W INT4 enable 
Ce0 0x800A0000 PCI 10 Async W INT5 enable 
Ce0 0x800B0000 PCI 11 Async W INT6 enable 
Ce0 0x800C0000 PCI 12 Async W INT7 enable 
Ce0 0x800D0000 PCI 13 Async W NMI enable 
Ce0 0x800E0000 PCI 14 Async W -
Ce0 0x800F0000 PCI 15 Async W -
Ce0 0x80100000 PCI 16 Async W INT type
Ce0 0x80110000 PCI 17 Async W INT polarity
Ce0 0x80120000 PCI 18 Async W Burst count register – INT4
Ce0 0x80130000 PCI 19 Async W Burst count register – INT5
Ce0 0x80140000 PCI 20 Async W Burst count register – INT6
Ce0 0x80150000 PCI 21 Async W Burst count register – INT7
Ce0 0x80160000 PCI 22 Async W Burst count register – DMA int
Ce0 0x80170000 PCI 23 Async W -
Ce0 0x80180000 PCI 24 Async W PCI FIFO level control register
Ce0 0x80190000 PCI 25 Async W -
Ce0 0x801A0000 PCI 26 Async W -
Ce0 0x801B0000 PCI 27 Async W Burst address register – INT4
Ce0 0x801C0000 PCI 28 Async W Burst address register – INT5
Ce0 0x801D0000 PCI 29 Async W Burst address register – INT6
Ce0 0x801E0000 PCI 30 Async W Burst address register – INT7
Ce0 0x801F0000 PCI 31 Async W Burst address register – DMA 

int

CE0 0x80200000 Intf 0 Async R/W A/D control register
CE0 0x80200004 Intf 1 Async R/W A/D channel enable
CE0 0x80200008 Intf 2 Async R/W A/D FIFO threshold
CE0 0x8020000C Intf 3 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80200010 Intf 4 Async R/W D/A control register
CE0 0x80200014 Intf 5 Async R/W D/A channel enable
CE0 0x80200018 Intf 6 Async R/W D/A FIFO threshold
CE0 0x8020001C Intf 7 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80200020 Intf 8 Async R/W A/D trigger selection
CE0 0x80200024 Intf 9 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80200028 Intf 10 Async R/W -
CE0 0x8020002C Intf 11 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80200030 Intf 12 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80200034 Intf 13 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80200038 Intf 14 Async R/W -
CE0 0x8020003C Intf 15 Async R/W A/D frame count configuration
CE0 0x80210000 Intf 16 Async R/W D/A trigger selection
CE0 0x80210004 Intf 17 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80210008 Intf 18 Async R/W -
CE0 0x8021000C Intf 19 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80210010 Intf 20 Async R/W -
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CE 
Space

DSP 
Memory 
Address

Logic 
Device

Logic 
Address 
(Decimal)

Access 
Type

Read
/ 
Write

Description

CE0 0x80210014 Intf 21 Async R/W Device status
CE0 0x80210018 Intf 22 Async R/W -
CE0 0x8021001C Intf 23 Async R/W D/A frame count configuration
CE0 0x80210020 Intf 24 Async R/W UD configuration
CE0 0x80210024 Intf 25 Async R/W Device Control register
CE0 0x80210028 Intf 26 Async R/W -
CE0 0x8021002C Intf 27 Async R/W Gain register 
CE0 0x80210030 Intf 28 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80210034 Intf 29 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80210038 Intf 30 Async R/W -
CE0 0x8021003C Intf 31 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80220000 Intf 32 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80220004 Intf 33 Async R/W ZBT Control
CE0 0x80220008 Intf 34 Async R/W ZBT Data
CE0 0x8022000C Intf 35 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80220010 Intf 36 Async R/W Cal serial EEPROM clock 
CE0 0x80220014 Intf 37 Async R/W PLL control/Status
CE0 0x80220018 Intf 38 Async R/W UD data
CE0 0x8022001C Intf 39 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80220020 Intf 40 Async R/W Alerts Enable
CE0 0x80220024 Intf 41 Async R/W Alerts Data 
CE0 0x80220028 Intf 42 Async R D/A FIFO status register
CE0 0x8022002C Intf 43 Async R A/D FIFO status register
CE0 0x80220030 Intf 44 Async R/W Cal ROM data
CE0 0x80220034 Intf 45 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80220038 Intf 46 Async R/W -
CE0 0x8022003C Intf 47 Async R/W -
CE0 0x80230000 Intf 48 Async R/W A/D Cal Gain Channel 0
CE0 0x80230004 Intf 49 Async R/W A/D Cal Gain Channel 1
CE0 0x80230008 Intf 50 Async R/W A/D Cal Gain Channel 2
CE0 0x8023000C Intf 51 Async R/W A/D Cal Gain Channel 3
CE0 0x80230010 Intf 52 Async R/W A/D Cal Offset Channel 0
CE0 0x80230014 Intf 53 Async R/W A/D Cal Offset Channel 1
CE0 0x80230018 Intf 54 Async R/W A/D Cal Offset Channel 2
CE0 0x8023001C Intf 55 Async R/W A/D Cal Offset Channel 3
CE0 0x80230020 Intf 56 Async R/W D/A Cal Gain Channel 0
CE0 0x80230024 Intf 57 Async R/W D/A Cal Gain Channel 1
CE0 0x80230028 Intf 58 Async R/W D/A Cal Gain Channel 2
CE0 0x8023002C Intf 59 Async R/W D/A Cal Gain Channel 3
CE0 0x80230030 Intf 60 Async R/W D/A Cal Offset Channel 0
CE0 0x80230034 Intf 61 Async R/W D/A Cal Offset Channel 1
CE0 0x80230038 Intf 62 Async R/W D/A Cal Offset Channel 2
CE0 0x8023003C Intf 63 Async R/W D/A Cal Offset Channel 3

Ce1 0x90000000 PCI 0 Burst R PCI fifo data read
Ce1 0x90000000 PCI 0 Burst W PCI fifo data write

Ce2 0xA0000000 Not Burst R/W SDRAM
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CE 
Space

DSP 
Memory 
Address

Logic 
Device

Logic 
Address 
(Decimal)

Access 
Type

Read
/ 
Write

Description

connect
ed to 
logic

Ce3 0xB0000000 Intf 0 Burst R A/D FIFO 
Ce3 0xB0000000 Intf 0 Burst W D/A FIFO 

Table 150: P25M FrameWork Logic Memory Map

6.6.4.4 Registers in the P25M FrameWork Logic

A/D Control Register (CE0 async 0x80200000)

This register contains the control bits for the A/D FIFO, A/D Channel enable and the programmable level for the 
FIFO Threshold.

Bits Function 
9..0 A/D FIFO Too full level. This is compared to the A/D FIFO rd count. Set this to 

the number of points before the FIFO would get full. 
12 FIFO reset. ‘1’ = reset, '0' = normal
13 FIFO overflow flag reset.  Set to ‘1’ to reset the overflow flag. Default = ‘0’
19..14 Not used
31..20 Decimate count. A/D readings will only be processed every n samples when in 

decimate mode. 

A/D Channel Enable Register (CE0 async 0x80200004)

This register contains the control bits for enabling the a/d channels. The A/D channels are enabled as pairs. 
Data is taken from the DSP interface FIFO as 32-bit words and provided to the enabled channels as AD1|AD0, 
AD3|AD2.  

Bit
Function

0 Channel pair 1-0 enable.  ‘0’ = disabled (default)
1 Channel pair 3-2 enable.  ‘0’ = disabled (default)
others Not used

A/D FIFO Interrupt Threshold (CE0 async 0x80200008)

This register allows the DSP to control the A/D FIFO level at which an interrupt is flagged. To be sensed, the 
interrupt must also be selected as a source for the intended interrupt.  The interrupt is an active high level that 
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goes true when the threshold is exceeded.

Bit Function
9..0 FIFO threshold in Dwords (defaults to 0x1E0)
31..10 Not used
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D/A Control Register (CE0 async 0x80200010)

This register contains the control bits for running the D/A FIFO and reset and the programmable level for the 
FIFO interrupt flag.

Bit
Function

9..0 FIFO starving level. Programmable level flagged in Status 
register bit 14.

11..10 Not used
12 FIFO reset. ‘1’ = reset (default)
13 FIFO underflow flag reset. '1' = reset
19..14 Not used
31..20 Decimate count. D/A points will only be processed every n 

clock periods when in decimate mode.

D/A Channel Enables (CE0 async 0x80200014)

The D/A channels are enabled as pairs. Data is taken from the DSP interface FIFO as 32-bit words and provided 
to the enabled channels as DAC1|DAC0, DAC3|DAC2.  

Bit
Function

0 Channel pair 1-0 enable.  ‘0’ = disabled (default)
1 Channel pair 3-2 enable.  ‘0’ = disabled (default)
7..2 Not used

D/A FIFO Interrupt Threshold (CE0 async 0x80200018)

This register allows the DSP to control the D/A FIFO level at which an interrupt is flagged. To be sensed, the 
interrupt must also be selected as a source for the intended interrupt.  The interrupt is an active high level that 
goes true when the threshold is exceeded.

Bit Function
9..0 FIFO threshold in Dwords (defaults to 0x1E0)
31..10 Not used

A/D trigger source selection (CE0 async, 0x80200020)

These registers control  what signal  is  used as the A/D start  trigger.  None are selected by default  at reset. 
Software triggering is always enabled.

Bit
Function

0 External Trigger enable.   ‘0’ = off = default
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1 Frame mode enable.  ‘0’ = off = default
3..2 Not used
4 DAC Software trigger – Always enabled
31..5 Not used

A/D Frame Counter  (CE0 async 0x8020003C)

This register controls the A/D frame counter configuration. This counter will count to N points from 0 for each 
falling edge of the timebase clock that is seen.  This counter will re-trigger to count on the next start trigger. If a 
start trigger occurs during the count, it is ignored. The number of points must be in units of 256 (ie. N=1, 256 
points; N=2, 512 points, etc).

The samples can also be decimated by ratios up to 1/4095. Sets of the A/D data for the enabled channels are 
kept  for 1:N as set by this number.

Bit
Function

15..0 Frame count.  Load with N count. (default = 0)
31..16 Not used

D/A trigger source selection (CE0 async, 0x80210000)

These registers control  what signal  is  used as the D/A start  trigger.  None are selected by default  at reset. 
Software triggering is always enabled.

Bit
Function

0 External Trigger enable.   ‘0’ = off = default
1 Frame mode enable.  ‘0’ = off = default
3..2 Not used
4 DAC Software trigger – Always enabled
31..5 Not used

Device Status Register (CE0 0x80210014)

This register reports the logic version.

Bit
Function

7..0 Reads back as 0
15..8 Interface logic Version number
31..16 Reads back as 0x1303
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D/A Frame Counter Configuration (CE0 async 0x8021001C)

This register controls the D/A frame counter configuration. This counter will count to N points from 0 for each 
falling edge of the timebase clock that is seen.  This counter will re-trigger to count on the next start trigger. If a 
start trigger occurs during the count, it is ignored.

The samples can also be decimated by ratios up to 1/4095. This register sets how may sample clocks per DAC 
update.

Bit
Function

15..0 Frame count.  Load with N count. (default = 0)
31..16 Not used

User data configuration (UD) (CE0 0x80210020)

This register is configures the UD port for byte directions and which clock is used.

Bit Function
0 UD byte 0 direction (bits 7..0). ‘0’ = input (default) 
1 UD byte 1 direction (bits 15..8). ‘0’ = input (default) 
2 UD byte 2 direction (bits 23.15). ‘0’ = input (default) 
3 UD byte 3 direction (bits 31..24). ‘0’ = input (default) 
8 UD read clock selection 

‘1’ = external UD clock input
‘0’ = updates continuously, held during read (default)

Control Register (CE0, 0x80210024)

This register contains the control bits for running the a/d and d/a data engines.

Bit
Function

0 A/D run bit.  ‘1’ = run (default = ‘0’)
1 D/A run bit.  ‘1’ = run (default = ‘0’)
2 Timestamp run  ‘1’ = run (default = ‘0’)
3 Alert fifo reset  ‘1’ = reset (default = ‘1’)

7..4 -
8 A/D start software trigger (default = ‘0’) 
9 -
10 D/A start software trigger (default = ‘0’)

31 ..11 -

A/D External Gain control register (CE0 async 0x8021002C)

This register is the direct control of the gain pins on the A/D channels.  Each pair of gain pins controls 
an A/D channel gain.  These controls allow the following ranges on each A/D channel.
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Gain bits Nominal Gain Differential Input Range
00 10 +/- 0.2V.
01 1 +/- 2V (default on all channels)
10 2 +/- 1V
11 GND (for test only) N/A

A/D Channel Gain bits 
0 1..0
1 3..2
2 5..4
3 7..6

ZBT SRAM Address – (CE0 0x80220004, write)

This address register is used to test the ZBT. 

Bits Function
19..0 Zbt address
31..20 -

ZBT SRAM Data – (CE0 0x80220008)

This data register is used to test the ZBT.  Writing data to this register causes it to be stored to the address 
pointed to by the ZBT address register.  NOT A  PERFORMANCE INTERFACE, JUST FOR TEST!

Bits Function
15..0 Data
31..16 -

CAL ROM serial clock – (CE0 0x80220010, write)

This register is used as a simple flip-flop to drive the cal ROM serial clock pin.  Software uses this to emulate an 
IIC interface to the serial memory.

Bits Function
0 Serial clock
others -

PLL control/status – (CE0 0x80220014)

This register is the interface to the PLL device used for analog sample rate generation.  Writing a control word to 
the PLL register results in a serial word to the PLL.  The PLL registers and functions are detailed in the AD9510 
datasheet.

Bits Function
15..0 PLL data. For readback, on the lower byte is used.
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23..16 PLL address
others -

UD DIO  – (CE0 0x80220018)

This register is the UD digital IO data.

Bits Function
31..0 PLL data. For read back, on the lower byte is used.

Alert Enables  – (CE0 0x80220020)

This register enables the alerts. 

Bit Function
0 A/D start trigger
1 A/D stop trigger
5..2 Not used
6 A/D overrun
7 User Alert
15..8 Not used
16 D/A start trigger
17 D/A stop trigger
20..18 Not used
21 Not used
22 D/A underflow
23 Timebase rollover
31..24 Not used

Alert Data  – (CE0 0x80220024)

Reading from this register gets data from the alert FIFO.  Writing to this register generates an alert packet.

Bits Function
31..0 Alert data.

D/A FIFO Status / FIFO Level (Read: CE0 async 0x80220028)
The current status of the decoder FIFO can be read.  Bits 9 to  0 give the current level of the FIFO.  

Bit Function
9..0 FIFO level.  Use this with care, since the clock domains are different, it could read +/-1 count.
10 Not used
11 Fifo empty signal = ‘1’ when empty.  Default = ‘1’.
12 Fifo full signal = ‘1’ when full.  Default = ‘0’.
13 FIFO threshold level flag. Signals ‘1’ when the threshold is exceeded. Default = ‘0’.
14 FIFO starving.  This bit = ‘1’ when the fifo count is less than the starving level in the control 

register.  Default = ‘0’
15 FIFO underflow. ie. D/As ran out of data.
31..16 Not used. Read as ‘0’
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A/D FIFO Status / FIFO Level (Read: CE0 async 0x8022002C)
The current status of the decoder FIFO can be read.  Bits 9 to  0 give the current level of the FIFO.  

Bit Function
9..0 FIFO level.  Use this with care, since the clock domains are different, it could read +/-1 count.
10 Not used
11 Fifo empty signal = ‘1’ when empty.  Default = ‘1’.
12 Fifo full signal = ‘1’ when full.  Default = ‘0’.
13 Fifo threshold level flag. Signals ‘1’ when the threshold is exceeded. Default = ‘0’.
14 Too full.  This bit = ‘1’ when the fifo count is bigger than the too-full level in the control 

register.  Default = ‘0’
15 Overflow.  The logic detected that toofull was true when another conversion event was 

triggered.  This bit is latched until overflow_reset is issued.  Default = ‘0’
31..16 Not used. Read as ‘0’

Alerts Status register – CE0 0x80220030

This register controls the IIC data bit for the serial EEPROM and gives some alert FIFO bits.

Bits Function
0 Sda, I2C data line read.
13..1
14 Alert FIFO not empty
15 Alert log busy
31..2 Not used

A/D Gain & Offset registers

These registers control the internal calibration by digital compensation. 

Gain Register A/D 0 (CE0 async, 0x80230000)
Bit Function
17..0 Gain A/D 0
31..18 Not Used

Gain Register A/D 1 (CE0 async, 0x80230004)
Bit Function
17..0 Gain A/D 1
31..18 Not Used

Gain Register A/D 2 (CE0 async, 0x80230008)
Bit Function
17..0 Gain A/D 2
31..18 Not Used

Gain Register A/D 3 (CE0 async, 0x8023000c)
Bit Function
17..0 Gain A/D 3
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31..18 Not Used

Offset Register A/D 0 (CE0 async, 0x80230010)
Bit Function
16..0 Offset A/D 0
31..17 Not Used

Offset Register A/D 1 (CE0 async, 0x80230014)
Bit Function
16..0 Offset A/D 1
31..17 Not Used

Offset Register A/D 2 (CE0 async, 0x80230018)
Bit Function
16..0 Offset A/D 2
31..17 Not Used

Offset Register A/D 3 (CE0 async, 0x8023001C)
Bit Function
16..0 Offset A/D 3
31..17 Not Used

D/A Gain & Offset registers

These registers control the internal calibration by digital compensation.

Gain Register Channel 0 (D/A 0) (CE0 async, 0x80230020)
Bit Function
17..0 Gain D/A 0
31..18 Not used

Gain Register Channel 1 (D/A 1) (CE0 async, 0x80230024)
Bit Function
17..0 Gain D/A 1
31..18 Not used

Gain Register Channel 2 (D/A 2) (CE0 async, 0x80230028)
Bit Function
17..0 Gain D/A 2
31..18 Not used

Gain Register Channel 3 (D/A 3) (CE0 async, 0x8023002C)
Bit Function
17..0 Gain D/A 3
31..18 Not used

Offset Register D/A 0 (CE0 async, 0x80230030)
Bit Function
16..0 Offset D/A 0
31..17 Not Used
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Offset Register D/A 1 (CE0 async, 0x80230034)
Bit Function
16..0 Offset D/A 1
31..17 Not Used

Offset Register D/A 2 (CE0 async, 0x80230038)
Bit Function
16..0 Offset D/A 2
31..17 Not Used

Offset Register D/A 3 (CE0 async, 0x8023003C)
Bit Function
16..0 Offset D/A 3
31..17 Not Used

A/D FIFO Data (CE3 burst 0xB0000000, read)

The A/D data can be read from CE3 address 0xB000000 in burst mode.  Data is paired on the bus as upper-
channel|lower-channel .  The channel ordering is expected to be ascending channel pair numbers, with only the 
enabled channel pairs in the block. 

The burst can be any length.  However, currently the DSP will be interrupted when the FIFO has more than the 
FIFO threshold amount of data.

Bit Function
31..0 A/D FIFO data 

D/A FIFO Data  (CE3 burst 0xB0000000, write)

The data to the DACs should be written to CE3 address 0xB000000 in burst mode.  Data is paired on the bus as 
upper-channel|lower-channel .  The channel ordering is expected to be ascending channel pair numbers, with 
only the enabled channel pairs in the block. 

The burst can be any length.  However, currently the DSP will be interrupted when the FIFO has less than the 
FIFO threshold amount of data.

Bit Function
31..0 DAC FIFO data 

6.6.4.5 Clocks

In the P25M design, there are clocks for analog data sampling, and a DSP EMIF clock. The analog clock is 
either  externally  provided  or  generated from a programmable  PLL.  The DSP EMIF clock,  75 MHz,  is 
used for all DSP interface logic and also as the system clock.  Most of the logic runs at 75 MHz from this 
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DSP clock.

The judicious choice of clock domain boundaries, and careful handling of any transition across the clock 
boundaries, is crucial to a reliable design. Past experience has shown that more problems occur on this topic 
than any other. Use of the FrameWork Logic components provide these clock domain changes in most cases 
by the use of FIFOs and other synchronization logic. 

There are several clocks available to the designer in the logic that are intended for different functions as shown 
in the following table.

The DSP clock (eclk_i) is a 75 MHz clock that is used as the system clock and for the DSP interface. This clock 
is used as the system clock.  It cannot be used for analog sampling.  Internal to the FPGA, a DCM is used for 
this clock so it must always be running.  The DSP must be configured to provide this clock for the logic to 
operate.

The analog sample clock, Fs, is used for analog sampling.  All analog samples are synchronous to this clock. 
This is  a low noise clock source generated by an on-card PLL or from an external  clock.  The Fs clock is 
programmed to be either the PLL or external clock in the clock distribution portion of the AD9510 device.  The 
AD9510 device is programmed over the PLL serial interface and is normally configured by the DSP. Since this 
sample clock can be a wide range of values, no DCM is used in the FPGA design.  Minimum sample rate of the 
A/D devices is 15 MHz, maximum rate is 25 MHz.

The external clock input can only be used as a sample clock.  If it is used as the sample clock, the FPGA will 
then receive a copy of this clock. 
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Clock into 
FPGA

Function Frequency Pin

on FPGA

eclk_i DSP EMIF clock 75 MHz AB12

fs_in/fs_inb Analog sample clock (differential) 0-300 MHz A11/B11

Table 151: P25M Input Clocks

It is possible using the Spartan3 DCMs to generate many other clocks from the sources provided by 
programming them for their multiplier and divisor factors. The advantage of using the DCM over a logic-based 
division is that phase relationships are preserved so that the logic may still be synchronous. This tends to 
simplify the logic design by reducing the number of random phase clock domain transitions that must be 
managed.

The following diagram shows the clock domains in the P25M FrameWork Logic. The majority of the device runs 
on the DSP clock, which is a 75 MHz clock.  Application logic programming built on top of the FrameWork logic 
is usually done in the system clock domain, allowing simpler design process.
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6.6.4.6 A/D Interface Component

The A/D interface logic component is ad_interface.vhd.  The A/D device is a 16-bit device with overrange bit.  

A/D Device Conversion Rate (MSPS)

Linear Technology LTC2203 25

Table 152: P25M A/D Device

The LTC2203 A/D has been configured on the P25M to transmit its data using single ended signaling operating 
at 25 MSPS full rate.  Data is synchronous to the sample clock, fs. Data is captured in the logic using the fs 
clock.    The channels  may be enabled individually  using the channel  enable  bits;  this  results  in  the error 
corrected A/D samples being stored in the FIFO.

In test  mode, a counter generator in the component may be selected in place of the data that  produces a 
monotonic ramp.    The A/D clock must be running even if the test mode is selected since the A/D clock is used 
by the component to assemble the data points and clock in the data to the FIFO. 

The data format from the a/d FIFO is a stream of two data words in a 32-bit number, two words per sample 
period.

Bits 
31..16 15..0
Channel 1 Channel0
Channel3 Channel2

Table 153: P25M A/D Component Output Data Format
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The system side of the data FIFO is usually connected to the system clock for the application logic. The FIFO 
performs the clock domain transition for the data from the sample clock to the system clock in this case.

6.6.4.7 Error Correction Component

The error correction component,  ii_offgain.vhd,  in the logic compensates for gain and offset errors in the A/D 
and analog inputs using a first order correction of the real-time data.  The error compensated output is 

y = Gx + Offset

where x = input data, G = gain, Offset = offset in counts

The coefficients are two's complement, 18 bit for gain and 16 bits for offset with a gain of 1 represented by 
0x10000 and offset of 0 equal to 0.  Gain is limited to +2 to -2. 
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Four error correction components are used in parallel, one for each A/D device. Inside of the error correction 
components, the data has the offset correction added then is multiplied by the gain  correction component using 
a hardware multiplier. The result is inspected for overflow and is saturated at the maximum value if required. 
The saturation logic compares the input to the result and saturates if the number reversed sign AND is greater 
than 50% larger.  Gain corrections are required to be be less than 5% by the factory calibration, therefore the 
gain correction factor will not be larger than this and this fact is used to simplify the saturation logic. For example, 
an input of X”7FFF” with a gain of 1 and offset of 1 will saturate to X”7FFF” since when 1 is added it will be 
X”8000” which is the opposite sign.  

The data valid signal is true when data is valid on the output.  The component has a 6 clock latency.

6.6.4.8 A/D Flow Control Component

This component, ii_ad_data_mover.vhd, moves data from the A/D component, through the error correction to the 
multi-queue data buffer.  There is one flow control component for each A/D channel that regulates this data flow. 
Data is moved when the A/D interface component FIFO has at least 16 points as signaled by the almost empty 
and the multi-queue data buffer input FIFO is ready, indicating that it has space for at least 256 32-bit points. 
Because the flags from the FIFOs are latent, a wait state is inserted after each transfer to allow the flags to 
stabilize before another transfer is initiated.

6.6.4.9 Triggering Component

The same triggering component,  ii_trigger.vhd,  is  used for both the A/  D and DAC interface controls.   The 
ii_trigger component controls the trigger input to the A/D component that allows data to be stored into the A/D 
FIFO, for the DAC the trigger enables a sample to move from the output FIFO to the DAC device.  When the 
trigger is true, a data point is transferred for each sample clock. This allows the logic to acquire data as is 
needed by the specific application for processing and logging.

The ii_trigger component provides two methods for triggering: framed and unframed.  In the framed mode, a 
programmable number of points is captured for each trigger rising edge.  In unframed mode, data is captured as 
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long as trigger is true. The framed mode allows the P25M to capture a snapshot of data for analysis.  

The frame count is loaded as the number of 256 point blocks to be captured, so the total number of points 
captured is 256 times the frame count.  If you need a set of data points that is not a multiple of 256, simply 
acquire an extra block and discard the unused points in your logic.

The trigger is either the external sync signal or the internal software controlled run signal, as selected by the 
trigger control register for each channel. The external trigger may be disabled to prevent false triggering. The 
software trigger is may always trigger the system even when the hardware trigger is true to allow the application 
to force a trigger condition. 

6.6.4.10 DAC Interface Component

The DAC hardware interface component in the logic is dac_interface.vhd.  

A/D Device Conversion Rate (MSPS)

Linear Technology LTC1668 50

Table 154: P25M  DAC Device

In the standard logic, the data is moved from the DSP interface FIFO to the DAC interface component.  The data 
is error corrected, then inserted into a 1Kx16 FIFO for each DAC.  Data from each FIFO, when triggered, is 
provided to each LTC1668 DAC using a 16-bit data bus from the FPGA.  The data bus to each DAC uses single 
ended signaling operating at up to 50 MSPS.  Data output is synchronous to the sample clock, fs. 

In test mode, a counter generator in the component may be selected in place of the data that produces a ramp 
signal to the DAC.  

The data format into the DAC interface component is a stream of two data words in a 32-bit number, two words 
per sample period.  Channels are enabled as pairs, 1|0 and 3|2, using the channel enables.  For all channels 
enabled, the data stream has the following format.

Bits 
31..16 15..0
Channel 1 Channel0
Channel3 Channel2
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6.6.4.11 Data Mover Component

The data mover component, ii_data_mover.vhd,  is provided to provide data flow between the various parts of 
the design.  Since all of the components supporting data flow have FIFOs as their interface to the application 
logic layer, the data mover is used to shuttle the data around the design from component to component like a 
dedicated DMA engine.

The data mover component moves data based upon the availability of data at the source FIFO  and the 
available space in the destination FIFO.  The data mover moves the maximum amount of points based upon 
the lesser of the number of points available and the destination space available. The specified amount of data 
is moved from one FIFO to another as continuous burst of data.

There is no data storage in the data mover and it acts only as a data pipe. The data mover makes the control 
signals for each of the FIFOs and times the data flow through it accordingly.
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6.6.4.12 PLL Control Component

The PLL control component, ii_pll_spi.vhd, allows the application logic to configure the external PLL that may be 
used  for  analog  sample  rate  generation.  The  external  device,  an  Analog  Devices  AD9512 PLL and  clock 
distribution device, is configured over a three wire SPI serial port interface.  In the FrameWork logic, this is 
connected to the command channel interface so that the DSP can configure the PLL. 

Custom implementations can control the PLL using the PLL control component from their logic design. Care 
should be taken to observe the physical limitations on the PLL frequency and lock time when directly controlling 
the PLL.  

The  PLL  uses  a  single  data  word,  24-bits  in  length  to  configure  its  frequency  that  is  transmitted  by  the 
component to the PLL when written to. 

Bits 
23 22..16
R/W(low) 0000000

15..8 7..0
address data

Table 155: PLL Control Word Format

The PLL communicates only in bytes for this logic component.  Bit 23 specifies a read or write cycle.  The 
address field specifies the PLL register address.   The first two bytes of the SPI word are transmitted to the PLL 
followed by the data byte for writes.  For reads, the PLL receives a byte after the address is sent.  During the 
transmission, the PLL ready is false.  Since the serial clock is slow (75 MHz/4 = 18.75 MHz), the DSP can outrun 
the transactions so the PLL ready signal can be used to pace transactions. 

6.6.4.13 SRAM Component

The P25M has one 512K  x 32 ZBT SBSRAM (synchronous burst, Zero Bus Turn-around SRAM) memory 
comprised of one Cypress Technology CY7C1371D-100AXC (or equivalent) chip. This devices have a flow-
through architecture and are 3.3V IO. The SBSRAM supports up to 100 MHz (~400 MB/sec) data rates.  Since 
this SBSRAM provides the highest data rates only in burst mode, the application should arrange data to take 
advantage of this architecture.

The SBSRAM controller component,  ii_sbsram0.vhd, is derived from Xilinx application note XAPP136, which 
provides a controller design for interfacing high speed synchronous SRAM memory. This design supports the 
“NoBL” (No Bus Latency, or ZBT) type of SRAM that has low turnaround time on the bus for reads to writes and 
vice versa.

XAPP136 has a good interface design and is well documented. The SRAM interface wrapper that is provided in 
the FrameWork just gives a very simple hook-up to the command channel that allows the host to talk to the 
SRAM for test purposes through a set of registers. The real heart of the logic is in the SRAM controller block 
that is taken from XAPP136.
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For simulation purposes, a model of the SRAM is  provided,  cy7c1372.vhd  that uses a 32-bit data bus.  The 
model has accurate timings and interface signaling that can be used for development of higher performance 
SRAM applications. 

6.3.4.14 DSP Interface Component

The DSP interface component,  ii_dsp_emif_a_p25m.vhd, is the hardware interface component for the DSP 
EMIF bus interface to the FPGA.  This is a 32-bit interface running at 75 MHz. As such, it implements the 
memory decoding and data interfaces for the DSP to communicate with the logic design.  Both high speed 
synchronous and lower speed, but more flexible, interfaces are provided for the DSP that allow the DSP to 
integrate tightly with the logic design for both data flow and control functions.

The DSP has a programmable bus interface that supports multiple interface protocols on a single bus for 
different parts of its memory space.  Four such programmable memory spaces are  provided by the TI '6713 
DSP and are used for the logic interface.  This memory space decoding is shown in the memory map for the 
FrameWork logic provided in this manual.
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For each memory space, the DSP interface component provides decoding and a data interface. For the two 
synchronous memory spaces, the DSP component provides 1 FIFOs in each direction.  High speed data can 
flow to the DSP through each of these FIFOs using an interrupt to the DSP.  Note that the number of DSP 
interrupts is limited to 5 total, so choices about the functionality must be made to free up an interrupt for the 
DMA-driven data flow from the FIFOs.

For Register and status, the CE0 memory spaces is used in asynchronous mode are decoded for 64 writes 
each.  These signals are on the system clock domain,  synchronous to  the DSP EMIF. The readback of 
registers, or status function, is accomplished by a single status data path back into the component. The 
application logic should drive this bus with the data at the address presented from the DSP component. This 
requires a simple multiplexer for the memory locations that are read back from the logic to the DSP.

6.3.4.15 Alert Log

The Alert Log component provides a means to monitor important events in the hardware for monitoring and 
control of the hardware. Alerts give a message to the DSP that details the event that occurred, when it occurred 
and in some cases a system status relevant to that alert.  The alerts are commonly used to monitor the time 
line of data acquisition processes by recording when the start and stop triggers occurred, error conditions on 
the FIFOs, and input over-range conditions.

The hardware manual details the specific alerts monitored in the P25M FrameWork Logic design. They include 
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start and stop triggers, out-of-range and user input for example. By generating an alert from these inputs, the 
application software can record the time each of these important events occurred.

P25M implements a 75 MHz timebase that is used as the system time.  The time stamp component just keeps 
a 32-bit counter driven by this 75 MHz clock to record when each alert occurred.  It is reset by a DSP controlled 
bit in the logic. Other clocks or external inputs may be used for time stamping by providing the time stamp with 
that clock.  This allows the alert to be used for external sample clocks to count samples which is useful in some 
applications.

In your custom application logic, the alert log can be used to monitor the occurrence of other important events 
by connecting the alert log input to the signal to be monitored. The rising edge of the input signal is used to 
generate an event, so it may be necessary to make logic to generate a rising edge from your input.  These 
inputs are sampled by the alert log system clock and must be true a minimum of 2 system clocks wide to be 
recognized.

Note: The alert log was previously called the event log.  To be compatible with software terminology, it has 
been changed to alert log since event is a special word to DSP software. References to the Event Log are 
identical to Alert Log.

6.6.5 Adding Functionality to the P25M FrameWork Logic
The most  common modifications to the logic are the addition of signal processing and data analysis to the data 
stream and the addition of registers/status to the design.  These modifications can be done either in the VHDL or 
MATLAB tools and then added to the FrameWork logic. 

The  DSP  interface  can  be  extended  using  registers  and  status  words  or  with  FIFO  interfaces  for  higher 
performance.  In many cases, the existing logic can be used by adding registers and status functions and signal 
processing functions that use th existing FIFO interfaces.

6.6.5.1 Adding registers and status read back to the DSP interface

The  memory  map  for  the  P25M  shows  the  register  decodes  for  the  DSP  interface.  The  DSP 
interface component decodes 64 memory locations,  many which can be used for new functions in 
the  CE0  memory  space.   The  CE0  memory  space  is  an  asynchronous  memory,  each  memory 
access  by  the  DSP takes  4  cycles.   Since  there  are  many  clocks  for  each  access,  the  timing  is 
easier  to  meet but  makes it  unsuitable for high speed functions.  The data streams through FIFOs 
should be used for higher performance requirements above 2 MB/s to the DSP.

Many of the registers and status words are either partially  used, or not  used at all.   If  you need a 
few registers  or  status  words,  this  is  the  easiest  approach.  For  instance,  register  location  X”2”  is 
not used in the design so this could be assigned to a new register by adding an assignment in the 
code 

new_reg(31 downto 0)  <= dsp_a_reg_ce0(9)(31 downto 0);

which makes a new 32-bit register, accessible by the DSP at address 0x80200024. 

Several  of  the  status  registers  are  also  unused  in  the  FrameWork  Logic.  These  can  be  simply 
reassigned

ce0_rdback(10) <=  new_status_word(31 downto 0);

which makes a new 32-bit status, accessible by the DSP at address 0x80200028.
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Note that the memory address decodes are spaced 4 apart and all  reside in DSP space CE0.  The 
interface logic registers begin at 0x80200000.  

6.6.5.2  Adding FIFOs to the DSP

The  DSP  interface  component  supports  multiple  FIFO  interfaces  to  the  DSP.  In  the  standard  logic 
implementation, one FIFO in each direction is used – one for the A/D data stream and one for the DAC data 
stream.  The  FIFO  interface  provides  the  highest  speed  interface  to  the  DSP  by  being  mapped  into  a 
synchronous memory space of the DSP. The synchronous memory interface can transfer data at burst rates up 
to 300 MB/s, with typical data rates to DSP DRAM memory of about 100 MB/s.  (The DSP DMA controller limits 
the sustained transfer rates to about 30% of the maximum rate.)

The number of FIFOs is specified in the ii_pkg.vhd file as the constant NUM_FIFOS.  Changing this constant 
causes the DSP interface component to generate more FIFOs for each direction.  A FIFO in each direction is 
generated, with its associated controls and status signals, for each NUM_FIFOS specified.  The FIFO controls 
and interface are through the ififo_ and ofifo_ signal  arrays; these arrays are specified by the NUM_FIFOS 
variable.  When a new FIFO is added, the new data stream is then connected at the top level to the array.  
Unused FIFOs should be terminated as not enabled.

A consideration in adding more FIFOs in how the data will be transferred to the DSP.  DMA is usually the most 
efficient  overall  method for the DSP to  use since the CPU is  not  burdened with  the data  movement.  The 
interrupts assignments in the top level are using the int_in array as shown in this code.

 -- interrupts --------------------------------------------------------begin
    -- interrupts assignment
    -- hook up all interrupt sources here
    -- they will be filtered on the PCI FPGA
     int_in(0)            <= adc_int_raw;
     int_in(1)            <= dac_int_raw;
     int_in(2)            <= dac_int_raw;
     int_in(3)            <= '0';
     int_in(4)            <= '0';
     int_in(5)            <= '0';
     int_in(6)            <= '0';
     int_in(7)            <= alert_fifo_not_empty;  -- nmi interrupt

6.6.5.3 Adding Signal Processing to the Data Stream

Here is an example of  changing the data flow in the Framework Logic  to incorporate an signal  processing 
function into the data stream.  The data to the DAC is flowed from the DSP interface FIFO to the new signal 
processing function F(z). Performing an inverse FFT, up-conversion  or filter on the data would be an example of 
this sort of data flow. The output of F(z) then flows directly to the DAC error correction as before.

In the example, the dsp_a_ififo_dout(0) vector provides the data bus from the DSP. Data is read from the DSP 
input FIFO using dsp_a_ififo_rd(0) FIFO read enable synchronous to the system clock (e_clk). The number of 
data points in the FIFO is given by the dsp_a_ififo_rd_cnt(0), allowing the process to control the flow of the data 
to the signal processing. From the signal processing function, the data flows into the dac_din with  the dac_wr for 
the data enable.  

Most functions that are added to the data stream should include some sort of data buffering for the stream.  The 
real-time requirements of the system can be difficult to meet without some buffering. For more advanced data 
flow implementations, the SRAM can be used for data buffering. The SRAM is really the only practical way to 
buffer data sets larger than a 2-4K words.  Smaller buffers are easier to implement since BLOCKRAMs in the 
logic are fast and convenient.
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 If this implementation can be followed, then most of the existing software and logic can be re-used.  Usually 
additional control functions are also added but with judicious use of the memory map connect directly to the DSP 
interface and DAC components .

6.3.5.4 Design Considerations

Some of the common choices designers must make when using the P25M FrameWork logic are how to best 
integrate their signal processing functions, what method should be used for data buffering and to connect to their 
system.  Let's take a look at  some of the design problems that typically confront us:

● Where to add signal processing functions?  

Usually the best place to access the A/D data stream is after the A/D interface component FIFO.  For the 
DAC data  stream,  the  input  to  the  DAC interface  component  FIFO is  a  good  place  to  add signal 
processing. At the output of he A/D component, the data is presented as ad_fifo_d and is read from the 
FIFO when ad_fifo_rd is true.  Since most Xilinx signal processing functions have a ND (new data) 
enable at their input, the data, The data mover, ii_ad_data_mover, provides a read enable and a write 
enable that can be used to flow the data through the new function.  Be sure to look at the data pacing 
flag RFD (Ready For Data) from the signal processing component  so that it is ready for data.  If it is not 
always  ready  for  data,  then  the  RFD  flag  should  be  used  to  pace  the  data  flow.   Modify  the 
ii_ad_data_mover  component to use RFD and source and destination FIFO counts to control the flow of 
data. The A/D data stream has the channels stacked into the 32-bit words, so an unstacker or channel 
splitter is usually used to separate the channels.  This is the technique used in the MATLAB examples.

● How should I buffer the data?  

First, consider the overall data rate of the system.  When all four A/D are running full speed, the data 
rate is 25 MSPS per channel, a 100 MB/sec data rate. Data buffering to the DSP using FIFOs is the only 
way to provide the data the bus that is practical.  Intermediate buffering between processes is usually a 
good idea also, since the downstream process may not be able to keep up with the data rate during all 
operations.  Decoupling the data flow helps to make the entire design process easier to manage.

As far as total storage, the SRAM has 1M sample (2M bytes) of total storage. The SRAM is good for 
random data accesses and for general purpose buffering.   In the standard logic,  the SRAM has no 
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assigned function and is available for application work. 

● How do I make unique triggering functions?

The triggering functions are contained in the ii_trigger component. This component is either modified to 
create the new trigger function or replaced altogether.  The A/D and DAC interface components both 
have a trigger input that signals the interface to capture/supply data.  This signal must be synchronized 
to sample clock.  When trigger is true, one data point is acquired for each sample clock. 

6.6.5.5 Adding New Components

New components can be developed in VHDL, from Xilinx Coregen blocks, or generated in MATLAB and included 
in the VHDL design.  Each of these techniques involves including the signal processing block into the data flow 
to the packetizer and integration of the function into the VHDL code. I

The MATLAB technique has the distinct advantage that the MATLAB Simulink environment can be used to 
generate and observe signals. This allows the DSP engineer to work in a higher level above the bits and bytes of 
the VHDL and is a powerful way to develop DSP in the logic. Hardware-in -the-loop capabilities  in the MATLAB 
environment can be used to fully test the signal processing design before it is added to the FrameWork Logic 
VHDL. 

Xilinx  offers  a  very  good  selection  of  cores  that  may  be  used  in  the  P25M logic  including  filters,  FFTs, 
correlations,  signal generators and basic mathematical functions.  These are relatively easy to design with in the 
VHDL environment and integrated in with the FrameWork logic by making them compatible with system logic. 
This means that the blocks are 

● Components – all functions should be components and integrated into the FrameWork as such.  This 
allows simulation at the component level and physical floorplanning. 

● Synchronous – all  functions should be on the system clock.  This reduces the problems with clock 
domain transitions and simplifies timing analysis. 

● FIFO IO – all data should flow through the component and have a FIFO at the inputs and outputs. This 
helps to decouple the component from the data flow of other devices.

● Providing data flow controls – an input ready and output ready are useful at the system level for moving 
the data around the system. 

● 2's complement – for compatibility with other components

If  these  basis  guidelines  can  be  followed,  the  integration  effort  is  reduced  since  it  will  match  our  design 
philosophy in the Framework Logic. 

6.3.5.6 Terminating Unused IO Signals

When you delete unused components from the FrameWork logic, external devices must have their signals 
terminated properly.  This prevents the external device from driving the FPGA and  potentially causing a 
problem, and consuming extra power.   Here are some typical device signal terminations. 
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Device/Signal Function Termination
SBSRAM
zbt_adr[20:0] addresses '1'
zbt_io[31:0] Data bus 'Z'
zbt_cen Chip enable '1'
zbt_bwn[4:1] Byte write enables '1'
zbt_r_wn Read/write '1'
zbt_adv_ldn Address load '0'
zbt_lbon Address mode X
zbt_clk clock '1'
zbt_oen Output enable '1'
Interrupts
intf_ints Interrupt signals to PCI logic '01'
PLL and Timing Control

pll_status PLL status 'Z'
pll_sclk PLL serial clock '0'
pll_sda PLL serial data '0'
pll_sload PLL serial data load '0'
DSP Interface

dsp_rdy DSP EMIF ready '1'
DACs

dac_d0, dac_d1, dac_d2, dac_d3 DAC data busses 15..0 '0'
UD DIO

UD User data 31..0 'Z'
Table 156: P25M Unused Signal Terminations

6.3.5.7 I/O Signals From the FPGA

There are several connectors that connect directly to the FPGA that can  be used for application 
interface  system  interface  functions.  The  hardware  manual  shows  the  connector  pinouts  and 
physicality.  Mating connectors are also specified.
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Connector
Reference

Type Use

JP4 IDC40M, polarized header, 
male, 40 pin

Digital IO and peripheral controls.  Speed is 
normally limited to <10 MHz when using ribbon 
cables.

J6 SMB coaxial, 50 ohm This signal is an external clock input.  It 
indirectly can drive the FPGA as the sample 
clock when the PLL is configured to pass clk1 
as the sample clock.

J5 SMB coaxial, 50 ohm May be used for I/O.  Normally this connector is 
the external trigger input, ext_sync.  This signal 
is 50 ohm terminated.

Table 157: P25M Connectors to the FPGA

The  specific  logic  signal  names  associated  with  each  connector  and  its  pins  are  shown  in  the 
following tables.

JP4, Digital IO Connector

Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

ud(0) 1 K18 DIO 0

ud(1) 40 K19 DIO 1

ud(2) 2 K20 DIO 2

ud(3) 39 K21 DIO 3

ud(4) 3 K22 DIO 4

ud(5) 38 L17 DIO 5

ud(6) 4 L18 DIO 6

ud(7) 37 L19 DIO 7

ud(8) 5 L20 DIO 8
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

ud(9) 36 L21 DIO 9

ud(10) 6 L22 DIO 10

ud(11) 35 M22 DIO 11

ud(12) 7 M21 DIO 12

ud(13) 34 M20 DIO 13

ud(14) 8 M19 DIO 14

ud(15) 33 M18 DIO 15

ud(16) 9 M17 DIO 16

ud(17) 34 N22 DIO 17

ud(18) 10 N21 DIO 18

ud(19) 33 N20 DIO 19

ud(20) 11 N19 DIO 20

ud(21) 32 N18 DIO 21

ud(22) 12 N17 DIO 22

ud(23) 31 P22 DIO 23

ud(24) 13 P21 DIO 24

ud(25) 30 P18 DIO 25

ud(26) 14 P17 DIO 26

ud(27) 29 P19 DIO 27
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Logic Signal Name Connector Pin FPGA Pin Use

ud(28) 15 R19 DIO 28

ud(29) 28 R22 DIO 29

ud(30) 16 R21 DIO 30

ud(31) 27 T22 DIO 31

The following signals are connections on the PCB but are not used in the FrameWork 
Logic.
ud_clk 34 C12 (Possible use 

as clock for 
UD DIO)

Others
GND 40 Signal Ground

Table 158: P25M JP4 Connections

J5, SMB I/O connector

Logic Signal Name Connector 
Pin

FPGA Pin Use

ext_sync center B12 External trigger input.  This signal is 50 
ohm terminated. 

Table 159: P25M  J5 Connection

J6, SMB I/O connector

Logic Signal Name Connector 
Pin

FPGA Pin Use

sync_clk center Indirect 
through the 
PLL device.

This input goes to the PLL and can be 
used as a clock to the FPGA only when 
the PLL is configure to use this as a 
sample clock Fs. 

Table 160: P25M  J6 Connection
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6.6.6 Synthesis and Fitting

A project file for the P25M is provided for Xilinx ISE tool that has all the project hierarchy, included files and 
options required.

ISE Project File
p25m_intf.ise

Table 161: P25M Xilinx ISE Project Filename

If you are using Xilinx ISE, you should load this project as a starting point and recompile the logic to verify that 
the project is ready to use.  You should be able to successfully generate the BIT file for the logic and run the 
examples on the card.

If you are using another synthesis tool, you will need to reconstruct the logic hierarchy as shown in the HTML 
documentation in your toolset.  The packages and libraries that support Xilinx parts must be used since there 
are Xilinx-specific logic elements used in the design.  These libraries are provided by Xilinx for your simulation 
tool.

6.6.7.1 Constraints

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic : timing, pin placement and 
IO standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting 
process.

The constraint file for the P25M is provided for the standard Spartan3 1000 device.  If you are using a higher 
speed grade, or different device then the file must be modified for the device you are using.

P25M FPGA Device Used Constraint File

Xilinx XC3S1000-4FGG456C p25m_intf.ucf

Table 162: P25M  Constraint File

Adding constraints to the logic is done by editing new constraints into the UCF file, which is simple text, or by 
using one of the Xilinx tools to help create constraints. The Constraint Manager is useful for most timing related 
constraints, while Floorplanner or Pace are useful for logic physical constraints.

Warning! We have noticed some strange occurrences in Pace and Floorplanner that seem to delete 
constraints for GCLK inputs where the location (LOC) constraint is mysteriously removed. It’s a good idea to 
keep a copy of the original file. Some designers like to put the Pace or Floorplanner constraints in an entirely 
new file, then append them by hand. Whatever your method, just be aware that this is a known bad behavior of 
the current tools. When your clock location constraints get deleted, nothing works unless the tools happen to 
put them back where they belong. A dice roll at best..

There are several important classes of constraints used by the FrameWork Logic: timing, pin placement and IO 
standards. These constraints are shown in the .ucf (user constraint file) that is used during the fitting process.
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6.6.7.2 Timing Constraints

The timing constraints defined cover the clocks used in the design and the external device signal timing. Clock 
period period constraints are used to cover most of the logic since they define the clock rate for all flip-flops 
connected to that clock. These period constraints then cover most of the logic paths used in a synchronous 
design.

Here are the clock period constraints used by the FrameWork Logic: 

NET "eclk_i" TNM_NET = "eclk_i";
TIMESPEC "TS_eclk_i" = PERIOD "eclk_i" 75 MHz HIGH 50 %;
NET "fs_in" TNM_NET = "fs_in";
TIMESPEC "TS_fs_in" = PERIOD "fs_in" 25 MHz HIGH 50 %;

The  sample clock timing constraints are set at 25 MHz because this is the maximum sample rate of the A/Dsl.  
The DSP clock is set for 75 MHz because this is the input clock rate.  A DCM in the logic is used for the DSP 
clock.

External devices require an additional constraint to be sure that we get the signal on-chip and to its destination 
in time. Since the external chip, such as the A/D, may have a delay from the clock edge to when we get the 
signal, an additional constraint is defines the amount of time after the clock that the signal is given to the logic. 
This type of constraint is used on the A/D data signals to guarantee that setup timings are met. 

NET "adc_d0<*>" TNM = "adc_data";
NET "adc_d1<*>" TNM = "adc_data";
NET "adc_d2<*>" TNM = "adc_data";
NET "adc_d3<*>" TNM = "adc_data";
TIMEGRP "adc_data" OFFSET = IN 5 ns BEFORE "fs_in" HIGH ;

These constraints require the A/D signals to get on-chip no later than 5 nS after the sample clock. 

6.6.7.3 IOB Constraints

Warning! DO NOT CHANGE these assignments as damage may occur to the P25M! They must be used 
on all compiles.

The only signal IOSTANDARD that may be changed on P25M are the UD DIO and sync signal.  

NET "ud<14>"  LOC = "M19" | IOSTANDARD = LVTTL | PULLDOWN;

In the Xilinx documentation, the compatible IO standards are listed. You must use one of the standards 
compatible with pin in the UCF since the FPGA has this bank of pins configured for this voltage and may not be 
changed.

6.6.7.4 Logic Utilization

The results of the mapping process, as taken from the p25m_intf.mrp report, are as shown. Notice the memory 
consumed during the compile is 520 MB for this design! 
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The number of occupied slices is 34%, though the tools do not pack unrelated logic in slice if it is not necessary 
or allowed in some cases. This does not mean however that the design 34% full, since it is OK in many cases 
to pack the logic tighter, especially for logic that is not high performance.  The tools tend to spread the logic 
sparsely when space is available, so the actual number of flip-flops and LUTs is more important which are 24% 
and 14% respectively.

Design Summary
--------------
Number of errors:      0
Number of warnings:  593
Logic Utilization:
  Number of Slice Flip Flops:       3,797 out of  15,360   24%
  Number of 4 input LUTs:           2,203 out of  15,360   14%
Logic Distribution:
  Number of occupied Slices:                        2,661 out of   7,680   34%
    Number of Slices containing only related logic:   2,661 out of   2,661  100%
    Number of Slices containing unrelated logic:          0 out of   2,661    0%
      *See NOTES below for an explanation of the effects of unrelated logic
Total Number 4 input LUTs:          3,038 out of  15,360   19%
  Number used as logic:              2,203
  Number used as a route-thru:         616
  Number used as Shift registers:      219
  Number of bonded IOBs:              297 out of     333   89%
    IOB Flip Flops:                     1
    IOB Master Pads:                    1
    IOB Slave Pads:                     1
    IOB Dual-Data Rate Flops:           1
  Number of Block RAMs:               18 out of      24   75%
  Number of MULT18X18s:                8 out of      24   33%
  Number of GCLKs:                     5 out of       8   62%
  Number of DCMs:                      1 out of       4   25%
  Number of BSCANs:                    1 out of       1  100%

   Number of RPM macros:           12
Total equivalent gate count for design:  1,283,124
Additional JTAG gate count for IOBs:  14,256
Peak Memory Usage:  520 MB

6.6.7.5 Place and Route

The Place and Route Step results are taken from the p25m_intf.par report. Timing analysis is shown for the 
design. It is important to review this report to find timing errors. The PAR report  shows how the design 
performed against each defined timing constraint. For further analysis, the timing analyzer tool can be used to 
pinpoint the source of each problem.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Constraint                                | Requested  | Actual     | Logic  | Absolute   |Number of
                                            |            |            | Levels | Slack      |errors   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* TIMEGRP "dsp_data" OFFSET = OUT 6 ns AFTE | 6.000ns    | 8.354ns    | 2      | -2.354ns   | 32      
  R COMP "ECLK_I" HIGH                      |            |            |        |            |         
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* TIMEGRP "dac_data" OFFSET = OUT 8 ns AFTE | 8.000ns    | 9.321ns    | 1      | -1.321ns   | 61      
  R COMP "FS_IN" HIGH                       |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* TIMEGRP "dsp_ctrl" OFFSET = IN 7 ns BEFOR | 7.000ns    | 7.503ns    | 3      | -0.503ns   | 4       
  E COMP "ECLK_I" HIGH                      |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* TIMEGRP "dsp_addr" OFFSET = IN 7 ns BEFOR | 7.000ns    | 7.250ns    | 3      | -0.250ns   | 1       
  E COMP "ECLK_I" HIGH                      |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "dsp_data" OFFSET = IN 5 ns BEFOR | 5.000ns    | 4.825ns    | 1      | 0.175ns    | 0       
  E COMP "ECLK_I" HIGH                      |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_INST_ECLK_DCM_CLK0_BUF = PERIOD TIMEGR | 13.333ns   | 12.645ns   | 3      | 0.688ns    | 0       
  P "INST_ECLK_DCM_CLK0_BUF" TS_eclk_i      |            |            |        |            |         
      HIGH 50%                              |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TIMEGRP "adc_data" OFFSET = IN 5 ns BEFOR | 5.000ns    | 2.171ns    | 1      | 2.829ns    | 0       
  E COMP "FS_IN" HIGH                       |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_U_TO_J = MAXDELAY FROM TIMEGRP "U_CLK" | 15.000ns   | 4.262ns    | 1      | 10.738ns   | 0       
   TO TIMEGRP "J_CLK" 15 ns                 |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_U_TO_U = MAXDELAY FROM TIMEGRP "U_CLK" | 15.000ns   | 1.694ns    | 0      | 13.306ns   | 0       
   TO TIMEGRP "U_CLK" 15 ns                 |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_J_TO_J = MAXDELAY FROM TIMEGRP "J_CLK" | 30.000ns   | 10.207ns   | 2      | 19.793ns   | 0       
   TO TIMEGRP "J_CLK" 30 ns                 |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_fs_in = PERIOD TIMEGRP "fs_in" 25 MHz  | 40.000ns   | 13.103ns   | 1      | 26.897ns   | 0       
  HIGH 50%                                  |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_U_TO_D_path" TIG                 | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_J_TO_D_path" TIG                 | N/A        | 6.700ns    | 16     | N/A        | N/A     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PATH "TS_D_TO_J_path" TIG                 | N/A        | 6.534ns    | 5      | N/A        | N/A     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_eclk_i = PERIOD TIMEGRP "eclk_i" 75 MH | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A     
  z HIGH 50%                                |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TS_DSP_ASYNC_DATA = MAXDELAY FROM TIMEGRP | N/A        | N/A        | N/A    | N/A        | N/A     
   "DSP_ASYNC_DATA" TO TIMEGRP "PADS"       |            |            |        |            |         
     TS_eclk_i * 2                          |            |            |        |            |         
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 constraints not met.
INFO:Timing:2761 - N/A entries in the Constraints list may indicate that the 
   constraint does not cover any paths or that it has no requested value.

Generating Pad Report.

All signals are completely routed.
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Total REAL time to PAR completion: 1 mins 24 secs 
Total CPU time to PAR completion: 1 mins 23 secs 

Peak Memory Usage:  516 MB

Placement: Completed - No errors found.
Routing: Completed - No errors found.
Timing: Completed - 98 errors found.

Number of error messages: 0
Number of warning messages: 5
Number of info messages: 2

Writing design to file p25m_intf_routed.ncd

PAR done!

This is not the complete PAR report, but it shows the sort of result that is reported.  Each timing constraint is 
analyzed to see if it was met.  If not, the report tags the result so that further investigation can be done.  

6.6.8 Simulation

The test files are used in the simulation and testing of the FrameWork code. The testbench file is 
p25m_intf_tb.vhd and it uses several components for testing that are defined by the other model files for the 
external memory chips.

The testbench contains a set of simulation steps that exercise various functions on the FrameWork logic for 
basic interface testing. Behavioral procedures have been written to simulate DSP accesses to the FPGA. An 
end-to-end simulation showing operation of the A/D, DAC and DSP is provided.

6.6.8.1 Setting Up the Simulation

The files unzipped from the FrameWork Logic archive contain all the source and macro files needed. You will 
normally need to make a ModelSim project reflecting your exact directory structure, although an mpf file is 
provided. You will also need to compile the Xilinx unisim, simprim and Xilinx core libs and point to them in 
ModelSim. These libraries may be compiled from within  Xilinx ISE by selecting the device on the Sources 
Window then selecting the Compile HDL Simulation Libraries on the Processes window. Set the project default 
to VHDL ‘93 if you intend to compile in ModelSim using the project manager.

6.6.8.2 Simulation Models for P25M

The two memory components for P25M have simulation models provided by the device vendor. These include 
accurate timing models so that real timings can be simulated.  If a timing violation occurs during their use, it is 
real and should be considered.
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Model Filename Functional Behavior
SRAM CY7C1372.vhd SRAM model provided by Cypress Semiconductor.

Table 163: P25M Simulation Models

6.6.8.3 Loading the Testbench

The simulator used from within ISE is Mentor Graphics ModelSim and support files for using the testbench from 
within environment are included. Selecting the testbench file in the Sources window then allows you to select 
the simulation in the Process Window. This should start ModelSim if your tools are set up correctly.

The wave window macro file is wave.do in the simulation subdirectory for waveform visualization.

6.6.8.4 Running the Simulations

When you enter ModelSim from the ISE tool, a macro file is auto generated by the tools to compile up the 
design. You will also have to compile the memory files the first time in ModelSim to get them to run, since the 
auto generated macro does not do this.

6.6.8.5 Modifying the Simulations

The testbench file provides sample code to begin your simulations. DSP accesses for initializing the P25M 
logic for data acquisition are shown in the testbed.  Data flows from the A/D inputs, through the logic to the 
DSP. For the DACs, the simulation shows data flowing from the DSP to the DACs. 

In many cases, the testbed data flow can be modified by adding DSP reads and writes to configure the logic, 
then observe the data for the modified design.  The DSP reads/writes are performed in the simulations using the 
procedure  as in this example: 

 write_dsp0(DA_TRIGGER,      X"00000000");   -- set DAC trigger (software)

In this example, the DSP writes to the DA_TRIGGER address a value of X”00000000”.  

6.6.8.6 Some Things to Watch Out For in Simulation

Be sure to use a time resolution of ps for all simulations. The DCM simulation component will 
not work unless ps resolution is used.

Many of the files use VHDL ‘93 and will issue errors if not compiled as ‘93 code. As a rule, always use ‘93 
standard when compiling the FrameWork Logic.

6.6.9 Making the logic images for downloading

The P25M logic image may be downloaded either over the PCI bus or by using the Xilinx JTAG port.  The 
image must be downloaded each time the board is powered up; there is no on-board ROM for the application 
logic.
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6.6.9.1 Loading over PCI

To download the logic using the PCI bus, the P25MDownload.exe application is used, or one of the software 
methods discussed in the software manuals.  The image must be an EXO type (Motorola EXORMacs type).

This EXO file is created using the Xilinx IMPACT tool from the BIT file that the tools generated after place and 
route was completed. See section entitled  “Making the Device Image”.

6.6.9.2 Loading over JTAG

The application logic may also be downloaded over the JTAG port to the device at any time. Connect the Xilinx 
cable to JP5 (see hardware manual for location and pin out).

Xilinx IMPACT software is used to load the image.  When you open the IMPACT tool, you can select the 
download to device in the wizard and this will lead you through the process.  The JTAG chain will identify only 
the application logic device and you will assign the BIT file created by the ISE tool to load the image.

There are three devices in the Xilinx scan path of the P25M: the Xilinx  configuration FLASH for  the PCI 
FPGA (XCF04) and two FPGAs (the Spartan 2E-300 and the Spartan3 1000).  The configuration FLASH and 
Spartan2E should be put into bypass mode during downloading.  Your target device is the Spartan3 1000.

The image may also be loaded inside of ChipScope by right-clicking the target device and specifying the bit file. 
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7  Application Logic Library
The FrameWork library is divided into hardware-specific components and generic components that can be used 
on any hardware platform.  For each component, the supported platform, component description and target 
device are given. The component description gives a general description, port definitions, and use.  If the 
component is supported directly in the MATLAB library, the library symbol is shown. The target device is 
specific to the hardware platform. In  some cases, multiple devices are supported.  Components may be 
implemented in many devices n most cases except where a unique feature such as Rocket IO is used.

7.1 Quixote Hardware Components

These components are particular to Quixote.
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7.1.1 ii_quixote_adc

Supported Platforms: Quixote

Description:

This component is an interface between the Quixote application logic and the A/D and itsexternal FIFO.   The 
external FIFO is 32K samples.  The component controls the collection of  data from the A/D into the  external 
FIFO on the basis of the input trigger and moves the collected samples to the internal FIFO.  The level of the 
internal FIFO maybe used to signal when samples are available for processing.
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Port Direction Function
reset In Global reset for the component
d_clk In The system clock for the system interface.
d_ce In The system clock enable.
rden In Read enable for the application FIFO.
dout Out Data from the internal FIFO to the system.
dvalid Out Data valid, synchronous to d_clk, indicates that 

data is valid when true.
fs In A/D sample rate clock
trigger In A/D trigger.  When true, samples are stored in the 

external FIFO.
test In Test mode select. When true, an incrementing 

count is substituted for the data for system test.
fifo_ae Out The internal FIFO is almost empty when true.
adc_ovr In ADC overrange bit.  When true, the ADC detected 

an overrange on the sample.  This bit is appended 
to each sample as bit 15 into the external FIFO.

adc_d(13:0) In ADC data from the external FIFO.
adc_ext_fifo_wen_n Out Write enable to the external FIFO, active low. This 

signal is true when the trigger is true.
adc_ext_fifo_ren_n Out Read enable to the external FIFO, active low.  This 

signal is true when data is moved from the
external FIFO to the internal FIFO.

adc_ext_fifo_reset_n Out Reset to the external FIFO, active low.
adc_ext_fifo_ae_n In External FIFO almost empty, active low.  When 

true the external FIFO has less then 511 samples
(when adc_fsel = “10”).

adc_ext_fifo_ir_n In External FIFO input is ready, active low.  When 
true, there is room in the external FIFO for more 
samples to be collected.

adc_clk_p

adc_clk_n

Out The A/D sample clock output differential pair. 
Signal standard is PECL.

adc_ext_fifo_rclk Out External FIFO data read clock, equal to fs..
adc_ext_fifo_wclk Out External FIFO data write clock, equal to fs.
adc_ext_fifo_fsel(1:0) Out External FIFO flag select.  See table below.
adc_ext_fifo_ld Out External FIFO load.  Sets FIFO flag levels 

according to table below.  See TI SN74V283 
datasheet for complete details.

Table 164: ii_quixote_adc Component Ports
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The external FIFO is TI SN74V283, or equivalent. The programmable flags are set  as shown in this table. 
For more details, consult the TI data sheet.

Target Devices: Xilinx XC2V2000-4FF896C or XC2V6000-4FF1156
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7.1.2 ii_quixote_dac

Supported Platforms: Quixote

Description:

This component is an interface between the Quixote application logic and the DAC and its external FIFO.  The 
external FIFO is 32K samples.

The component controls the flow of  samples from the internal FIFO to  an external FIFO,  then on to  the DAC 
itself.  The data flows on the basis of the trigger and moves the collected samples from the internal FIFO.  The 
level of the internal FIFO may be used to signal when space is available for more samples.

An underflow error flag indicates when the DAC trigger was true and a rising edge of the DAC clock happened 
yet no data was available in the external FIFO for that DAC sample.
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Port Direction Function
reset In Global reset for the component
d_clk In The system clock for the system interface.
d_ce In The system clock enable.
wren In Read enable for the application FIFO.
din In Data from the system to the internal FIFO.
fs In DAC sample rate clock
trigger In A/D trigger.  When true, samples are stored in the external 

FIFO.
af_thresh[9:0] In The fifo level at which the fifo_af signal will go true.

fifo_af Out The internal FIFO is almost full when true.
fifo_count[9:0] Out The number of points in the internal FIFO, synchronous to 

d_clk.  Has 2 clocks of latency.
dac_underflow Out The DAC FIFO had an underflow error condition when 

true.  Once true, this underflow error flag remains true until 
cleared.  Multiple underflow conditions could have 
occurred if the underflow flag is true.

test In Test mode select. When true, an incrementing count is 
substituted for the data for system test.

dac_d(13:0) In DAC data to the external FIFO.
dac_ext_fifo_wen_n Out Write enable to the external FIFO, active low. This signal is 

true when the trigger is true.
dac_ext_fifo_ren_n Out Read enable to the external FIFO, active low.  This signal is 

true when data is moved from the
external FIFO to the internal FIFO.

dac_ext_fifo_reset_n Out Reset to the external FIFO, active low.
dac_ext_fifo_ae_n In External FIFO almost empty, active low.  When true the 

external FIFO has less then 511 samples
(when dac_fsel = “10”).

dac_ext_fifo_af_n In External FIFO input is almost full, active low. When true, 
the external FIFO has less than 511 samples when 
dac_fsel = “10”.

dac_clk Out The DAC sample clock to the DAC and external
FIFO.

dac_ext_fifo_rclk Out External FIFO data read clock, equal to fs..
dac_ext_fifo_wclk Out External FIFO data write clock, equal to fs.

dac_ext_fifo_fsel(1:0) Out External FIFO flag select.  See table below.
dac_ext_fifo_ld Out External FIFO load.  Sets FIFO flag levels according to 

table below.  See TI SN74V283 datasheet for complete 
details.
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Table 165: ii_quixote_dac Component Ports

The external FIFO is TI SN74V283, or equivalent.  The programmable flags are set as shown in this table. 
For more details, consult the TI data sheet.

Target Devices: Xilinx XC2V2000-4FF896C or XC2V6000-4FF1156
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7.1.3 ii_quixote_dsp_emif_a

Supported Platforms: Quixote

Description:

This component is the DSP External Memory InterFace (EMIF) A bus interface.  It provides an interface 
between the FPGA and the DSP for data, status and control registers.

This component interfaces with the Texas Instruments TMS320C6416 DSP EMIF A, a 64-bit bus operating at 
100 MHz on Quixote.  EMIF A has 4 memory spaces (CE spaces) that are configured in the DSP initialization 
for memory type and timing behavior. Two of the memory spaces are available for DSP interfaces to the logic. 
These two memory spaces have different setups and use as shown in the following table.

CE Type Rate Use
0 Asynchronous 6 EMIF clocks per transaction

=> 100 MHz/6 = 16.67 
MHz access rate

Control and Status 
Registers; not high 
performance

1 Synchronous 1 EMIF clock per transaction =>
100MHz access rate during 
burst reads and writes.  Reads
are 3 clocks latent. Setup cycles 
each burst

FIFOs; high performance 
interfaces

Table 166: DSP EMIF A use with ii_quixote_emif_a Component

The ii_quxiote_dsp_emif_a component decodes EMIF A CE 0 into 128 read and write strobes that are used for 
status and control interfacing to the DSP. These are usually used for registers the DSP will control or read back. 
The decodes are not the highest performance interface to the DSP and should be primarily used for lower 
performance interfaces such as setup and configuration. Additionally, an array of registers is provided that the 
DSP can write to, and an array of status input registers for the DSP to read.  This provides a convenient hook-up 
of the application logic to the DSP.  See the memory map details for existing register usage.

For high speed data paths between the DSP and application logic, the ii_quixote_dsp_emif_a component 
provides input and output FIFOs.  The example logic shows the FIFOs being using for A/D and DAC interface 
FIFOs.  More FIFOs can be added if necessary by changing the generic num_fifos.  The application logic 
interface to the DSP FIFO provides read/write control and FIFO levels for implementing data flow control within 
the application logic. Each FIFO also has a reset input. Each FIFO consumes 2 block rams in memory.
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Illustration 141: ii_quixote_emif_a Block Diagram



Port Direction Function
reset In Global reset for the component
d_clk In The system clock for the system interface.
d_ce In System clock enable.
fs In Sample clock
dsp_aeclk In DSP EMIF A clock, 100 MHz nominally.
dsp_a_din[63:0] In DSP EMIF A data in
dsp_a_dout[63:0] Out DSP EMIF A data out
dsp_a_ea[22:16] In DSP EMIF A address bits 22..16
dsp_a_ce_n[1:0] In DSP EMIF A CE space decodes, active low
dsp_a_are_n In DSP EMIF A read enable, active low
dsp_a_awe_n In DSP EMIF A write enable, active low
dsp_a_aoe_n In DSP EMIF A output enable, active low
dsp_a_ardy In DSP EMIF A ready control
dsp_a_rdout[63:0] Out DSP EMIF A read data
dsp_a_dout_en Out DSP EMIF A data output enable
dsp_a_reg Out Array of 64 32-bit registers for control and configuration mapped into 

DSP EMIF A.
dsp_a_status In Array of 64 32-bit registers for status readback mapped into DSP 

EMIF A.
dsp_a_rd[127:0] Out DSP EMIF A memory decodes for reads. These are 

asynchronous memory locations.
dsp_a_wr[127:0] Out DSP EMIF A memory decodes for writes. These are 

asynchronous memory locations.
dsp_a_ififo_dout[63:0] Out Array of outputs from DSP input FIFOs connected to the DSP bus. 

The array is for one bus in the example logic. This is for data to the 
logic from the DSP.

dsp_a_ififo_rd[7:0] In Array of DSP input FIFO read enables.
dsp_a_ififo_wr[7:0] Out Array of DSP input FIFO write enables.
dsp_a_ififo_rst[7:0] In Array of resets to the DSP input FIFOs.
dsp_a_ififo_rd_count[7:0] Out Array of  DSP input FIFO read counts.  These are how many 

points each DSP input FIFO has in it. This count is 2 clocks latent 
and is synchronous to d_clk.

dsp_a_ififo_wr_count[7:0] Out Array of  DSP input FIFO write counts.  These are how many points 
each DSP input FIFO has in it. This count is 2 clocks latent and is 
synchronous to dsp_aeclk.

dsp_a_ofifo_din[63:0] In Array of inputs to the DSP output FIFOs connected to the DSP 
bus. The array is for one bus in the example logic. This is for data 
from the logic to the DSP.

dsp_a_ofifo_rd[7:0] Out Array of DSP output FIFO read enables.
dsp_a_ofifo_wr[7:0] In Array of DSP output FIFO write enables.

dsp_a_ofifo_rst[7:0] In Array of resets to the DSP input FIFOs.
dsp_a_ofifo_rd_count[7:0] Out Array of  DSP output FIFO read counts.  These are how many 
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Port Direction Function
points each DSP output FIFO has in it. This count is 2 clocks latent 
and is synchronous to dsp_aeclk.

dsp_a_ofifo_wr_count[7:0] Out Array of  DSP output FIFO write counts.  These are how many points 
each DSP output FIFO has in it. This count is 2 clocks latent and is 
synchronous to d_clk.

Table 167: ii_quixote_emif_a  Component Ports

Target Devices: Xilinx XC2V2000-4FF896C or XC2V6000-4FF1156
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7.1.4 ii_quixote_dio

Supported Platforms: Quixote

Description:
This component is a simple digital IO port used on Quixote that has an input register and output register. It may 
be used a simple digital control port or easily customized.

The 32 UD DIO pins are connected to an input register and may be captured in the register on rising edge of 
the system clock (d_clk) when ud_rd is true.  The output register may be written to on rising edge of the system 
clock (d_clk) when ud_wr is true.

The configuration bits are used by the top level logic to control the direction of each UD byte as input or output. 
The configuration bits are written to on a rising edge of the system clock (d_clk) when ud_config_wr is true.

Port Direction Function
reset In Global reset for the component
d_clk In The system clock for the system interface.
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d_ce In System clock enable.
din[31:0] In Input data
ud_out[31:0] Out Digital IO output bits
ud_din[31:0] In Digital IO input bits
ud_config_wr In Digital IO output configuration write
ud_in[31:0] Out The ud input register.  These are the registered 

ud_din bits given to the logic.
ud_rd In Read enable for the digital IO input register. The 

input ud_din pins are read on a rising edge of 
d_clk when ud_rd is true.

ud_wr In Write enable for the digital IO output register
ud_config[4:0] In Digital IO input configuration controls.  In 

quixote_intf.vhd, these bits are used as byte 
output controls. UD digital IO bytes are outputs 
when the ud_config bit is true; i.e. If bit 0 is true, 
ud bits 7..0 are outputs.

Table 36ii_quixote_dio Component Ports

Target Devices: any
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7.1.5 ii_quixote_sbsram

Supported Platforms: Quixote

Description:
This component provides an interface from the application logic to synchronous burst SRAM memories on 
Quixote.  These memory devices are frequently used as buffer memory for Quixote logic applications. Quixote 
implements four total SRAM devices organized as two  32-bit SRAMs. The maximum data rate to the SRAM is 
512MB/s when a 133 MHz clock is used for the SRAM.

This component is based upon Xilinx XAPP136 and provides a random-access interface to the SRAM using the 
SRAM controller.  The logic main implements the proper pipeline for the control signal and data so that the user 
has a simple read/write interface to the RAM.

Illustration 143: ii_quixote_sbsram Component
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Port Direction Function
Addr[19:0] Out SBSRAM address bits
lbo_n Out SBSRAM burst mode; 0= linear (only mode supported)
Sclk Out 2x clock to SRAM
Cke_n Out SBSRAM clock enable, active low
ld_n Out SBSRAM synchronous address advance/load(low)
bwa_n Out SBSRAM Byte Write A, active low. A low enables a write to bits 

7..0.
bwb_n Out SBSRAM Byte Write B active low. A low enables a write to bits 

15..8.
bwc_n Out SBSRAM Byte Write C, active low. A low enables a write to 

bits 23..16.
bwd_n Out SBSRAM Byte Write D, active low. A low enables a write to 

bits 31..24.
rw_n Out SBSRAM read/write(low) control
oe_n Out SBSRAM data output enable, active low.
ce_n Out SBSRAM chip enable, active low.
Ce2 Out SBSRAM chip enable.
ce2_n Out SBSRAM chip enable, active low.
zz Out SBSRAM low power mode control.
ui_addr[19:0] In User input address.
ui_write_data[31:0] In User write data inputs.
ui_rw_n In User read/write(low).
ui_rw_n_ctlr In User read/write (low) control. Usually wired to the same signal as 

ui_rw_n.
Clk In System clock input
ui_read_data[31:0] out Data read from SBSRAM
write_data_p_sig[31:0] out write data to I/O buffer on top level.
rw_tff_p_sig[31:0] out I/O buffer enable for top level IO buffers.
read_data_sig[31:0] In read data from I/O buffer on top level.

Table 168: ii_quxiote_sbsram Component Ports

The four SRAM devices on Quixote are Cypress CY7C1372 (or equivalent). The device simulation model is 
cy7c1372.vhd.

Target Devices : any
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7.1.6 ii_quixote_dsp_emif_b

Supported Platforms: Quixote

Description:

This component is the interface between the Quixote application logic DSP EMIF B bus. The Quixote uses DSP 
EMIF B primarily to communicate with the PCI streaming controller via a 32K bi-directional FIFO.

The DSP EMIF B interface component has two primary functions: a interface to the PCI streaming FIFOs and 
an lower speed interface to the PCI bus controller.  The interface to the PCI streaming FIFOs provides a high 
speed, 100 MHz data path to the devices.  The lower speed control bus to  the PCI streaming controller 
provides a half-speed bus interface to the controller.
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Port Direction Function
Reset In System reset.
ref_clk In Reference clock.  On Quixote this is a 10 MHz clock.
bm_reset In Bus master reset bit.  Resets internal registers and logic.

dsp_beclk In DSP EMIF B clock.  Nominally 100 MHz.
dsp_b_din[15:0] In DSP EMIF B data input.
dsp_b_addr_h[20:16] In DSP EMIF B address bits 20..16.
dsp_b_addr_l[6:1] In DSP EMIF B address bits 6..1.
dsp_b_ce_n[3:0] In DSP EMIF B memory space decodes, active low.
dsp_b_are_n In DSP EMIF B read enable, active low.
dsp_b_awe_n In DSP EMIF B write enable, active low.
dsp_b_aoe_n In DSP EMIF B output enable, active low.
dsp_b_rdout[15:0] Out Data from the logic out to DSP EMIF B data bus.
dsp_b_dout_en Out Data enables from the logic out to DSP EMIF B data bus top 

level buffers.
pci_reg_dout[15:0] Out Registered EMIF B data bus to PCI controller.
pci_reg_din[15:0] In Registered data from PCI controller to the EMIF B data bus.

pci_reg_a_high[20:16] Out Registered DSP EMIF B address bits 20..16.
pci_reg_a_low[6:1] Out Registered DSP EMIF B address bits 6..1.
pci_reg_bce1_n Out Registered DSP EMIF B memory space decodes, active low.

pci_reg_bare_n Out Registered DSP EMIF B read enable, active low.
pci_reg_bawe_n Out Registered DSP EMIF B write enable, active low.
pci_reg_baoe_n Out Registered DSP EMIF B output enable, active low.
pci_wrfifo_blen_wr In PCI write FIFO burst length write.  This is the write enable 

to the interrupt burst counter control.
pci_wrfifo_blen[6:0] In The PCI write FIFO burst length count.  This is used to control 

the interrupt behavior so that once an interrupt is signaled, it can 
only be reasserted after this number of points are written.

fifo_wr_d[15:0] Out Data bus to the PCI write FIFO from DSP EMIF B.
fifo_wr_en_n Out PCI write FIFO write enable, active low.
fifo_wr_paf_n In PCI write FIFO almost full, active low.
pci_rdfifo_blen_wr In PCI read FIFO burst length write.  This is the write enable 

to the interrupt burst counter control.
pci_rdfifo_blen[6:0] In The PCI read FIFO burst length count.  This is used to control 

the interrupt behavior so that once an interrupt is signaled, it can 
only be reasserted after this number of points are read.

fifo_rd_d[15:0] In Data bus to the PCI write FIFO from DSP EMIF B.
fifo_rd_en_n Out PCI read FIFO write enable, active low.
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Port Direction Function
fifo_rd_oe_n Out PCI read FIFO output enable, active low.
fifo_wr_pae_n In PCI read FIFO almost empty, active low.
fifo_rd_or_n In PCI read FIFO output ready, active low.
fifo_eren In PCI read FIFO read enable echo.
fifo_erclk In PCI read FIFO read clock.
pci_fifo_wr_int Out PCI write FIFO interrupt to PCI controller.
pci_fifo_rd_int Out PCI read FIFO interrupt to PCI controller.

Table 169:  ii_quixote_emif_b Component Ports

Target Devices : any
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7.1.7 ii_quixote_clocks

Supported Platforms: Quixote

Description:

This component provides the clocks for the application logic and external devices. The DSP EMIF clock inputs 
are phase locked to improve timing by reducing skew on-chip.  The other clocks are put onto bufg components 
for use by the logic.

The PLL clock, from the on-board PLL device, is received by the FPGA clock component.  It is divided by two in 
the logic to reduce the clock range to 15-150 MHz for use by the logic since the PLL output range is 30-300 
MHz.  The minimum clock rate for the A/D is 15 MHz so this matches that requirement also.

The reference clock is a 10 Mhz input clock used as a timebase internally.  The phase-lock clock components, 
Xilinx DCMs, require a specific time period for proper reset once the input clock is present.  The reference 
clock is used for the DCM reset timing since it is always available.
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Port Direction Function
Reset In System reset.
dsp_aeclk_i In DSP EMIF A clock input.
dsp_beclk_i In DSP EMIF B clock input.
ref_clk_i In Reference clock input.
pll_i_p/pll_i_n In PLL differential input clock pair. IO standard is PECL.
adc_clk In ADC clock input from the PCI controller (Spartan) clock 

selection matrix.
dac_clk In DAC clock input from the PCI controller (Spartan) clock 

selection matrix.
d_clk Out System clock.  In the example logic this is a phase- 

locked version of dsp_aeclk_i.
ref_clk Out Reference clock output. Nominally 10 Mhz for Quixote.
pll_clk2 Out The PLL clock divided by two.
dsp_aeclk Out Phase locked DSP EMIF A clock.
dsp_beclk Out Phase locked DSP EMIF B clock.
dsp_beclk_div2 Out Phase locked DSP EMIF B clock divided by two. Used 

by the PCI controller interface.
dsp_a_locked Out Status flag indicating that the DSP EMIF A clock DCM is 

locked.
dsp_b_locked Out Status flag indicating that the DSP EMIF A clock DCM is 

locked.
adc_fs Out ADC clock input after a BUFG.
dac_fs Out DAC clock input after a BUFG.

Table 170: ii_quixote_clocks Component Ports

Target Devices : Xilinx XC2V2000-4FF896C or XC2V6000-4FF1156
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7.1.8  ii_quxiote_pmc_j4

Supported Platforms: Quixote

Description:
This component is a simple port for the PMC J4 connections that is easily customized and is used for 
production test.  It is a simple pair of registers for the input an output.

The 64 PMC J4 pins are connected to an input register and are captured in the register on rising edge of the 
system clock (clk).  The output register, 32-bits wide,  may be written to on rising edge of the system clock (clk) 
when pmc_j4_wr is true.
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Port Direction Function
Reset In System reset.
clk In Clock input
ce In Clock enable; unused
Din[31:0] In Data bus input
pmc_j4_wr In PMC J4 output register write enable
pmc_j4_in[63:0] In PMC J4 pin inputs
pmc_j4_out[63:0] Out PMC J4 pin outputs
pmc_j4_din[63:0] Out PMC J4 input register ports

Table 171: ii_quixote_pmc_j4 Component Ports

Target Device : Any
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7.2 PMC Hardware Components

These components are specific to PMC UWB and PMC DR as noted for each component.

7.2.1 ii_pmc_uwb_adc

Supported Platforms:  PMC UWB

Description:

This component is the hardware interface to the A/D on the PMC UWB.  The A/D is the Linear Technology 
LTC2220-1, which is configured on the PMC to use its two data ports, A and B, in a half-speed parallel mode.  In 
this data mode, the A/D data on port A is on the rising edge of fs_a and the data on port B is on the falling edge 
fs_b.  

The input trigger is synchronized in the component to the sample clock fs_a.  Data is written to the FIFO only 
when trigger is true and test is false.  

In the component, the two data words are assembled into a 32-bit word and written into a FIFO when trigger is 
true.  The FIFO is 1K x 32.  An almost empty flag is provided from the FIFO that is true when the number of 
points in the FIFO is below the input threshold on ae_thresh.  

Bits 
31..28 27..16 15..12 11..0
Sign extension  for 
sample N+1

Sample N+1 Sign extension  for sample 
N

Sample N

Table 172: ii_pmc_uwb_adc Output Data Format

In the test mode, a data ramp is substituted for the incoming A/D data.  This is useful for debugging logic 
or as a hardware test.   The data is monotonically increasing ramp.  The test mode will not run unless the 
A/D is being clocked because the component uses the fs_a, the A/D data clock for this test mode.
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Illustration 147: ii_pmc_uwb_adc Component



Port Direction Function
Reset in System reset.

sys_clk in System clock
sys_ce in System clock enable
rden in FIFO read enable
Dout[31:0] Out Data out bus
dvalid Out Dout is valid 
fs_a in A/D data clk A
fs_b in A/D data clk B
Trigger in A/D trigger
ae_thresh[9:0] in A/D FIFO almost empty threshold
fifo_ae Out A/D FIFO almost empty
test in A/D test mode enable
overflow Out A/D FIFO overflow
adc_shdn Out A/d shutdown, active low
adc_ovra in A/D overrange B
adc_da[11:0] in A/D data bus A
adc_ovrb in A/D overrange B
adc_db[11:0] in A/D data bus B

Table 173: ii_pmc_uwb_adc Component Ports

Target Device : Xilinx Virtex2Pro (XC2VP40/XC2VP50)
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7.2.2 ii_ddc_control
Supported Platforms:  PMC DR

Description:

This component is  provides and interface to the control port of the Texas Instruments GC5016  DDC device. 
The control port is used for configuration, status and control of the DDC operation and is separate from the data 
path.  

The DDC control port requires a 5-bit address, a read and write strobe, and a chip select.  These are generated 
from input  control signals provided by the system logic.   For example, PMC DR has these control signals 
connected to the command bus so that the host computer can access the DDC control port for reads and writes. 

The component generates the control signal timing so for the DDC.  The state machine is timed to work with a 
150 MHz or less system clock. 
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Port Direction Function
Reset In System reset.
clk In System clock
cs In Chip select from the system logic.
strb In Control signals are valid.
rw In Read/write. 0 = write
a[4:0] In Address bus.
D[15:0] In Data bus input
ddc_cs_n Out DDC chip select, active low.
ddc_wr_n Out DDC write enable, active low.
ddc_rd_n Out DDC read enable, active low.
ddc_a[4:0] Out DDC address bus
ddc_data_out Out DDC data bus output for readback

Table 174: offgain Component Ports

Target Device : any
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7.2.3 ii_rocket_io_link_dr

Supported Platforms:  PMC UWB, PMC DR, PMC TX

Description:

This component is provides the output data link to the PCI controller FPGA from the application FPGA.  A pair 
of Xilinx Rocket IO (RIO) links are used as the connection to the PCI controller FPGA operating at 
2  Gbps,  full-duplex.    The  two  RIO  lanes  work  as  a  pair,  transmitting  data  in  parallel  in  both 
directions. 

The input is a 1Kx32 FIFO, a write count is provided for data pacing to the component.  This FIFO 
supplies data to both of the RIO links.  Data is moved from the incoming FIFO into a pair of FIFOs, 
one for each link.  The RIO links then draw data from the link as required.  

Data pacing over the link is implemented using feedback from the PCI controller chip on the receive 
link.   The  PCI  controller  FPGA  continuously  transmits  the  pacing  control  word,  mixed  with  idle 
characters, to the application logic.   Since the RIO lanes are working as a pair, both links must be 
ready to accept data before transmission occurs.

A DCM is  used by this  component  for the internal  clocking of  the receive  and transmit  logic.  This 
clock is  ½ the frequency of  the input  sys_clk.   The sys_clk  is  100 MHz for  standard speed grade 
parts, resulting in a 2 Gbps data rate. 

The RIO core is implemented in the Fiber Channel type.  The sys_clk  is used to directly clock the 
RIO core, so it must be clean.  DO NOT USE  A DCM to supply this clock since the jitter will be too 
high. 
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Port Direction Function
Reset In System reset.
sys_clk In System clock
link_clk In RIO clock.  100 MHz for standard speed grade.  Must be low 

jitter.
data_in[31:0] In Data bus in
fifo_wt In FIFO write enable
wt_cnt[9:0] Out Number of points in the FIFO, synchronous to sys_clk
fifo_out_wr Out Write enable to for receive data.
Wtfifordy In Enable input for received data writes.  This is usually a level 

flag on an external FIFO.
data_out[31:0] Out Data bus out
Txp/txn Out Rocket IO link output pairs
Rxn/Rxp In Rocket IO link input pairs

Table 175: ii_rocket_io_link_dr Component Ports
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Target Device : Xilinx  Virtex2 Pro Vp40/VP50
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7.2.4 ii_pll_ser

Supported Platforms:  PMC UWB, PMC DR, PMC TX

Description:

This component provides an interface to an external PLL, the ICS8402 or ICS8442.  The PLL interface is a three 
wire  serial  port  with  data,  clock,  and load.   The component sends data to the PLL from a parallel  word is 
transmitted when start is commanded.  Done is signaled when the transmission to the PLL is complete.  

Loads to the PLL should be paced on done.  The PLL however requires up to 1 mS to settle and lock to the new 
frequency loaded.   There is NO lock signal available.

Port Direction Function
Rst in System reset.

clk in System clock
Data[13:0] In Data bus in
Start In Write strobe, initiates transfer to the PLL
Done Out Transmission complete
pll_clk Out Data clock to the PLL
pll_data Out Data to the PLL
pll_load Out Load the data word into the PLL

Table 176: ii_pll_ser Component Ports

Target Device : any
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7.2.5 ii_cmd_reg 

Supported Platforms:  PMC UWB, PMC DR, PMC TX

Description:

This component is the command channel interface to the PCI interface controller.   The command channels 
provides PCI bus accesses to the application logic over a dedicated link, outside of the higher speed primary 
data  path.   The  cmd_reg  component  receives  a  access  word  from the  PCI  bus  controller  containing  the 
read/write, address and data for the transaction.  The component decodes this word and provides the address, 
data and a read or write strobe to the application logic. 

For  convenience,  the  cmd_reg  component  also  decodes  64  write  addresses  and  32  read  addresses  for 
expansion.  An array of 32-bit output registers is provided also with the number of registers controlled by the 
array_pkg.vhd file.  An array of 32-bit status registers are also provided that are read back to the PCI bus to 
which status words may be connected.

The array must be defined in the array_pkg and included in the project for this component.

Decode PCI Address Read Decode Write Decode Output 
Register

Status Input

0 BAR1 + X”0”  rd_stb(0) wt_stb(0) ctl_reg(0) status_reg(0)
1 BAR1 + X”4”  rd_stb(1) wt_stb(1) ctl_reg(1) status_reg(1)
2 BAR1 + X”8”  rd_stb(2) wt_stb(2) ctl_reg(2) status_reg(2)
3..31 BAR1 + X”C”..

BAR1 + X”1F”
rd_stb(3)..
rd_stb(31)

wt_stb(3)...
wt_stb(31)

ctl_reg(3)...
ctl_reg(31)

status_reg(3)..
status_reg(31)

32..63 BAR1 + X”20”..
BAR1 + X”3F”..

 rd_stb(0) wt_stb(32)...
wt_stb(63)

ctl_reg(32)...
ctl_reg(63)

Not decoded

Table 177: cmd_reg Memory Map

The memory decoding for the command channel is relative to BAR1 of the PCI mapping for the PMC. Since the 
registers are 32-bit, the decodings are spaced 4 apart in the memory map.  The status readback is decoded for 
the first 32 words only.  
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Port Direction Function
Rstn in System reset, active low

clk In System clock
cmd_clkx In command transmit clock from PCI interface controller
cmd_dx In command transmit data from PCI interface controller
cmd_fsx In command transmit frame from PCI interface controller
cmd_clkr Out command receive clock to PCI interface controller
cmd_dr Out command receive data to PCI interface controller
cmd_fsr Out command receive frame to PCI interface controller
Aout[31:0] Out command address
Dout[31:0] Out command data
wt_stb Out command write strobe
rd_stb Out command read strobe
wt_stb_dec[63:0] Out write strobe decodes
rd_stb_dec[31:0] Out read strobe decodes
ctl_reg Out array of control registers, see 'array_pkg.vhd'
status_reg In array of status registers, see 'array_pkg.vhd'

Table 178: ii_cmd_reg Component Ports
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Target Device : any
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7.2.6 ii_ad_interface_dr

Supported Platforms:  PMC DR

Description:

This component is the A/D interface for the PMC DR using the Linear Technology LTC 2255.  This A/D has a 14-
bit data output, plus over-range bit, and  delivers data at 125 MHz.  The data and over-range bit are captured by 
an input register, synchronous to the samp_clk and then stored in a 1Kx16 FIFO.  The FIFO interface with the 
system is typical read enable, synchronous to sys_clk and the read count output.  

The component has a trigger input that allows data to be collected into The FIFO when true.  This trigger input is 
re-synchronized to the sample clock in the component.

A test mode allows a counter to be substituted for the data during test or debug.

This component consumes 1 block RAM in the FPGA.  

Constraints for the design should include a sample clock of 125 MHz.  The data capture flip-flips should be 
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pushed into the IOBs.  An additional constraint for the setup time should be used (OFFSET) for the data pins 
relative to the sample clock of 2.6 ns for Virtex2Pro. 

Port Direction Function
Reset In System reset.
samp_clk In Sample clock
sys_clk In System clock.
Test In Test mode enable.
trigger In Trigger input, enables data storage to FIFO.
data_in[13:0] In Data bus from A/D
ovr_in In Over-range bit from A/D.
data_rd In Read enable to FIFO, synchronous to fifo_clk.
data_out[13:0] Out Data from FIFO output.
ovr_out Out Over-range bit output
rd_cnt[9:0] Out Read count from FIFO, synchronous to fifo_clk

Table 179: PMC DR ad_interface Component Ports

Target Device : Virtex2Pro
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7.2.7 ii_offgain
Supported Platforms:  PMC DR, PMC TX, PMC UWB, P25M

Description:
This component is performs error correction for data. Data is multiplied by a gain and has an offset added to it to 
compensate for analog errors.  The gain factor is a 2's complement, 16-bit number ranging from +2 to -2  that  
allows for precise gain correction to the input data. The offset value is a 15-bit, 2's complement number that 
compensates for bias errors. 

The error compensated output is 

y = Gx + O

where x = input data, G = gain, O = offset 

A gain of 1 represented by 0x4000 and offset of 0 equal to 0.

The component uses a hardware multiplier in the Virtex2 Pro followed by an adder for the offset correction. The 
data is inspected after error correction to perform saturation and prevent numeric overflow.
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Port Direction Function
Reset in System reset.
sys_clk in System clock
sys_ce in System clock enable
Din[13:0] In Data bus input, 2's complement
Dout[13:0] Out Data bus output, 2's complement 
Gain[15:0] In Gain coefficient; 2's complement, X”4000” = 1
Offset[14:0] In Offset coefficient;2's complement,  X”0” = 0
Enable In Process enable
data_rdy Out Data is ready at dout 

Table 180: offgain Component Ports

Target Device : Xilinx – any device with hardware multipliers
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7.2.8 ii_ddc_output
Supported Platforms:  PMC DR

Description: 
This component provides the interface to the GC5016 DDC devices on the PMC DR.  Data flows through this 
component to the DDC input ports, paced by the sample rate clock to this component.  A FIFO at the input 
provides data buffering to the system logic.  When the FIFO is half full, data is output every samp_clk forever. 
This is because the DDC expects to receive data continuously on samp_clk.

A data clock for the DDC is created from the sample clock that is synchronous to the data. This data clock, 
clk_out, is generated using a DDR flip-flop in the logic so that the clock can be matched in timing to the data 
path. 

Constraints to control the OFFSET of the data path and the clk_out  signals should be used to minimize the 
mismatch in timing and meet the maximum data rate required.
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FIFO
1Kx16

sys_clk
samp_clk

data_in[15:0] data_out[15:0]

wt_data

wt_count[9:0]

Ouput 
Enable fifo_rd_out

The FIFO is read when 
half full.

DDR 
Flip-Flop clk_out



Port Direction Function
Reset In System reset.
sys_clk In System clock
samp_clk In Sample clock
wt_data In Write enable to FIFO
data_in[15:0] In Data bus input
clk_out Out Data clock out to DDC
data_out[15:0] Out Data bus output
wt_count[9:0] Out Write count of FIFO, synchronous to sys_clk
fifo_rd_out Out FIFO read enable 

Table 181: ii_ddc_output Component Ports

Target Device : Xilinx  Virtex2 Pro
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7.2.9 ii_ddc_input
Supported Platforms:  PMC DR

Description: 

This component receives data from the GC5016  digital  downconverters (DDC) devices on the PMC DR. 
Each DDC has four output ports, one for each downconversion channel, that may be operated in a variety of 
modes. Data for each  port  is delivered to the logic using a clock, frame and 16-bit data path.  The data is 
synchronous to the DDC port clock.  The frame signal indicates when the first data point of the frame is valid.  

The DDC input  component is designed to accommodate the different  data formats by allowing the logic  to 
capture a programmable number of data points for each frame pulse the DDC provides.  The frame_size input 
specifies the  number of points to capture per frame.  The maximum number of points per DDC frame sync is 16. 
This register must be programmed to match the DDC operating mode and the data format for that mode. 

The DDC incoming data is captured using the DDC clock as a local clock for the component.  The component 
has a FIFO and capture logic that are clocked on this local clock.  It is not advised to use this local clock for any 
other logic because it is a local clock, and as such does NOT use a global clock buffer in the logic.  A local clock 
was used for this function because it is normally low frequency and the number of channels prohibited the use of 
global clock nets because of the number and routing restrictions in the Virtex2Pro. In practice, this clock is 
typically less than 13MHz, since the DDC in most cases is programmed to a decimation rate of more than 10.   
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Port Direction Function

Reset In System reset.
sys_clk In System clock
frame_size[3:0] In Number of points per data frame
Trigger In Data capture enable
data_in[15:0] In Data bus from the DDC
data_clk In DDC data clock
frm_stb In Data strobe from the DDC, synchronous to data_clk
data_rd In FIFO read enable
data_vld Out Data out is valid 
data_out[15:0] Out Data bus output
rd_cnt[9:0] Out Read count of FIFO, synchronous to sys_clk
Overflow Out FIFO overflow

Table 182: ii_ddc_input Component Ports

                        

Target Device : Xilinx  Virtex2 Pro
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7.2.10 PMC TX ii_dac_spi
Supported Platforms:  PMC TX

Description: 
This component is an SPI port interface to the Analog Devices AD9779. The AD9779 DAC is configured and 
monitored over this SPI port to its control interface. The AD9779 DAC is configured prior to operation for data 
modes, clock configurations and other initialization steps over this SPI port. 

The maximum clock rate to the AD9779 serial port is 10 MHz. The clock is divided by 4 in the component  to 
produce the SPI clock. 

For reads, an 8-bit  word instruction word is sent and an 8-bit word is received. For writes, a 16-bit  word is 
transmitted consisting of an 8-bit instruction byte followed by the register data.  The instruction word follows the 
AD9779 requirement
       dac_rd & "00" & dac_addr

and is appended by a data byte for writes.  This component communicates one byte per access.
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Port Direction Function
rst In System reset.
clk In Clock input
dac_rd In Read enable, synchronous to clk
dac_wt In Write enable, synchronous to clk
dac0_cs In DAC 0 enable
Dac1_cs In DAC 1 enable
dac_addr[4..0] In Address 
dac_data[7..0] In Data input
spi_cs0n Out DAC 0 SPI chip select, active low
spi_cs1n Out DAC1 SPI chip select, active low
spi_sclk Out DAC serial clock (10 MHz maximum)
spi_sdio Out DAC serial data output
spi_sdo In DAC serial data
Status[7..0] Out DAC read data

Table 183: ii_dac_spi Component Ports

Target Device : any
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7.2.11 PMC TX ii_fifo_ser
Supported Platforms:  PMC TX

Description: 
This component is a serial interface to the the IDT72T4088 FIFO control port. The IDT72T4088 is a 16Kx40 
FIFO. This component sends out a control word to program the almost full and almost empty thresholds.  A 28-
bit data  word, PAF & PAE, is right shifted out while SEN is low. This word is not transmitted until the FIFO is out 
of reset and 255 clocks have elapsed. The PAE flag will go to '1' when the PAE threshold is exceeded.  The PAF 
flag will go to '0' when  (16384 - PAF threshold) is exceeded.  The maximum clock rate  is 10 MHz. 

Port Direction Function
rst In System reset.
clk In Clock input
pae_level In Programmable almost empty threshold (14 bits). The almost empty  flag 

will go low when the FIFO level is under this threshold.
paf_level In Programmable almost full threshold (14 bits).  The almost full flag will go 

low when this threshold is exceeded.
done Out Programming is complete
Sclk Out FIFO serial clock  (rising edges used)
Si Out FIFO serial data
sen Out FIFO load strobe, active low

Table 184: ii_fifo_ser Component Ports

Target Device : any
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7.2.12 PMC TX ii_dac_test_gen
Supported Platforms:  PMC TX

Description: 

This component generates either a 16-bit sine or ramp output, stacked in a 32 -bit word. The sine 
generator is a 1K look-up table that is incremented through at the freq rate.  The data to the external FIFO 
s paced using the PAE (programmable almost empty) flag from the FIFO.  

Port Direction Function
rst In System reset.
clk In Clock input
test_mode[1..0] In Test mode select 1..0 (sine = 2, ramp = others)
ext_fifo_pae_n In External fifo programmable almost empty, active low
Freq[7..0] Out Sine frequency control, increments through 1k table at this rate 
Dout[31..0] Out Parallel output data (32 bits)
fifo_wren_n Out FIFO serial clock  (rising edges used)

Table 185: ii_dac-test_gen Component Ports

Target Device : Virtex2Pro
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7.2.13 PMC ii_link
Supported Platforms:  PMC TX, PMC UWB, PMC DR

Description: 

This component, when used with ii_link_master, creates a 32-bit bidirectional data bus with flow 
control.  For the PMC modules, this is used as a data path to a host card such as Quadia. The 
link provides an interrupt to the link master indicating that points are ready to be read or if any 
points can be transmitted into the local FIFO.  The link master then generates the control signals 
to the link allowing the points to move.  

This component has been tested at rates up to 125 MHz.
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Port Direction Function
reset In System reset.
clk In Clock input
loopback In Loopback test for the link.  Data is automatically written from the read 

FIFO to the write FIFO when true.
wren In Write enable to the write FIFO.  Data is stored to the FIFO on rising 

edges of clk when wren is true.
data_in[31:0] In Input data bus from the logic.
wr_fifo_rdy Out Write FIFO has room for at least 16 points when true.
wr_cnt[9:0] Out Write FIFO count.
rden In Read enable to the read FIFO.  Data is provided on rising edges of clk 

when rden is true.
data_out[31:0] Out Data from the link to the logic.
rd_cnt[9:0] Out Read FIFO count.
fifo_rst In Reset the FIFOs.  
link_d[31:0] Inout Link data bus.  This is the data bus on the external connector.
link_frame_n In Link frame indicates that the master is accessing the link. Active low.
link_rw In Link read(high)/write(low) direction control from the master.
link_dp_n In Link data phase indicator. Active low.
link_rd_intn Out Interrupt from the link to the master indicating the data is available for a 

read. Active low.
link_wr_intn Out Interrupt from the link to the master indicating the data is data is needed 

by the link and can be written into its FIFO. Active low.
Table 186: ii_link Component Ports

Target Device : Virtex2Pro
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7.3 Quadia Hardware Components

These components are specific to Quadia.

7.3.1 ii_quadia_sfp_module

Supported Platforms: Quadia

Description:

This component is the interface component for rocket IO port connected to the SFP module.  The rocket IO 
interface provides a high speed data path through the SFP to remote IO or other cards.  The RIO port runs at 1 
Gbps for a 100 MHz input signal, but can be reprogrammed up to 2 Gbps.  The component, as delivered, can be 
used with SFP modules for standard 1000 Base T Ethernet and CAT6 copper cables.  Higher data rates require 
fiber optics.

The system interface is through two FIFOs, read and write, that have their  counts exposed for   data flow 
control. All data and control signals to this component are synchronous to sys_clk.  When data is in the input 
FIFO, a state machine  in the component moves the data to the RIO port.  When the RIO has data, it is aligned 
then written to the output FIFO.

The input clocks are the system clock, used as the primary system interface clock, reference clock and the rx/tx 
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user clocks.   The reference clock is  100 MHz standard on Quadia and is is  used as the RIO clock.   The 
reference clock is very clean, low jitter for use with the RIO.  The rx/tx user clocks are usually just phase-locked 
copies of the reference clock.  Since these drive much of the logic in the component, they are copied to preserve 
the  clean  reference  clock.   The  reference  clock  must  go  directly  to  the  RIO  without  any  unnecessary 
connections. 

sfp_rfifo_rd_count[9:0] Out SFP output (read) FIFO count.
sfp_rd_en In Output FIFO read enable.
sfp_wfifo_rd_count[9:0] Out SFP input (write) FIFO count.
sfp_wr_data[15:0] In Read FIFO interrupt indicating that data is available from the 

SFP interface.
sfp_wr_en In Write FIFO interrupt indicating that space for data in the write 

FIFO is available.
sys_clk In System clock input
refclk_in In RIO reference clock.  100 MHz is standard.
txusrclk_in In Transmit clock input
txusrclk2_in In Transmit clock input, 2x speed.
rxusrclk_in In Receive clock input
rxusrclk2_in In Receive clock input, 2x speed.
powerdown_in In Power down the RIO port
rxreset_in In Reset the receive logic.
txreset_in In Reset the transmit logic.
link_status Out RIO link is OK when true.

Table 187:  ii_quadia_sfp_module Component Ports

Target Device : Xilinx Virtex2 Pro
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7.3.2 ii_quadia_pmc

Supported Platforms: Quadia

Description:

This component provides an interface to the PMC J4 connector on Quadia.  This component implements a 32-
bit, bidirectional  data path over the PMC J4 connector with flow control.  FIFOs for the data in each direction 
provide local data buffering and clock domain transition. The input  data is synchronous to pmc_clk_in, while 
output data is synchronous to pmc_wr_clk.  Data is valid on the input or output port on pmc_data_valid_in or 
pmc_data_valid_out, respectively.
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Port Direction Function
reset In Reset – global
loopback_en In Enable loopback mode for testing
pmc_reset In Reset the PMC
pmc_clk_in In Clock input
pmc_rd_en In Read enable -synchronous to pmc_rd_clk
pmc_wr_en In Write enable – synchronous to  pmc_wr_clk
pmc_rd_clk In Read clock
pmc_wr_clk In Write clock
pmc_j4_data[31:0] inout J4 data bits
pmc_rd_data[15:0] Out Data from J4 input
pmc_wr_data[15:0] In Data to J4 output -synchronous to pmc_clk_out
pmc_clk_out Out Clock for output data
pmc_fifo_rd_count[7:0] Out Number of points in the read FIFO
pmc_fifo_wr_count[7:0] Out Number of points in write FIFO
pmc_transmit_en In PMC transmit enable
pmc_data_valid_in In PMC input data is valid – must be synchronous to 

pmc_clk_in
pmc_data_valid_out Out PMC output data is valid – must be synchronous to 

pmc_clk_in
pmc_receive_rdy Out Ready to receive when true (FIFO is less than half full).

Table 188: ii_quadia_pmc Component Ports

Target Device : Xilinx Virtex2, Virtex2 Pro
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7.3.3  ii_link_master
Supported Platforms:  Quadia, Duet

Description: 

This component, when used with ii_link, creates a 32-bit bidirectional data bus with flow control. 
This is used as a data link to PMC modules using the J4 connector. The link provides an 
interrupt to the link master indicating that points are ready to be read or if any points can be 
transmitted into the local FIFO.  The link master then generates the control signals to the link 
allowing the points to move.  

This component has been tested at rates up to 125 MHz.
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Port Direction Function
reset In System reset.
clk In Clock input
loopback In Loopback test for the link.  Data is automatically written from the read 

FIFO to the write FIFO when true.
wren In Write enable to the write FIFO.  Data is stored to the FIFO on rising 

edges of clk when wren is true.
data_in[31:0] In Input data bus from the logic.
wr_fifo_rdy Out Write FIFO has room for at least 16 points when true.
wr_cnt[9:0] Out Write FIFO count.
rden In Read enable to the read FIFO.  Data is provided on rising edges of clk 

when rden is true.
data_out[31:0] Out Data from the link to the logic.
rd_cnt[9:0] Out Read FIFO count.
fifo_rst In Reset the FIFOs.  
link_d[31:0] Inout Link data bus.  This is the data bus on the external connector.
link_frame_n Out Link frame indicates that the master is accessing the link. Active low.
link_rw Out Link read(high)/write(low) direction control from the master.
link_dp_n Out Link data phase indicator. Active low.
link_rd_intn In Interrupt from the link to the master indicating the data is available for a 

read. Active low.
link_wr_intn In Interrupt from the link to the master indicating the data is data is needed 

by the link and can be written into its FIFO. Active low.
Table 189: ii_link_master Component Ports

Target Device : Virtex2Pro
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7.4 P25M Hardware Components

These components are specific to P25M.

7.4.1  ii_dsp_emif_a_p25m
Supported Platforms:  P25M

Description: 
This component is an interface to the Texas Instruments TMS320C6713 DSP data bus.  This data 
bus is 32-bit, with four memory spaces.  The CE0 is used for registers and status, the CE1 and 
CE2 is used for other devices,  and CE3 is used as a FIFO interface.  The component provides 64 
address decodes, registers and status words on CE0.  The number of FIFOs on CE3 is specified 
by the generic input num_fifos.  For each FIFO, an input and output FIFO are created in the logic.

The registers and status are passed as arrays to the logic. The array elements correspond to the 
decoded memory locations and are assigned by the logic to whatever function is needed.  The 
read and write decodes are also passed in vectors.  The FIFO interfaces are referred to as IFIFO 
and OFIFO, with IFIFO being from the DSP to the logic. All control and status signals for the 
FIFOs are made available for interface control.

The entire component is synchronous to sys_clk. 
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Target Device : Spartan3
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7.4.2  ii_P25M_ad_interface
Supported Platforms:  P25M

Description: 
This  component  is  the  interface  to  the  A/D converters  on the P25M.   The A/D device,  Linear  Technology 
LTC2203, is a 16-bit, 25 MSPS device.  The logic receives a data bus from each A/D and latches the incoming 
data.  Data is then error corrected, using the ii_offgain component, to compensate for analog errors.  The data is 
then stored, according to the enabled channel bits, into a FIFO.  Data from the FIFO is 32-bit stacked AD1|AD0 
followed by AD3|AD2.  

The error correction component is described in the ii_offgain section.

For test, a ramp function may be substituted for the data.

The trigger input controls when samples are saved to the FIFO.  This allows the other logic to control the data 
acquisition process by only keeping the data of interest.

The two clocks used in this component are system clock and the timebase (sample clock).  The clock domain 
transition for the data is through the FIFO.
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The overflow error bit indicates whether the FIFO ever was unable to store a point when the trigger was true. 
This error flag can be cleared only by a system reset or by asserting the fifo_overflow_rst signal.  If this error flag 
is ever true, at least one point was lost in the data acquisition.

Target Device : Spartan3
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7.4.3  ii_P25M_dac_interface
Supported Platforms:  P25M

Description: 

This  component  is  the  interface  to  the  D/A converters  on the P25M.   The D/A  device,  Linear  Technology 
LTC1668, is a 16-bit, 50 MSPS device.  The DAC component receives data on a 32-bit data bus when dac_wr is 
true.  Data is then error corrected, using the ii_offgain component, to compensate for analog errors.  The data is 
then stored, according to the enabled channel pairs, into a FIFO for each channel.  The FIFO is 1Kx16 for each 
DAC channel.

The error correction component is described in the ii_offgain section.

For test, a ramp function may be substituted for the data.

The trigger input controls when samples sent to the DAC from the sample FIFO.  Data flow can be controlled 
using trigger so that data only flows to the DAC when necessary.

The two clocks used in this component are system clock and the timebase (sample clock).  The clock domain 
transition for the data is through the FIFO.

The underflow error bit indicates whether the FIFO ever went empty when a point was required. This 
error flag can be cleared only by a system reset or by asserting the underflow_rst signal.  If this error 
flag is ever true, at least sample period did not update the DAC output.
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Target Device : Spartan3
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7.4.4  ii_pll_spi
Supported Platforms:  P25M

Description: 

This component is the SPI serial port interface to the AD9512 PLL and clock distribution device.  The component 
makes the 3-wire SPI link to the AD9512 device. 

The PLL communicates only in bytes for this logic component.  Bit 23 specifies a read or write cycle.  The 
address field specifies the PLL register address.   The first two bytes of the SPI word are transmitted to the PLL 
followed by the data byte for writes.  For reads, the PLL receives a byte after the address is sent.  During the 
transmission, the PLL ready is false.  Since the serial clock is slow (75 MHz/4 = 18.75 MHz), the DSP can outrun 
the transactions so the PLL ready signal can be used to pace transactions. 
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Port Direction Function
rst In System reset.
clk In Clock input
D[23:0] In Data bus input, 23..0
Wt In Write enable, synchronous to clk
Rdy Out True when component is ready to use.  False during transactions.
spi_sdio Inout PLL serial data bit.
spi_cs_n Out Chip select to PLL, active low
spi_sclk Out SPI clock

Target Device : any
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8 Generic Logic Library

8.1 ii_event_log

Supported Platforms: Quixote

Description:

The event log component is to provide a mechanism for recording the chronology of important system events. 
Using alerts, the application can know when triggers occurred, how much data was collected/played, be alerted 
when data is out-of-range or a data flow error occurred, and mark the data stream for other reasons. This 
provides a precision timed log of all of the important  events that occurred. For each event input, the logic 
creates an alert message that records the time of the event, the type of event, and other information that is 
inserted into a FIFO.

There are 32 event input triggers to the ii_event_log component that may be used to trigger the alert message 
creation. Event trigger logic looks for rising edges on the input event_in signals by sampling the inputs with the 
system clock (clk).  The application logic can also write in a user event that is timestamped and recorded in the 
FIFO.

The 32-bit time stamp is driven by a reference clock that is usually a known frequency or sample period clock. 
It can be enabled to run by the logic independently of other devices to provide a system time.

Word 31 30..28 26..16 15..8 7..0
0 Alert

Class
Alert 
type

0 Error Channel 0x00

1 Time stamp
2 Event Marker or User Data

Table 190: ii_event_log Alert Message Format

The alert class just reports whether the input event was on event input 15 to 0 (reports 1 as class) or 31 to 16 
(reports 0 as class).  This can be used to divide alert message types into A/D and D/A for example.  The error 
channel is either the ad_error_channel input when for event inputs 15 to 0, or dac_error_channel input for event 
inputs 31 to 16.

The time stamp records the system time when the alert was created.  Since multiple alerts can occur 
simultaneously, they are serviced in order of occurrence.  The event log logic is normally clocked at a much 
higher rate than the time stamp, so the alert messages have a proper time stamp recorded. The event log logic 
requires 6 clock cycles to create a message.

The event marker or user data word allows the logic to append any important information to the alert message. 
This is input on the event_marker input for all events other than the user event. For user events, this is input on 
the data bus.
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Illustration 167:  ii_event_log Block Diagram



Port Direction Function
clk In Clock input
ce In Clock enable; unused
ref_clk In Reference clock for time stamping
reset In Master reset.  Clears all pending events and FIFO.
d[31:0] In Data bus input.
event_in[31:0] In Event inputs.  Rising edge of event inputs causes the 

event log to make an alert record.
event_marker[31:0] In The event marker is put in the event message as word

3.

event_class Out Event class signifies what type of alert is generated.  For 
event inputs 15..0, this is 1; for event inputs 31..16 this
is 0.

timestamp_run In Enables the time stamp counter to run.
ad_error_channel[7:0] In Event inputs 15..0 are stamped with this channel 

number when they occur.
dac_error_channel[7:0] In Event inputs 31..16 are stamped with this channel 

number when they occur.
event_dout[31:0] Out The output data from the alert FIFO.
event_fifo_not_empty Out When true, the event_fifo is not empty.  More alert 

messages, or a partial alert message, are in the FIFO.
event_fifo_rd In When true, this reads the alert FIFO.  This signal must 

be synchronous to clk.  Each clock period will advance 
the FIFO one element.

event_fifo_rst In Resets the event FIFO.
user_event_wr In An alert message may be created by writing to the data 

port and asserting user_event_wr.
event_log_busy Out When true, the event log is busy creating a message.

Table 191: ii_event_log Component Ports

Target Device : Any Xilinx device
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8.2 ii_data_mover

Supported Platforms: Quadia

Description:

This component is used to move data in a system, usually between two FIFOs.  The component calculates the 
amount of data to move by comparing the amount of data in the source FIFO to the space available in the 
destination FIFO (TO_FIFO_THRESH – to_fifo_count) and moves the LESSER of the two.

When the from FIFO has enough data, as indicated by the from_FIFO_count, the data flow state machine 
generates the control signals to read from the from FIFO and write to the to FIFO. The data width is specified 
by the data_width generic and must be equal on both data paths.

The data mover component has two clocks of overhead per transfer.  For example, a move of 8 points would 
require 10 clocks, or is 80% efficient.

Illustration 168: ii_data_mover Component
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Generic Type Function
DATA_WIDTH Integer Width of the data path in bits, default = 16
FROM_FIFO_CNT_WIDTH Integer Width of the source FIFO count, count = 10

TO_FIFO_DEPTH Integer Size of the destination FIFO, default = 1024

TO_FIFO_CNT_WIDTH Integer Width of the destination FIFO count, count = 10

TO_FIFO_THRESH Integer Full threshold of the destination FIFO, default = 1000

Table 192: ii_data_mover Component Generics

Port Direction Function
clk In Clock input
reset In reset

from_fifo_count(FROM_F 
IFO_CNT_WIDTH-1 downto 0)

In Source FIFO data count

to_fifo_count(to_FIFO_C NT_WIDTH-1 
downto 0)

In Destination FIFO data count

from_fifo_rd Out Source FIFO read enable
to_fifo_wr Out Destination FIFO write enable
from_data_in(data_width
-1 downto 0)

In Source data input

to_data_out(data_width-1
downto 0)

Out Destination data output

Table 193: ii_data_mover Component Ports

Target Device : Any
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8.3 ii_ddr_fifo

Supported Platforms: Quadia

Description:

This component creates a FIFO using a DRAM memory as a buffer.  A controller for the DRAM buffer memory 
enqueues the data in a circular buffer by managing a read pointer and write pointer. The controller moves data 
from an input FIFO in blocks of 256 points (an entire row of  data in the DRAM) to the buffer memory, and 
retrieves data in blocks of 256 points to an output FIFO.  Data movement is paced by the availability of data in 
the input FIFO and space in the output FIFO.

The FrameWork Logic that implements virtual FIFO (VFIFO) has a block diagram as shown in the following 
figure. The DRAM controller used in the VFIFO is an adaptation of Xilinx Appnote, XAPP253, for its basic DDR 
SDRAM interface. XAPP253 gives the basic data path to the DRAM including the dual-edge data clocking used 
by DDR DRAM, control signal generation and data recovery logic. On top of this basic interface, a “virtual FIFO” 
has been built that uses the DDR DRAM as a large memory pool buffer.

VFIFO Control State Machine

The following figure shows the MOVE_DDR_DATA state machine controlling the VFIFO operation, found in the 
incoming_interface and outgoing_interface source code. This is a simple state machine that looks at the input 
FIFO data level, and if there are enough points, writes them to the DRAM buffer. The state machine also 
monitors the output FIFO and fetches points from the DRAM buffer when space is available in the output FIFO. 
The data samples are stored/fetched in blocks of 256, 32-bit data so that the DRAM can burst these points to 
memory efficiently.
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Illustration 170: VFIFO Data Moving State Machine

The logic that emulates a FIFO using the DDR DRAM is in the ii_ddr_fifo.vhd source file. This logic manages 
the data points for read and write operations to the DDR DRAM buffer memory. Address generation is a 
counter that increments the write address when the MOVE_DDR_DATA state machine performs writes, or 
increments the read address when reads are performed. The read pointer can never outrun the write pointer.

The state machine in the fifo_ddr_sdram.vhd source is DDR_FIFO_STATE and is shown in the following state 
diagram. As can be seen in the state diagram, the state machine first initializes the DDR DRAM. Several steps 
are required by the DRAM before it can be used which are performed by the controller. Specific timing between 
commands is required that the state machine must respect. A simple counter inserting 2^15 clocks between 
commands is used for simplicity. In the initialization steps, the state machine precharges the DRAM, writes to 
the DDR memory the mode registers, performs refreshes and finally enters an active mode, read for use. Once 
the DRAM is ready for use, it enters an operating state that stores/fetches data to the DDR DRAM memory.

DDR DRAM operates using a command word that tells the memory what type of access it is to perform.   Each 
state of the FIFO_DDR_DRAM state machine generates the appropriate command and to the DDR interface 
logic using a case statement dependent on the state. A case statement is used for the command generation.

The refresh counter forces the DRAM state machine to perform a refresh every 256 clocks, or about every 2 
uS. Refreshes do not interrupt read or write bursts, but have priority once the controller is idle over everything 
else.
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Illustration 171: VFIFO DDR DRAM Control State Machine

VFIFO Clocks

Clocks for the VFIFO are generated using a three DCMs to provide a read clock, write clock and internal clocks 
locked to the DSP1 EMIF B clock for the example. The DSP EMIF B clock is 133 MHz, so the SDRAM in the 
example logic is running at 133 MHz. A separate output of EMIF clock divided by 16 is used as the refresh 
clock, which reduces the size of the refresh counter required.  Note that the design does not have to run 
synchronous with the DSP clock and may be run off any clock that meets the DDR DRAM timing and logic 
timing because the FIFOs work as clock domain transition elements.

The read and write DCMs allow phase to be adjusted for the clocks for data capture timing. As part of the 
design process it may be necessary to tune the read clock timing with respect to the data to match the device 
timing and logic device timing. A clock diagram showing the DCM use is shown in the following figure.
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Illustration 172: VFIFO Clocks

VFIFO Data Path

The DDR DRAM data path is derived from XAPP253 and is shown in the following figure. As is shown, the data 
path uses the FDDR double data rate flip-flops embedded in the Virtex2 Pro architecture for the data clocking 
to the memory. Data is captured using two flip-flops clocked on  opposite edges of the phase adjusted read 
clock.
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The DRAM controller runs at ddr_in_clk rate.  Since the DRAM is single access RAM, this limits accesses to the 
DRAM to  ddr_in_clk.  Also, the DRAM has refresh and control signal timing requirements that add about 5% 
overhead to the data movement.  The maximum rate to store data to the DRAM buffer is

storage rate = ddr_in_clk * (DRAM data width in bytes)/point * 2 accesses/clk * .95 
efficiency

Throughput Rate = storage rate / 2

Platform DRAM data 
path width

DRAM Clock 
Rate (MHz)

Max Throughput 
(MB/s)

Max Storage Rate 
(MB/s)

Quadia 16 100 380 760
PMC UWB 32 133 504 1010

Table 194: ii_ddr_fifo Data Rates Summary

The rates quoted for the various platforms are for the FrameWork logic as delivered.  The clock rates may be 
modified in custom applications, but cannot exceed 166 MHz because of the DRAM access speeds.

Data pacing control signals are generated for flow control by comparing the threshold inputs to the input and 
output FIFO levels, resulting in the ddr_i_data_rdy and ddr_o_data_rdy flow signaling  other logic. The ready 
signals indicate that space for data up to at least the threshold is available, while the output ready indicates that 
the output FIFO has at least the threshold amount of data in it.  The data counts from each FIFO are also 
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Illustration 173: VFIFO Data Path



provided to augment the flow control signals.

Other designs may have multiple devices in parallel and data path should then be modified as required. The 
DRAM signals are SSTL-II and the UCF must specify this IOSTANDARD.  Quadia uses 1Kx16 input and output 
FIFOs with a 16-bit external data path.

Illustration 174: ii_ddr_fifo Component
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Port Direction Function
Run In Allows the controller to run.
reset In reset
ddr_clk_in In Clock to the DDR.  This clock must be in the range of 80 to 133 

MHz.  Higher clock rates should be tested throughly.
ddr_clk_inb In Clock to the DDR, 180 phase from ddr_clk_in.
ddr_dcm_reset In Reset for the clock DCM.  This reset should be asserted at power-

on or whenever ddr_clk_in stops or changes frequency and 
deasserted after ddr_clk_in is stable.

ddr_wfifo_threshold[9:0] In The amount of available space in DDR write FIFO
(input) at which it will signal ready (ddr_i_data_rdy).

ddr_rfifo_threshold[9:0] In The amount of points in DDR read FIFO (output) at which it will 
signal ready (ddr_o_data_rdy).

ddr_i_data_rdy Out Signals when there is space in the input FIFO of at least 
ddr_wfifo_threshold.

ddr_o_data_rdy Out Signals when there is space in the output FIFO of at least 
ddr_rfifo_threshold.

ddr_wr_clk In Input FIFO write clock
ddr_wr_en In Input FIFO write enable, synchronous to ddr_wr_clk
ddr_data_din[15:0] In Input data bus, synchronous to ddr_wr_clk
ddr_wr_count[9:0] Out Input FIFO write count, synchronous to ddr_wr_clk
ddr_rd_clk In Output FIFO write clock
ddr_rd_en In Output FIFO write enable, synchronous to ddr_rd_clk
ddr_data_dout[15:0] In Output data bus, synchronous to ddr_rd_clk
ddr_rd_count[9:0] Out Output FIFO read count, synchronous to ddr_rd_clk
ddr_ad[12:0] Out DDR DRAM address bus
ddr_ba[1:0] Out DDR DRAM bank addresses
ddr_rasb Out DDR DRAM RAS control signal, active low
ddr_casb Out DDR DRAM CAS control signal, active low
ddr_web Out DDR DRAM write enable control signal, active low
ddr_clk Out DDR DRAM clock (+)
ddr_clkb Out DDR DRAM clock (-)
ddr_dq[15:0] Inout DDR DRAM data bus
ddr_dqs[1:0] Inout DDR DRAM data strobes
ddr_csb Out DDR DRAM chip select control signal, active low
ddr_cke Out DDR DRAM clock enable control signal
ddr_dm[1:0] Out DDR DRAM write data mask enables

Table 195: ii_ddr_fifo Component Ports

Target Device : Xilinx Virtex2, Virtex2 Pro
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8.4 ii_fifo_rio

Supported Platforms: Quadia

Description:

This component provides connectivity over Rocket IO (RIO) through a pair of FIFOs.  It is commonly used as a 
connectivity component between FPGAs on Quadia.  Independent read and write FIFOs provide data paths to 
the RIO port.  Data is transported over the RIO using as it is  available.  Flow control signals are transmitted 
over the RIO to pace the data flow. 

The RIO core requires a reference clock for its SERDES core that is low jitter.  Quadia provides a 100 MHz 
clock for this reference clock.  Other clocks should not be used as the RIO reference clock unless they are low 
jitter and stable clocks. Consult the Xilinx Rocket IO User Guide for these requirements.

Usable data rate through the ii_fifo_rio component is

Max Data Rate = reference clock rate (MHz) * 20 *8/10 *  .95 efficiency

For a 100 MHz reference clock, this results in a maximum bit rate of 1520 Mb/s.  The -5 speed grade silicon, 
used on the standard Quadia, is limited to a 100 MHz RIO reference clock rate. For higher data rates, multiple 
RIO ports may be used in parallel.

The component must synchronize to the data incoming data stream for data recovery.  Logic searches for the 
correct byte sequence of idle (K) characters for this synchronization function at initialization time. Therefore, the 
RIO port providing data is expected to use K characters for idle and must transmit at least 256 idle characters 
at initialization.

The link status output from the component indicates when the link is synchronized to the mating RIO port.  If 
sync is lost, the link status is false ('0') indicating that the port is not able to receive data. In most cases this is 
fatal and the port must be reset.
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Illustration 175:  ii_fifo_rio Component

Generic Type Function
RIO_HARD_THRESHOLD Integer RIO FIFO full threshold, default =  1000

Table 196: ii_fifo_rio Component Generics
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Port Direction Function
reset In reset
Din[15:0] In Input data bus, synchronous to wr_clk
rd_clk In Read clock to output FIFO
rd_en In Read enable to output FIFO
wr_clk In Write clock to input FIFO
wr_en In Write enable to input FIFO
Dout[15:0] Out Output data bus, synchronous to rd_clk
wf_emty Out Write FIFO empty
wf_full Out Write FIFO full
wf_rd_count[9:0] Out Write FIFO read count, synchronous to txusrclk_in
wf_wr_count[9:0] Out Write FIFO write count, synchronous to wr_clk
rf_emty Out Read FIFO empty
rf_full Out Read FIFO full
rf_rd_count[9:0] Out Read FIFO read count, synchronous to rxusrclk_in
rf_wr_count[9:0] Out Read FIFO write count, synchronous to rd_clk
refclk_in In RIO reference clock
txusrclk_in In RIO transmit clock, used for transmit side processing
txusrclk2_in In RIO transmit clock 2x speed, used for transmit side 

processing
rxusrclk_in In RIO receive clock, used for receive side processing
rxusrclk2_in In RIO receive clock 2x speed, used for receive side 

processing
powerdown_in In Powerdown the RIO core
rxreset_in In Receive logic reset
txreset_in In Transmit logic reset
link_status Out Indicates the link readiness, 1 = good, 0 = loss of link 

synchronization

Table 197: ii_fifo_rio Component Ports

Target Device : Xilinx Virtex2 Pro
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8.5 ii_sbsram

Supported Platforms: Quadia, Quixote, PMC TX, PMC DR, PMC UWB

Description:

This component provides an interface from the application logic to synchronous burst SRAM memories.  These 
memory devices are frequently used as buffer memory for logic applications.

The sbsram controller  interface component supports  a 20-bit  address bus and 32-bit  data path.   The user 
interface  is  requires  a  clock,  20-bit  address,   read/write  control  for  the  device,  and  data  if  writing.   The 
component does the transaction with the device.  Continuous accesses to the RAM are allowed.  The address 
should be loaded each cycle with the data. 

This component is based upon Xilinx XAPP136 and provides a random-access interface to the SRAM using the 
SRAM controller.  The logic main implements the proper pipeline for the control signal and data so that the user 
has a simple read/write interface to the RAM.
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Port Direction Function
Addr[19:0] Out SBSRAM address bits
lbo_n Out SBSRAM burst mode; 0= linear (only mode supported)
Sclk Out 2x clock to SRAM
Cke_n Out SBSRAM clock enable, active low
ld_n Out SBSRAM synchronous address advance/load(low)
bwa_n Out SBSRAM Byte Write A, active low. A low enables a write 

to bits 7..0.
bwb_n Out SBSRAM Byte Write B active low. A low enables a write 

to bits 15..8.
bwc_n Out SBSRAM Byte Write C, active low. A low enables a 

write to bits 23..16.
bwd_n Out SBSRAM Byte Write D, active low. A low enables a 

write to bits 31..24.
rw_n Out SBSRAM read/write(low) control
oe_n Out SBSRAM data output enable, active low.
ce_n Out SBSRAM chip enable, active low.
Ce2 Out SBSRAM chip enable.
ce2_n Out SBSRAM chip enable, active low.
zz Out SBSRAM low power mode control.
ui_addr[19:0] In User input address.
ui_write_data[31:0] In User write data inputs.
ui_rw_n In User read/write(low).
ui_rw_n_ctlr In User read/write (low) control. Usually wired to the same 

signal as ui_rw_n.
Clk In System clock input
ui_read_data[31:0] out Data read from SBSRAM
write_data_p_sig[31:0] out write data to I/O buffer on top level.
rw_tff_p_sig[31:0] out I/O buffer enable for top level IO buffers.
read_data_sig[31:0] In read data from I/O buffer on top level.

Table 198: ii_sbsram Component Ports

The SRAM device is Cypress CY7C1372 (or equivalent) device simulation model is cy7c1372.vhd.

Assembly Number of SRAMs
Quixote -1 (2M Virtex2) 2
Quixote-3  (6M Virtex2) 4
Quadia 1 per FPGA
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Assembly Number of SRAMs
PMC DR 1
PMC UWB 1
PMC TX 1

Target Devices : any
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8.6 ii_packetizer

Supported Platforms: PMC UWB, PMC TX, PMC DR

Description:

The packetizing component forms data streams into packets by attaching a header to a bundle of data. The 
primary use of these packets is to transfer data to the host using the Velocia PCI controller. Each data packet 
has a two word header, 32-bits each, preceding the data. The packets are programmable in size and for their 
other routing information. 

During operation, the packetizer scans the number of input channels and in a round robin and creates packets 
for the channels that are ready.  Each channel has its packets built with the header information for that channel 
and the data payload attached to the header.  The packet is transmitted as it is built to the destination, there is 
no data storage in the packetizing component.  

The component reads data from num_channels of data sources for the packet_size given and gives out a packet 
with a header. The data width is specified by data_width; input and output are identical in size. The data sources 
must provide data continuously when channel_rd() is true; the data destinations must sink data continuously 
when the channel_wr() is true. The status of the source and destination devices is required by the src_rdcnt() 
and dest_wrcnt() to allow the data movement to occur.  No movement occurs if adequate  room for the packet is 
not available. Sources and destinations for the packetizer are usually FIFOs in the logic, as in the FrameWork 
Logic. 

Format of the packet is a two dword header, followed by a data payload.  The header format is 

bits[31:24]  = peripheral device number 
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bits[23:0]   = packet size including header in dwords

dword = 32 bit word

Generic Type Function
max_packet_size Integer The maximum size of a packet,  default =  8

Table 199: ii_packetizer Generic Ports
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Port Direction Function
reset In Asynchronous reset

Clk In System clock

data_in In Channel data input bus; width is defined in array_pkg.vhd

data_out Out Channel data output bus; width is defined in array_pkg.vhd

channel_en In Channel enables vector ( num_channels-1 downto 0 )

channel_dest In Channel destinations vector ( num_channels-1 downto 0 )

channel_packet_size In The array of packet sizes  for each channel

src_rdy In source FIFO ready vector ( num_channels-1 downto 0 )

dest_rdy In destination FIFO ready vector ( num_channels-1 downto 0 )

channel_rd Out channel source FIFO read vector( num_channels-1 downto 0 )

channel_wr Out channel destination FIFO write vector ( num_channels-1 downto 0 )

header Out packet header out ( data_width-1 downto 0 )

chan_sel Out channel mux selects ( mux_addr_width-1 downto 0 )

header_sel Out channel mux header select

Table 200: ii_packetizer Component Ports

Target Devices : Xilinx Virtex2Pro
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8.7 ii_deframer
Supported Platforms: PMC TX

Description:

The deframer component parses incoming packets and routes them to the peripheral device number (PDN) 
embedded in the header.  Data is pulled from the source FIFO,  is stripped of its header, and written to a 
destination device.  Each destination has a specific packet format that is required that must be followed.  

The header for each packet gives the PDN and packet size for the deframer to use in data movement. The 
deframer has state machine that reads the packet header and then transfer the data payload to its destination. 
The state machine is idle until a minimum packet size is received (at least 6 words), then pulls off the two header 
words.  The packet size, taken from the first header word, is now used to move the data points, as available from 
the source FIFO to the destinations.  This data moves are done by computing the maximum move that can be 
performed which is  the minimum of the number of points in the source FIFO, how much space is available in the 
destination FIFO, and the number of points remaining in the packet.  This process is repeated until the points are 
all moved for the packet.  

The  PDN is  defined  in  the  device  mapping found in  the PMC_TX package (pmc_tx_pkg.vhd).   The 
four  destinations  defined  for  the  PMC  TX  are  the  data  buffers  and  data  buffer  control  ports.  The 
deframer  can  be  remapped  or  expanded  by  adding  additional  PDNs  to  its  mapping  and  providing 
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data.

Port Direction Function
reset In Asynchronous reset

sys_clk In System clock

pd_addr In peripheral device numbers for decoding (defined in pmc_tx_pkg package)

src_rd Out Source read enable

src_rdcnt In Points available at the source 

data_in In Data input bus (32 bits)

dest_wr Out Destination write enable

dest_wrcnt In Destination FIFO write count

data_out Out Data bus output

new_packet Out A new packet header is being parsed (used for debug)

Table 201: ii_deframer Component Ports

Target Devices : any
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8.8 ii_ddr_fifo_pg
Supported Platforms: PMC TX

Description:
This component used DRAM memory as a buffer for either a virtual FIFO (VFIFO) or as a pattern generator. 
The operational mode is selected during initialization.

VFIFO Operating Mode

When used as a VFIFO, the controller for the DRAM buffer memory enqueues the data in a circular buffer 
by managing a read pointer and write pointer. The controller moves data from an input FIFO in blocks of 256 
points (an entire row of data in the DRAM) to the buffer memory, and retrieves data in blocks of 256 points to 
an output FIFO.  Data movement is paced by the availability of data in the input FIFO and space in the output 
FIFO.

This mode is identical to the ii_ddr_fifo.  Refer to the ii_ddr_fifo component description for details on the VFIFO 
operation and logic.

Pattern Generator Operating Mode

The pattern generator  mode configures the DRAM controller  to use the memory as a dual-buffer playback 
mechanism.  In this mode, the pattern generator is a arbitrary waveform generator that can be dynamically 
configured with new data. Control packets are mixed with data packets to the VFIFO that tell the controller the 
size of the buffer for playback and  the number of times it is to be played. The waveforms for playback can be 
continuously supplied to the pattern generator so that it plays one wave after another for symbol generation or 
as a flexible waveform generator. 

The buffer playback uses the control packets to load the data into the buffer and play it back a specified number 
of times. When the first buffer has played the number of repetitions programmed as given in its control packet, 
the controller then switches to the other buffer and plays it.  This continues forever providing that new data is 
supplied.  If data is not available for the next buffer when needed, then the current  buffer plays again and 
repeats until the next buffer is ready.  Only entire buffers are played in any case, even if the next buffer is loaded 
when the current buffer is playing by default. 
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The pattern generator component has both a data port and a control port.  The controller takes control data, 
paced by the ctl_data_rdy, each buffer it loads.  There are always 6 data words per control packet that define the 
buffer load address and repetition count. The data is then pulled from the input FIFO and written into the buffer 
as available. Multiple data packets can make up the data buffer, although a single packet must contain the 
control information.  Data buffers must be a multiple of 512 words, and are limited to X”1000000” (½ the buffer 
memory).  
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The pattern generator component has a state machine (gc_state)  that controls the data buffer loading and flow 
control.   The state  machine monitors  the two buffers and loads buffers  according to the control  packets  it 
receives.   Control  packets  are  always  required  to  be  sent  before  the  data  packets  for  a  buffer  since  this 
information is used in the buffer loading process.  When a control packet is available in the control packet FIFO, 
the state machine retrieves the control packet and loads the buffer memory.  When the load is complete, it 
signals the DRAM controller that the buffer is ready to play and loads the next buffer. 

Buffer Status Signals

The controller gives a buffer_rdy signal indicating when a buffer is available for loading.  This indicates at least 
one of the buffers is ready for loading. The data level in the DDR memory is provided by the ddr_level output.  
This number is in 256 blocks, so the actual number of points in the DDR is 256 times this output.  This count is 2 
clocks latent and only counts in entire rows, so if a buffer is in use the count is up to 255 less than the count 
reports since it is only updated when a 256 block has been entirely moved to the output FIFO. 

Control Data Format

The control packets to the pattern generator must follow this format.   When the controller fetches the control 
data to load a buffer, the controller expects the data to be in this order and format. Usually, a FIFO holds this 
data for the controller.

DWord # Description
1 Start Address  ( 256 point blocks )
2 Size  ( # of 256 point blocks )
3 Rep Count
4 0x000000

Data Rates and Pacing
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Illustration 181: ii_ddr_fifo_pg  Component Block Diagram
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The VFIFO/pattern generator DRAM controller runs at ddr_in_clk rate.  Since the DRAM is single access RAM, 
this limits accesses to the DRAM to  ddr_in_clk.  Also, the DRAM has refresh and control signal timing 
requirements that add about 5% overhead to the data movement.  The maximum rate to retrieve data from the 
DRAM buffer is 

storage rate = playback rate = ddr_in_clk * (DRAM data width in bytes)/point * 2 accesses/clk * .95 
efficiency

Throughput Rate = storage rate / 2

Platform DRAM data 
path width

DRAM 
Clock Rate 

(MHz)

Max Pattern 
Generator 
Data Rate 

(MB/s)

Max VFIFO 
Throughput Rate 

(MB/s)

Max 
Storage 

Rate 
(MB/s)

PMC TX 32 100 760 380 760

Table 202: ii_ddr_fifo Data Rates Summary

The rates quoted for the various platforms are for the FrameWork logic as delivered.  The clock rates may be 
modified in custom applications, but cannot exceed 166 MHz because of the DRAM access speeds.

Data pacing control signals are generated for flow control by comparing the threshold inputs to the input and 
output FIFO levels, resulting in the ddr_i_data_rdy and ddr_o_data_rdy flow signaling  other logic. The ready 
signals indicate that space for data up to at least the threshold is available, while the output ready indicates that 
the output FIFO has at least the threshold amount of data in it.  The data counts from each FIFO are also 
provided to augment the flow control signals.
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Illustration 182: ii_ddr_fifo_pg Component

Making Data for the Pattern Generator 
The pattern generator data can be made generated on the host real-time or loaded from a file. A MATLAB 
Simulink  project  has  been  included  showing  how  to  make  signals  in  MATLAB  into  files  for  the  pattern 
generator. This allows complex signals to be designed using MATLAB and easily transported to the PMC TX 
for testing. 
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Port Direction Function
Run In Allows the controller to run.
reset In reset
dcm_reset In Reset for the clock DCM.  This reset should be asserted at power-

on or whenever ddr_clk_in stops or changes frequency and 
deasserted after ddr_clk_in is stable.

sys_clk In System clock

run In Allows the controller to run.  This is asserted after the system clocks 
are up and stable.

dat_in[31..0] In Data input

dat_in_rdy Out Signals when there is space in the input FIFO of at least 
ddr_wfifo_threshold.

dat_in_wr In Write enable to the input FIFO, synchronous to input_fifo_clk.

ififo_wr_count[9..0] Out Number of points in the input FIFO, synchronous to 
input_fifo_clk.

ddr_reset_n Out Reset to DDR DRAM devices
Mode[1..0] In Operation mode of the component: “00” = VFIFO, “10”= pattern 

generator.
Output_fifo_clk In Output FIFO read clock
dat_out_rd In Output FIFO read enable, synchronous to output_fifo_clk
dat_out[63:0] In Output data bus, synchronous to output_fifo_clk
ddr_ad[12:0] Out DDR DRAM address bus
ddr_ba[1:0] Out DDR DRAM bank addresses
ddr_rasb Out DDR DRAM RAS control signal, active low
ddr_casb Out DDR DRAM CAS control signal, active low
ddr_web Out DDR DRAM write enable control signal, active low
ddr_clk Out DDR DRAM clock (+)
ddr_clkb Out DDR DRAM clock (-)
ddr_dq[15:0] Inout DDR DRAM data bus
ddr_dqs[1:0] Inout DDR DRAM data strobes
ddr_csb Out DDR DRAM chip select control signal, active low
ddr_cke Out DDR DRAM clock enable control signal
ddr_dm[1:0] Out DDR DRAM write data mask enables
ctl_data[31..0] In Control data input
ctl_rd Out Control read enable
ctl_rdy In Control is ready, usually this indicates the 4 control words are in a 

local FIFO.

Table 203: ii_ddr_fifo_pg Component Ports
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Target Device : Xilinx Virtex2, Virtex2 Pro
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8.9 ii_alerts
Supported Platforms: PMC TX

Description:

The alert component is used to monitor critical system events, such as buffer underruns, and report the time 
these occurrences to the system.  This is done by monitoring error indicators (alert signals) in the logic and 
generating a packet to the host for each alert.  In most cases, these packets are rare and tell the host software 
that an error has occurred or that a buffer needs data. 

The number of alerts (num_alerts) is defined in the package pmc_tx_pkg.  Note that num_alerts MUST be an 
even number.   The pmc_tx_pkg should be modified for the number of alerts required. 

The ii_alert component monitors num_alerts input alerts and looks for rising edges on the enabled alerts.  An 
enable for each alert is provided on the alert_enable inputs which correspond to the alerts on a bit-by-bit basis. 
When enabled, a rising edge indicates an alert is signaled and the logic then generates a  packet indicating 
which alerts were triggered, the system time it was triggered and a status word for each alert. The status words 
can be anything of interest, the logic just puts these into the packet.

The system time is from a 32-bit counter clocked by the system clock. This time stamp is included in each packet 
indicating when this alert occurred. A time stamp rollover can can generate an alert allowing software extension 
of  the system time counter.  When clocked at  100 MHz,  the time stamp counter  rolls  over  about  every  43 
seconds, with the counter having a 10 ns resolution. 

Alert Data Format

The packets are timestamped using a 32-bit counter running off the system clock, showing the system time that 
the alert occurred.  Multiple alerts can be active for each alert packet as reported in the alerts signaled field of 
the packet. 
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Dword # Description
0 Alerts Signaled : a '1' in a bit indicates that alert is active
1 Timestamp : a 32-bit system time clocked by system clock. 
3..num_alerts Alert status words

Table 204: ii_alert Packet Format

The array of alert data is the status word that is included in the alert packet for each enabled alert. This 32-bit 
word can be anything of interest and is included in the timestamped alert packet when any alert is triggered. 

The alert component is usually followed by a packetizing component, such as ii_packetizer, since the 
alert information is sent to the host.  The host PCI controller on the Velocia PMCs requires a specific 
header format that is added by the packetizer. 

The alert log is intended for occasional use in the system.  There is an output FIFO to allow easy 
integration with the system logic.  If an alert signaling at a high rate however, this can overwhelm the 
system.  Alerts are not missed in this case unless the FIFO fills.  If the FIFO fills the alert will remain 
pending until there is room in the FIFO for another alert packet.  If the active alerts signal again when 
the FIFO is full however, only the first occurrence is signaled.  A busy output from the and fifo read 
count are provided to monitor the status as necessary.  
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Port Direction Function
clk In clock
ce In Clock enable
reset In reset
Alert_d(num_alerts -1 ..0)(31..0) In Array of status words for the alert packet.  The dimension is 

defined in pmc_tx_pkg for num_alerts.
Alert(num_alerts -1..0) In Alert signal inputs.  The component monitor these signals for 

a rising edge.
alert_enable((num_alerts -1 ..0) In Enable mask for the alerts.  Each bit corresponds to the alert 

inputs.
Timestamp_run In Time stamp run enable.  The time stamp is reset to 0 when 

false.
timestamp_rollover Out The  timestamp  counter  rolled  over.   Used  for  software 

extending the counter. 
alert_dout[31..0] Out Alert data output
alert_fifo_rd In FIFO read enable
alert_fifo_rdcnt[9..0] Out FIFO read count 
alert_fifo_rst In Reset the FIFO
alert_busy Out The alert state machine is busy when true.

Table 205: ii_alert Component Ports

Target Device : Any
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8.10 ii_ddr_fifo_mq
Supported Platforms: PMC DR, PMC UWB

Description:
This component creates multiple data queues using a  DRAM buffer memory that independently managed 
to  give  the  functionality  of  multiple  FIFOs.  The  number  of  queues,  depth  of  each  queue  and 
performance are  controlled  in  the  code  so  that  this  component  can  be optimized  for  performance 
for various application requirements.

The ii_ddr_fifo_mq component implements a multi-queue virtual FIFO (VFIFO) as shown in the following 
block diagram. Each queue has a 1K input and output FIFO implemented in using an FPGA blockram that is 
connected  to  the  buffer  memory  controller.  The  input  and  output  FIFOs  provide  the  immediate  data 

buffering for the VFIFO and are the interface to the system logic. Data flow to and from the multi-queue 
VFIFO is paced on the levels of the input and output FIFOs. 

The VFIFO controller is responsible for moving data from the input FIFOs to the queue in buffer memory, and 
conversely  from the buffer memory to the output  FIFO.  The data  movement  controller,  as  shown in  the 
following diagram, polls each input FIFO and  moves data from an input FIFO in blocks of 256 points (an 
entire row of data in the DRAM) to the buffer memory, and retrieves data in blocks of 256 points the queue 
output FIFO.  Data movement is paced by the availability  of data in the input FIFO and space in the output 
FIFO for each queue, as indicated by the FIFO write count for input and read count for output.

Queues can be prioritized for service by controlling the behavior of the priority flag.  In many cases storing 
acquired data samples is the highest priority to prevent lost data, such as in the PMC DR, so priority is set 
to force the controller to service all  incoming FIFOs before ANY of the output FIFOs are serviced.  This 
ensures that the controller uses all of its bandwidth on the highest priority data first.  The priority flag logic 
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Illustration 185: Multi-queue VFIFO Component Simplified Block Diagram
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can be modified so that individual queues are prioritized, or so that reads are prioritized as the application 
demands by changing the priority_queue vector in the logic.

The  queue  control  state  machine  manages  address  pointers  for  the  queues  and  provides  this  control 
information to the DRAM controller in fifo_ddr_sdram. These address pointers for the DRAM buffer memory 
create circular buffer for each queue by managing a read pointer and write pointer. Addresses are fed to a 
DDR DRAM controller  that  controls  the  external  DDR  DRAM  device  interfaces.  This  DDR DRAM 
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controller used in the VFIFO is an adaptation of Xilinx Appnote,  XAPP253.  The controller implements the 
DRAM control, refresh and data path.

DDR DRAM Controller

The state machine in the fifo_ddr_sdram.vhd source is DDR_FIFO_STATE and is shown in the following state 
diagram. As can be seen in the state diagram, the state machine first initializes the DDR DRAM. Several steps 
are required by the DRAM before it can be used which are performed by the controller. Specific timing between 
commands is required that the state machine must respect. A simple counter inserting 2^15 clocks between 
commands is used for simplicity. In the initialization steps, the state machine precharges the DRAM, writes to 
the DDR memory the mode registers, performs refreshes and finally enters an active mode, read for use. Once 
the DRAM is ready for use, it enters an operating state that stores/fetches data to the DDR DRAM memory.

DDR DRAM operates using a command word that tells the memory what type of access it is to perform.   Each 
state of the FIFO_DDR_DRAM state machine generates the appropriate command and to the DDR interface 
logic using a case statement dependent on the state. A case statement is used for the command generation.

The refresh counter forces the DRAM state machine to perform a refresh every 256 clocks, or about every 2 
uS. Refreshes do not interrupt read or write bursts, but have priority once the controller is idle over everything 
else.
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VFIFO Clocks

Clocks for the VFIFO are generated using a two DCMs to provide a read clock and write clock locked to the 
sys_clk clock. The sys_clk clock has  been  implemented  using  clocks  ranging  from  80  to  150  MHz, 
although the DRAM supports clocks to 167 MHz. A refresh clock is made from sys_clk divided by 32. The read 
and write DCMs allow phase to be adjusted for the clocks for data capture timing. As part of the design process 
it may be necessary to tune the read clock timing with respect to the data to match the device timing and logic 
device timing. A clock diagram showing the DCM use is shown in the following figure.
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Illustration 188: VFIFO Clocks

VFIFO Data Path

The DDR DRAM data path is derived from XAPP253 and is shown in the following figure. As is shown, the data 
path uses the FDDR double data rate flip-flops embedded in the Virtex2 Pro architecture for the data clocking 
to the memory. Data is captured using two flip-flops clocked on  opposite edges of the phase adjusted read 
clock.
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Buffer Status

The number of points in the buffer is the sum of the number of points in the DRAM plus the input and output 
FIFO counts.  The number of points in the DRAM are given by the array queue_cnt, which is an array of counts 
for each queue which is a block of 256 dwords. 

Total number of 64-bit words = queue_cnt[]*256 

For simplicity, the number points in the input and output FIFOs are ignored since these are small compared to 
the queue count in DRAM.  As blocks of  256 dwords move from the input FIFO into its queue, the queue_cnt[] 
increments.  When data is moved from the queue to the output FIFO, queue_cnt[] decrements. 

The overflow flags indicate that a queue has potentially overflowed.  The overflow flag indicates that either the 
input FIFO was full when written to, or that the queue is full. If the dat_in_rdy[] flow control signal is used, 
overflow should not occur unless the data rate exceeds the system capability. 

Data Rates and Pacing
Data pacing control signals for flow control  are dat_in_rdy[] and fifo_rdcnt[].  The dat_in_rdy[] signal indicates 
that the input FIFO is less than ¾ full  (384 64-bit  dwords). The fifo_rdcnt[]  array  from each output  FIFO 
indicate the number of points in the output FIFO available for immediate consumption.

Data rates for reads and writes to any queue are limited by several factors including the clock rate, data path 
width, and priority configuration.  The controller has some overhead, amounting to about 10% of the available 
time, used for queue management and DRAM refresh. Here is an approximate equation, followed by some 
actual measured rates.

storage rate = ddr_in_clk * (DRAM data width in bytes)/point * 2 accesses/clk * .90 efficiency

Throughput Rate = storage rate / 2

Platform DRAM 
data 
path 
width

DRAM 
Clock 
Rate 

(MHz)

Max Rate on 
any Queue 

(MB/s)

Number of 
Queues in 

FrameWork 
Logic

Priority 
Direction

Max 
Throughput 
Rate (MB/s)

PMC DR 32 150 1008 MB/s* 8 Store
(Write to 
DRAM)

760

PMC UWB 32 150 1008 MB/s* 8 Store
(Write to 
DRAM)

Table 206: ii_ddr_fifo_mq Data Rates Summary

* Measured using 8 queue design with 4 queues simultaneously receiving data at 250 MB/s each. Hig

The rates quoted for the various platforms are for the FrameWork logic as delivered.  The clock rates may be 
modified in custom applications, but cannot exceed 167 MHz because of the DRAM access speeds.
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Illustration 190: ii_ddr_fifo_mq Component
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Port Direction Function
reset In reset
sys_clk In System clock. Minimum 80 Mhz for DDR DRAM. 

run In Allows the controller to run.  This is asserted after the 
system clocks are up and stable.

ad_dat_in [num_queues/2-1:0]
[16:0]

In Data input, 16-bit path

 ddc_dat_in[num_queues/2-1 :0]
[31..0]

In Data input, 64-bit path

dat_in_wt[num_queues-1 :0] In Write enable to the input FIFO, synchronous to sys_clk.
dat_in_rdy[num_queues-1 :0] Out Signals when there is space in the input FIFO of at least 

ddr_wfifo_threshold.
ddr_clk Out DDR DRAM clock (+)
ddr_clkb Out DDR DRAM clock (-)
ddr_csb Out DDR DRAM chip select control signal, active low
ddr_rasb Out DDR DRAM RAS control signal, active low
ddr_casb Out DDR DRAM CAS control signal, active low
ddr_web Out DDR DRAM write enable control signal, active low
ddr_cke Out DDR DRAM clock enable control signal
ddr_ba[1:0] Out DDR DRAM bank addresses
ddr_ad[12:0] Out DDR DRAM address bus
dat_out[num_queues-1:0][31:0] In Output data bus array.
dat_out_rd[num_queues-1:0] In Output FIFO read enable array.
fifo_rdcnt  [num_queues-1:0][9:0] Out Output FIFO read count array.  This is the number of 

points in the small output FIFO that are available for 
reading. Synchronous to sys_clk.

queue_cnt[num_queues-1:0][14:0] Out Array of the number of blocks of data in the DRAM 
buffer for each queue. Each block is 256 4-bit dwords. 

Overflow[num_queues-1:0] Out Overflow indicator for each queue. This flag goes true 
when the queue is full.  This bit is sticky and once true, 
stays true until the logic is reset.

data_vld[num_queues-1:0] Out Output data read from the FIFOs is valid. 

Table 207: ii_ddr_fifo_mq Component Ports

Target Device : Xilinx Virtex2, Virtex2 Pro
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8.11 ii_trigger
Supported Platforms: PMC DR, PMC UWB

Description:

The ii_trigger  component provides triggering control for data acquisition.  The output of the component is a 
trigger signal that is used to control data capture and storage and is usually driven into the trigger port of an  A/D 
converter interface or other IO component. This allows the logic to acquire data as is needed by the specific 
application for processing and logging.

The ii_trigger component provides two methods for triggering: framed and unframed.  In the framed mode, the 
trigger signal goes false after programmable number of points, assuming that a data point is captured for each 
rising edge of the sample clock.  In unframed mode, the trigger output is true as controlled by the input triggers. 
The trigger is started by either the sw_trig input or ext_sync input.  These two signals are OR'ed together so that 
either one can begin a trigger.  In the framed mode, a rising edge on the trigger begins the frame.  In unframed 
mode, the trigger is true simply whenever the OR'ed signal is true.

The frame count is loaded as the number of 256 point blocks to be captured, so the total number of points 
captured is 256 times the frame count.  This reduces the counter size for large captures.

The trigger is either the external sync signal or the internal software controlled run signal, as selected by the 
trigger control register for each channel. The external trigger may be disabled to prevent false triggering. The 
software trigger is may always trigger the system even when the hardware trigger is true to allow the application 
to force a trigger condition. 

This component should use the SAMPLE CLOCK for all logic so that the trigger is synchronous to the sampling. 
This  is  required  so  that  the  number  of  samples  in  frame  is  counted  correctly.  The  control  signals  to  the 
component are usually NOT on this clock domain, but rather on system clock domain.  It is best to double-
register all inputs crossing this domain so that metastability is avoided.
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Port Direction Function
reset In reset
clk In Sample clock
sample_en In Enable this trigger component for sampling. Synchronous to 

clk.
ext_sync In Trigger input, usually from an external signal. 
sw_trig  In “Software trigger” input.  This signal is OR'ed with ext_sync 

to allow software or logic to start/stop an acquisition.
run In Enable the trigger component to run.
 trig_sel[1:0] In Trigger selections.  

Bit 0 = trigger mode; '0' = unframed, '1' = framed
Bit 1 = ext trigger enable; '0' = disabled, '1' = enabled

frame_cnt[15:0] In Size  of  the frame to  be captured.   The actual  number  of 
points will be 256* frame_cnt.

trigger Out Trigger output control

Table 208: ii_trigger Component Ports

Target Device : Any
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